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SOFT DRINK INTERBRAND COMPETITION ACT 

MONDAY, JUNE 4, 1679 

U.S. SENATE, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ANTITRUST, 

MONOPOLY AND BUSINESS RIGHTS 
OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, 

Washington, D.C. 
The subcommittee met at 10:15 a.m., in room 457, Russell Senate 

Office Building, Hon. Birch Bayh (member of the subcommittee) 
presiding. 

Present: Senators Bayh, Baucus, Thurmond, Cochran, and Dole. 
Staff present: Mike Cooper, counsel to the subcommittee; Bob 

Levitt, research assistant; Nels Ackerson, chief counsel to Senator 
Bayh; Kevin O. Faley, general counsel to Senator Bayh; Mary K. 
Jolly, staff director to Senator Bayh; Linda Rogers-Kingsbury, chief 
clerk to Senator Bayh; Louise Milone, legislative assistant to Senator 
Bayh; Christie Johnson, assistant clerk to Senator Bayh; Steve 
Holley, staff assistant to Senator Bayh; Pete N. Chumbris, chief 
counsel to the minority antitrust subcommittee; Henry Ruempler, 
counsel to Senator Cochran; Tom Parry , counsel to Senator Hatch. 

Senator BAYH. We will ask for our hearings to be called to order. 

OPENING STATEMENT 0 1 HON. BIRCH BAYH, A U.S. SENATOR 
FROM THE STATE OF INDIANA 

Senator BAYH. Today, as you all know, we begin hearings on the 
Soft Drink Interbrand Competition Act. I t has been numbered S. 598. 
I t is legislation designed to clarify the circumstances under which 
territorial license provisions are lawful in the soft drink industry. 

This legislation is in response to a Federal Trade Commission in
stituted proceeding to bar as unlawful territorial franchise agreements 
with bottlers by soft drink sirup companies. 

On March 8 of this year, S. 598 was introduced by myself and my 
distinguished colleague from Mississippi, Senator Cochran, the 
Senator from South Carolina, and many others. In fact, we have some 
75 other colleagues. So there is a rather significant amount of support 
in the Senate cosponsoring this legislation. 

This legislation, just briefly, for those present who may not be 
familiar with it, is designed to preserve a unique industry practice, 
the manufacturing, bottling, and distribution, of trademarked soft 
drinks by local companies operating under territorial licenses. Under 
our proposal, the local man would continue to rely on this territorial 
license as long as there is substantial and effective interbrand competi-

(1) 
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tion. I want to emphasize that provision of the bill—as long as there 
is substantial and effective interbrand competition. 

For over 75 years the soft drink industry has used territorial fran
chise agreements with smaller bottlers to provide services to a wide 
variety of its customers and to insure the future of the returnable 
bottle, as will be explained by some of our witnesses here today. These 
restrictions limit the geographical territory in which a bottler may 
manufacture and distribute soft drink products and have been the 
basis of the industry's structure. 

These contracts in no way prevent one brand from being in competi
tion with another. In fact, many people whom I have discussed this 
matter with believe that franchise contracts help promote competition 
among brands of soft drinks. 

Those of us cosponsoring the legislation believe that antitrust laws 
should not be used to restructure an industry, especially where there is 
an acknowledged high-level of interbrand competition. Such a restruc
turing might change the nature of an industry in which many of the 
franchises are small family owned businesses. 

We are concerned that should territorial licenses be prohibited, we 
would find these small businesses swallowed up by large bottlers. In 
the longrun, the FTC ruling would, therefore, be anticompetitive 
instead of competitive. The industry will be transformed from one 
with many components—small businesses, community businesses—to 
an oligarchical industry. 

I know I have looked at this situation in Indiana. There is great 
fear among some 50 small businesses that they would be gobbled up by 
a few larger bottlers. 

In 1979, over 2,000 bottling plants were operating throughout the 
United States. Over 1,500 of these plants employ fewer than 50 em
ployees. Although the distribution of bottling plants tends to parallel 
the distribution of population, many of these plants are located in 
small cities. The end result of the FTC ruling will be not only detri
mental to the industry, but costly to the communities and the con
sumers as well. 

We in Government find ourselves treading many fine lines and the 
regulation of business is certainly one of them. We must constantly be 
watchful not to permit the stamping out of competition through 
monopolistic practices that endanger the small businessman. 

A t the same time we must be even more vigilant in our scrutiny of 
what we here in Washington do about business regulation lest we en
danger the existence of the very people we are trying to protect by in 
fact regulating them out of business. 

I t is my judgment that the F T C opinion, let me say, has created 
just such a situation. 

By attempting to protect the consumer from a suspected antitrust 
violation, we may well be hurting the consumer and destroying the 
business of the smaller bottlers who are unable to compete with larger 
bottlers who can ship farther in greater quantities. 

I t is clear that if the over 2,000 plant industry becomes an industry 
dominated by only a handful of bottling companies, those companies 
can set any price they wish and there will be no smaller competing 
bottlers to provide local competition. Further, the service from the soft 
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drink industry that we have all come to enjoy and take for granted, 
the soda machine in the local garage or in our office buildings, may 
well become a thing of the past. 

We must continue to be aware of the needs of the small business
man in America and to protect the invaluable contribution he or 
she makes to our economy and our way of life, and the people of our 
country. I do not believe Government plays a helpful or even proper 
role when its bureaucrats, even with the best of intentions, burden 
the American businessman with ill-conceived regulations which ul
timately cannot assist either business or consumers. 

We have enough real problems in this country for Government to 
solve without creating new ones. 

In summary, let me conclude by saying, I believe this legislation 
is vital to the survival of the small bottler and the returnable bottle 
and to the maintenance of a high level of service we. have come to 
expect from the soft drink industry. 

[The text of S. 598 follows:] 
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IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 
MAKCII 8 (legislative day, FEBRUABY 22), 1979 

Mr. BAYH (for himself, Mr. COCHBAN, Mr. ABMSTBONO, Mr. BAKEB, Mr. 

BAUCTJS, Mr. BELLMON, Mr. BENTSEN, Mr. BOBEN, Mr. BOSCHWITZ, Mr. 

BUBDICK, Mr. CANNON, Mr. CHILES, Mr. CRANSTON, Mr. DANFOBTH, Mr. 

PECONCINI, Mr. DOMENICI, Mr. EAOLETON, Mr. FOBD, Mr. GABN, Mr. 

OOLDWATEB, Mr. GRAVEL, Mr. HABT, Mr. HATCH, Mr. HAYAKAWA, Mr. 

HEFI.IN, Mr. HELMS, Mr. IIOLLINGS, Mr. HI'DDI.ESTON, Mr. HUMPHREY, 

Mr. INOUYE, Mr. JACKSON, Mr. JEPSBN, Mrs. KASUEBAI.'M, Mr. LEAHY, 

Mr. Li OAB, Mr. MAONUSON, Mr. LAXALT, Mr. MATHIAS, Mr. MATSUN-

AOA, Mr. MCCLURE, Mr. MCGOVEBN, Mr. MELCHER, Mr. MOROAN, Mr. 

MOYNIHAN, Mr. NUNN. Mr. PEBCY, Mr. PRESSLER, Mr. PRYOK, Mr. RAN

DOLPH, Mr. RIEOLE, Mr. ROTH, Mr. SCHMITT, Mr. SIMPSON, Mr. STKN-

NIS, Mr. STEVENS, Mr. STEWABT, Mr. STONI:, Mr. TALMADOE, Mr. Tut R-

MOND, Mr. TOWEH, Mr. WARNER, Mr. WILLIAMS, and Mr. Yoi'Nfi) intro

duced the following bill; which was read twiee and referred to the Committee 
on the Judiciary 

A BILL 
To clarifv the circumstances under which territorial provisions in 

licenses to manufacture, distribute, and sell trademarked 

soft drink products arc lawful under the antitrust laws. 

II-E 
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1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, 

3 SECTION 1. This Act may be cited as the "Soft Drink 

4 Interbrand Competition Act". 

5 SEC. 2. Nothing contained in any antitrust law shall 

6 render unlawful the inclusion and enforcement in any trade-

7 mark licensing contract or agreement, pursuant to which the 

8 licensee engages in the manufacture (including manufacture 

9 by a sublicensee, agent, or subcontractor), distribution, and 

10 sale of a trademarked soft drink product, of provisions grant-

11 ing the licensee the sole and exclusive right to manufacture, 

12 distribute, and sell such product in a defined geographic area 

13 or limiting the licensee, directly or indirectly, to the manufac-

14 turc, distribution, and sale of such product only for ultimate 

15 resale to consumers within a defined geographic area: Pro-

16 tided, That such product is in substantial and effective com-

17 petition with other products of the same general class. 

18 SEC. 3. The existence or enforcement of territorial pro-

19 visions in a trademark licensing agreement for the manufac-

20 turc, distribution, and sale of a trademarked soft drink prod-

21 uct prior to any final determination that such provisions are 

22 unlawful shall not be the basis for recovery under section 4 of 

23 the Act entitled "An Act to supplement existing laws against 

24 unlawful restraints and monopolies, and for other purposes", 

25 approved October 15, 1914. 
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1 S E C . 4. As used in this Act, the term "antitrust law" 

2 means the Act entitled "An Act to protect trade and com-

3 merce against unlawful restraints and monopolies" (the Sher-

4 man Act), approved July 2, 1890, the Federal Trade Com-

5 mission Act, approved September 26, 1914, and the Act en-

6 titled "An Act to supplement existing laws against unlawful 

7 restraints and monopolies, and for other purposes" (the Clay-

8 ton Act), approved October 15, 1914, and all amendments to 

9 such Acts and any other Acts in pari materia. 

Senator B A T H . I will yield to our distinguished ranking minority 
member, Senator Thurmond. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. STROM THURMOND, A U.S. SEN. 
ATOR FROM THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

Senator THTJKMOND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
The Federal Trade Commission in 1971 initiated a number of cases 

challenging the territorial provisions in bottlers' trademark licenses 
as unfair methods of competition in violation of section 5 of the 
Federal Trade Commission Act. 

After a prolonged hearing, a ruling by the administrative law 
judge stated that the franchise system was lawful. The Federal Trade 
Commission overruled the decision and created an issue that 36 Sena
tors considered important enough to introduce legislation to clarify 
the conflicting issues of contract obligations among the various in
terests affected by the FTC decision. 

The Senate has enacted in a previous Congress such a bill and sent 
it to the House of Representatives, which could not fully resolve the 
issue in time before that Congress ended. I t has been stated that neither 
the courts nor the F T C will consider several pertinent factors which 
only the Congress can resolve because the Congress is better equipped 
to cope with the range of issues and interests which are involved in 
the soft drink franchise matter. 

For the above reasons, I have again cosponsored such a bill, S. 598, 
with the hope that a full record will be recorded. Briefly, the ter
ritorial franchise system for soft drinks has been in effect for over 
78 years, with over 2,000 large and small bottlers making capital 
investments to billions of dollars in reliance on such territorial 
agreements. 

A few years ago, in South Carolina, my home State, we had 44 
soft drink plants and 36 soft drink firms. The great majority are 
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domestically owned. They employed approximately 2,800 people with 
an annual payroll over $18 million. 

Without territorial restrictions, without corrective legislation, we 
shall see the larger bottlers with great capital capture the warehouse 
business and we shall see the small, independent bottler go broke. 
With concentration achieved by the large bottlers, there will be truly 
a lack of competition in this field. 

For these reasons, I am favoring this bill and hope that the Senate 
will seek to pass it. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Senator B A T H . Thank you, Senator. 
Next, our colleague from Mississippi who was supporting this legis

lation before he became one of our colleagues. 
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. THAD COCHRAN, A U.S. SEN
ATOR FROM THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI 

Senator COCHRAN. Mr. Chairman, I have joined with you in intro
ducing this legislation because I believe it is essential to protect the 
livelihood of the small, independent bottlers, as well as the interests 
of the customers they serve. 

Having worked on the issue, as you pointed out, during my tenure 
in the other body, and here, I have reviewed the points in controversy 
very carefully. I t is inconceivable to me that the F T C could find any 
lack of competition or consumer choice in the soft drink industry 
which results from the franchise system. 

According to all the key indicators of competition, there is today 
intense competition in the soft drink industry. Prices are low. Variety 
is high. Concentration is low. Local service is strong. All of these 
elements exist in part because of the territorial licenses under which 
the local bottlers have operated for the last 75 years. 

The F T C ruling against territorial licenses would disrupt all of 
this. Indeed, the F T C ruling will actually be anticompetitive, causing 
greater concentration, reducing consumer choices, reducing local serv
ice, and conceivably raising prices in the longrun. 

Moreover, if the ruling causes the demise of the returnable bottle, 
which is likely, there will be significant ecological consequences. 

For these reasons, Mr. Chairman, I strongly support the legislation 
and am pleased to join you in welcoming the witnesses who have 
come today to testify concerning their views and opinions on this 
legislation. 

Senator B A T H . Thank you, Senator Cochran. 
We have as our first group of witnesses a panel of bottlers. If they 

would come to the witness table, we would appreciate it. Mr. Sidney 
P. Mudd, Seven-Up Bottling Corp. of New York, New Rochelle, N.Y.; 
Mr. Robert Delauter, Coca-Cola Bottling Corp. of Portland, Ind. ; 
Mr. J . Peter Moore, Pepsi-Cola Bottling Corp. of Bend, Oreg.; and 
Mr. Charles Moak of the Moak Bottling Corp. of Indianola, Miss. We 
appreciate all of you being here. 

I know Mr. Delauter. Could the rest of you identify yourselves for 
all of us here, please ? 
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TESTIMONY OF SIDNEY P. MUDD, SEVEN-UP BOTTLING CORP. OP 
NEW YORK, NEW ROCHELLE, N.Y.; J. PETER MOORE, PEPSI-COLA 
BOTTLING CORP. OF BEND, OREG.; BOB DELAUTER, COCA-COLA 
BOTTLING CORP. OF PORTLAND, IND.; AND CHARLES MOAK, 
MOAK BOTTLING CORP., INC., INDIANOLA, MISS. 

Mr. MUDD. Sir, if I may begin. I will identify everyone for the 
subcommittee. 

Senator B A T H . Fine. Are you Mr. Mudd ? 
Mr. MUDD. Yes, sir. 
Senator B A T H . Good. You can be the ring leader. 
Mr. MUDD. Mr. Chairman, my name is Sidney P. Mudd. I am past 

president of the National Soft Drink Association, the organization 
representing soft drink bottlers throughout the country. 

I am currently chairman of that association's special franchise com
mittee. This committee is concerned with the implications of the Fed
eral Trade Commission's challenge to the soft drink industry's terri
torial system, and with the proposed remedial legislation now pending 
before this subcommittee. I am also a Seven-Up soft drink bottler in 
New Eochelle, N.Y. 

I appreciate, as do all of us, this opportunity to appear here today 
in order to present the subcommittee with whatever information it 
desires regarding the structure and performance of the soft drink 
industry and with regard to the need for enactment of S. 598. 

I will briefly summarize the prepared statement I have submitted 
to the subcommittee. I request that my prepared statement be reprinted 
in the record of these proceedings. 

In order to give the subcommittee an opportunity to become ac
quainted with the tremendous diversity in the soft drink industry and 
the range of factors that confront bottlers in various parts of the coun
try, I am accompanied by a panel of bottlers whose operations vary 
widely and who come from different sections of the country. With me 
are Mr. Bob Delauter, president of the Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of 
Indiana, who is on my far right; Mr. Charles E. Moak, president of the 
Moak Bottling Co. in Mississippi, on my immediate right; and Mr. 
J . Peter Moore, vice president and manager of the Pepsi-Cola Bottling 
Co. of Bend. Oreg., on my left. 

Each of these bottlers will make a brief statement describing his 
operation and the market within which he competes. Thereafter, we 
will be happy to respond to any questions you may have with regard 
to our knowledge of the operation of the soft drink industry, the 
effect of the territorial franchise system, and the impact of the Federal 
Trade Commission proceedings on our businesses. 

My company, Joyce Beverages, Inc., is a large bottler. Nevertheless, 
like the vast maiority of bottlers, large and small. I fully support 
S. 598. There are basically two reasons why I support the bill. 

First. I firmly believe that the elimination of soft drink territories 
would have profoundly unfortunate effects upon the industry and 
upon the consuming public. The soft, drink territorial svstem has 
served the consumer extremely well, has functioned in a truly competi
tive way, and the system should not be changed unless it can clearly 
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be shown that the use of territories has an adverse effect on interbrand 
competition. 

My second reason for supporting the bill concerns the effect of 
elimination of territories upon my company. Obviously the effect of 
the elimination of territories would be felt initially by small bottlers. 
But there is a real possibility, as I explain in greater detail in my 
written statement, that franchise companies, food chains and other 
large marketing corporations will move into the bottling industry 
with dire effects upon all industry members. 

My written statement briefly describes the structure and operation 
of the soft drink industry and its history of adapting to the natural 
competitive flux of the marketplace. 

I also discuss the damaging effects on the health of the industry 
created by the 8 years of proceedings before the Federal Trade Com
mission and the courts. 

In supporting S. 598, we are not asking for an antitrust exemption. 
Rather, S. 598 is remedial in scope and fully consistent with traditional 
antitrust statutes. What it does is to require the Commission and the 
courts to test soft drink industry territorial franchises in terms of the 
extent of interbrand competition in the market. Section 3 of S. 598 
would free the industry from treble damage exposure for enforcing 
exclusive territorial provisions in trademark soft drink agreements 
prior to the date when and if a final determination is made that such 
products are not in substantial and effective interbrand competition. 
Territorial provisions have been in effect for more than 75 years. 

Prior to the FTC ruling, every court which examined the soft drink 
territorial provisions held them to be lawful, beginning with the 
Coca-Cola case in 1920. 

In light of the industry's good faith reliance on these precedents 
and the competitive nature of the soft drink industry, Congress should 
relieve the industry from treble damage exposure for having territories 
before a possible finding of illegality under S. 598. 

In summary, let me briefly state my principal points. First, the 
soft drink industrv is populated by local independent bottlers who face 
intense interbrand competition and who provide the consumer with 
a wide range of soft drink choices. 

Second, the territorial limitations have provided incentives to bot
tlers to make investments for production, distribution, and marketing 
which have resulted in substantial and effective interbrand 
competition. 

At the same time, the territorial system has not prevented adaptation 
to chansrinjr economic and demographic factors. 

And third, and finally, S. 598 does not confer an antitrust exemp
tion. I t merely clarifies the competitive standard under which exclusive 
territories are to be judged. 

Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I would like to introduce Mr. 
Bob Delauter, from the Coca-Cola Bottling Corp. of Portland, Ind. 

Senator B A T H . Thank you, Mr. Mudd. 
We appreciate Mr. Delauter being here. 
Mr. DELAUTER. Mr. Chairman, I am Bob Delauter, a Coca-Cola 

bottler from Portland. Ind. I serve all of .Tay and Blackford and 
Randolph Counties in Indiana and most of Darke and Mercer Coun
ties in Ohio and parts of three other counties in Indiana and Ohio. 
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My franchise area covers 128,960 people, in which the largest town is 
Greenville, Ohio, with 13,800 people. 

My wife and I own 95 percent of our company and the other 5 per
cent is held in a trust set up by a previous stockholder. I have managed 
the company since 1956. The history of our plant is one of hope and 
progress and development. 

On November 20,1917, Orien E. Holsapple and his uncle, J im Isen-
hart, launched themselves into a new enterprise. On that date they 
became the sole owners of the Portland Bottling Works at 317 West 
Main Street in Portland. 

That start was important because their new soda pop business 
brought them into contact with a Mr. Luther Carson of Paducah, Ky., 
who was the owner of the Coca-Cola bottling franchise in Fort Wayne, 
Ind., which included Portland and the surrounding area. 

Although the soda water business flourished, Mr. Holsapple was 
impressed with the growth of Coca-Cola on a national basis and for 
6 long years sought a subcontract from Mr. Carson authorizing him 
to bottle and sell Coca-Cola in Portland. Finally, an agreement was 
reached between the parties in February 1923 and the production 
facilities were moved from Hartford City, Ind., to 317 West Main 
Street in Portland. Mr. Holsapple tried to borrow money locally but 
was turned down because it was considered a bad risk. Because the 
previous owner owed money to the Hartford City Bank and was in 
poor financial shape, his bank agreed to lend Mr. Holsapple the money 
to buy and move the company out of Hartford City to Portland. The 
purchase price was a total of $2,200. 

Tha t first year in business, they sold a total of 240 cases of Coca-
Cola. That was less than the amount of lemon pop we sold around the 
square in Hartford City. At 80 cents a case, this amounted to a grand 
total of $192 or $3.70 a week. At that time, Coca-Cola retailed at 5 
cents a bottle or 0.77 cent per ounce. Today in the Ludwig's IGA Store 
in Portland, Coca-Cola can be purchased for less than 1 cent per ounce. 

In September 1938 we moved into a new modern building at 510 
East Arch Street. I have here a souvenir copy which I will present to 
you. I t is 41 years old. I t tells our story pretty well. I t commemorates 
the big day for our company in 1938. On that day we had 265 customers. 
They are all listed on the back. They were all invited to our open house. 
We employed eight people and we were very proud of our contribution 
to them and to our hometown. In 1961 we found it necessary to en
large our facilities and added some 40 percent to our space. 

In 1969 we purchased the adjoining franchise for Coca-Cola at Union 
City, Ind., and invested hundreds of thousands of dollars in new 
bottles, coolers, and trucks. On that day we were selling 611,391 cases. 
Coca-Cola was selling at 0.75 cent per ounce. By promotion and hard 
work and the efforts of loyal employees and customers, we grew at a 
rate of 35 percent that first year. We purchased thousands of dollars 
in coolers over the next several years and are now in the process of 
trying to build a new plant to service our 2,200 customers. Our em
ployment has grown to 83 people, and we sell 10 times as much Coca-
Cola per day now as we did in our entire first year in 1923. 

Now I would like to retrace my steps to about July 15,1971. the day 
the Federal Trade Commission sued the soft drink franchise com
panies and several bottlers. I had just purchased the Union City 
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Coca-Cola Bottling Co. I owed over a half million dollars and had 
just been told, in effect, by the F T C that my purchase was practically 
worthless, because without franchise lines 1 could not afford to invest 
in coolers, signs, trucks, and bottling equipment necessary to serve 
my customers. Although we are in a small country area, Ave border some 
very large bottlers with much deeper pockets than mine, and in a price 
battle for customers I simply could not survive. 

Remember, in 1969 Coca-Cola was selling for 0.75 cent an ounce, 
slightly less than when our company started in 1923. So you see, the 
F T C attempt to assure competition between bottlers of Coca-Cola 
had a very hollow ring to me. 

What other product in the world was selling cheaper in 1969 than 
it was in 1923? Where else could the consumer go and find such a 
bargain? 

In Portland, Ind., we are about 65 percent returnable bottle sales 
and the balance is in nonreturnable bottles and cans. I am unable to 
produce some of these nonreturnable bottles and cans so I buy these 
in packages from another source. I need to install new and faster 
equipment. However, to do this would require investing about $1 mil
lion in new equipment. The uncertainty of the FTC ruling over the 
last 8 years has caused us to delay this investment at an increase in 
cost to me of about 10 percent per year. Even if I were to convert to 
100 percent returnables, I would still need to enlarge my plant to take 
care of the 35 percent of the people who are now drinking from con
venience packaging. 

The results of delay, inflation, and uncertain legal prospects caused 
by the FTC ruling has been a major factor in the increased cost of my 
product to the consumer in Portland, Ind., since 1972. Actually, our 
price has increased as much since 1972 as it did in the first 40 years 
of our business. 

Now the F T C is not the sole cause of this, obviously, but certainly 
they were a major cause. Senate bill 598 will give me a clear under
standing of the future where I can plan, build new efficient production, 
and continue to provide soft drinks at a price still available at about 
a cent an ounce in my territory. In today s world, that is still the best 
bargain in town. 

I t was made possible by the wisdom of my predecessors who de
signed the franchise system to assure a quality product with wide 
availability at a fair price. I t was this system that has taken the life's 
work of several families, a system that has created the most widely 
known, widely available, and widely enjoyed product in the world. 

In January we went out to a supermarket in Indianapolis and 
purchased one each of every type, size, flavor, and brand of refresh
ment available. I t filled a pickup truck. We were shocked to find that 
over 395 different competing products and packages were available 
for refreshment in that area—not including milk, tea, coffee, beer, or 
water. 

We were trying to convey the tremendous competition for our cus
tomers' refreshment dollar. Some of those soft drink products on 
that day were for sale at less than 0.77 cent per ounce. Although I 
don't have a picture with me today, I would be glad to furnish the 
committee a photograph of that display and document any of the 
prices or any of the other information. 
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The point of my story is this. Our system works honestly, fairly, 
and efficiently to the benefit of the consumer, the bottlers, and the 
marketplace. I think this is obvious, as evidenced by the fact that 
395 different entries exist in that refreshment market. I honestly 
know of no other business where the consumer has such a wide choice 
at such bargain prices. 

The average soft drink bottler, like myself, cannot survive without 
the franchise system. We are a unique industry with a different de
livery system than anyone else, a returnable package system, and a 
multitude of package sizes to satisfy any customer's needs. Our prod
ucts are available in every place we can find, big or small, wherever 
thirst might exist. 

In today's real world the franchise territories determine whether 
hundreds of local bottlers like myself will continue to insure avail
ability of hundreds of products to thousands of dealers, or whether 
the soft drink industry will become a few national corporations ship
ping a few major brands to supermarkets only. 

Thank you for the opportunity to tell my story. I urge you to please 
consider this bill and pass it. Eight years is long enough. We need 
your help now. Thank you, sir. 

Senator BAYH. Thank you, Mr. Delauter. 
Mr. MUDD. Mr. Chairman, with your permission, may I present 

to j'ou Mr. Peter Moore, the Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co. of Bend, Oreg. 
Mr. MOORE. My name is Peter Moore and I am a resident of Bend, 

Oreg., where my family has owned the Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co., 
since July 1969. The stock of the company is held in trust by the 
U.S. National Bank of Oregon for the estate of my deceased father, 
William R. Moore. The beneficiary of the trust is my mother, Helen 
Moore, and upon her death the business will pass to my two brothers 
and me. My younger brother, Craig, has worked with me since 1975 
and is currently our marketing manager. 

The involvement of our family in the soft drink industry began 
in 1938 when my father went to work as a route salesman for Pacific 
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. in Portland, an operating division of Coca-
Cola USA. During the next 13 years, he progressed in the organiza
tion from route salesman to route supervisor to advertising manager 
and finally sales manager. 

In 1951 he left Coca-Cola to become general manager of the Seven-
Up Bottling Co. in Portland, a locally owned independent franchise 
operation. During the 21 years in which my father worked at Port
land Seven-Up, my two brothers and I completed our high school 
and college educations. All of us earned our way doing the various 
jobs around the company, such as truck washing, janitorial work, 
working on the production line, and ultimately having our own sales 
routes. 

In 1974 my father left the very successful Seven-Up plant to be
come president of Alpac Corp. in Seattle, Wash., a much larger 
organization with plants in Seattle. Hawaii, and Alaska. At the time 
of his death in 1976, he was on the board of directors of the National 
Soft Drink Association and a leader in the industry. 

In 1969 my family and I moved to Bend to manage the Pepsi-Cola 
Bottling Co. in Bend. At that time the franchise population included 
55,000 people. The territorial boundaries are the sparsely populated 
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Jefferson, Crook, Deschutes, and Harney Counties and a portion of 
Klamath County, which today have 80,000 people. These boundaries 
include an area of 18,000 square miles. 

In 1969 our company employed 12 people and had an annual volume 
of about $500,000. In 1978 we employed about 35 people and had sales 
of $2 million. Our payroll was $456,000. This year our $520,000 pay
roll includes 38 people, and we will have a sales volume around $2.5 
million. 

Our physical plant, which i= a producing facility, is located at 2440 
Northeast Fourth Street in the Bend Industrial Park on 2 % acres 
of land. The plant consists of 40,000 square feet of warehouse and 
offices, 20,000 square feet of which was completed in mid-1978 at a cost 
of $330,000. The philosophy of our family has always been to reinvest 
heavily in our enterprise, and during 1978 we reinvested $130,000 in 
capital equipment. 

In 1979 we will reinvest nearly $200,000 in production equipment, 
trucks, vendors, dispensing equipment, et cetera. 

The book value of our capital equipment as of March 1979 is nearly 
$400,000, and our land and buildings have an assessed value of $770-
000. This year we will contribute nearly $100,000 in corporate income 
tax and property taxes. 

On the strength of our Pepsi franchise, we have been able to piggy
back Seven-Up, Dr. Pepper, Squirt, Hires, Sunkist, Hawaiian Punch, 
Welch's Grape, Country Time Lemon Ade, and Great Waters of 
France Perrier, and create additional competition. 

In the 10 years which I have worked in Bend, I have competed 
against three Coca-Cola bottlers. The first one sold out after a strike 
in 1971. The second one got into financial difficulty in 1974 and sold 
out to the bottler in Eugene, which is an adjacent territory. In addi
tion to all the products of Coca-Cola USA, it also sells Canada Dry, 
Crush products, Frostie Root Beer, and Nestea. Royal Crown in Bend 
sells Royal Crown, Diet Rite Cola, Sugar Free RC, Dad's Root Beer, 
and Nehi flavors. 

In addition to these and other national brands, we also compete with 
the private label warehouse brands such as Shasta, Western Family, 
Tastewell, Cragmont, Happy Time, et cetera. In a recent survey of 
one of our supermarkets, there were 131 different items directly com
peting for shelf space with the product which our firm sells, not count
ing coffee, tea, powdered soft drinks, beer, and other beverages which 
compete for the consumer dollar. 

Our market consists of approximately 600 different customers. We 
service 18 supermarket chainstores, which account for about 25 per
cent of our total volume. None of these chainstores are serviced by 
warehouses located in my territory. 

In addition to the 18 supermarkets, we serve another 15 independ
ents and 10 convenience stores. We have nearly 250 vending accounts, 
100 postmix accounts and 130 premix accounts. Our product mix is 
divided as follows: 60 percent returnable bottles, 25 percent cans, 7 
percent plastic, 3 percent postmix, and 5 percent premix. In Oregon 
all containers are subject to our mandatory refund law, and, therefore, 
are returned to retail outlets. 

Competition for business in our territory is intense. This past Memo
rial Day weekend, every chainstore in our market had Pepsi or Coke 

•48-025 0 - 8 0 - 2 
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16-ounce returnable bottles or 12-ounce cans on sale. The low price 
for 16 ounces was 0.92 cent per ounce, and the price for cans was 1.64 
cents per ounce. 

The consumer is offered a choice, and in our market today the re
turnable container is definitely the value package. Without exclusive 
territories, many small bottlers like myself believe that we would lose 
the 25 to 30 percent of our business we do with chainstores, where 
returnables today obviously compete directly with cans and 2-liter 
plastic. 

Chains would rather deal in cans than returnable bottles, since they 
are the only containers compatible with the one-way system of ware
house distribution. Our market would be particularly vulnerable to 
transshipping through chain warehouses, since the chainstore distribu
tion centers are located only 160 miles away in Portland, Oreg. Un
restrained by the territorial system outside bottlers could easily 
expand into my market, using such inducements as the convenience of 
one centralized seller and participation in joint national or regional 
advertising. 

Exclusive territories do not guarantee that returnable bottles will 
continue to be sold in every territory because that depends on whether 
both the chainstores and the ultimate consumers continue to purchase 
them. As long as demand for returnables exists, exclusive territories 
permit that demand to be satisfied. 

The same cannot be said for the warehouse delivery system that 
would occur without franchise boundaries. Even under the store-door 
delivery system, chains have tried to reject returnables because they 
are a nuisance and are more competitive pricewise with the private 
labels of the chainstores. 

Therefore, I feel we would lose this very important 25 to 30 percent 
of our business. With the loss of this chainstore volume, the small 
bottler would have his back to the wall and delivery of soft drinks 
to smaller accounts would cease altogether or could continue only with 
a substantial increase in price. 

With us out of business, the small retail outlets would be deprived 
of regular service and in-store sales assistance, and the consumer 
would be deprived of the economical returnable bottle. I t is also un
likely that the big operator would care about servicing the vending 
unit at a service station or a small resort operator up in the mountains. 

The fact is the breakup of the franchise system would be hurtful 
to many businesses who have depended on the store-door delivery sys-
stem for decades as well as to the consumer. The consumer will be 
forced ultimately to pay higher prices for national brand soft drinks 
because returnables will disappear as the major national shippers take 
over the entire soft drink industry. 

If exclusive territories are prohibited, the small soft drink bottler 
will be forced out of business and his employees will lose their jobs. 
The chainstores will get stronger at the expense of small stores and 
the soft drink industry will become concentrated in the hands of the 
few giant franchise companies. 

With the present system of exclusive territories, the consumer has 
unparalleled choice as to what soft drinks he will buy, where he will 
go to buy them, and in what sizes and packages he will purchase them. 
Most of these choices would not be available if the franchise bottlers 
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of national brands did not have exclusive manufacturing and market
ing territories. 

Senator B A T H . Thank you, Mr. Moore. 
Mr. MUDD. Finally Mr. Chairman, may I present Mr. Charles 

Moak, the Moak Bottling Corp., Inc., of Indianola, Miss. ? 
Mr. MOAK. Mr. Chairman, my name is Charles Moak and I am the 

owner of the Eoyal Crown, Dr Pepper, Seven-Up Bottling Co. of 
Indianola, Miss., a town of 10,000 people located in the Mississippi 
Delta, midway between Memphis, Tenn., and Jackson, Miss. 

In addition to KC, Dr Pepper, and Seven-Up, I produce Nehi 
flavors, Frostie Eoot Beer, Diet Eite Cola, and Sugar-Free Dr Pepper. 

My first contact with the soft drink business was in June 1937 when 
at the age of 13 I worked during the summer for Eichard Bottling 
Works of Tunica, Miss., a small, independent operation with no na
tional franchise, belonging to mother s youngest brother. I worked 
in this plant every summer until I finished high school, doing every 
job in the plant, beginning with sorting bottles to production to route 
sales. After 3 years of college, I worked full time as a production and 
plant manager. 

In 1953 my wife and I purchased a small, independent plant at 
Indianola, Miss. In our first year, we operated two full-time route 
trucks. I worked in the plant 3 days a week and drove a third truck 3 
days and my wife kept the books. We employed six people with a 
payroll of $12,000 to $15,000 and a total dollar volume of about $75,000. 
We produced a line of flavored drinks consisting of orange, grape, 
strawberry, peach, root beer, lemon, and cola. We covered a six-county 
area and our customers were the farm and country store, a market 
that disappeared with the advance of farm mechanization. 

In 1968 a fire destroyed the rear of our building and we moved to 
a new 60 by 100 building out of the downtown area. 

In 1969 the opportunity to obtain EC Cola and Dr Pepper franchises 
came to us, and believing that our future lay in the franchise system 
and national brands, we acquired a franchise covering a 2 ^ -county 
area with a papulation of 109,000 people. 

In our first year as a franchised bottler, we operated 3 full-time 
route trucks and employed 12 people with a payroll of $38,518. We 
had sales of $115,000. I supervised the production and worked nights 
and Saturdays on vending machines which were acquired in the pur
chase of the franchise territory. 

In 1971 we purchased a part of the territory of the Seven-Up Bot
tling Co. of Leland, Miss. We hired a .production manager, operated 
four route trucks, and I concentrated on sales and vending. 

Three years ago my youngest son joined me in the business as sales 
manager for postmix and premix fountain sirup and took over the 
vending operation and service. My oldest son joined us iy2 years ago 
nnd heads our sales force. Both of these young men have worked in 
the business during their school years, as I did. I might add, my wife 
still keeps the books. 

In 1978 we employed 19 people in the plant and owned 3 route 
trucks. In addition we had 3 independent distributors with 4 employees, 
for a total of 28 people. Our .payroll was $150,753 and discount com
missions to the distributors came to $68,451, for a total of $219,204. 
Our sales rose to 256,000 cases. 
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The city of Indianola received 1 percent of the sales tax collected 
from our sales, in addition to property taxes and license fees we paid. 
In order to serve the public with the variety of packages they choose, 
we have expanded our building from its original 6,000 square feet to 
its present 15,000 square feet. We produce 20 different packages and 
purchase 20 from other bottlers. A check of the local supermarket 
shows that we compete, with 62 different companies producing 231 
beverage products. 

As a result of our location, we compete with four different Coke 
plants and three Pepsi plants. The Coke bottler that serves Indianola 
is Mississippi's largest bottler and another that serves our largest 
town, Greenville, Miss., is Memphis Coke, one of the South's largest 
bottlers. The Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Vicksburg, Miss., serves the 
area 9 miles southwest of Indianola. Both Memphis Coke and Vicks
burg Coke have Dr Pepper franchises, and Vicksburg Coke also has 
Seven-Up. 

Without the exclusive territory, I believe these two plants would 
sell Dr Pepper and Seven-Up at least as far as their Coke franchise, 
which covers two-thirds of my territory. If we compete with these 
bottlers selling these products, there is no way we can keep our bottles 
and cases separated. 

While the deposit on a case of bottles is $2.40 and the shell is $1, 
the bottles cost $3.98 and the shell $2.72 for a total of $6.70. Bottlers 
picking up the empties of other bottlers could inflict severe damage 
to competition. 

Those of us who are too small to afford hundreds of thousands of 
dollars of investment for can production have to purchase from con
tract canners and have to pay a higher price for the products. As a 
result, we would be at a price disadvantage and would be forced to 
rely on returnable containers at reduced volume. Without an exclu
sive territory, I could no longer afford to engage in local advertising 
because I would simply be advertising for my competition. 

Without exclusive territories we would probably lose those retail 
stores in our territory serviced by warehouses outside our territory. 
Sixty-five percent of our volume is with the supermarket and con
venience store. In the Memphis, Tenn., metropolitan area, there are 
five wholesale grocers, and chain store warehouses, and two discount 
store warehouses, which service stores located in my area as well as 
stores in Memphis. 

The same situation exists in the Jackson, Miss., area where there are 
three grocery warehouses and one chain service station warehouse 
which supply stores in my area. 

The obvious advantage from the closeness to these warehouses en
joyed by the Memphis and Jackson based bottlers would exclude me 
from competing with these bottlers. They also have advantages in large 
production capacity, can production facilities, volume purchasing 
power, and capital. 

Our other accounts are garages, offices, service stations, beauty 
parlors, and shops where we stop a truck costing $20,000 or more with 
a salesman and his helper to service, the account with one to three or 
four or five cases. 

Our route salesmen not only deliver the product to the store, pick 
up the empties, stock the shelves, and plead for space; they perform 
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the one service the value of which I cannot calculate. They keep our 
products displayed and placed at point of purchase advertising. This 
is important because if any soft drink is left off the shelf a short time, 
the purchaser substitutes some other product a few times and may 
switch brands. Warehouse deliveries make no provision for this valu
able service. 

As I understand it, this subcommittee is concerned with the extent 
of competition in local soft drink markets. Let me say that in my 
market price competition is intense. To see the extent of competition 
between franchise bottlers one has only to visit a supermarket in our 
area on any weekend and check the prices of EC against Coke, Dr 
Pepper against Mr. Pibbs, and Seven-Up against Sprite and Pepsi. 
One thing you would notice is frequent discounts and promotions. 
You would also see specials offered on private label brands. You will 
find the price of franchise beverages at 6 quarts for $1 or 8 quarts 
for $1 is not unusual. The cost to the consumer for 8 quarts for $1 is 
1 cent for 2y2 ounces and 6 quarts for $1 is 1 cent for 1.9 ounces. The 
regular price for quart beverages is 3 quarts for $1 or 1.04 ounces for 
1 cent. The price of a soft drink in 1937 was 1 cent for 1.1 ounces. 
I know of no other present product on the American market where 
competition has resulted in such a bargain for the consumer. 

In order to maintain the market share for our beverages, we have 
to meet these prices and use every promotional device at our com
mand and hope that if the shopper tries the product once and likes it, 
she will buy it again at regular prices. 

I have no idea what I can do if warehouse delivery puts these prod
ucts on the shelf and I am no longer in the store. I cannot survive the 
loss of this portion of my business. 

When I close my plant and these jobs and revenues and money spent 
with local people for services are lost, will they be missed by our com
munity ? Obviously they will. There is a far greater number of small 
family-owned-and-operated bottling plants in our country than large 
corporate companies. Each of these small businessmen has supported 
his community just as I have. We have put our every effort into our 
business, building for ourselves and our family. Are we now to be told 
that all of those efforts that have produced competition and prices to 
the consumer equaled by no other business is no longer needed ? 

All we would have left is secondhand machinery, equipment, bottles, 
and cases which will be worthless. We will be forced out of business, 
not by our business mistakes or lack of competitive effort but because 
we happen to be small and not located near any warehouses. 

Once these small plants are closed, a few large corporate plants will 
be. all that remain, and the American people in the end will pay the 
resulting: high prices and be the losers. 

Mr. MTTDD. Mr. Chairman, that completes the formal statements of 
the bottler panel. We would be hopeful we could answer questions that 
might be in the minds of the subcommittee. 

Senator BAYIT. T am sure we will all have some questions. I appre
ciate your testimony. 

I would like to just take a moment to lay again the background for 
my support of this legislation, and the kind of testimony you have 
given tends to support my original judgment, but I want to proceed 
further to examine where we are on this. 
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I t seems to me we have a question, as described by all of you, that 
is one of survival for a large number of small businesses. We have to 
also, I believe, at the same time we think of small businesses, think of 
the consuming public. 

I have seen a couple of newspaper articles that describe all of the 
bottlers as some big pressure operation, and described recently, this 
morning, as a big soda pop battle, and that this effort is being orches
trated by the major soda pop national corporations. 

This is not the way it had been described to me by the constituents 
I represent in Indiana. 

Mr. Delauter, what is the Indiana picture as far as your industry 
is concerned? 

Mr. DELAUTER. Under the present system, we are in pretty good 
shape. I t is very competitive. 

Senator B A T H . I mean the breakdown sizewise. 
Mr. DELAUTER. The largest plant in the State, I am sure, would be 

Speedway Coca-Cola. There are some 29 other small Coca-Cola bot
tling plants, 5 Pepsi-Cola bottling plants, and 1 Seven-Up plant. I am 
sorry; there are more plants, but one corporation owns the Seven-Up 
plants in the State of Indiana. 

There are very few independent bottlers left. I think there are three 
Royal Crown bottling plants in the State. 

Our per capita is very high. The sales volume of soft drinks in 
Indiana is very high for a northern State. 

Senator B A T H . I t is fair to say, at least as I have heard it described 
to me by those people in Indiana, as I recall, the last total was about 
51 total bottling plants, and a big percentage of those, well over half, 
were small plants that employed less than 50 people. Is that accurate? 

Mr. DELAUTER. Yes. That is true. That is accurate. 
Senator B A T H . In fact, I see here in a recapitulation of this, 34 out 

of 51 bottling plants in Indiana hire under 50 people. Is that correct ? 
Mr. DELAUTER. Yes, sir; that is correct. 
Senator B A T H . Only 7 of the 51 have over 100 employees. 
Mr. DELAUTER. I t sounds right. 
Senator B A T H . So we are basically talking about a lot of community-

sized, small business operations. 
Mr. DELAUTER. Most of these plants are in towns of 8,000 to 15,000. 
Mr. MUDD. May I add something on the national figures for you ? 

There are approximately 2,000 bottlers in the United States. Approxi
mately 1,800 of them have less than 100 employees. So I think that 
might give vou the flavor of the industry on a nationwide basis. 

Senator B A T H . IS that general picture described in Indiana the same 
in Mississippi and Oregon ? 

Mr. MOORE. Yes. 
Mr. MOAK. Yes. 
Senator B A T H . I see here in this one article, and I just bring this 

article to your attention because I just read it this morning. 
The big bottlers and their subsidiaries argue that dozens of small bottlers 

would be wiped out if the small franchises are limited. These crocodile tears are 
unconvincing to many small bottlers. 

Mr. Delauter, is somebodv pulling the wool over my eves in Indiana ? 
Of those many small bottlers, I have not had a single small bottler 
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who feels there is a cabal where the big national corporations are really 
trying to use the appeal of the small community bottlers. They sort of 
look at this as you have described it, as sort of a matter of survival 
to them. 

Mr. DELAUTER. Yes, sir. I t is a matter of survival. I think some 
people misunderstand us. I am an independent bottler. I am not a part 
of the Coca-Cola Co. What appears in the paper on the Coca-Cola Co. 
in Atlanta, Ga., has absolutely nothing to do with how much money 
I make or how much I invest in Portland, Ind. That is my business. If 
I go broke, that is my loss. 

Senator BAYH. Can you give us an idea, if you compare the recent 
profit figures of Coca-Cola in Atlanta compared with the Delauter 
operation in Portland? I don't want to get into your finances. 

Mr. DELAUTER. I don't know much about the profit of the Coca-
Cola Co. in Atlanta, Ga. What I read in the paper is that they have had 
an increase. In my 25 years in Portland, Ind., I have never earned more 
than 5 percent on dollar sales. I have never earned more than 5 per
cent. Last year it was less than 2 percent. I n 2 of those 25 years I lost 
money. 

As a matter of fact, I can very recently recall having carried a couple 
of checks in my pocket for a few weeks to make certain that we weren't 
overdrawn at the bank, Senator. 

Senator B A T H . Many of us can sympathize with that. In fact, maybe 
a few of us have let those checks slip out in cases. [Laughter.] 

Let me ask you now, as I perceive this, quite the contrary to a couple 
of articles I have seen—and I think here again the folks just had some 
bad information. Where that is coming from, I don't know. I am sure 
it is well-intentioned. 

If you put a lot of small businesses out of the picture and a few large 
bottlers get into the picture, it would seem to me that the chance to 
manipulate the price to the disadvantage of the consumer would be sig
nificantly increased, and the willingness to buy the kind of personal
ized service from local vending machines would go down. 

Give us a picture, a succinct picture, Mr. Delauter, of what happens 
to your business if the F T C ruling stands. 

Mr. DELAUTER. Senator, if the FTC is successful in their suit, I will 
lose most of my take-home market. I t will go to NR's and cans. 

Senator B A T H . The take-home market from where? 
Mr. DELAUTER. From chainstores, independent grocery stores, big 

accounts in all the counties that I serve. That will leave me with a lot 
of small accounts, with too little volume to survive. The returnable 
bottle will disappear. Let me explain why that will happen. I t is very 
obvious to a small bottler. 

I would have to compete in my home market against giant bottlers 
who could sell Coca-Cola in cans and large non-returnable bottles. 
These are packages which I cannot now produce. I now buy these 
packages from the very bottlers who would be my main competitors. 
They could come in and would in fact, offer lower prices temporarily 
to eliminate me from those big stores. 

After I am out of the business, retail prices will be raised, in my 
opinion, by the big grocers and the chains who at least in the past 
have always priced national brands above their private labels to as
sure that those private labels do in fact sell. 
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The large bottler would then increase his wholesale price to what
ever price he could negotiate with those stores, because he controls my 
territory and there is no guy who is there willing to work 75 hours a 
week to compete with him. 

Senator BAYH. Can you tell me how a big bottler in Indianapolis, 
Dayton, Chicago, wherever they might be, Cincinnati, wherever it 
might be, how they could afford to ship Cola into the local super
market at a price that would be competitive with you right there in 
the community ? 

Mr. DELAUTER. Most of these chainstores have warehouses, and the 
warehouse centers are in the large cities, most of them; for example, 
Indianapolis. They would simply sell to the warehouse and it would be 
shipped into my territory at a price that I really couldn't compete with, 
with returnable bottles. 

They are already in business. They have the equipment and it is paid 
for. I t is true that if I could go out and borrow $1 million, put in the 
equipment, and they would stand back for 12 months until I got the 
building up and ready to compete, I think I could compete with any
body. But on an overnight basis, I wouldn't last 3 months. 

Senator B A T H . Just what persuaded me to support this legislation is 
the impact that this kind of financial distress would have, not just on 
the individuals involved—although I sympathize with them—but on 
the community. 

How many people do you employ? Give us some idea of what the 
payroll is in your community, the taxes you support locally, and this 
kind of thing. 

Mr. DELAUTER. We employ 83 people. They would be out of a job. 
That is $1 million in wages. Local taxes are $15,000 which would be 
lost to Portland. State taxes are $39,000. We might not lose all of those 
because some of those might just transfer to another city. That would 
be the net result of it. 

Senator B A T H . Have you figured out what this impact would be on 
Indiana as far as lost jobs ? 

Mr. DELAUTER. No; I know what it would be on our hometown. The 
unemployment rate would go up 3 percent in Portland if all of my 
people were out of a job. 

Senator B A T H . Mr. Mudd, let me ask you a question. I t seems to me 
you come into this discussion from a little different perspective as 
far as size is concerned. 

Mr. MUDD. Yes, sir. 
Senator B A T H . HOW many people do you employ ? 
Mr. MUDD. In all of our operations, we are close to 2,000. I t is about 

700 in New York. 
Senator BAYH. I t would seem to me that you would probably be 

one of the people who would be in a position to sort of buy out my con
stituent in Portland, or other places. If that is the case, why do you 
support this bill? 

Mr. MUDD. Senator, I have spent about 8 years of my life support
ing it, so I think my sincerity can't be questioned. 

Senator B A T H . I am not asking it because I doubt your sincerity. 
I want to know what your economics are. 

Mr. MUDD. All right. If we go back to the example of the 2,000 bot
tlers across the United States and think of them as being 1,800 small 
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bottlers and a couple hundred large bottlers, my operation certainly 
falls in the 200 or so that are considered to be large bottlers. I always 
remember the cartoon of three fish swimming in order in the ocean, 
with the little one first then a middle-sized one and then a large one. 
The middle-sized one and the large one are just about to swallow the 
one ahead of them. 

There isn't any surety that we as a large bottler won't be attacked 
in very much the same way as most of the small bottlers in the United 
States will be attacked and swallowed. You have to remember that, in 
a condition in which there are no boundaries, we become a target for 
every franchise company whose brands we handle. We become a target 
of every large chainstore operation to whom we have sold in the past, 
or to whom we have not sold in the past, under our contract. And we 
become the prime target of any other entity in American business that 
wants to buy a small franchise someplace or what used to be a franchise 
and then go into the business of competing with us. Let me give you 
an example. 

If the Seven-Up Co. is not content with the way I might respond in 
any given market to the challenge of others and they are not seeing 
their brand represented adequately in Washington, which is one of 
our operations, or in Chicago or New York, they have every oppor
tunity to ship into that territory and ultimately take the same chain-
store portion of the business that Bob Delauter described. In Wash
ington, for example, our chainstore business is about 60 percent of our 
business. 

The Seven-Up Co. could sell, or any other bottler around who was 
endowed with enough resources could sell to those chainstores and, in 
effect, regardless of size, put us in a position of not being able to oper
ate the rest of the territory. 

If you look at our operation, you think of us as large, and we are. 
But compared to a Philip Morris, or compared to a Westinghouse, or\ 
compared to an A&P, our best customer, who could take us over, or at 
least could take the chainstore portion away from us, we are in similar 
jeopardy. 

I don't believe and I don't think any of you should think I am in 
the same jeopardy that the smaller bottler is. But we are in what I 
consider to be grave jeopardy. 

For that reason, I have worried over this since 1971, and given 
every ounce of energy I was asked to give to it to try to preserve this 
industry. We are not safe. sir. 

Senator BAYH. Thank you. 
Senator Cochran ? 
Senator COCHRAN. An observation, Mr. Mudd. just following up on 

the question Senator Bayh asked you. Because of the threat from the 
larger companies to your business, you would actually be forced to 
protect yourself by acquiring bottlers which are smaller than you. 

Mr. Munn. I would hate to think I was ending my career as a 
predator. But I would be absolutely certain to be the predator be
cause that would be the only wav I could defend myself against Phillip 
Morris breathing down my neck saying, "You are not doing it, and out 
you .TO. We have the resource to own this market, and we are going to 
own it." 

They didn't come into this market to be second to Pepsi or Coke 
or anyone else in this industry. I am not trying to damn them in any 
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way. I am trying to state the worries I have when I go to sleep at 
night; am I going to be here if those territories come down. 

Senator COCHRAN. There was comment earlier about the personal
ized service of small operations and the flexibility of bottlers in rural 
or sparsely populated areas of the country. 

I would like to ask Mr. Moak, for instance, in the territory you 
serve in the Mississippi Delta, what if I owned a small service station 
or a country store and wanted to have a sales operation, a vending 
machine or just over-the-counter soft drinks there, but I only re
quired about two cases a week ? Would that be an account that would 
be large enough for your operation to serve ? 

Mr. MOAK. A S long as I am there you will get served. 
Senator COCHRAN. What if you weren't there? I understand from 

your testimony that you have a territory that is served by Memphis 
Coke, which overlaps in some respects in that area, and also Vicks-
burg, which is a larger bottling operation to the south of you. Would 
that same customer be able to have that kind of service from a distant 
bottler if you weren't there to provide it ?. 

Mr. MOAK. I can't see where he would. The cost of the truck opera
tion for the very small store off the beaten path is such that they 
can't hardly afford it. I make that a part of my business because he 
is in my territory and I feel that if I sell this small store and you 
drink my product there, you come down to the supermarket and buy 
it, or if you go to some other place you buy it, it is a cold bottle 
sample. I think if we cover every place and make our product just as 
available as we can, I don't think anybody else could do that. 

Senator COCHRAN. The Federal Trade Commission in its ruling 
permits exclusive territories for returnable bottles. But if the ruling 
stands and you lose most or all of your nonretumable business, could 
you stay in business, meet your payroll, with the returnable bottle 
part of the business you have now ? 

Mr. MOAK. No, sir; 50 percent of my present volume is in nonre
tumable packages. I t is a growing segment of the business. The con
sumer prefers the conveniences of nonretumable containers. If I lost 
that portion of my business, I would be forced to operate covering 
the same territory with 50 percent of the volume, which means higher 
trucking expenses, higher salaries for the people per casewise they 
deliver. I t would just be impossible to do it. 

Senator COCHRAN. If you were able, for instance, to make the invest
ment into the production of cans or nonretumable packages, would 
the cost of the product go up or go down ? 

Mr. MOAK. If I were able to make the investment in the—I don't 
have the financial resources to make this investment. That is a ques
tion I can't answer. I can't see where the cost would—well, I guess if 
I owned the facility, I might be able to produce it cheaper. What I 
am doing now is purchasing from another supplier. He, of course, 
makes a profit. I have to pay freight from the place of production 
up to my business. 

If I had hundreds of thousands of dollars to invest, it might be 
cheaper to produce. 

Senator COCHRAN. If this is not prying into personal economic 
secrets, I was curious whether or not you had others make offers to 
purchase your business. If so, when is the last offer you had? 
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Mr. MOAK. Just prior to the F T C challenge I had an offer to sell 
my business. Since then I have had no offer. These particular people 
that made the offer haven't been back to see me. 

Senator COCHRAN. Have you had any offers, or any indication any
body wanted your business, since the F T C action began? 

Mr. MOAK. NO, sir. 
Senator COCHRAN. One last question. There is an argument in the 

F T C opinion that small bottlers are inefficient and charge higher 
prices. What do you charge for your product ? 

Mr. MOAK. I charge in the marketplace what I feel is a reasonable 
profit to recover my investment. We compete with every special pro
motion that we can. 

In fact, I brought several tear sheets out of newspapers which will 
show what our prices are in the supermarket. Here is one for Piggly 
Wiggly, which happens to be my competition. I t is 1 quart of Coke, 
6 for 88 cents. I don't think you will get much cheaper. There are 
others showing 1 quart of Dr Pepper, Seven-Up, Nehi, and RC, 8 for 
99 cents. 

Senator COCHRAN. That is 8 quarts for 99 cents? 
Mr. MOAK. That is right. The competition does the same thing. 

I have some of their ads here. I would like to pass these around, if 
you would like to look at them. 

Senator COCHRAN. Senator Dole just observed you can't get water 
that cheap up here. [Laughter.] 

On the other hand, if the exclusive franchise is destroyed, could 
your prospective competitors for Coke sell it down there in the In-
dianola area at 8 quarts for 99 cents ? 

Mr. MOAK. NO, sir; they would have to freight it to Indianola. Of 
course, where they would do me such tremendous damage is to sell it 
to the wholesale warehouses located in Memphis. Then the wholesale 
warehouse would deliver it to the stores. They, of course, would deliver 
in trailer/truckload lots, which is the way groceries are now delivered. 
That would be a part of their delivery. The Memphis operation I 
can't conceive of running trucks down in my area to just work those 
sales. 

Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Moak. I think the 
testimony that you and Mr. Mudd and other members of the panel have 
offered to the subcommittee this morning is very enlightening. I think 
it should serve to dispel whatever doubts there may be about the fact 
that this legislation would in fact serve the interests of customers, 
consumers, and the independence of businesses which provide that 
unusual and important service in this country. So, I thank you all 
very, very much for being here. 

Senator B A T H . The Senator from Kansas ? 
Senator DOLE. I have a little different position than most of the 

members of this proup. I have to go home at night. [Laughter.] 
Senator B A T H . Take this bargain with you when you go. [Laughter.] 
Senator DOLE. I am just sort of here as a nervous observer. I have a 

lot of bottlers in my State of Kansas, and others I met from time to 
time. I t is no secret my wife wrote the opinion. I guess. Most people 
know that. I am not here to check on what you said about her. but l a m 
interested in trying to figure out some way to come to grips with it. 
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I hadn't seen the Jack Anderson column this morning, but I am just 
trying to satisfy some of us. Of course, you have probably an adequate 
number of cosponsors, I would think, to do most anything. [Laughter.] 
But when you get into the general philosophical question of deregula
tion and decontrol and free competition, maybe there are answers to 
all of those questions that are consistent with the present arrangement 
prior to the F T C decision. Of course, this has been around, as you 
said, for what, 7 or 8 years. So it is not something that just happened. 
I haven't tried to address all the philosophical questions. 

Do you think the present arrangement is consistent with efforts 
of those who seek to lessen regulation and lessen control and free up 
competition? 

Mr. MTJDD. Senator, I would like to just respond first to that, and 
certainly others may want to. 

I think the real difficulty with the Commission and with those who 
might write columns is that they really don't understand the industry. 
Here you have an industry that is presently fragmented into more than 
2,000 parts. I t used to be fragmented into maybe 4,000 parts, or 
higher. So there has been a natural response to the changes in demo
graphics or the changes in the marketplace which have caused a normal 
marketplace procedure for efficiency of operation. Charlie Moak's ex
ample in his ad there is a perfect reason to believe what I am saying 
here. 

If the Federal Trade Commission is Teally successful, if it does tear 
down the boundaries of these territories, we are absolutely convinced 
that we will see a reduction in the number of these 2,000 bottlers stead
ily downward until perhaps there are 100 major left. I don't even 
think that 100 would hold after a while. If you look at the brewing 
industry, which is not totally parallel to ours but somewhat parallel 
to it, I think you see an example of it. You have what, 27 breweries 
left. You have really two big ones now: Anheuser-Busch and Miller. 
The others are struggling to make a profit. 

I think you will find a condition which will exist in a year or two 
in this industry which will be very, very parallel to that. 

We don't look at this as asking for an exemption from the antitrust 
laws of the land. We simply want an opportunity to prove in court, 
if challenged, that we have substantial and effective interbrand com
petition. 

With all due respect to Mrs. Dole and others, we do not believe that 
the Commission understood or took a hard look at interbrand competi
tion. They were obsessed with the idea of—maybe that is too strong a 
word, sir; forgive me for that—but they were concerned with the in-
trabrand angle of the competition. They completely overlooked, in our 
judgment, the intensity of the interbrand competition which we have 
tried to explain today. 

Where in God's name can you find a product that sells as cheap as 
it did 20 or 30 years ago? You just can't do it, sir. So we think we have 
the most complete competitive structure in American industry today. 
We feel, as well intentioned as the Federal Trade Commission decision 
is, that it overlooks the fact that it will destroy the very competitive 
situation it seeks to enlarge. 

That worries us. How have we failed to present our case properly to 
you or to Mrs. Dole or to the world ? I think it is beginning to emerge 
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now because there has been enough attention paid to it over the last 
8 years to understand it. 

We are a very unique industry. There is no way in the world any 
one of us would have made the investment in this business without a 
franchise. We started in a little storefront in Joliet in 1935 with ab
solutely nothing. Now we are providing a livelihood for 2,000 people. 
We have a payroll of $35 million and are paying $9 million in taxes. 
I t never would have happened, Senator, if we didn't have a franchise. 

Senator DOLE. I think the proviso in the legislation that you just 
referred to that sets up a substantial and effective competition with 
products of the same general class is certainly a good thing to have in 
the legislation. You are not objecting to that, as I understand it. 

Mr. MUDD. Absolutely not. We are not asking for anything that is 
in violation of the antitrust laws. We are not asking for any protec
tion. We just want to say we have more competition than we know how 
to say grace over. Jus t to put another bottle up there on the table with 
Bob Delauter's 395, no way. 

We checked in New York. We have over 1,000 competitive packages 
in New York, sir, right now. 

Senator DOLE. Of course, you have gone down from 4,000 to about 
2,000. I assume whatever happens, you are going to have fewer 
bottlers one of these days, whether the FTC decision is overturned or 
whether legislation is passed. In the normal course of events I would 
assume there would be a gradual decline in numbers, either through 
economies of scale or something. 

Mr. MUDD. I think you are rinding it in every industry, sir. I think 
that is the trend. 

Mr. DELATJTER. I wanted to say that there is such intense competi
tion in our territory, it is day by day, route by route, outlet by outlet. 
Our route men will even try to get to a particular store before a com
petitor route man to make certain he gets his shelf space rilled up. 
That is a fact. These gentlemen will testify to that. I don't know of 
any more intense competition than that. 

Senator DOLE. I think based on the comments in the column this 
morning, and I assume there may be some bottlers who are opposed to 
this legislation—I haven't found any, but there may be some brave 
soul out there willing to hold up his hand. But the inference Senator 
Bayh indicated is rather clear. There would be a number of small 
bottlers who might have a different view. 

Have you found that to be the case ? 
Mr. MOORE. You wouldn't find one in the Northwest, I can tell you 

that. 
Mr. MUDD. Not in the East. 
Mr. MOAK. Not in Mississippi. 
Mr. DELATJTER. I will testify every bottler in the State of Indiana is 

in favor of S. 598; without question, everybody. 
Senator DOLE. I don't know of any in Kansas. I didn't know we had 

that many bottlers until later. [Laughter.! I never could find them in 
my campaiem, but they are there now. [Laughter.] 

That is all I have. 
Senator B A T H . Senator Baucus, do you have questions ? 
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Sena to r BATJCTJS. T h a n k you, M r . C h a i r m a n . I am basically in sup
p o r t of the legislation. I don ' t w a n t to burden the committee by 
r epea t ing questions I am sure have been asked. T h a n k you very much. 

Sena to r B A T H . T h a n k you very much, gentlemen. I t h ink you make 
a very good case here on the economic necessity of th is . 

I t h ink our d is t inguished colleague from South Caro l ina would 
l ike t o have some questions submit ted , as some other colleagues migh t , 
for the record, if we migh t submit them and ask you to respond in 
wr i t i ng . 

W e are between a real rock and a h a r d place. H e is the r a n k i n g 
minor i ty member of the full committee. I am the cha i rman of one of 
t h e subcommittees involved in a couple of amendments on the Jus t i ce 
D e p a r t m e n t au thor iza t ion bill . I don ' t know where t h a t will lead 
today . W e have to be two places a t once th is morn ing . W e apprec ia te 
your being here . T h a n k you very much. 

[ T h e questions and answers previously referred to and Mr . Mudd ' s 
p r e p a r e d s ta tement fo l low:] 

RESPONSES TO SENATOR THUEMOND'S WBTTTEN QUESTIONS BY SIDNEY P. MUDD 

Question 1. Can you estimate how much, if any, of the soft drink product in a 
particular market was coming from outside of a particular franchised area? 

Answer. Sir, in New York there is a very considerable amount being shipped 
in. The amount of this "bootlegged" product is unknown. I have heard guesses 
ranging from hundreds of thousands of cases to several million cases. It is im
portant to know, Senator, that these cases are not sold at a lower price to.the 
consumer. The additional profit made on these "bootlegged" cases is shared by 
the retailer and the "bootlegger" who sells to him. 

Question 2. For almost a decade, the legal status of the franchise system of the 
soft drink industry has been plaguing its franchisees, because of the Federal 
Trade Commission action. Please comment further how the larger bottling and 
canning operations can expand quickly to capture the most desirable customers 
in neighboring territories now served by smaller firms? 

Answer. Senator, I'll be happy to comment. Let me use the New York market 
as an example. There are four Seven-Up bottlers in the greater metropolitan 
area. My company is one of them. Each company now makes store-door delivery 
to every chain store in its franchised territory. None of us makes any delivery to 
a chain store warehouse. While these warehouses are located in the franchise 
area of any one of the four bottling companies, they would, if they could, buy 
soft drink products and then ship them to their retail stores, regardless of 
bottler area. 

If the bottler territories are destroyed, a battle to acquire the maximum chain 
store business throughout a large marketing area will begin. Direct delivery to 
chain warehouses in trailer-lots, probably at a reduced price, will be the weapon. 
Eventually, the largest or richest bottler will capture the business by driving the 
smaller ones out. The rejected bottlers will have only the small accounts left. 
They can stay in business only by raising prices to their remaining accounts. 
More than likely they will be forced out of business entirely. You just can't raise 
the price that much. 

There are two Important points to be made: the consumer is not likely to 
benefit from the temporary price reduction to the chain warehouse and no bottler 
can be sure he will emerge the winner because he is relatively large. He may still 
be the victim of a larger entity, be it bottler, franchisor, grocery chain or other 
large marketing concern which secures a franchise without boundaries. 

Question 3. Unless Congressional action is quickly accomplished, is there hope 
for the smaller franchisees? 

Answer. If the Federal Trade Commission's order is permitted to stand, I see 
no hope for the small bottler. I believe he will be driven out of business, with 
minimal salvage value of once saleable assets. After eight years of uncertainty 
and strain, it does not seem improper for us to ask Congress, the creator of the 
Federal Trade Commission, to act in this Important matter. 
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PBEPABED STATEMENT or SIDNEY P. MUDD 

Mr. Chairman, my name is Sidney P. Mudd. I am past president of the National 
Soft Drink Association, the national organization representing soft drink bottlers 
throughout the country. I am currently Chairman of NSDA's Special Franchise 
Committee. This Committee is concerned with the implications of the Federal 
Trade Commission's challenge to the soft drink industry's territorial system and 
with the proposed remedial legislation now pending before this Subcommittee. I 
am also a Seven-Up soft drink bottler in New Eochelle, New York. 

I appreciate this opportunity to appear here today in order to present the Sub
committee with whatever information it desires regarding the structure and 
performance of the soft drink industry and with regard to the need for enact
ment of S. 598. 

One thing that becomes immediately clear as one looks at the soft drink indus
try is its tremendous diversity. While most bottlers are small, some are quite 
large. Local markets vary greatly in population, in geographic size, in trans
portation characteristics, and with respect to a host of other factors that deter
mine the competitive nature of the market. In order to give the Subcommittee an 
opportunity to discuss the range of factors that confront bottlers in various parts 
of the country, I am accompanied by a panel of bottlers whose operations vary 
widely and who come from different sections of the country. With me are Mr. 
Bob Delauter, president of the Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Portland, Indiana, 
Mr. Charles E. Moak, president of the Moak Bottling Company of Indianola, 
Mississippi, and Mr. J. Peter Moore, vice- president and manager of the Pepsi-
Cola Bottling Company of Bend, Oregon. 

Each of these bottlers will make a brief statement describing his operation 
and the market within which he competes. Thereafter, we will be happy to re
spond to any questions you may have with regard to our knowledge of the opera
tions of the soft drink industry, the effect of the territorial franchise system 
and the impact of the Federal Trade Commission proceeding on our businesses. 

The company with which I am associated, Joyce Beverages, Inc., is not a small 
bottler. My company has annual sales approaching $200 million. It serves portions 
of Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Illinois, Wisconsin, Maryland, Virginia 
and all of the District of Columbia. By anybody's reckoning, I am a large bottler. 
Nevertheless, I fully support S. 598, as do the vast majority of bottlers, large 
and small. 

There are basically two reasons why I, a large bottler, support the bill. The 
first reason is that I firmly believe that the elimination of soft drink territories 
would have profoundly unfortunate effects upon the industry and upon the con
suming public. I support S. 598 because I believe that the soft drink territorial 
system has served the consumer extremely well, has functioned in a truly com
petitive way and that the system should not be changed unless it can clearly be 
shown that the use of territories has an adverse effect on interbrand competition. 

By any of the generally accepted criteria of performance, the industry deserves 
high marks—widespread, effective distribution; consistent maintenance of qual
ity ; development of new flavors and containers; effective price competition ; and 
adaptation to changing commercial realities. 

My second reason for supporting the bill concerns the effect of elimination of 
territories upon my company. Obviously, the effect of the elimination of terri
tories would be felt initially by small bottlers. But there is a real possibility, 
which I will expand upon later in my statement, that franchise companies, food 
chains, and other large marketing corporations will move into the bottling indus
try with dire effects upon all industry members. 

I would like first to describe briefly the structure and operation of this in
dustry. The soft drink industry consists of more than 2,000 soft drink manu
facturers. Most of these are local bottlers who are licensed by a franchisor to 
manufacture, distribute and sell a trademarked soft drink product within a spe
cific geographical area. In addition, there are many local and regional bottlers 
who own their own trademarks and who manufacture, distribute and sell soft 
drinks under those trademarks, such as Rock Creek in Washington, D.C., as 
well as national shippers such as Shasta. 

The practice of licensing local bottlers to manufacture, distribute and sell soft 
drinks under a particular trademark in a defined territory began more than 
seventy-five years ago. The territorial exclusivity of the license agreement is 
critical to the soft drink franchise system. Because of the substantial capital 
investment required to manufacture and distribute soft drinks, it was and is 
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necessary to grant the bottlers exclusivity In order to persuade them to make 
such investments. It also induces them to develop their territories intensively, 
with the result that, trademarked soft drinks are available in virtually every 
retail outlet in each territory and are supported by a high degree of customer 
service. 

We believe that the territorial system has performed efficiently and has bene
fited the consumer. Bottlers are subject to severe interbrand competition. Price 
reductions and premium promotions are common competitive devices in this 
industry. Moreover, no other food product is distributed as extensively. Indeed, 
soft drinks are convenience items which consumers desire and can find avail
able virtually everywhere. 

The territorial system has enabled the industry to be broadly responsive to 
consumer desires for different kinds of containers. Thus, local bottlers respond 
to the demand for returnable containers, convenience containers, single-service 
and large economy-size containers. In contrast, soft, drink companies without local 
bottlers—like Shasta—commonly do not offer such a variety of containers. Usu
ally they offer only 12-ounce cans. 

Historically the territorial system has adapted to changing economic condi
tions. Bottlers are able to expand either by further developing their own markets, 
by adding additional plants or by merger with or acquisition of other bottlers, 
or by consolidation with other bottlers. Moreover, the territorial system does not 
maintain the existence of those businesses which fail due to incompetence, under
capitalization or other shortcomings. Instead, the record of mergers and con
solidations in this industry is indicative of the adaptability of the industry to 
the natural competitive flux of the marketplace. 

This adaptation through mergers and consolidations is accomplished with 
much more equity and responsibility under the traditional franchise system than 
wou'd occur under the FTC order. Instead of having small bottlers simply driven 
out of business, which is what the FTC order would accomplish, the traditional 
system permits those bottlers which are undercapitalized or otherise cannot 
perform effectively to sell their companies and obtain a fair return on their in
vestment. At the same time, the purchaser assumes the seller's franchise re
sponsibilities in the territory. Under the FTC order, on the other hand, there 
would be no such allocation of responsibility. Distant bottlers would be free to 
ship soft drinks wherever and whenever they wished with no obligation toward 
small accounts and no obligation to provide any customer service at all. 

Although the number of bottlers has decreased in recent years, the industry 
remains essentially localized. A breakdown of industry plants by size and by state 
is attached for your review. This local character of the industry is the result 
of the exclusive territorial provision. One of the virtues of this provision is that 
It has limited forward integration into the manufacturing process by the large 
trademark owners and prevented backward integration by large national retail 
food chains. 

With the elimination of the territorial provisions, the industry would soon 
be dominated by a handful of giant national companies. In contrast, in local 
markets a franchised bottler competes with other local bottlers with national 
brand franchises, as well as with regional brands, private label brands, such as 
Safeway's Cragmont, and with nationally shipped brands, such as Shasta. In the 
Washington metropolitan area, for example, there are more than a hundred soft 
drink products regularly marketed by twenty-five different companies in com
petition with each other. 

Air. Chairman, the Federal Trade Commission proceedings have hung over 
the soft drink industry for eight' years and are not yet resolved. In 1971 the 
Federal Trade Commission brought charges against eight industry franchisors, 
alleging that exclusive territorial provisions in their contracts with local li
censees constitute unfair methods of competition. After six weeks of hearings 
in 1975, Administrative Law Judge Dufresne rule in the Coca-Cola case that the 
territories in the industry fostered, rather than constrained, competition. A simi
lar decision was reached in the Pepsi-Cola case on largely the same evidence. In 
April 1978, the Federal Trade Commission, in a two-to-one decision, rejected all 
of the Administrative Law Judge's findings and, with very little recognition of 
the undisputed evidence in the record of substantial and effective interbrand 
competition, held that the territories are unlawful because they restrain intra-
brand competition. The Commission's rulings are on appeal to the United States 
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. 

As you might expect, Mr. Chairman, the pendency of the Federal Trade Com
mission cases over these many years has been a major impediment to business 
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decisions within the industry. Bottlers are uncertain as to whether they can 
justify additional capital expenditures for franchises whose value might suddenly 
be sharply reduced. For other bottlers who have invested a lifetime of work in 
their bottling operations, the value of their assets is compromised by the prospect 
that the market they have cultivated these many years may be taken without 
payment. 

Xor is the uncertainty that has afflicted the industry about to be dissipated. 
Whatever the Court of Appeals decides, it is probable that the parties before 
that Court will continue to litigate. In addition, suits against other franchise 
companies are pending at the Federal Trade Commission. Furthermore, the pos
sibility of treble damage suits is very real. It is time, therefore, that the legal 
standard for testing these arrangements be clarified. 

The operations of the soft drink Industry and the merits of the territorial 
system have been aired extensively over the years. The members of the soft drink 
industry are proud of the competitive performance of the Industry. Industry mem
bers presented facts supporting the territorial system in the Federal Trade Com
mission proceedings, and while the Administrative Law Judge fully agreed with 
the industry's contentions, the Commission practically ignored them in Its ruling. 
Under the circumstances, we feel it appropriate for us to be here since the 
futility of dissuading the Federal Trade Commission of their preconceived con
clusions is perfectly clear. 

I think we should also make it clear that in supporting S. 598 we are not ask
ing for an antitrust exemption. Rather, S. 598 is remedial in scope and fully 
consistent with traditional antitrust statutes. What it does is to require the 
Commission and the courts to test soft drink industry territoral franchises in 
terms of the extent of interbrand competition in the market. 

As a layman, I understand that the effect of S. 598 is to test bottlers' terri
torial provisions by requiring a determination as to whether the bottlers' products 
are in "substantial and effective competition" with other soft drink products. 1 
am not a lawyer and I leave it to NSDA's attorneys to answer questions about 
the meaning of that term and of the bill generally. However, to me, that test is 
one which I believe most bottlers would recognize as fair and understandable. 

It also seems to me that passage of S. 598 is in accordance with the public 
interest. The Administrative Law Judge who heard the evidence in the Coca-Cola 
and Pepsi-Cola cases found that the markets examined by him were subject to 
extensive interbrand competition. Passage of S. 598 would require the FTC and 
the courts to determine whether such competitive conditions exist in this Industry. 

This is also a time when Congress is very much concerned about industrial 
concentration. Retention of the territorial franchises would tend to preserve the 
local, deconcentrated structure of the soft drink industry. On the other hand, 
elimination of the soft drink territories would rapidly cause this industry to 
become highly concentrated. This could happen in a number of ways. The most 
obvious way would be for large bottlers who have the best access to food chain 
warehouses to capture these accounts and thereby supply all of the chain stores 
served by the warehouse, including those in other bottlers' territories. Thus, small 
bottlers would lose the chain stores which account for a large portion of their 
sales and profits. This is the first step toward the small bottler's demise. 

In addition, all bottlers—large and small—are certain to be jeopardized as a 
result of vertical integration by the franchise companies and the food store chains. 
Tf territories are eliminated, franchise companies can easily integrate forward 
Into the bottling level of the Industry by competing with their own bottlers until 
they capture the market. Food store chains could also integrate backward by 
either acquiring existing bottlers or by acquiring franchise rights from the syrup 
manufacturers and then shipping to unlimited areas. Because of the enormous 
leverage which the franchise companies and the food chains could apply, the 
soft drink industry would quickly become concentrated. 

I do not think that my prediction of rapid industry concentration is fanciful. 
One need only recall how quickly the brewing industry went from a condition 
of numerous local and regional brewers throughout the country to an industry 
dominated by a few large national brewers to know that this can readily happen in 
the soft drink industry. 

Section 3 of S. 598 would free the industry from treble damage exposure for 
enforcing exclusive territorial provisions in trademarked soft drink agreements 
prior to the date when, and if, a final determination is made that such products 
are not in substantial and effective interbrand competition. I think that this is an 
appropriate provision. As I mentioned earlier, territorial provisions have been in 
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effect for more than seventy-five years. Indeed, the industry has had abundant 
reason over the year to believe in their lawfulness. Prior to the FTC ruling, every 
court which examined the soft drink territorial provisions hald them to be lawful, 
beginning with the Coca-Cola case in 1920. In light of that good faith reliance 
and of the competitive nature of the soft drink industry, Congress should relieve 
the industry from treble damage exposure for having territories before a pos: 

sible finding of illegality under S. 598. 
In summary, let me briefly restate the points I have made: 
1. The soft drink industry is populated by local independent bottlers who 

face intense interbrand competition and who provide the consumer with a wide 
range of soft drink choices. 

2. The territorial limitations have provided Incentives to bottlers to make in
vestments for production, distribution and marketing, which have resulted in 
substantial and effective interbrand competition. At the same time, the terri
torial system has not prevented adaptation to changing economic and demo
graphic factors. 

3. S. 598 does not confer an antitrust exemption. It merely clarifies the com
petitive standard under which exclusive territories are to be judged. 

We believe that with the passage of S. 598 the law relating to bottler terri
tories will be clarified; the soft drink industry will continue to serve the public 
efficiently and competitively; the soft drink industry will be responsive to com
petitive changes; and the industry will continue to have the local, nonconcen-
trated structure which for so long has typified this national small business 
industry. 

RESPONSES TO SENATOB THUBMOND'S WETTTEN QUESTIONS BY BOB DELAUTEB 

Question. Who would service the small stores, gas stations, etc., if the fran
chisee did not have an exclusive territorial franchise? 

Answer. In my territory most customers of that size would not be served. I 
have 2,200 customers in a 9 county area. It's 60 miles to some of my small 
country dealers. We serve all the people now with a route delivery system 
that takes our truck close to these dealers as they go from town to town. The 
volume of a small country dealer might be as low as three or four cases per 
week. By stopping on the way from our plant to a supermarket in Hartford 
City, Indiana, we can justify the small stop. We may deliver 100 cases to each of 
the bigger stores in Hartford City twice a week. Therefore, a three case stop 
is possible. Without the franchise, I will lose the supermarket takehome busi
ness to a chain store warehouse delivery system whose headquarters is not in 
my locality. There is no way I could afford to deliver these small accounts if 
they were all I had. Per case manufacturing costs, delivery costs and overhead 
would make it economically impossible. The chain store warehouse delivery 
system would deliver to their stores only. Nearly 50 percent of my dealers 
would be without soft drink service. I have a complete cooler sales and repair 
department with specialists trained in refrigeration, coin mechanisms and cold 
drink merchandising. If I go out of business, who would provide this service? 
Certainly not the chain store systems. Small vendors like candy and tobacco 
distributors might try, but there is no way they could handle the thousands of 
cases on their margins. The big surviving bottlers would be so few and far 
between that they could not afford to sell to these small dealers. Therefore, the 
FTC action would deteriorate service and concentrate the business in the hands 
of a few big bottlers selling to a few large chain stores. Price, availability, and 
service would all be adversely affected. It would be a disaster for over half of 
the small bottlers and dealers who now bring soft drinks to the American con
sumer on a reliable and regular basis at competitive prices. 

RESPONSE TO SENATOR THUBMOND'S WBITTEN QUESTION BT J. PETEB MOOBE 

Question. Would you describe the differences in the price of soft drinks that 
are in cans, in disposable bottles, and in returnable bottles? 

Answer. In the State of Oregon, we conduct business according to the Oregon 
bottle bill and therefore all containers are returned according to the mandatory 
refund provision of that law. As a result of the law, soft drinks are no longer 
sold in non-returnable, disposable glass bottles. However, in addition to selling 
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returnables, we do market soft drinks in 12 oz. cans and 2-Liter non-reflllable 
plastic bottles, each of which have the 5 cents mandatory refund. The following 
chart shows that returnables are less expensive than convenience packages on 
an "everyday price" basis based on our company's regular wholesale price. 

Average Retail Cost 
Cents 

per ounce 
12 oz. returnable 2. 07 
16 oz. returnable 1. 78 
1-liter returnable 1.63 
12 oz. cans 2. 76 
2-liter plastic 2. 20 

As I stated in my testimony, we very often have our products on special, in 
which case the cost per ounce is reduced substantially, whether it be a return
able or a non-reflllable container. However, due to the cost of packaging, the 
returnable container remains the best buy for the consumer. 

RESPONSE TO SENATOR THUBMOND'S WBITTEN QUESTION BY CHABLES MOAK 

Question. Testimony shows that beverages today cost the consumer 1 penny 
for each 1.04 ounces, while in 1937, it was 1 penny for each 1.10 ounces. How 
does that compare with your experience in cost per ounce? 

Answer. The price of returnable quarters of national franchise brands sold 
in the supermarkets in our area is 3 quarts for $1.00 which gives a per ounce 
price of 1.04 ounces for 1 cent. In 1937 the price was 1 cent for 1.1 ounces. The 
present price is a very slight increase to the consumer in 42 yeara It should 
be remembered that a penny in 1937 had far more value than a penny in 1979. 
Special promotions in the supermarkets give an even lower price per ounce than 
the 1937 price. A common weekend sale is 6 quarts for $1.00 or 1.9 ounces for 1 
cent. Special discount sales of 8 quarts for $1.00 is a price of 1 cent for 2.5 ounces 
or more than twice as much for the same money as in 1937. 

Senator B A T H . Our next group of witnesses again is a panel. Dr. 
Victor P . Goldberg, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton; Dr. Lee 
Preston, State University of New York, Buffalo; and Prof. Oliver 
Williamson, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. 

Gentlemen, we are anxious to hear your testimony. I understand that 
you are going to examine in some degree the economics of the situa
tion from your professional backgrounds as special economists. So we 
appreciate your being with us. 

TESTIMONY OF VICTOR P. GOLDBERG, INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED 
STUDY, PRINCETON, N.J., LEE PRESTON, STATE UNIVERSITY OF 
NEW YORK, BUFFALO, NY.; AND OLIVER WILLIAMSON, UNIVER
SITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

Mr. PRESTON. Thank you, Senator. We are very happy to be here. 
My colleagues and I were invited to participate in these hearings by 

the National Soft Drink Association because of our prior independent 
academic work in areas related to the subject matter under considera
tion here. Although none of this prior work had involved the soft drink 
industry as such, all of it is related to the basic issues raised by this 
le.<rislation. 

We are going to proceed very briefly and quickly, I hope. We have 
all filed statements with the committee. Professor Williamson will 
address the general question in general remarks. Professor Goldbenr 
will turn attention more specifically to the F T C action. I will comment 
on some general competitive aspects of the soft drink industry. 
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With that, I will turn it over to Professor Williamson. 
Senator B A T H . I may have to step out into the hall just a moment to 

find out what is happening over on the floor, so I will follow your 
statements. I don't want to appear rude. I will be back in just a mo
ment. Why don't you just proceed. 

Mr. WILLIAMSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
My expertise on this matter is limited to the evaluation of vertical 

market restrictions in general. Others with more extensive industry-
specific background are better qualified to speak to the applications of 
the analysis to the soft drink industry than L 

My remarks are based in large part on a paper that I presented at a 
conference on antitrust law and economics that was held at the Uni
versity of Pennsylvania in November 1978. The paper, which is titled 
"Assessing Vertical Market Restrictions: Antitrust Ramifications of 
the Transaction Cost Approach," appears in the April 1979 issue of the 
University of Pennsylvania Law Review. 

My remarks are organized in three parts. First I examine the inhos
pitability tradition within antitrust, especially as this approach relates 
to the evaluation of vertical restrictions. I then turn to an alternate 
approach, the transaction cost approach, in which efficiency aspects are 
more prominently featured. While I argue that the inhospitability 
tradition relies on mistaken premises and that an efficiency presump
tion is a better guide to sound public policy, the efficiency presumption 
is subject to challenge in both dominant firm and collusive oligopoly 
industries. The third part of my remarks elaborates on these qualifica
tions and relates them to S. 598. 

The inhospitability approach to antitrust attributes anticompetitive 
purpose and effect to every novel or nonstandard business practice. 
Under this approach, there are only two standard, hence acceptable, 
ways of organizing transactions. 

One of these, which is the preferred way, is to rely extensively on 
market exchange between successive stages of production and distribu
tion. Each successive stage of economic activity is mediated by a con
tract between autonomous firms on each side of the transaction. A flow 
of goods and services from raw materials through intermediate product 
to distribution channels and into the hands of consumers occurs in this 
way. Autonomous contracting thus proliferates. 

An alternative but generally less acceptable way to organize eco
nomic activity is by vertical integration. Transactions that might be 
mediated by markets are here mediated instead by administrative proc
esses ; that i°, internal organization. 

Although the inhospitability tradition recognizes that certain econ
omies sometimes result from vertical integration, it is very inexplicit 
about the nature of these economies. Market mediated exchange is thus 
favored. 

Modes of organization that fall between fully autonomous contract
ing on the one hand and complete integration on the other are regarded 
with hostility. In particular, vertical market restrictions of nil kinds— 
including territorial restrictions—are held to be motivated by anti
competitive purpose. 

The ultimate justification for this view is thnt markets will support 
all legitimate services that consumers demand. Any service that the 
market will not support must, perforce, lack legitimacy. 
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Dr. Comanpr's views on vertical restraints are illustrative. His state
ment ran as follows: 

To the extent that services are demanded by consumers, a market will develop 
to supply them and a separate price will be charged. To the extent, moreover, that 
manufacturers have a legitimate interest in having them provided, they should be 
forced to bear the cost. In either case, no vertically imposed restrictions are 
required. 

Keduced to its rudiments, the inhospitability tradition relies on an 
assumption of frictionlessness in the operation and organization of 
markets. Every legitimate economic activity can be organized and 
priced separately without incurring significant costs. The transaction 
cost approach, by contrast, recognizes that autonomous contracting can 
be a costly activity and that, except as special restraints are introduced, 
market modes of organization can malfunction and will sometimes 
break down altogether. 

The problems with autonomous contracting are essentially of two 
kinds. First, just as product variety and complexity are costly, so is 
contractual variety and complexity. Whether valued services can be 
delivered in the discriminating way contemplated by Dr. Comanor thus 
depends on the costliness of writing and negotiating comprehensive 
contracts. 

Second, even if comprehensive contracting were attempted, con
tracts are not self-enforcing. If there are incentives for the parties to 
cheat, policing costs must be incurred. In consideration of such diffi
culties, comprehensive contracting is sometimes supplanted by alter
native means of organization. 

Vertical integration is largely explained as a means by which to 
economize on complex contracting costs. The same is true of inter
mediate forms of organization such as franchising, whereby fran
chisors introduce marketing restraints on franchisees. 

The transaction cost approach thus proceeds from very different 
premises than does the inhospitability tradition. Rather than assume 
that anticompetitive purposes lie behind and anticompetitive effects 
will accrue to nonstandard business practices, it assumes instead that 
new modes of organization reflect an effort to economize on trans
action costs. Organizing a transaction this way rather than that, is 
thus presumed to have the purpose of promoting efficiency and hence 
benefits society rather than fostering monopoly. 

The principal reason for maintaining an efficiency presumption is 
that this presumption better accords with reality. Not only are trans
action costs real, but efforts to economize on them explain a good 
deal of economic activity within the enterprise system. 

Furthermore, monopoly hazards appear only if special structural 
preconditions are satisfied. The inhospitability tradition ran rough
shod over transaction costs and made no effort to delimit the cir
cumstances where monopoly hazards were serious. Maintaining an 
inhospitability attitude thus encouraged the enforcement agencies 
to behave in a counterfactual way and interpret innocent and bene
ficial developments in a suspect and even hostile manner. 

Thus consider territorial restrictions. The inhospitability view is 
that territorial restrictions discourage intrabrand competition and 
thus must have antisocial consequences. The possibility that there 
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might be economies is not even considered, and the possibility that 
interbrand competition is doing the job is held to be irrelevant. 

By contrast, the transaction cost approach, which intensifies a line 
of argument developed in earlier studies of these matters, recognizes 
that such restraints may be essential to the viability of the franchise 
system and regards economical modes of distribution as a valued 
social outcome. 

Realization that marketing effectiveness can be contingent on ver
tical restraints is thus crucial to an accurate assessment of nonstand
ard modes for organizing markets. Once the relevant transaction cost 
features are recognized, it becomes clear that what others have 
characterized as arbitrary or even antisocial restrictions, can and 
often do serve a useful social purpose. Accordingly, the choice be
tween alternative modes or organization ought not to be artificially 
foreshortened to polar outcomes. 

To the contrary, mixed modes and their transaction cost properties 
need to be considered. In the degree to which, one, franchising is 
more viable when accompanied by vertical restraints, and two, such 
franchising offers the least cost mode of delivery, there are clear social 
benefits in permitting such restraints. 

Whether these benefits are offset by clear social costs, however, 
must also be considered. Thus, although an efficiency presumption 
reflects central tendencies, it is also subject to challenge. This brings 
us to the question of whether interbrand competition is effective. 

The presumption that territorial restraints have the purpose of 
promoting more cost-effective marketing is subject to challenge in 
industries where interbrand competition is weak. Where this obtains, 
the possibility must be faced that vertical restraints have the pur
pose of regularizing distribution, thereby to promote more effective 
oligopolistic pricing. 

Thus a crucial operating concern of a manufacturer's cartel is to 
devise signals whereby adherence to the cartel pricing policy can 
be inferred with confidence. The elimination of false moves or am
biguous actions which, if misinterpreted, would cause the cartel to 
unravel, is of special importance. 

Where distributors are owned or extensively controlled by manu
facturers, retail price changes can normally be presumed to reflect 
manufacturers' intent. 

By contrast, the responsibility for pricing changes is less clear 
where distributors are fully autonomous agents. The possibility that 
territorial restraints serve other than efficiency purposes but promote 
pricing discipline must thus be faced in industries where interbrand 
competition is ineffective. 

The qualification of S. 598 which stipulates that vertical restraints 
in the soft drink industry shall be lawful provided that "such product 
is in substantial and effective competition with other products of the 
same general class" is thus not only fitting but is an essential safe
guard. Checks on effective interbrand competition need to be made 
and be met. 

Thank you. 
Senator BATJCTTS [presiding]. Thank you very much, Mr. 

Williamson. 
Mr. Goldberg? 
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Mr. GOIJJBEKG. Professor Williamson's testimony has described the 
recent advances in our understanding of the economics of vertical 
restrictions. In my prepared statement I consider the specific issue 
of territorial exclusivity in soft drink bottling and the misunder
standing of the issue evidenced in the FTC's Coca-Cola decision. I 
will give an abridged version of my remarks today. 

There are two central messages of the approach Professor William
son has described. First, vertical restrictions have many more desir
able features than have generally been recognized. Second, it is ex
tremely difficult for an outsider to determine what the best contract 
would look like. As a general rule of thumb it would seem reasonable 
to presume that in the absence of strong reasons to the contrary, the 
choice of contractual terms should be left to the immediate parties. 

In my prepared statement I go into some detail as to how the F T C 
misunderstood the economies of exclusive territories in the soft drink 
industry. Today I will restrict my remarks to three issues: the effect 
on prices and output of the shift to central warehousing; the effect 
on promotional efforts; and the FTC's argument that the existing 
system impedes the adjustment to a more efficient territorial system. 

The bottlers and the F T C agree that if the exclusive territories 
were eliminated, chainstores would no longer utilize direct delivery to 
the stores. Rather, chains would have soft drinks delivered to their 
own warehouses from which they would then distribute to their own 
retail stores. 

The Commission argued that such a shift would be efficient— 
exclusive territories prevent adjustment to a system yielding lower 
wholesale and, therefore, lower retail costs. This conclusion is almost 
certainly wrong. 

Let us assume what both sides accept to be true. The initial effect of 
"walls down" competition would be price competition and lower 
prices for the large chain accounts. This would mean that in many 
regions route delivery systems will lose a significant piece of their 
volume. The remaining volume will have to be spread over fewer 
sales. Cost per unit will, therefore, rise. Thus the wholesale price of 
soft drinks sold through nonchainstore outlets, which currently 
account for more than half the sales, will rise relative to that in 
chainstores. 

The story is not yet complete, but let us pause to examine the implica
tions thus far. The change in relative prices will alter the mix of 
sales—a larger share of soft drinks will be sold through chainstores. 
We cannot be certain as to what will happen to the average price 
paid, nor to the quantity sold, even if we assume no loss in promotional 
effort. But the lower chainstore price could be more than offset by 
the higher prices elsewhere. 

There will, however, be additional effects on promotional effort. 
With the bottler no longer supplying the individual chain outlets, 
the intensive local selling effort will no longer be provided. The 
response to this situation is uncertain. The most plausible, I believe, 
is for the sirup manufacturers to substitute regional and national 
advertising for the local services formerly provided by the bottlers. 
The cost of this will be reflected in the price of sirup sold to bottlers 
and this in turn will have an upward pressure on wholesale prices in 
the industry. 
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I t is conceivable that the wholesale prices would rise to the point 
where the cost to chainstores returns to, or even exceeds, its initial 
level. This is not, I must emphasize, a prediction. I t is simply a stark 
example of how misleading the initial observation of lower prices to 
chain warehouses can be when assessing the merits of the alternative 
distribution systems. 

An exclusive territories system enables the bottlers to engage in 
more local promotional activity and it also influences the relative 
attractiveness of alternative promotional techniques. 

Most of the FTC's discussion regarding advertising is concerned 
with determining when increased local promotion should be reckoned 
as a desirable feature of a vertical restriction. The Commission's 
answer seems to be that the justifications are few. Encouraging price 
advertising is acceptable. Enhancing other forms of advertising is 
acceptable only for new or faltering firms. 

These criteria reflect a skeptical attitude regarding the merits to 
society of extensive promotional activity. I confess that, to some de
gree, I share this skepticism. But it does not follow that society should, 
therefore, come down hard upon vertical restrictions that facilitate 
local promotional activity. I t is not at all clear what the effect of 
abolishing territories will be on the overall level of promotional 
activity. The most likely industry response would be a shift to in
creased advertising by the sirup manufacturers at the national and 
regional level. Cooperative advertising with certain retailers, espe
cially the larger food chains, is also plausible. 

There is no reason to believe, therefore, that there will be less money 
spent on advertising and other promotional activity. About all we 
can be certain of is that the industry perceives that the existing mix 
of promotional activities is a more effective one than that which would 
exisfc in the absence of territories. 

Turning to the argument that the system does not adjust ade
quately, it is true that the initial Coca-Cola territories were based on 
how far a horse and wagon could go in a day. However, the facts do 
show there has been substantial flexibility in adjusting these bound
aries. The number of bottling plants in the United States has fallen 
from nearly 7,000 in 1949 to about 2,000 today. Output per plant has 
risen about 700 percent in the last 20 years. That is quite a change. 

Now it is quite probably true that if Coke were designing a territorial 
system from scratch today, it would choose somewhat different ter
ritorial boundaries. But we must treat this observation carefully. I t 
is equally true that if one :were to build, say, a copper wire plant 
today, he would use a somewhat different technology than would a 
firm expanding a plant that had existed for some time. 

Past investments determine the relative costs of current investment 
alternatives. I t will generally be cheaper to add on to an existing struc
ture than to tear it down and build a brand new state-of-the-art plant. 
The firm must determine at what point it is in its financial interest to 
scrap out-of-date plants. Coke is in precisely the same position re
garding its territorial system. I t has the appropriate incentives to 
take into account the costs and benefits of scrapping pieces of the ex
isting territorial system. I t will attempt to avoid the costs arising 
from premature scrapping that would follow from the uncompensated 
dismantling of the exclusive territory system. 
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That dismantling would subject a number of the bottlers to sub
stantial, losses, losses which are avoidable. The business that bottlers 
have built up will not necessarily be well designed to compete in a 
"walls down" world. This is not an argument in favor of protecting in
efficient firms. A firm that is designed to produce and market within 
an exclusive territory can be efficient for that purpose, yet be a high 
cost ineffective competitor if the territorial system were voided. 
Efficiency is contextual. In biology, by analogy, polar bears are ef
ficient in the Arctic, but not in Alabama. 

Those bottlers not well-situated to compete for chainstore ware
house accounts are likely to suffer severe losses. Their survival itself 
is problematic. To be sure, such losses are not uncommon in a capitalist 
economic system. We cannot protect everyone from the cold realities 
of the marketplace. But in the current context we should bear in mind 
that the source of these concentrated losses is the F T C ruling. Absent 
a strong showing that the decision will have desirable effects, i t is 
hard to justify subjecting this subgroup of bottlers to significant losses. 

To conclude, there is little reason to be concerned with intrabrand 
competition. The FTC opinion, which focused almost exclusively on 
intrabrand effects, was misinformed. My understanding is that the 
proposed legislation holds that the effects of territorial restrictions in 
bottler franchises on intrabrand competition, should not be grounds 
for finding an agreement in violation of the antitrust laws. I t does 
not shield the industry from attack on the grounds that interbrand 
competition is impaired. The legislation directs the attention of the 
enforcement agencies in the proper direction and is, I believe, a 
reasonable and modest addition to the antitrust laws. 

Senator BAUCTJS. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Preston? 
Mr. PRESTON. Thank you, Senator. My prepared statement con

stitutes a kind of summary, although it was written quite in advance, 
of the presentations you already heard. Therefore, I won't dwell on 
it at any length at all. 

I would simply point out what the summary points are. The sum
mary points are very simple. The first one is that it is my view, and 
I think it has been amply demonstrated in what you have heard today 
and in the prepared statements as well, that the existing structure and 
behavior of the soft drink industry is compatible with competition. 

With respect to structure, we see that it is flexible and we see it 
is varied. There is no tendency for the structure to be frozen into a 
configuration of small, inefficient firms, as some people have feared; 
nor is there a tendency for the structure to become completely domi
nated by a few giant firms, as some other people have feared. Neither 
phenomenon is present in the industry a t the present time. 

Similarly, with respect to prices and products, you have heard ample 
testimony, and my prepared testimony provides additional summary 
material as well, to indicate the great variety of prices and products 
that are available in the market, even the same specific products in 
multiple packs and multiple sizes and at varying prices, even within 
individual stores. Of course, there are further variations from store to 
store and type of outlet because there are nonstore outlets as well. 

I would also emphasize, as I do in my written statement, that the 
role of the retailer in determining the final consumer price for soft 
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drinks must not be overlooked. Retail store margins for soft drinks 
amount to about 20 percent of the final retail price, typically. There 
is a great deal of flexibility. In fact, the retailer, of course, is an inde
pendent purchaser. He prices the soft drinks any way he chooses once 
he has purchased them. 

The ultimate determiner of the consumer price of soft drinks is the 
retailer rather than the soft drink bottler, or still less the sirup 
company. 

So, at any rate, when we go out to the market, what we see is a 
tremendous variety, in fact an incredible variety, of prices, products, 
and packages of soft drinks. And the notion that that tremendous 
variety is m some way harmful to consumers or that consumers are 
being some way disadvantaged by a system that has produced this 
variety seems to me simply bizarre. 

The other aspect of my prepared statement—and again, the points 
have been well brought out by previous speakers—is to simply draw 
your attention to wnat I think are the five significant trends that 
elimination of the territorial franchise system would produce. I would 
just like to summarize them quickly. 

F i rs t : Unequivocally, and perhaps the most important trend, exten
sive vertical integration by the major brand franchisors; that is, the 
sirup companies. I think there is no question that is the primary long-
term result that would arise from the elimination of the territorial 
franchises. The bottlers who spoke earlier spoke to that point in detail. 

Second: The tendency toward backward integration, either by own
ership or buying power pressure by the major chainstores, widening 
their own margins, but whether producing any price benefits for con
sumers or not we cannot really anticipate. 

Th i rd : Geographic market expansion by the largest and strongest 
established bottlers, those who were able to survive in this new 
environment. 

Four th : The disappearance of minor brands from the market. All 
of the competitive diversity that they bring to the market would 
simply be gone. 

F i f th : Of course, the point that has been strongly stressed, the 
disappearance or substantial contraction of a large number of smaller, 
but, currently viable and profitable, bottling nrms throughout the 
country. 

Now all of these trends taken together mean increased concentra
tion, very substantially increased concentration. Mr. Mudd has pointed 
out the analogy of the beer industry. I think it is a very good analogy. 

My own experience in studying various industries has been that 
that kind of increased concentration, the great increase in nationwide 
concentration by a very few large firms, inevitably results in greater 
price rigidity and greater market monopoly. The exceptions I think 
are very rare. 

What we see is a present situation in this industry that is completely 
compatible with competitive conditions in the market and offering 
consumers a tremendously wide range from which they can make 
whatever choices they like. The alternative would be a peculiar result 
from what I think is a misapplication of public policy. The alternative 
would be a forecast of much higher concentration and would be very 
unlikeh' to generate any benefits for consumers. 
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Thank you. 
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you very much, Dr. Preston. 
One question I have is the degree to which the present territorial 

franchises are fixed in stone. That is, to state the question differently, 
how much competition is there now among franchisees in the bottling 
industry ? Is there any competition among franchisees ? Are there at
tempts by some of the larger franchisees to enlarge their territory ? 

Mr. PRESTON. The first answer I think is that the bottlers who were 
here earlier spoke somewhat to that. Of course, under their present 
contracts, the franchise holding company can only expand geographi
cally by the acquisition of a neighboring franchise. 

Senator BAUCUS. I understand that. But the question goes to, are 
there any pressures to change the territorial contracts with the fran
chisor? Would some of the larger franchisees pressure their fran
chisors to change the contract and expand their territories? 

Mr. PRESTON. Not to my knowledge, Senator. But the bottlers would 
be much better qualified to answer the question than I am. 

My point is really that the extent of interbrand competition in the 
soft drink industry is so great that any emphasis on intrabrand com
petition is simply misplaced. I think we have such a very high rate of 
interbrand competition and this tremendous variety of prices and 
packages even for the same brands that you get the kind of alternatives 
in the store, the kind of alternatives facing the consumer, that you 
would expect competition from multiple sources to produce. 

Since you can buy the same product from a variety of choices, de
pending on what your choice is 

Senator BAUCUS. I understand your point. I tend to agree with you. 
I am just trying to test your point. Thank you very much. 

Senator BAYH [presiding]. Thank you, Senator Baucus. I appre
ciate your keeping us moving here. 

We have heard from the bottlers and others. We have heard from 
you about the economics of the situation and what this decision will 
mean. At least one assumption has been we are going to have massive 
warehousing. Am I right in assuming this is generally what the ex
perts think will happen? I t is certainly what the retailers think will 
happen. 

Senator DOLE. I think he indicated five things probably would 
happen. 

Mr. PRESTON. Yes, sir. From my prepared statement I read the list 
of five trends, all of which I think add up to a tremendous increase in 
concentration in the industry. Exactly what technological forms that 
concentration would produce I don't think we can predict with real 
certainty. 

Senator B A T H . Warehousing as part of vertical integration is one 
aspect. 

Mr. PRESTON. Absolutely. 
Mr. WILLIAMSON. In a very general way, I think one can make the 

proposition that if you have an efficient mode of organization and it 
is upset by an F T C ruling or otherwise, there is an incentive to put in 
place another efficient mode of organization that duplicates many of 
the same features that the original one had. 

If there were restraints associated with franchising originally, you 
would assume that a mode of organization would appear that also in
volved restraints. Vertical integration certainly has those features. 
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Senator B A T H . D O you have any additional thoughts ? 
The article this morning talked about the present relationship, how

ever, one might describe that, as costing the consumer 5 cents a can. I t 
would add more than a nickel to every cari or bottle of soft drink you 
buy. The total tab comes to more than $2 billion a year. 

One: Is that true in your judgment? Two: If it is true, does that 
mean then, if we go along with the decision and this bill does not pass, 
we are going to have a nickel cut off the cost of each soft drink can 
or bottle we buy? 

Mr. PRESTON. Senator, I think that statement is totally without 
foundation. I t is extremely irresponsible. In the first place, I do not 
know precisely how one would even make an analysis to see what the 
specific price effects of this particular practice, given all of the cir
cumstances of the soft drink industry, might be. 

Senator B A T H . Five cents is a good round number. 
Mr. PRESTON. Oh, it is a round number, shockingly round really. 

I am making a very academic point, but it is a point to ask: How could 
one ever know the answer to that question? The first point is, one 
really can't know the answer to that. My second point I think is per
haps more of a commonsense point. 

Let's look for the 5 cents. Where is this 5 cents ? First we have to 
know that, of course, only about one-third of all soft drinks are sold 
in cans. So what this has to do with the general price of soft drinks 

Senator B A T H . I t says bottles or cans. 
Mr. PRESTON [continuing]. Is another question. At any rate, if we 

look at a six-pack of cans, say, selling at retail for perhaps a quarter 
a can 

Senator B A T H . Excuse me. You know so much more about this than 
I. I want our record to be complete here. The assertion was it was 5 
cents for every can or bottle. So if there is a distinction in your answer 
between cans and bottles, I would like to have them both answered. 

Mr. PRESTON. My point really was that the present packaging is 
divided about one-third returnable bottles and one-third nonreturnable 
bottles and one-third cans, on a nationwide basis. But as the bottlers 
speaking here earlier emphasized, it is very different from one market 
to another. Tha t also raises the question about how this kind of estimate 
would be made. 

Furthermore, of course, the economics of the three containers is very 
different. That is, the cost of the containers is different and the price to 
the consumer tends to be different among the three different kinds of 
containers. 

But focusing on cans for the example and using that as a typical 
figure would be OK. 

Let's assume that that retail price is about 25 cents, which has been 
pointed out here would be, let's say, a high price. I t is not a special 
price. The bottlers who have spoken here this morning have pointed 
out how important price, especially in large packs, is to the soft drink 
industry. But let's focus on the higher priced end of the market to 
make this argument, or at least give it its due. 

So assume the retail price is 25 cents and that the retail markup is 20 
percent. That gets you down to 20 cents. There is no supposition, ns far 
as I know, that a change in the territorial system is going to make nnv 
vast change in the retail markups. Tt might enlarge them. Tf the retail-
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ers are able to get control over the system, I would expect the margins 
to widen rather than to narrow. 

Now you are down 20 percent. You are talking about a 5-cent reduc
tion on a product from selling for 20 cents. This would imply that 
somewhere in that 20 cents there is a 25-percent profit margin of some 
kind that can be eliminated by this territorial change. Now you heard 
what the bottlers who spoke here said this morning about their profits 
on sales. There is not any really comprehensive data on profits on sales 
in the bottling activity. But in all of the information I have, I don't 
have any indication that profits on sales are even half that in the bot
tling activity. 

The bottlers who spoke here this morning spoke of figures well under 
half that. I don't know where there is any nickel in the system that 
could be captured by any change in the system whatsoever. 

I think that looking at the economics of it in that way makes that 
statement seem a very bizarre one. 

Mr. GOLDBERG. I would like to add something to that. I am not quite 
sure where Mr. Anderson got his numbers from, but it is quite probable 
that what he was looking at was the estimate of how much the price of 
Coke sold through warehouses only would fall initially. Then he ex
trapolated from that to say that all Coke prices would fall by this 
throughout the system. 

In my remarks I suggested it is quite possible that the cost of soda 
sold through the warehouse system might fall initially. However, what 
also will happen is that the soda sold not through the warehouse system 
is going to rise in price. That is going to have to figure in this average 
price the customer is going to pay. 

In addition to that, what will happen after the system goes through a 
new equilibrium is that the sirup companies themselves are going to 
increase their advertising. This is going to lead to higher wholesale 
prices. The net effect of this whole thing is not at all clear. Quite prob
ably, the average price paid by consumers is going to end up rising. 

One more addition to this point. I t is not clear to me at all what the 
advantage to the Coca-Cola Co. would be to have the price of Coca-
Cola high. Coca-Cola really would like the price as low as possible so 
they would sell more Coke. I could see an advantage to the bottlers. 
But in this particular case it is the Coca-Cola Co. that was sued for 
having this arrangement and they also defended themselves very ag
gressively. So it is a very odd sort of line of logic Mr. Anderson has to 
have as to why Coke itself would want to have high prices. 

Senator B A T H . I assume Mr. Anderson was getting this logic from 
other people. He probably knows as much about the soft drink industry 
as I do. I t is the losric of other people he is espousing. 

I appreciate getting your analysis of it. 
Professor Williamson, do you have a comment on that point? 
Mr. WrLLTAMsox. As I indicated at the outset. I don't have extensive 

knowledge of the industry, but any time there is a 25-percent margin 
that represents in s«me sense inefficiencv or waste, the incentives to re
organize this activity alone: more efficient lines are just enormous. I 
can't imagine there not being: th^se kinds of reorganizational activities 
already going on in the industry if such a huge margin of inefficiency 
did exist. The fact we don't observe it suggests to me that the imagined 
inefficiency is totally without foundation. 
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Senator BAYH. One of the alternatives that has been suggested that 
would happen if this bill does not pass is that there will be a few 
very large bottlers who will then move on out in various ways and 
drive the smaller bottlers out of business. Those large bottlers are 
now in business, operating within their own franchise. Can one tell by 
looking at the way they operate and the way they price now that there 
would De any great savings to be passed on if they were to go out and— 
I don't see how somebody bottling in Chicago could be any more effici
ent selling in Indianapolis than he now is in Chicago. Can we tell by 
analyzing what is happening in those areas where the large bottlers 
are now to tell what would happen if they would move on out beyond 
their present territories? 

Mr. PRESTON. I think Professor Williamson was. very responsive 
to your question, Senator. That is, if there were some kind of big 
gains to be accomplished, either operating efficiency gains or price 
control gains or any other kinds of gains to be accomplished by such 
moves, we would expect to see such moves taking place. We do not 
see any such moves taking place. Such moves could take place within 
the present circumstances. If the gains were great enough, it would 
pay firms to consolidate on a large scale. As the data tabulated in my 
prepared statement show, we do not see any great wave of large con
solidations. What we see is a movement of small firms being con
solidated in response to technological changes within local market 
areas, increasing economies of transportation, and economies of scale 
in production. But we don't see any tendency toward nationwide in
creasing concentration at the present time. 

Mr. WILLIAMSON. The matter of whether there would be incentives 
for the large bottlers to make acquisitions, if the bill were not passed 
and the F T C ruling were to stand, raises a question of how it is that 
under current circumstances, with territorial restrictions in place, 
large and small bottlers can coexist in adjacent areas and both be 
viable and both be efficient, but, if the territorial restrictions were re
moved, efficient coexistence may no longer be feasible. 

I would conjecture that if franchise restraints are removed, com
petition of a free-rider kind will appear at the boundary where the 
franchises meet. 

There is an incentive then, if territorial integrity no longer exists, 
to expand each area so as to reduce the number of interfaces and avoid 
the disincentives of a free-riding type that occur when successive 
franchises are operating where territorial integrity is no longer sub
jected to discipline. 

So the elimination of territorial restrictions would provide an in
centive to erase boundaries, and in the process of erasing boundaries, 
erase the free-riding effects that would appear wherever the boun
daries had previously existed. 

But the fact you don't observe efforts to erase those boundaries 
now doesn't imply that the present system is inefficient. I t simply 
indicates that it is viable, given the territorial restraints. 

Senator BATH. I was out in my State over the Memorial Day recess. 
On one occasion I had a Tab fit. T raced to the nearest dispensing 
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machine I could find and I found the price tag was 50 cents. We have 
talked about 25 cents. That decision, if it is upheld, will that have 
any impact on the vending machine price ? I t has raised at a rather 
astronomical rate over the past relatively short period of time. 

Mr. PRESTON. I wouldn't think so, Senator. The vending machine, 
of course, is the most expensive place to buy anything—not just soft 
drinks—anything that is involved in a vending machine, because the 
method of distribution is very expensive and because it offers great 
convenience to the consumer. But it is a very small volume type of 
distribution. The machine is small compared to a store. 

Great labor costs and transportation costs are involved in servicing 
that machine, and of course, the price in the vending machine is under 
the control of the vending machine operator, whoever that may be. 
There are diverse companies of all kinds involved in the vending 
machine business, as you know. That price is set by the vending 
machine operator. 

Senator B A T H . You have looked at the bill. You have studied the 
bill. I s there any course of action when I put two quarters in the 
machine and it doesn't work ? [Laughter.] 

Mr. GOLDBERG. Write your Congressman. [Laughter.] 
Senator BAYH. I would like to say on the record that was said in 

jest, at least as of now. [Laughter.] 
Does the Senator from Kansas have questions ? 
Senator DOLE. I don't have any questions. I think it is interesting 

testimony. I was out of the room part of the time visiting with the 
champion speller from Kansas. [Laughter.] 

Did I understand initially you are here on your own? You don't 
represent the bottlers or any of the people involved in this hearing? 
You are all here because you have an academic interest in this case? 

Mr. PRESTON. Sir, we all have an academic interest in the subject 
matter. We have all conducted perfectly independent research, un
related to this case. 

Senator DOLE. YOU are not being paid to testify by anyone ? 
Mr. PRESTON. Excuse me, sir. We were invited to come here today, 

by the Soft Drink Association because of our prior work in the field. 
We have been paid by the Soft Drink Association for coming here 
today and for preparing this testimony specifically for this purpose. 
But that is based on our prior independent work in the field. Our 
work is not only independent of the Soft Drink Association, it is 
independent of each other. Our original work on this subject has 
been totally on our own. 

Senator DOLE. Does that apply to the other witnesses? You are 
all being paid to be here by them ? 

Mr. GOLDBERG. That is correct. 
Mr. WILLIAMSON. That is correct. 
Senator B A T H . Thank you very much, gentlemen. We appreciate 

your letting us have your thoughts. 
Mr. PRESTON. Thank you, Senator. 
Senator B A T H . I f you don't mind, I think some of our other mem

bers might have questions that we will submit and we could then put 
them in the record. 
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[ T h e questions and answers referred to and the p repa red s ta tements 
fo l low:] 

RESPONSES TO SENATOR THURMOND'S WRITTEN QUESTIONS BY LEE PRESTON 

Question No. 1. Would the failure of S. 598, or a similar bill, in being enacted 
have an impact on capital investment that is essential in continuing a successful 
business? 

Answer. Business investment decisions axe very strongly affected by uncer
tainties. The greater the uncertainty, the less the new investment, other things 
being the same. The soft drink industry, and particularly the independent bottler, 
faces great uncertainty because of the FTC action. It would be very surprising if 
this uncertainty did not reduce the bottlers' willingness to make new invest
ments^—and their ability to borrow investment capital from banks—since the 
basic economic and legal structure of their operations may be drastically changed 
as a result of the FTC proceeding. 

Question No. 2. Testimony in previous years shows that an exclusive franchise 
is necessary for a territory to prevent large franchisees from major cities—Los 
Angeles, Denver, Chicago, New York City, et al.—to invade a territory in smaller 
communities. Please comment. 

Answer. Many of the major bottlers in large metropolitan areas would un
doubtedly like to expand their sales to include the largest and most profitable 
accounts (e.g., supermarket chains) in nearby territories. It is much less likely 
that they would wish to establish the necessary delivery routes to serve smaller 
customers. However, the economics of the typical franchise bottling firm requires 
a mixture of large and small accounts to provide an adequate overall scale of 
production and distribution, and a regular pattern of operations, for the firm over 
time. Hence, loss of the largest accounts to a neighboring "metro bottler" en
dangers the entire operation of the smaller firm. Furthermore, even if the smaller 
firm could somehow survive the loss of its largest accounts, because of serving 
smaller outlets—and therefore the prices charged by them to final consumers— 
would certainly be substantially increased. 

Question No. 3. Would elimination of the territorial franchise system in soft 
drink industry result in more effective competition or lower prices? 

Answer. The precise effects of any one change within a large and complex in
dustry are necessarily difficult to predict. This difficulty Is increased when the 
change will inevitably lead to a process of economic adaption over time, and the 
ultimate effect will be a major alteration in the basic economic structure of the 
industry. During the process of adjustment, many cost and price effects might be 
observed. Some costs might fall, and others rise; prices might fall for some 
products and customers, and rise for others. These details of the adjustment 
process cannot be predicted in advance. My own conclusion, however, is that the 
net long-run impact of the removal of the territorial franchise system would be 
a substantial increase in concentration in the entire soft drink production and 
marketing activity. Such an increase in concentration can scarcely be expected 
to result in more effective competition or lower prices in the long run. 

Question No. 4. I t is my understanding that the soft drink industry remains 
relatively unconcentrated on a national basis. Would you comment? 

Answer. Soft drink bottling is necessarily a regional economic activity, since 
the final product is relatively heavy and costly to ship in relation to its value, and 
also subject to damage in shipment and to deterioration over time. However, 
production of other similar products, such as beer, have become much more highly 
concentrated on a national basis, while soft drinks remain the least concentrated 
of food products industries. Soft drink bottling could become concentrated na
tionally by the brand name firms, or by large multi-plant bottling organizations. 
It has not become so concentrated as yet because (a) the territorial franchise 
protects the economic integrity of the individual bottler, making him less subject 
to "raids" by other parties, and (b) multi-plant production and marketing by the 
individual bottler makes his operation efficient, while at the same time discourag
ing takeovers by other firms (including the franchisors themselves) that do not 
and could not offer the same combination of brands for the local market. Hence. 
It seems clear that the relatively low nationwide concentration of soft drink 
bottling continues because the regional structure of the industry has been eco
nomically strengthened and preserved by the territorial franchise system. 
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Almost seven years have passed since I first had the opportunity to discuss 
the legal and economic s t a tus and consequences of the terr i tor ia l franchise sys
tem, with par t icular reference to the soft dr ink industry, before this Committee.1 

Since t h a t time, I have appeared twice before committees of the House of Repre
sentatives." And, in the interval, a number of different versions of the proposed 
legislation have been discussed, and a variety of problems and implications have 
been investigated. We are, however, once again today focusing on a piece of 
legislation which h a s a s i ts purpose, in the words of your Committee, "to make 
clear t ha t the tradit ional terr i tor ial franchise system under which certain trade
mark soft dr inks have been manufactured, dis t r ibuted and sold is lawful under 
the an t i t rus t laws, so long as there is substant ia l and effective competition among 
different products and vendors." * In other words, if the tests of competitive ac
ceptability normally applied in an t i t rus t mat te rs a re satisfied, the terr i torial 
franchise system will not be considered in itself a n unacceptable ar rangement 
for manufactur ing and market ing soft dr ink products. 

I t may well be wondered why a mat te r t ha t has been under consideration for 
this long a period and tha t is now in the process of adjudication in the courts 
requires Congressional action a t this time. My own view is t ha t there a r e sound 
economic Teasons for Congressional action, quite a p a r t from any addit ional 
legal considerations tha t may be involved. Uncerta inty wi th respect to the legal 
s ta tus of the franchise system has now plagued the soft drink industry for al
most a decade, and this uncertainty cannot help but affect investment decisions 
and other business plans. Moreover, if i t should appear—either as a result of 
federal court decisions or simply as a result of further delay—that the present 
FTC position regarding the franchise system will prevail, then changes in in
dust ry s t ruc ture can be expected to occur which would almost certainly be 
nonreversible. Thus , if large bottling and canning operations can expend quickly 
to cap ture the most desirable customers in neighboring terri tories now served 
by smaller firms, subsequent Congressional action confirming the validity of the 
terr i tor ia l system would be of lit t le effect. Indeed, the more likely it is t ha t Con
gress will eventually take such corrective action, the greater incentive large 
firms would have to invade neighboring terri tories, even on a break-even or 
below-cost basis, in order to obtain the permanent advantage of market control. 
For this reason, I believe we a r e dealing with a si tuation that , once substantial ly 
altered, cannot be restored to i ts present condition. If, in fact, it is the intent 
of the Congress tha t the historic pa t te rn of manufactur ing and market ing 
ar rangements in the soft drink industry shall be permitted to continue, and par
ticularly t h a t the economic values of the smaller firms involved shall be pro
tected, then definitive Congressional action simply cannot come too soon. The 

1 Hearings before the Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly of the Committee on the 
Judiciary. U.S. Senate, 92d Cong., 2d sess., Aug. 8, 9, 10, and Sept 12 and 14, 1972, 
pp. 392-399. 

* Hearings before the Subcommittee on Commerce and Finance of the Committee on 
Interstate and Foreign Commerce. U.S. House of Representatives, 93rd Cong., 2d sess., 
June 27. 28, July 1 and 2. 1974, pp. 367-390; and Hearings before the Subcommittee on 
Monopolies and Commercial Law of the Committee on the Judiciary. U.S. House of Rep
resentatives, 94th Cong., 2d sess., June 24 and July 1, 1976, pp. 392—412. 

* Report from the Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate, 93rd Cong., 1st sess., 
June 4,1973, p. 3. 
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ultimate impact of the FTC position on this matter will be the destruction of 
the value of existing small businesses by whatever economic interests—neigh
boring larger bottlers, chain food stores, or the franchise companies themselves— 
choose to do so. It will do no good for the Congress to act later to protect those 
interests; they will simply be gone. 

The body of my statement develops two main themes: First, I consider the 
principal allegations of the critics of the territorial franchise system as revealed 
in prior Congressional hearings and other discussion, and present a variety of 
evidence suggesting that their concerns are misplaced and that the soft drink 
industry as a whole presents ample evidence of competitive structure and be
havior. Second, and more briefly, I point out what seem to be the likely effects 
of the elimination of the territorial system and emphasize that it is by no means 
clear that these effects would result in more effective competition or lower prices 
for soft drink products. 

COMPETITIVE STRTJCTUBE W I T H I N THE TERRITORIAL FRANCHISE SYSTEM 

The impact of any particular business practice, such as the territorial franchise 
system, in any specific industry depends of course on the larger context of tech
nological and economic conditions under which that industry operates, its pat
tern of historical development, and the complex of other forces, social as well 
as economic, that condition its evolution over time. Hence, it is always difficult 
to isolate the specific effects of any single industry feature considered alone. 
Critics of the territorial franchise system in the soft drink industry have essen
tially argued that, given the history and larger operating context of the industry, 
the system results in (1) an inflexible, inefficient and noncompetitive industry 
structure, and (2) a pattern of high, stable and uniform consumer prices. My 
own study of the industry has convinced me that neither of these propositions 
is correct, that the structure of the industry is both reasonably flexible and ac
ceptably competitive, and that the variety of products and prices available of
fers ample scope for consumer choice and market competition. If the territorial 
franchise system has any specific effects on competitive conditions, these would 
appear to take the form of an increase in the number and variety of competitive 
forces existing in the marketplace and hence an increase in the opportunities 
for competitive behavior and adaptation over time. 

Overall industry structure 
Critics of the territorial franchise system in the soft drink industry have 

expressed concern that, on one hand, the system may permit the continued opera
tion of small and inefficient, and hence high-cost bottlers; and, simultaneously, 
that it may also result in increasing domination of soft drink bottling and dis
tribution by giant multi-plant enterprises, and possibly by the franchise com
panies themselves. Even on the surface, these two possibilities seem somewhat 
contradictory, since the preservation of inefficient small firms would almost cer
tainly imply limitations on the growth of very large firms, and vice versa. How
ever, it is more important to note that neither of these concerns is supported 
by the facts. On the contrary, the soft drink industry has adjusted to changing 
economic and technological conditions by the gradual combination and absorp
tion of smaller bottlers into larger and more efficient enterprises. At the same 
time, the share of the largest firms, and of the franchise companies themselves, 
in overall bottling activity has not increased substantially in recent years. The 
principal trend seems to have been growth in the number and market share of 
moderately-sized, independent firms, which is precisely the type of adjustment 
that would be expected to promote efficient economic operations as well as maxi
mum competitive flexibility. 

Any fear that the territorial franchise system is resulting in the preservation 
of large numbers of small and inefficient plants should be laid entirely to rest 
by the information shown in Table 1, which contains U.S. Census data for the 
period 1963-72, supplemented by NSDA data for 1972-78. The two data sources 
are not identical in coverage, but are closely similar as the comparison of data 
from both sources for 1972 indicates. Almost 2.000 small soft drink bottling 
plants have disappeared over the period 1963-78. while the number of larger 
plants has increased substantially. Census data reveal that a predominant share 
of both employment and value added by manufacturing has correspondingly 
shifted from smaller to larger plants over the same period. Even in 1972 (the 
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most recent year for which Census data are available), plants with more than 
100 employees accounted for approximately half of all employment and value 
added in the soft drink bottling industry. These data demonstrate conclusively 
that the franchise system is not an overwhelming barrier to appropriate eco
nomic change; it simply assures that changes will occur in a manner that takes 
account of the existing equities and interests involved. 

TABLE 1.—SOFT DRINK MANUFACTURING 

[Number of plants and companies, 1963-781 

Number of -
Number of plants/employment size 

Year companies Total 1 to 49 

1963. 
1967. 
1972. 

978. 

3,569 
3,057 
2,271 

• 2,205 
' 1, 724 

3,905 
3,400 
2,687 

'2,615 
'2,048 

3,408 
2,740 
1,965 

'1,927 
' 1,412 

to 99 

308 
386 
417 

'419 
'374 

100 ai id over 

189 
274 
305 

1.J269 
'.'261 

' NSDA data. 
2 NSDA data apparently do not include some large canning operations covered by census data. 

Source: U.S. Census of Manufactures, except as indicated. 

The decline in the number of small soft drink bottling firms and plants has 
not, however, led to the consolidation of the industry into a very small number 
of large, multi-plant nationwide organizations. On the contrary, as the concentra
tion data shown in Table 2 reveal, the soft drink industry remains relatively 
unconcentrated on a nationwide basis—in fact, the 14 percent concentration ratio 
for the four largest firms makes it the least concentrated of all the food products 
industries—and the slight increases in concentration that have occurred during 
the period 1963-72 have been fairly evenly distributed among the twenty largest 
firms in the industry. Nor is it true that the role of the franchise companies 
themselves in bottling activity has increased. On the contrary, U.S. Department 
of Commerce data indicate that the number of franchisor-owned bottling plants 
has actually declined from 100 in 1969 to 70 in 1978, and that their share in the 
total dollar value of soft drink sales—although, of course, increasing in absolute 
terms—also declined from 4 percent to 3 percent over the period.4 

TABLE 2.—SOFT DRINK MANUFACTURING CONCENTRATION RATIOS, 1963 AND 1972 

[Based on value of shipments] 

Share of N largest companies 

Year 1 to 4 5 to 8 9 to 20 21 to 50 

1963 12 5 7 10 
1972 14 7 11 12 

Change + 2 + 2 - H + 2 

Source: U.S. Census of Manufactures. 

Structure of geographic markets 
An additional aspect of interest has been the number of soft drink firms and 

brands participating in individual geographic market areas. A survey of the 
largest metropolitan areas in the country reveals that most of them are served 
by between six and twelve franchised soft drink bottlers, plus unfranchised opera
tions (e.g., Shasta) and supermarket private labels. Smaller local markets are. 
of course, typically served by smaller numbers of firms; however, a sampling of 
smaller metropolitan areas indicates that service by fewer than five or six sources 
of soft drink supply is relatively rare. 

* NSDA's "The Soft Drink Industry of the United States, Statistical Profile 1978,' 
Table 22. 
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Two aspects of local market structure require special emphasis. One is the fact 
that territorial boundaries for the various franchised brands are rarely identical 
and often strikingly different. There are, for example, two major Seven-Up bot
tling operations within the large metropolitan area served by Coca-Cola of New 
York. Smaller local markets are served by the varying, but overlapping, geo
graphic territories of bottlers in a variety of neighboring locations. For example, 
consider the sources of major brand soft drinks for consumers in Grayson County. 
Texas, a market area containing two small cities and a total population just 
under 100,000 people.6 

Only one bottler, producing both Coca-Cola and Dr Pepper, is located within 
the county. However, the situation is far from that of local monopoly. Royal 
Crown and Nehi beverages are supplied from a bottler in adjacent Collin County ; 
Pepsi and Canada Dry are provided by two different firms, both located in Dallas 
County; and the Seven-Up franchise bottler is located in Tarrant County, as is 
the regional manufacturer of Shasta beverages. As a result, six significant 
bottling operations participate in the Grayson County market, and there are 
additional sources of minor brands and private labels as well. Moreover, each 
of these firms will be engaged in competition with the others and/or with other 
sources of the same brands of soft drinks in other local market locations. The 
result is a network of interrelated local geographic markets and competitive 
supply sources that blankets the entire country. 

FIGURE 1 

SOURCES OF MAJOR SOFT DRINK BRANDS 
GRAYSON COUNTY, TEXAS, 1979 

/ 

Grayson County 

[Coca-Cola | 
Dr Pepper 1 

N 
T a r r a n t County 

Seven-Up 

Shas ta 

Da l l a s County 

Peps i -Cola 

Canada Dry 

C o l l i n County 

IRoyal Crown J 
Nehi 1 

The Grayson County example also illustrates a second point, that many 
bottlers are responsible for providing more than one soft drink brand, although 
not always within an identical market area. (The Dallas bottler providing 
Canada Dry for Grayson County, for example, also produces Royal Crown Cola; 
however, the territories for the two beverages are not identical.) Production of 
multiple brands, including his own company brands or flavors, is not only a 
source of economies of scale for the individual bottler, but also a major means 
of market penetration for new or less popular products. This tendency of new 
or minor brands to "piggyback" on the production and marketing facilities of 
local suppliers of major brands has been erroneously criticized by some com-

0 Example selected because I grew up In the area, but quite typical of smaller market 
areas nationwide. 
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mentators as an undesirable limitation on competition. Precisely the opposite, 
however, is in fact the case. Multiple-brand operations increase the efficiency of 
the bottler-distributor, and significantly widen the range of final consumer 
choice. The highly successful nationwide expansion of Dr Pepper during the 
±960"s was accomplished almost entirely by the addition of that brand to the 
product lines of established bottlers in areas where Dr Pepper had previously 
been unknown and unavailable. I t would, of course, be undesirable if a single 
local bottler were to become the sole source of supply for all major brands within 
his market area. However, the franchising policies of the brand-owning com
panies are specifically designed to prevent this, and there is no sign of any 
tendency toward such undesirable local monopoly anywhere in the country, so far 
as I can discover. 

At the same time, the presence of large bottling organizations such as Coca-
Cola of New York (which now ranks among the Fortune 500), the substantial 
bottling subsidiaries of large diversified firms such as Westinghouse and North
west Industries, and large independent multi-location operations such as Joyce 
Beverages, constitute important sources of economic power for the entire bottling 
segment of the industry vis-a-vis the brand-owning franchise companies on one 
hand and the large supermarket chains on the other. The fact that the bottling 
industry contains some reasonably large firms, but is by no means dominated by 
them, seems to me to contribute to the maintenance of a flexible and competi
tively vigorous economic structure in the vertical as well as horizontal dimen
sions of the soft drink industry. 

Conclusion 
The conclusion I draw from inspection of a very wide range of data concern

ing the structure of the soft drink industry is that there is no tendency either 
for (1) undesirable preservation of inefficient small operations, or (2) undesir
able Increases in nationwide concentration or franchise-company dominance, or 
for the development of local market monopoly, in soft drinks. Hence, it appears 
to me that the fears of the critics that the territorial franchise system is main
taining or creating an inefficient and uncompetitive industry structure are with
out any substantial foundation. 

PRICING PATTERNS 

The tremendous variety of soft drink products, brands and packages makes 
any analysis of prices and price behavior incredibly complex. However, almost 
any analysis of pricing patterns that can be undertaken leaves one with an over
whelming impression of variability and diversity—a sharp contrast to the sta
bility and uniformity that one would anticipate under monopolistic conditions. 
An extremely significant aspect of the situation, of course, is the fact that final 
consumer prices for soft drinks are established not by the manufacturers (i.e., 
the bottlers), and still less by the franchisors, but by final retail marketers. 
Furthermore, between the bottlers and retailers, there are a variety of price-
related factors such as advertising allowances, extra-case deliveries, promo
tional and other services, etc., that make price comparisons alone an incomplete 
reflection of true market relationships. 

Price trends over time 

An indication of the change in soft drink prices over time can be obtained 
from both the wholesale and the consumer price indexes computed by the U.S. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics. Selected data from this source for the period 1957-78 
(Table 3) show that the overall prices of soft drinks, both wholesale and retail, 
have increased slightly more than those of food products as a whole, but less 
than the price of cane sugar, the single most important soft drink ingredient 
cost, and less than an appropriately weighted average of the price indexes for 
the two types of containers (226K (Increases in labor and transportation costs 
are, of course, not reflected in these tabulations.) An additional point worth 
noting from this tabulation is that wholesale and retail prices of cola drinks, 
the only product for which such price comparisons can be made, have increased 
at almost precisely the same rates during the period. The entire pattern of price 
indexes suggests the close relationship between cost movements and price move
ments that would be expected on the basis of competitive market behavior. 
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TABLE 3.—1978 price indexes, soft drinks and related items (1967=100) 

Wholesale Price Index: 
Overall . 195.0 
Food 207.0 
Sugar: 

Cane 221. 6 
Beet 195.4 

Containers: 
Aluminum cans 169. 8 
Glass containers 244. 5 

Soft drinks: 
Cola 216.6 
Ginger Ale 211. 7 

Total 211. 8 
Consumer Price Index: 

Overall 195. 0 
Food and beverages : 209. 0 
Cola 218.3 

SOURCE.—U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

Price/product variety 

A second significant aspect of soft drink prices is their geographic variability, 
and the related fact that the pattern of prices among types of drinks and brands 
is not the same from one market area to another. This point is illustrated by data 
In Table 4 which present underlying statistics for two types of soft drink prod
ucts—colas and fruit drinks—for twenty-three major cities covered by the con
sumer price index. Not all of the prices in the two columns are directly compara
ble, since the primary intended coverage is for returnable 12-ounce containers, 
although other sizes and nonreturnables are also included where necessary. 
The average price figures recorded reflect, in addition, differences in the 
brands for which prices were gathered and seasonal and other variations as well. 
The interesting point to be observed is not simply the variety of prices reported, 
even where no specific differences in comparability can be identified, but also the 
variation in price relationships between the cola drinks and the fruit drinks 
covered by the survey. The two prices are virtually identical in some instances, 
quite different in others, and the differences go in both directions and are of 
widely varying magnitudes. 



TABLE 4.—SOFT DRINK RETAIL PRICES BY CITY: ANNUAL AVERAGES 1972-77 

[Cents per 72-oz. carton! 

Atlanta 

Boston 
Buffalo 

Cleveland 
Dallas 
Detroit 

Kansas City 

Minnesota/St. Paul 
New York 
Philadelphia 
Pittsburgh 
St. Louis 

Washington, D.C 

U.S. average 

1972 

Cola 

65.2 
102.5 
95.6 
73.0 

:: itt 
78.9 
65.2 

•102.2 
89.7 
63.1 
84.8 
81.6 

:: 78(*,* 
'112.2 
'96.8 

73.3 
77.2 

. . • 68.4 

•110.2 
•110.7 

•83.3 

Fruit drink 

65.0 
'71.2 
'76.0 
79.2 

• 7 $ 
72.5 
68.3 

' 102.2 
85.8 
60.2 

'64.7 
78.5 

'68.3 
83.0 

'63.9 
'58.1 
74.9 

'58.1 
75.6 
76.1 

•106.6 
' 103.1 

•73.2 

1973 

Cola 

69.4 
•103.9 
•97.4 
72.9 

•99.3 
77.1 
79.5 
66.6 

> 101.8 
93.4 
65.8 
87.0 
84.4 

'87.4 
87.8 

•117.8 
• 99.8 

75.5 
79.0 
72.9 
87.8 

•111.0 
'112.9 

"86.1 

Fruit drink 

69.1 
'69.6 
'80.4 
82.6 

'100.7 
•83.7 

79.9 
70.2 

107.0 
87.2 
63.1 

'63.0 
82.5 

'69.6 
81.8 

'63.7 
'59.3 
79.1 
60.9 
73.8 
77.8 

'109.8 
• 102.2 

'» 75.5 

1974 

Cola 

92.8 
»124.6 
•121.1 

(•) 
118.7 
93.9 
91.5 
82.0 

• 123.7 
101.1 
84.0 
99.8 

' 107.2 
'115.2 

101.8 
' 154.1 
' 122.3 

93.2 
92.8 
87.8 

104.7 
' 132.9 
' 142.4 

» 108.9 

Fruit drink 

92.6 
'85.8 

' 107.1 
95.1 

'119.4 
'97.9 
92.6 
83.8 

'128.2 
102.7 
78.5 

'77.9 
98.2 

'88.0 
92.5 

'80.4 
'77.6 
103.0 
'75.7 
88.5 
97.6 

' 133.1 
• U'8. 3 
11 93.7 

1975 

Cola 

105.9 
' 148.7 
• 146.0 

159.3 
'163.5 

100.4 
113.0 
96.1 

' 156.9 
113.6 
101.5 
117.3 

'131.2 
1142.0 

103.3 
'188.3 
• 154. 4 

(•) 
123.7 
109.4 

M55(', 
• 174.4 

» 132.8 

Fruit drink 

104.7 
'132.0 
' 137.4 
121.0 

' 137.1 
• 112.4 

109.7 
100.3 

• 162.6 

1 0 $ 
'101.1 
138.5 

' 109.2 
' 106.2 
'104.5 

' 106.2 
104.2 
118.3 

»157.1 
• 179.3 

'• 115.2 

1976 

Cola 

105.1 
> 139.9 
•144.7 
' 146.1 
' 147.3 

104.4 
111.9 
89.5 

•115.1 
118.7 
98.2 
116.3 7127.8 

' 124.4 
<•') • 182.1 

•150.9 

1 2 $ 
98.1 

105.2 
'158.2 
• 176. 7 

'< 127.2 

Fruit drink 

110.7 
' 129.1 
1135.5 

114.7 
'133.3 
' 105.6 

117.1 
98.7 

»160.4 

91(? 
'92.3 

• 135.2 
' 108.3 

. . 0 $ 
'99.3 

'111.0 
116.5 
149.0 

»157.1 
• 177.2 

"116.7 

1977 

Cola 

106.5 
•161.3 
' 150.2 
' 146.6 
' 151.1 

(') 129.2 
98.5 

»162.8 
120.8 
105.6 

' 139.8 
'136.9 
1124.4 

<•') »190.5 
•158.7 
•168.9 

126.8 
'97.3 

'118.5 
'170.7 
'171.0 

" 107.4 

Fruit drink 

108.3 
' 118.6 
' 129.1 

114.8 
'138.8 
'112.7 

121.9 
101.9 
164.4 
113.7 
100.8 
'91.8 

' 140.5 
'110.2 

(') ' 103.7 
> 106. 4 
> 138. 9 
'113.8 

(•) 
(•) '169.7 

'170.0 

" 113.8 

> Cans. 
' Nonreturnables. 
> Insufficient quotations to publish average price. 
• 8 16-oz bottles. 
' Prices not comparable throughout year. 
• Bottles are 16 oz; all others are 12 oz. 
' Price for 6 16-oz returnable bottles. 
' Based on monthly price for a varying number of cities. 
' Based on survey of 44 cities. 
» Based on survey of 43 cities. 
" Based on survey of 39 cities. 
11 Based on survey of 42 cities. 

" Based on survey of 36 cities. 
" Based on survey of 24 cities. 
» Based on survey of 23 cities. 
" Based on survey of 27 cities. 
" Based on survey of 15 cities. 

Note: If no container designation, price refers to soft drinks in returnable!. U.S. average is the 
average price for a 72-oz carton weighted by the population of each city from a sample of 56 cities. 

Source: "The Soft Drink Industry of the United States, Statistical Profile 1978," table 15, p. 15. 
U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Estimated Retail Food Prices by Cities, 1972-77. 

CH 
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More detailed examination of the pattern of soft drink prices requires direct 
study of local market areas, brands and stores—a fascinating, but extremely 
time-consuming task. A comprehensive list of the soft drink brands available 
in the Washington, D.C. market area as of June 1976 was attached to my 
testimony before the Subcommittee on Monopolies and Commercial Law of the 
Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. House of Representatives." That survey 
showed a total of forty-three brands of cola-type drinks (regular and diet), 
thirty-two full-line brands of flavors and mixers, and twenty-five individual 
(not full-line) brands and flavors—a total of well over a hundred different 
products available. In addition, nine different package forms and sizes were 
represented. At that same time, a more detailed survey of product and price 
information was made for the smaller market area of Silver Spring, Maryland. 
This survey was conducted in four leading food chains, four smaller discount 
food stores, and four drug and convenience store chains. These outlets do not, 
of course, by any means include the full variety of locations and circumstances 
under which soft drinks were available within this single community. However, 
the results do provide a representative indication of the product and price 
variety available in a single local market. 

Results of the brand and package survey are shown in Table 5. Pricing data 
were gathered in detail for cola-type drinks only, and all prices were converted 
to a price-per-ounce basis for purposes of analysis. Prices of cola-type drinks 
varied from a low of .8 cents per ounce to a high of 2.9 cents per ounce, depend
ing on brand and package size. Very wide variations were shown even within 
individual brands, with Coca-Cola having both the lowest (1.3 cents) and the 
highest (2.9 cents) price per ounce of any of the major cola brands included. 
It is also notable that private label brands were not in all cases cheaper on a 
price-per-ounce basis than major brands. 

TABLE 5.-

Store 

-SOFT DRINK BRAND AND PACKAGE SURVEY, SILVER SPRING, MD., AREA, JULY 1976 

Brands Packages 

Safeway 
Giant Food 
A & P 
Grand Union 
Pantry Pride 
Jumbo 
Consumer's Co-Op.. 
Memco 
Drug Fair 
Dart Drug 
People's Drug 
7-Eleven 

36 
33 
44 
29 
27 
28 
31 
30 
17 
20 
18 
22 

105 
88 

150 
91 
79 
75 
90 
85 
52 
46 
47 
49 

Evidence of the variability of retail soft drink prices is also provided by a 
recent "Inflation Watch Survey" conducted by the New York Daily News in 
fifty-four supermarkets in the New York/New Jersey metropolitan area. Prices 
for a six-pack of 12-ounce. cans of Coca-Cola varied from $1.29 to $2.19, and 
the price of a case of twenty-four 12-ounce cans of Diet Pepsi varied from $4.75 
to $7.96. Prices of a dozen 32-ounce bottles of Seven-Up ranged from $5.35 to 
$9.24. These variations of 60 to 70 percent from low to high retail prices for 
identical products within the same metropolitan market area strongly emphasize 
the role of the retail outlet in determining final consumer prices for this type of 
product.' 

Similar results were obtained from, a recent, more comprehensive survey of 
major types of soft drink outlets in both the New York and Washington, D.C. 
metropolitan areas. Major food stores were found to carry approximately forty 
different soft drink brands, with many different package sizes available within 
each brand. Price-per-ounce comparisons showed variations of as much as 100 
percent from low to high on the same brand of merchandise within an individual 
store (i.e., price variations associated entirely with the form and size of the 
container). Store-to-store variations in the price of the same brand/pack item 
were also widely observed, although the range of variation was somewhat nar
rower. Interbrand price variations (price-per-ounce basis) were observed in all 

• See footnote 2 snnra. pn. 30S-4O4. 
7 New York Dally News, Sunday. May 6, 1970. p. 7. 
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stores, and again the private label product was not always the cheapest in a 
price-per-ounce comparison. 
Conclusion 

My overall conclusion from inspection of a wide variety of available data on 
soft drink prices is that the range of product, package and price variety available 
to consumers of soft drinks is probably as great as that available on any moder
ately priced consumer good in the entire economy. As a result, it would appear 
that consumers have incredible range of choice of their soft drink purchases, 
and, hence, a wide range of competitive alternatives to which to respond. If con
sumers choose to pay higher (per ounce) prices for certain brands and pack
ages when alternative similar products (and often the same brand in alternative 
packs) are available at considerably lower costs, it seems to me that we are 
observing the variety of consumer preferences under competitive market condi
tions rather than the effects of the territorial franchise system. 

ALTERNATIVES TO THE TERRITORIAL FRANCHISE SYSTEM 

The previous comments describe the essentially competitive structure and 
product-price performance of the soft drink bottling industry within the context 
of the territorial franchise system. The evidence on both of these counts strongly 
suggests that criticism of the franchise system as a significant departure from 
competitive market conditions is misplaced. The question remains, however, as 
to whether or not modification or elimination of the system as it now operates 
might bring about some significant strengthening of competitive forces for the 
benefit of consumers in the economy. 

I am entirely convinced that elimination of the territorial franchise system in 
the soft drink industry would not result in any substantial benefit to consumers. 
I t appears to me that summary elimination of the system as a result of court 
decisions or the action of administrative agencies would unquestionably lead 
to five significant developments : 

1. Extensive vertical integration by the major-brand franchisors. 
2. Backward integration by major chain stores. 
3. Geographic market expansion by the largest and strongest established 

bottlers. 
4. Disappearance of minor brands from the market. 
5. Disappearance or substantial contraction of a large number of smaller, but 

currently viable and profitable, bottling firms throughout the country. 
These expected developments are all, of course, strongly interrelated, and each 

feeds upon the others. However, let us consider each one briefly in turn. 
Vertical integration by the major brand franchisors would seem almost in

evitable, since they clearly have the resources to supply the product needs of 
the largest and most profitable customers served by any of their current fran
chisees. Whether the franchisors would choose to -eliminate the franchisees 
entirely or simply permit them to survive, if possible, by serving the smaller and 
less profitable segment of the market is a secondary consideration. Undoubtedly, 
some bottlers would adapt and survive in an altered form, while some would 
simply disappear. In any event, the role of the franchisors in the bottling-canning 
and distribution phase of the industry would be substantially expanded, with a 
corresponding increase in the concentration of activity among very large economic 
units throughout the entire soft drink production and distribution system. 

The position of chain stores in the production and distribution system for soft 
drinks would be substantially altered; and this alteration could take a number 
of different specific forms. Most obvious would be a backward integration into 
the bottling of franchised brands by the acquisition of bottling rights directly 
from the franchisors or the purchase of a small bottling franchise somewhere 
on the fringe of the chain store"s market area. An alternative to franchise acquisi
tion would, of course, be obtaining an extremely favorable sales contract from 
a weak bottler, to the advantage of the chain in terms of wider profit margins, 
but not necessarily to its customers In terms of lower prices. Finally, of course, 
if backward integration were prevented, the chains might respond to increased 
market power of the major brand franchisors and surviving large franchisees 
by placing greater emphasis on their own brand products, and even eliminating 
national brand items from their shelves altogether, as has been the pattern in 
fresh milk. 

A third inevitable result of the elimination of territorial franchises would be 
horizontal geographic expansion of the largest bottlers, particularly their pursuit 
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of the largest and most profitable customers in market areas accessible from 
their existing locations. Again, the effect of this type of expansion would be 
either to greatly curtail the operations of surviving smaller bottlers or to 
eliminate them altogether. In either case, there is an additional tendency toward 
increasing concentration and greater market control by a smaller number of 
large units within the production and marketing system. (The notion that the 
returnable container territorial protection included in the FTC decision would 
in any way prevent this development is simply erroneous, as Professor Goldberg's 
statement points out) 

Finally, as a consequence of all of the above developments, one can anticipate 
with certainty the disappearance of minor brands and smaller firms. Indeed, it 
would appear that the only way for a small bottler to survive after the loss of 
major large accounts to his franchise supplier or neighboring large bottlers, or 
as a result of backward integration by major retailer-customers, would be for 
the firm to combine all conceivable major brand franchises into a single opera
tion for production and distribution to small accounts. This result would also, 
of course, Involve an increase In concentration since it would mean that the sup
ply of surviving brands to small outlets would be entirely in the hands of a 
single bottler-distributor. 

It is evident that each of these trends individually, and all of them taken to
gether, point in the direction of increased concentration and declining product 
and price variety for soft drinks. These developments may also carry with them 
some implications for increasing costs, since larger territories inevitably increase 
transportation costs and also involve an extension of one-way packages, which 
are the most expensive forms of soft drink packaging. When these potential 
sources of cost increases are added to the possibilities of price increases due to 
increased concentration and bargaining power, there seems little reason to ex
pect that competitive market forces would be strengthened, and certainly no rea
son to think that significantly lower final consumer prices would result. I cannot 
understand how anyone would view such a pattern of increased concentration 
and reduced variety, with no clear indication of lower prices, as a favorable 
development from the viewpoint of consumer welfare. Indeed, it seems bizarre 
that attempted enforcement of the antitrust laws would push an industry in this 
particular direction. Hence, it seems to me that the economic implications and 
legal validity of the specific types of franchise arrangements long utilized in the 
soft drink industry should be examined, if at all, on a case-by-case basis to de
termine the strength of competition in specific market areas, the net effects of 
existing franchise arrangements, and the likely impact of any feasible alterna
tives. This principle is precisely embodied in the piece of legislation before your 
Committee, and I am pleased to have this opportunity to endorse it as strongly 
as possible. 

PBBPABED STATEMENT OF OITVEB B. WIIXLIAMSON 

QUALIFICATIONS 

I am a member of the faculty of the University of Pennsylvania, where I hold 
the title of Charles and William L. Day Professor of Economics and Social Sci
ence. My primary departmental affiliation Is in the Economics Department. I 
hold secondary appointments in the Law School, the School of Public and Urban 
Policy, and in the Decision Sciences Department of the Wharton School. I hold 
an S.B. degree from MIT, an MBA from Stanford, and a Ph. D. in economics 
from Carnegie-Mellon University. My teaching and research have been mainly 
concerned with the theory of the firm and with market organization. I am the 
author of three books and approximately fifty articles. (A complete biographical 
statement is attached as Appendix A.) 

I served as Special Economic Assistant to the Head of the Antitrust Division 
in 1967-68 and thereafter served as a consultant to the Antitrust Division of the 
U.S. Department of Justice. I am presently serving in the capacity of a con
sultant to the Federal Trade Commission. I appeared on a panel last fall before 
the National Commission for the Review of Antitrust Laws and Procedures in 
connection with its concern with persistent monopoly. I have been a consultant to 
various private firms and law firms. I am here today at the request of the Na
tional Soft Drink Association. 
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EFFECTS OF VEBTIOAL TERRITORIAL RESTRICTIONS 

My expertise is limited to the evaluation of vertical market restrictions in gen
eral. Others with more extensive industry-specific background are better quali
fied to speak to the applications of the analysis to the soft drink industry than 
1. My remarks are based in large part on a paper that I presented at a Confer
ence on Antitrust Law and Economics that was held at the University of Pennsyl
vania in November 1978. The paper, which is entitled "Assessing Vertical Market 
Restrictions: Antitrust Ramifications of the Transaction Cost Approach," ap
pears in the April 1079 issue of the University of Pennsylvania Law Review. 

My remarks are organized in three parts. First I examine the inhospitability 
tradition within antitrust, especially as this approach relates to the evaluation 
of vertical restrictions. I then turn to an alternate approach, the transaction 
cost approach, in which efficiency aspects are more prominently featured. While 
I argue that the inhospitability tradition relies on mistaken premises and that an 
efficiency presumption is a better guide to sound public policy, the efficiency pre
sumption is subject to challenge in both dominant firm and collusive oligopoly 
industries. The third part of my remarks elaborates on these qualifications and 
relates them to S. 598. 

THE INHOSPITABILITY TRADITION 

The inhospitability approach to antitrust attributes anticompetitive purpose 
and effect to every novel or nonstandard business practice. Under this aproach 
there are only two standard, hence applicable, ways of organizing transactions. 
One of these, which is the "preferred" way, is to rely extensively on market ex
change between successive stages of production and distribution. Each successive 
stage of economic activity is mediated by a contract between autonomous firms on 
each side of the transaction. A flow of goods and services from raw materials 
through intermediate product to distribution channels and into the hands of con
sumers occurs in this way. Autonomous contracting thus proliferates. 

An alternative, but generally less acceptable way to organize economic activ
ity, is by vertical integration. Transactions that might be mediated by markets 
are here mediated instead by administrative processes (internal organization). 
Although the inhospitability tradition recognizes that certain economies some
times result from vertical integration, it is very implict about the nature of these 
economies. Market mediated exchange is thus favored. 

Modes of organization that fall between fully autonomous contracting on the 
one hand and complete integration on the other are regarded with hostility. In 
particular, vertical market restrictions of all kinds—including territorial re
strictions—are held to be motivated by anticompetitive purpose. The ultimate 
justification for this view is that markets will support all legitimate services 
that consumers demand. Any service that the market will support must, perforce, 
lack legitimacy. Dr. Comanor's views on vertical restraints are illustrative:1 

"To the extent that services are demanded by consumers, a market will de
velop to supply them and a separate price will be charged. To the extent, more
over, that manufacturers have a legitimate interest in having them provided, 
they should be forced to bear the cost. In either case, no vertically imposed re
strictions are required." \ 

The government's arguments in United States v. Arnold, Schidnn A Co.' re
flected such views. The Supreme Court's recent decision in Continental T.V., Inc. 
v. GTE Sylvania Inc.' effectively rejects such arguments. 

THE TRANSACTION APPROACH 

Reduced to its rudiments, the inhospitability tradition relies on an assumption 
of frictionlessness in the operation and organization of markets. Every legitimate 
economic activity can be organized and priced separately without incurring sig
nificant costs. The transaction cost approach, by contrast, recognizes that 
autonomous contracting can be a costly activity and that, except as special re
straints are introduced, market modes of organization can malfunction and will 
sometimes break down altogether. 

1 William S. Comanor. "Vertical Territorial and Customs Restrictions: White Motor 
and Its Aftermath." 81 Harvard Law Review 14119, 1427 (1958). 

•388 U.S. 365 (1967». 
•433 U.S. 36 (1977). 
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Two problems with autonomous contracting are essentially of two kinds. First, 
just as product variety and complexity are costly, so is contractual variety and 
complexity. Whether valued services can be delivered in the discriminating way 
contemplated by Dr. Comanor thus depends on the costliness of writing and 
negotiating comprehensive contracts. Secondly, even if comprehensive contract
ing were attempted, contracts are not self-enforcing. If there are incentives for 
the parties to cheat, policing costs must be incurred. In consideration of such 
difficulties, comprehensive contracting is sometimes supplanted by alternative 
means of organization. Vertical integration is largely explained as a means by 
which to economize on complex contracting costs. The same is true of inter
mediate forms of organization such as franchising whereby franchisors intro
duce marketing restraints on franchisees. 

The transaction cost approach thus proceeds from very different premises than 
does the inhospitability tradition. Rather than assume that anticompetitive pur
poses He behind and anticompetitive effects will accure to nonstandard business 
practices, it assumes instead that new modes of organization reflect an effort to 
economize on transaction costs. Organizing a transaction this way rather than 
that is thus presumed to have the purpose of promoting efficiency, and hence 
benefits society, rather than fostering monopoly. 

The principal reason for maintaining an efficiency presumption is that this 
presumption better accords with reality. Not only are transaction costs real, but 
efforts to economize on them explain a good deal of economic activity within the 
enterprise system. Furthermore, monopoly hazards appear only if special struc
tural preconditions are satisfied. The inhospitability tradition ran roughshod 
over transaction costs and made no effort to delimit the circumstances where 
monopoly hazards were serious. Maintaining an inhospitability attitude thus en
couraged the enforcement agencies to behave in a counterfactual way and in
terpret innocent and beneficial developments in a suspect and even hostile 
manner. 

Thus consider territorial restrictions. The inhospitability view is that ter
ritorial restrictions discourage intrabrand competition and thus must have anti
social consequences. The possibility that there might be economies is not even 
considered, and the possibility that interbrand competition is doing an effective 
job is held to be irrelevant. By contrast, the transaction cost approach (which 
intensifies a line of argument developed in earlier studies of these matters—by 
Professors Telser, Preston, Bork, and Posner, among others)' recognizes that 
such restraints may be essential to the viability of the franchise system and 
regards economical modes of distribution as a valued social outcome.6 

Absent territorial restrictions, adjacent franchisees have the incentive to 
poach on (take a "free ride" upon) the promotional and service efforts of one 
another. Out of recognition of this, each lacks the incentive to develop his 
territory as fully as he otherwise would. On this account, manufacturers will be 
less attracted to the franchising mode or organization. Even though vertical 
integration weakens the profit incentives of distributors, the producer may 
integrate forward into distribution anyway—since the disincentives of poaching 
are thereby avoided. 

It is no answer, moreover, to observe that manufacturers will frequently 
forego forward integration when vertical restraints are disallowed. The critical 
issue is whether valued promotional activities are reduced or misdirected as a 
result of the breakdown of territorial integrity. As this occurs, marginal fran
chisees will predictably fail. And those which survive will function less 
effectively. 

Realization that marketing effectivenes can be contingent on vertical re
straints is thus crucial to an accurate assessment of "nonstandard" modes for 
organizing markets. Once the relevant transaction cost features are recognized, 
it becomes clear that what others have characterized as arbitrary or even anti
social restrictions can and aften do serve a useful social purpose. Accordingly, 

* Lester Telser, "Abusive Trade Practices : An Economic Analysis." 30 Law and Con
temporary Problems 4R8 (10.65) : Lee Preston. "Restrictive ntstrthutlon Arraneements : 
Economic Analysis and Public Policy Standards," 30 Law and Contemporary Problems. 
506 (1965) ; Richard Posner. 'The Rule of Reason and the Economic Approach: Reflections 
on the Sylvania Decision." 45 University of Chicago Law Review, 1 (1977) ; Robert Bork, 
The Antitrust Paradox : A Policy at War With Itself (1378). 

" By economical modes of distribution I have reference to both local processing as well 
as physical distribution stages of activity. 
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the choice between alternative modes or organization ought not to be artificially 
foreshortened to polar outcomes—either pure firm (vertical integration) or pure 
market (unrestrained autonomous contracting). To the contrary, mixed modes 
and their transaction cost properties need to be considered. In the degree to 
which (1) franchising is more viable when accompanied by vertical restraints 
and (2) such franchising offers the least cost mode of delivery, there are clear 
social benefits in permitting such restraints. Whether these benefits are offset 
by clear social costs, however, must also be considered. Thus, although an ef
ficiency presumption reflects central tendencies, it is also subject to challenge. 
This brings us to the question of whether interbrand competition is effective. 

INTEBBBAND COMPETITION 

The presumption that territorial restraints have the purpose of promoting 
more cost-effective marketing is subject to challenge in industries where inter
brand competition is weak. Where this obtains, the possibility must be faced 
that vertical restraints have the purpose of regularizing distribution, thereby 
to promote more effective oligopolistic pricing. 

Thus a crucial operating concern of a manufacturer's cartel is to devise 
signals whereby adherence to the cartel pricing policy can be inferred with 
confidence. The elimination of false moves or ambiguous actions which, if mis
interpreted, would cause the cartel to unravel, is of special importance. Where 
distributors are owned or extensively controlled by manufacturers, retail price 
changes can normally be presumed to reflect manufacturers' intent. By con
trast, the responsibility for pricing changes is less clear where distributors 
are fully autonomous agents. The possibility that territorial restraints serve 
other than efficiency purposes but promote pricing discipline must thus be faced 
in industries where interbrand competition is ineffective. 

The qualification of S. 598 which stipulates that vertical restraints in the 
soft drink industry shall be lawful provided that "such product is in substantial 
and effective competition with other products of the same general class" is 
thus not only fitting but is an essential safeguard. Checks on effective inter
brand competition need to be made and be met. 
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RESPONSE TO SENATOR THUBMOND'S WRITTEN QUESTION BY VICTOR P. GOLDBERG 

Question. Are territorial franchise systems resulting In the preservation of 
large numbers of small and inefficient soft drink plants and operations? 

Answer. As I suggested in my prepared statement, efficiency depends upon 
the context. Inefficiency should not be confused with incompetence. A well-
managed firm designed to perform in a world of exclusive territories can be 
very capable in such a world, yet still be a high cost, inefficient competitor in a 
walls down world. Likewise, a firm that would do well in walls down competi
tion might fail if exclusive territories were imposed. 

In answering your question I think it is useful to pose a different one: why 
would the Coca-Cola Company want to use an inefficient (high cost) method of 
production and distribution if a better one were available? The answer, I believe, 
is clear: they would not. Their Incentives are to find the best system available. 

It is, as I have noted, probably true that if Coke were designing a territorial 
system from scratch today It would use different territorial boundaries than 
those In existence today. But that observation is simply a manifestation of a 
general truth in economics. Past investments determine the relative costs of 
current investment alternatives. Given the existence of the territories and the 
installed plant, Coke finds that immediate scrapping of existing plant (and 
business relationships built over time) will be too expensive. Indeed, it has the 
incentive to take these costs into account and phase the scrapping in a sensible 
way. The tremendous shrinkage in the number of bottlers in the last thirty 
years is evidence that the industry has been adjusting to changed circumstances. 
One cannot tell whether the rate of adjustment is "optimal," but the parties have 
appropriate Incentives. 

One further point is in order. Some of the syrup manufacturers are already 
active in bottling, with exclusive territories that created no problem. The syrup 
manufacturer wouldn't take advantage of the bottlers efforts in the market. 
But in a walls down world the syrup manufacturer becomes a competitor of the 
bottler creating numerous difficulties. These difficulties can be resolved, but the 
resolution Is costly. (Complete vertical integration is one plausible form of 
resolution.) If it is true, as I believe it is, that the devices for coping with this 
problem will result In increased costs, then we must reckon these higher costs 
as one of the inefficiencies stemming from the remedy. 

18-025 0 - 8 0 - 5 
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In sum, I must repeat the basic theme of my prepared remarks: the effects 
of territorial restrictions on intrabrand competition will generally be desirable: 
we can usually count on the self-interest of the involved parties, and we should 
not expect that outsiders with a casual knowledge of the industry could improve 
upon their decision. 

PEEPARED STATEMENT OF VICTOR P. GOLDBERG 

I am Professor of Economics at the University of California, Davis. I am 
currently on leave, spending the year as a Member of the Institute for Advanced 
Study in Princeton, New Jersey. I received my undergraduate degree in economics 
from Oberlin College and my M.A. and Ph. D degrees from Yale University. 
I began teaching at Davis in 1967. I spent the 1975-76 academic year as a Visit
ing Fellow at the Public Choice Center at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and 
State University; I h:ve taught for one semester (Spring 1!)77) at the Uaw 
School of the University of California, Berkeley. I am the author of over thirty 
publications—articles, monographs, and book reviews—many of them in the 
area of industrial organization and law and economics. I have been teaching 
antitrust in the economics graduate program for ten years; in addition, in my 
visit to Berkeley I taught the Antitrust Law course. I appear here today at the 
request of the National Soft Drink Association. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Professor Williamson's testimony has described the recent advances in our 
understanding of the economics of vertical restrictions. I will consider the spe
cific issue of territorial exclusivity in soft drink bottling and the misunderstand
ing of the issue evidenced in the FTC's Coca-Cola decision.1 Economic analysis 
lypically focuses on behavior in impersonal markets and ignores other devices 
for organizing production and exchange. While this is only a matter of analytical 
convenience, there is a temptation (to which many economists and non-econo
mists succumb) to treat the impersonal market as the ideal and the other 
devices as unfortunate interferences in the workings of the market mechanism. 
Over four decades ago, Ronald Coase2 pointed out the absurdity of this position, 
noting that the business firm itself was an alternative to the market; many 
transactions are organized within the firm rather than across markets because, on 
net, the market mechanism is less efficient. Interference with impersonal market 
forces, whether in the form of complete vertical integration or integration by 
contract as in the bottling context, should not be viewed as an aberration. The 
standard analytic framework is simply not designed to illuminate such problems. 
We must, as Professor Williamson suggests, go to a richer analytical framework 
if we are to understand such things as exclusive territories. 

There are two central messages of this approach. First, vertical restrictions 
have many more desirable features than have generally been recognized. Second, 
it is extremely difficult for an outsider to determine what the "best" contract 
would look like. As a general rule of thumb it would seem reasonable to presume 
that, in the absence of strong reasons to the contrary, the choice of contractual 
terms should be left to the immediate parties. I also want to develop a further 
point: Many of the grounds that have been advanced for opposing vertical re
strictions reflect a concern for protecting franchisees from the threat of termina
tion ; oblique pursuit of this goal has resulted in much confusion in the case law. 
Proper consideration of this matter in the bottling context reinforces the point 
that, unless there are serious adverse effects on interbrand competition, public 
policy ought not to force this industry to undergo a painful and costly 
restructuring. 

II. EFFICIENCY 

In this section I want to first analyze the FTC's arguments rejecting Coca-
Cola's justification of the exclusive territories. Then I will discuss the Com
mission's argument that the system's adjustment to changing circumstances has 
been inadequate. 
A. FTC rejection of Coca-Cola's justification 

Coca-Cola presented four justifications of their restriction on intrabrand com
petition: (1) it protects capital investment by bottlers; (2) it facilitates market 

1 In the Matter of the Coca-Cola Company, et al.. Docket No. 8855 (1978). 
•Ronald Coase, "The Nature of the Firm," Economica, n.s. 4 (November 1937), 386-405. 
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penetration; (3) it encourages advertising and promotion at the local level; and 
(4) it facilitates quality control. The Commission dismissed them all. I shall 
consider these arguments in turn. 

J. vupitut Jnvcsimvnt.—The Commission argued (pp. 28-20) : 
"The fact that the risks which attend a bottler's efforts to recover his invest

ment would increase without territorial intrabrand monopoly protection is simply 
a corollary to the conclusion that as competition intensifies, business risks of 
capital recovery increase to the entrepreneur. 

"Shielded by artificial trade barriers created t>y The Coca-Cola Co., bottlers 
may well feel secure in making investments which might seem unwise to them 
if their decisions were being fashioned by free market demands; but this is 
further evidence of the significant degree to which competition may be lessened 
by these restraints." 

This argument embodies a fundamental misconception of how a reasonably 
competitive economy works. The bottler is contemplating making an investment 
in plant and equipment with few alternative uses. He will, as a matter of course, 
try to devise the contract to control the risks that the investment cannot be used 
for its intended purpose—bottling and distributing soft drinks. In an analogous 
situation the producer of a custom-made machine might, be worried that the 
buyer will cancel his order before the machine is finished, leaving him with a 
useless piece of partially completed machinery. The seller can reduce this risk 
by using a number of devices—for example, by including a liquidated damages 
clause in the contract. 

Protection of reliance Is routine. The need (or demand) for protection is 
greatest where the difference between the investment's value in its intended use 
and its best alternative use is substantial. Since protecting reliance is not costless, 
we cannot be sure that the parties would choose to provide for it even where 
the demand were considerable. Nor can we confidently predict which devices 
would be employed. We can, however, say that investment in a bottling plant, 
trucks, and an inventory of bottles does give the bottler a considerable reliance 
interest to protect and that the exclusive territories do help in protecting this 
reliance. 

2. Market Penetration.—Most of the soft drink bottlers utilize a route delivery 
system which is designed to get their product to a large number of retail outlets. 
About 60% of the sales are to food stores, with about a third of that total being 
sold to chain stores. A large number of small accounts, serviced by the same 
trucks that serve the food chain stores, account for a considerable share of soft 
drink sales. The bottlers employ a "level pricing policy" charging customers in 
their territory the same price irrespective of the costs of serving that customer. 

The Commission argues that this arrangement entails subsidization of the 
high cost customers by the low cost ones (chain store customers).* This is quite 
probably true, but not of great importance. To some extent, sales of a single 
brand from different outlets in the same territory are not substitutes, but com
plements. That is, if a person has a bottle of Coke in a beauty parlor, that "paid 
sampling"4 might stimulate the purchase of a carton in a food store. (The terri
torial exclusivity facilitates the bottler's recapture of the rewards from this 
form of promotion; I will elaborate on this point below.) Further, if the level of 
subsidization were signflcant, then interbrand empetition from local brands, in-
bouse brands, and brands selling primarily through chain stores (like Shasta) 
would skim off the cream. 

The bottlers claim that if the exclusive territories were eliminated, chain 
stores would no longer utilize direct delivery to the stores. Rather, chains 
would have soft drinks delivered to their own warehouses from which they 
would then distribute to their own retail stores. The Commission accepted this 
scenario, but argued that such a shift would be efficient—exclusive territories 
prevent adjustment to a system yielding lower wholesale and, therefore, lower 
retail costs. This conclusion is almost certainly wrong. 

* The Commission prespnts another argument which I find extremely puzzling. "The 
record does not Indicate whether the Coca-Cola Company consistently sells syrup unprof
ltably to some of Its bottlers as Its bottlers sell unprofltably to a large number of accounts 
presumably to create a demand for Coca-Cola ; but It would not be second-guessing the 
bottlers' business judgments to observe that The Coca-Cola Company may be 'free riding' 
on the volume generated by Its Independent bottlers' give-aways and unprofitable sales." 
(p. 30). I find this quite mystifying. It does seem to Imply that the monopolist is selling 
"too much" syrup : this Is rather odd since the customary complaint In antitrust Is that 
the producer Is selling "too little." 

* "Paid sampling" refers to the common Industry practice of making soft drinks available 
In certain low volume, low profit accounts at the same prices as at large stores. Customers 
who try the soft drinks at these accounts may thereby become regular customers. 
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Let us assume what both sides accept to be true: the initial effect of "walls 
down" * competition would be price competition and lower prices for the large 
chain accounts." This would mean that in many regions route delivery systems 
will lose a significant piece of their volume. The remaining volume will have to 
be spread over fewer sales. Cost per unit will, therefore, rise. Thus, the rela
tive wholesale price of soft drinks sold through non-chain store outlets will rise 
relative to that in chain stores. 

The story is not yet complete, but let us pause to examine the implications 
thus far. The change in relative prices will alter the mix of sales—a larger 
share of soft drinks will be sold through chain stores. We cannot be certain 
as to, what will happen to the average price paid, nor to the quantity sold— 
even if we assume no loss in promotional effort. The lower chain store price 
could be more than offset by the higher prices elsewhere. 

There will, however, be additional effects on promotional effort. I will discuss 
the matter in more detail below, but at this stage of the argument one simple 
point can be made. With the' bottler no longer supplying the individual chain 
outlets, the intensive local selling effort will no longer be provided. The re
sponse to this situation is uncertain; the most plausible, I believe, is for the 
syrup manufacturers to substitute regional and national advertising for the 
local services formerly provided by the bottlers. The cost of this will be re
flected in the price of syrup sold to bottlers and this in turn will have an upward 
pressure on wholesale prices in the industry. It is conceivable that the whole
sale prices would rise to the point where the cost to chain stores returns to (or 
even exceeds) its initial level. This is not, I must emphasize, a prediction. It is 
simply a stark example of how misleading the initial observation of lower prices 
to chain warehouses can be when assessing the merits of the alternative dis
tribution systems. 

The Commission's remedy provided an exception for refillable bottles. The 
preceding discussion suggests the futility of this gesture. It is generally agreed 
that central warehousing is incompatible with returnable bottles. Without the 
chain volume, returnables will face a higher unit cost. While bottlers can alter 
their business to contain these costs by altering routes, consolidating territories, 
and spreading common costs over more brands, it is difficult to believe that 
returnables could survive in most markets. There is certainly no factual basis 
in the record of the case for the Commission's claim that such a system would 
be viable. 

3. Advertising and Promotion.—Exclusive territories enable the bottlers to 
cope with the "free rider" problem. The bottler invests in promoting the brand's 
good will and, as in the case of investment in physical capjtal, desires some 
assurance that he will receive the returns from that investment. If other bot
tlers are free to capture the gains from the initial bottler's promotional activi
ties, the rewards to such activity are drastically reduced. Each bottler has the 
incentive to free ride on the other's activities. Everyone wants to.let George 
do it, but no one-wants to be George. The result is that the local bottler's pro
motional efforts will be skewed towards those activities in which it is most 
able to capture the gains (for example, promoting the bottler's image rather 
than the brand's) ; activities in which it is virtually impossible to exclude free 
riders—like paid sampling—will disappear. An exclusive territories system en
ables the bottlers to engage in more local promotional activity and it also in
fluences the relative attractiveness of alternative promotional techniques. 

The Commission briefly recognizes the existence of the free rider problem. 
The Commission's discussion of local advertising is confusing and opaque. It 
appears that the Commission is concerned with determining when increased 
local promotion should be reckoned as a desirable feature of a vertical restric
tion. The Commission's answer seems to be that the justifications are few. En
couraging price advertising is acceptable; enhancing other forms of advertising 
is acceptable only for new or faltering firms. 

These criteria reflect a skeptical attitude regarding the merits to society of 
extensive promotional activity. I confess that, to some degree, I share this 
skepticism. But it does not follow that society should therefore come down 

6 "Walls down" refers to the state of competition which would exist If the territories 
were eliminated. I.e., walls down. 

"Industry members anrued that there was no evidence that the lower wholesale prices 
would be passed on to the customers In the form of lower retail prices. I do not ftnd 
their arguments convincing ; my point is quite different 
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hard upon vertical restrictions that facilitate local promotional activity. I t is 
not at all clear what the effect of abolishing territories will be on the overall 
level of promotional activity. The most likely industry response would be a 
shift to increased advertising by the syrup manufacturers at the national and 
regional level; cooperative advertising with certain retailers (especially the 
larger food chains) is also plausible. There is no reason to believe that there 
will be less money spent on advertising and other promotional activity. About all 
we can be certain of is that the industry perceives the existing mix of promo
tional activities as a more effective one than that which would exist in the 
absence of territories. 

4. Quality Control.—The FTC concluded that local quality monitoring could 
be accomplished easily by requiring bottlers to place an identifing mark on 
their bottles and modified the remedy accordingly. If soft drink quality de
pended only on the manufacturing process this might be a reasonably effective 
device. However, quality depends on the distribution process as well. A properly 
manufactured beverage can deteriorate if the retailer allows it to sit too long 
on the shelf. Thus, even if the quality of the manufactured beverage remained 
unchanged after the abolition of exclusive territories, it is still plausible that 
the quality of the beverage at the point of consumption would decline. The local 
bottler has less incentive to control the quality by rapid rotation of stock and 
the costs to him of doing so are likely to rise. This is especially so for soft 
drinks sold to chain store warehouses since the bottler will no longer be responsi
ble for rotating stock in the retail outlets. To be sure, the chain store will have 
some incentive to engage in this activity, but its motivation is less nan that of a 
bottler with an exclusive territory. 

The Commission's decision gives little indication of an appreciation of the 
nature of the problem of controlling quality at the distribution level. Indeed, 
most of their treatment of the issue consists of a discussion of how the FTC dealt 
with the issue in Coors.7 But the appellate court upheld the FTC with great re
luctance in the decision only because it felt bound by the Schtoinn per se rule; 
had the rule of reason standard then been available, the decision would have 
been reversed.8 

It is difficult for an outsider to determine how serious the quality control 
problem is. The record does suggest that quality deteriorates after a fairly short 
period of time, making this a potentially serious problem. There are good reasons 
to expect that if the FTC's decision is upheld the incentive structures of the 
parties would be altered in a way that would adversely influence quality. Further, 
there is no reason to believe that the FTC's alternative would be effective. Again, 
absent strong reasons to the contrary, it would seem reasonable to leave this 
issue to the parties involved. 

B. Adjusting the bottling territories 
The initial Coca-Cola territories are based on how far a horse and wagon 

could go in a day. The FTC argued that despite the tremendous changes in the 
transportation network, production, packaging, and marketing the territorial 
system "stands impervious to natural market evolution." (P 23). The facts, how
ever, are quite different. The number of bottling plants in the United States has 
fallen from 6907 in 1949 to 4519 in 1960 and 20S3 in 1978. Output per plant rose 
over 70 percent between 1960 and 1978. Territorial consolidations, agency rela
tionships, and contract canning have all been used to facilitate adjustment. 

It is quite probably true that if Coke were designing a territorial system from 
scratch today it would choose somewhat different territorial boundaries. But we 
must treat this observation carefully. It is equally true that if one were to 
build, say, a copper wire plant today he would use a somewhat different tech
nology than a firm expanding a plant that had existed for some time. Past invest
ments determine the relative cost of current investment alternatives. It will 
generally be cheaper to add on to an existing structure than to tear it down and 
build a brand new state-of-the-art plant. The firm must determine at what point 
it is in its financial interest to scrap an out-of-date plant. Coke is in precisely 
the same position regarding its territorial system. It has the appropriate incen
tives to take into account the costs and benefits of scrapping pieces of the existing 
territorial system. There is no reason to expect, and good reason to doubt, that 
public policymakers can weigh costs and benefits of changing territorial bound
aries as well as the Coca-Cola Company. 

7 Adolph CooTt Company v. FTC, 497 F.2d 1178 (1974). 
" At page 1187. 
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n i . FRANCHISEE PROTECTION 

The ant i t rus t t rea tment of vertical restrictions has been concerned with pro
tecting certain interests of franchisees, although it has not always been clear 
how those interests were to be identified. The pr imary concerns are, I would 
suggest, the unequal power of the franchisee after he enters into the relat ionship 
and the vulnerabili ty of the franchisee's investments made in reliance on the 
continuation of the franchise relat ionship. ' The courts have often discussed these 
issues under such rubrics as "business independence" and "freedom of oppor
tuni ty", but this has been misleading. The freedom and independence are means 
to a further end, not a final goal. By t reat ing them as if they were final goals 
and by answering certain questions—independence in wha t dimensions; whose 
freedom and opportunity—the courts have created a confusing pat tern of 
decisions. 

If we phrase the question correctly, it seems quite clear t ha t in the bottling 
context the existing franchise arrangements provide ample protection on these 
franchisee interests. Coke and Pepsi both gran t perpetual f ranchises; it is ex
tremely difficult for these firms to terminate a bottler or to even make a credible 
th rea t of termination. The other syrup makers generally utilize shorter contracts 
(one to three years with annual renewals) , but in practice their bottlers have 
been about as secure as the Coke and Pepsi bottlers. There is, in short, no 
ground for a t tacking the existing system on behalf of the franchisees. In fact, 
since the legal s ta tus of the contracts is unclear if so central a term as the terri
torial exclusive is voided, it is the remedy which increases the bottlers ' vulner
ability to the termination threat . 

Moreover, the uncompensated dismantling of the exclusive terr i tory system 
subjects a number of the bott lers to substantial reliance losses. The business they 
have built up is not well designed to compete in a "walls down" world. This is not 
an argument in favor of protecting inefficient firms. A firm tha t is designed to 
produce and market within an exclusive terr i tory can be efficient for t ha t pur
pose, yet be a high cost ineffective competitor if the terr i tor ial system were voided. 
ICfficiency is contextual. ( In biology, by analogy, polar bears a re efficient in the 
Arctic, but not in Alabama) . Those bottlers not well-Situated to compete for chain 
store warehouse accounts are likely to suffer severe losses; their survival itself 
is problematic. To be sure, such losses are not uncommon in a capitalist economic 
sys tem; we cannot protect everyone from the cold realities of the market place. 
I tut in the current context we should bear in mind tha t the source of these con
centrated losses is the FTC ruling. Absent a strong showing tha t the decision 
will have desirable effects, it is ha rd to justify subjecting this subgroup of 
bott lers to significant losses. 

I t would seem, therefore, tha t the franchisee protection interests tha t have 
often been invoked in the an t i t rus t decisions cut the other way in this instance. 
The FTC, not the franchisor, poses the threat . A proper consideration of this 
issue makes the FTC decision appear even less a t t rac t ive . 

W. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The foregoing remarks establish tha t there is little reason to be concerned 
with in t rabrand competition and tha t the FTC opinion, which focused almost 
exclusively on in t rabrand effects, was misinformed. 

My understanding is t ha t the proposed legislation holds tha t the effects of ter
r i tor ia l restr ict ions in bottler franchises on in t rabrand competition should not be 
grounds for finding an agreement in violation of the an t i t rus t l a w s ; it does not 
shield the industry from at tack on the gronnds tha t interbrand competition is 
impaired. The legislation directs the at tention of the enforcement agencies in 
the proper direction and is, I believe, a reasonable and modest addition to the 
an t i t rus t laws. 

Senator B A T H . The next and last witness here this morning is Pro
fessor Ernest Gellhorn, University of Washington School of Law, 
Bellevue, Wash. 

"This point Is made clear In Frankfurter's discussion of his Standard Stations decision 
in his dissent In FTC v. Motion Picture Advertising Service Co., 344 U.S. 392 (1953). 
Franchisee vulnerability has been a particularly Important concern in the cases regarding 
nil companies and their dealers. 
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TESTIMONY OF ERNEST GELLHORN, UNIVERSITY OF WASHING
TON SCHOOL OF LAW, BELLEVTJE, WASH. 

Mr. GELLHORN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am dean 
and professor of law at the University of Washington Law School. I 
testified before this committee 12 years ago on a similar subject regard
ing legislation seeking to reach an opposite conclusion from S. 598. I 
think my testimony is identical in both instances. 

Twelve years ago there was a proposal before this subcommittee that 
there be a dealer good faith termination provision in the law which 
would prohibit a manufacturer from terminating a dealer, except on 
good faith. I suggested that upon analysis it was not a desirable piece 
of legislation, that the parties ought to be permitted within the law 
to reach their own contractual arrangements, to seek the best that they 
thought would serve their own interests, and as a consequence, those of 
consumers. 

I t seems to me we have the same question presented today. I will take 
the identical position, that it is undesirable for the law to intervene 
and to prevent the parties from reaching that accommodation which 
they believe will serve them the best. 

In this instance, it would be to say to the Federal Trade Commis
sion or the Department of Justice or the private plaintiffs that as long 
as there is competition in the marketplace, there is no reason to inter
fere and to intervene, to raise the price of contracting, to raise the 
price of dealing with each other. We should, instead, allow the parties 
to decide how they can best serve each consumer. 

The focus of my remarks and of my prepared statement, which I 
will not repeat, is really what has happened in the legal area as to sug
gest the reason for this legislation. 

We have had violent swings and fluctuations in the last 20 to 25 years 
in this area. I t is for that reason that it looks as if legislation may now 
be a desirable and sensible route. 

Prior to 1948, the general rule and understanding of the case law 
was that nonprice vertical restrictions would be permitted under the 
antitrust laws under what is called a rule of reason analysis. That is, 
they would be permitted where the benefits outweighed the possible 
detriments and any cost of competition. Each situation would be looked 
at carefully. 

Then in 1944 in the Bausch and Lomb opinion, the Supreme Court 
declared that territorial restrictions, where they are an integral part 
of a program for resale price maintenance, are illegal per se. Following 
this decision the Justice Department, 4 years later, said, "We are going 
to change our policy and we are going to seek to make all territorial 
customer restrictions illegal per se, without regard to the impact on 
competition and without regard to any resale price elements." And it 
announced that policy. 

I t was not, however, until 15 years later that a case testing this Jus
tice Department policy first reached the Supreme Court. In 1963, in 
White Motor, the lower court had ruled that territorial and customer 
restrictions were illegal per se. Tt did it on a case without a trial in 
what is called summary judgment. 

The Supreme Court, however, reversed, saying: We don't know 
enough of the—and now I am quoting the court—"business stuff' from 
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which this arrangement derives for us to go ahead and say it is illegal 
automatically under the antitrust laws. 

As a consequence, the Supreme Court returned the case to the dis
trict court for a trial to determine what are the benefits, what are the 
costs, and whether the practice should be permitted. 

Immediately afterward, the case was misinterpreted frequently be
cause three dissenters in the Supreme Court objected to the reversal 
saying that the per se rule as suggested by the Department of Justice 
should be adopted. 

The law was, in other words, at that point unstable, because the 
Supreme Court said, "We ought to send the case back to the district 
court after a trial. Let us then examine the business stuff and determine 
what kind of a rule we ought to apply." 

Before trial the case was settled. We therefore had no additional in
formation in terms of the development of the law. 

Following White Motor, there were two intermediate court opinions 
of that holding in essence that a rule of reason, close examination of 
the marketplace test, would be applied. Then, 4 years after the Su
preme Court's White Motor decision when it said it didn't know 
enough, another case came before the Supreme Court. I t is the Arnold 
Schwinn case involving territorial and customer restrictions on the 
sale of bicycles and similar items. 

Here, without any real additional information, and going beyond the 
argument that the Government made, the Supreme Court announced 
for the first time a per se rule of illegality in connection with customer 
and territorial restrictions. 

I t did this not relying on any economic analysis but, rather, on a 
rule of property law over three centuries old, suggesting that it is in
appropriate for the owner of property to put, to use the legal termi
nology, restraints on alienation. 

The opinion by Mr. Justice Fortas subsequently underwent, in the 
next decade, enormous criticism. Virtually every scholar, be they a law
yer, an economist, a businessman, or whatever, suggested that this rule 
whose foundation was property law, developed for an entirely different 
reason, had no business in the economic marketplace. 

I was one of those who wrote articles—in my case it happened to 
be part of a book—in connection with this topic. 

Then in 1977, the Supreme Court was faced with the issue again. 
There had been in the interim many intermediate and district court 
cases, most of which sought to distinguish and apply a different rule 
than adopted by the Supreme Court in 1967 because, frankly, it didn't 
work. I t didn't make much sense. There was enormous pressure to find 
a way around it. 

However, instead of seeking to distinguish the Schwinn case, Mr. 
Justice Powell in Continental TV v. GTE Sylvania in an opinion 
joined by most of his colleagues, overturned the Schwinn decision and 
applied instead a rule of reason test. He ruled that if the evidence 
demonstrates that, in this case, a store location clause, or in other cases 
the territorial and customer restrictions, the costs to competition among 
competing independent firms outweighs the benefits, then it is barred 
by the antitrust laws. But if, on the other hand, the economic and 
business evidence suggests that the overriding effect is beneficial, then 
we should permit it. The court had swung 180 degrees around from 
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Schwinn, abandoned its per se rule, and adopted a rule of reason test 
for territorial and customer restrictions. 

Despite that opinion 
Senator DOLE. Was that the Sylvania case? 
Mr. GELLHORN. The GTE Sylvania case, yes, sir. 
Despite that Supreme Court opinion, the F T C continued to prose

cute its Cola cases which had been brought originally because of the 
Supreme Court's decision in Schwinn. The FTC's Cola opinions are 
really in two stages. First you have the administrative law judge de
ciding, after a careful examination of the evidence, with 195 inde
pendent findings in connection with Coca-Cola and an additional, I 
believe, 13 in connection with Pepsi-Cola, that the overwhelming 
impact of the territorial restraints in this particular industry were 
beneficial and that there was no reason to intervene. 

Then the Federal Trade Commission, in a 2 to 1 decision reversed, 
claiming it was applying a rule of reason test, but focusing, I would 
suggest, only on the supposed costs to intrabrand competition. 

To me, the Commission's decision attacks a strawman because it is 
conceded that territorial restraints and customer restrictions eliminate 
intrabrand competition. That is their very purpose. I t wasn't, in other 
words, a very difficult case to make on that ground. 

The defect, the problem I see with the Federal Trade Commission 
decision, which is currently before the court of appeals awaiting pro
nouncement, is that it did not examine, it did not consider, it did not 
properly weigh the benefits to competition among independent branded 
firms. That is, the Commission should, under the GTE Sylvania deci
sion, first have evaluated the interbrand competition, which was un
disputed in the record and relied upon by the administrative law judge. 

Senator DOLE. If I could interrupt, the language referred to earlier 
in the legislation, does that take care of the defect you just referred to? 
I didn't mean to interrupt your train of thought. 

Senator B A T H . "Such product is in substantial and effective com
petition with other products of the same general class?" 

Senator DOLE. Eight. Would that take care of the problem. And I 
haven't read my wife's opinion. Maybe I should do that. [Laughter.] 

Would that take care of the problem you see with that opinion? 
Would that clause have any impact on that ? 

Mr. GELLHORN. Yes; I think it would. I think it would both satisfy 
the aims of the opinion set forth by the Federal Trade Commission 
in seeking to assure effective competition in the marketplace and yet 
overcome the particular application that concerns me in connection 
with that opinion. This would result because in this industry it would 
assure the opportunity of the parties, if they wish, to establish terri
torial and customer restrictions where effective competition exists. 

I am likewise in somewhat of an uncomfortable position, Senator, 
because for a 3-month period I was on your wife's staff. 

Senator DOLE. I know that. [Laughter.] 
Mr. GELLHORN. I have great admiration and respect for her. 
Senator DOLE. That is what I thought. I think Professor Williamson 

had mentioned that same point in his statement. I wanted to be sure 
we had "srreement on that. 

Mr. GELLHORN. I t sepms, in other words, to me that the legislation 
here serves two very desirable purposes. One, it would clarify the 
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law. That, in light of the history in this particular area of the law, 
vertical integration by contract, is desirable. We would not have to 
wait for an opinion by the court of appeals, which of course could be 
altered by the Supreme Court. If it affirms in this instance, my guess is 
the case might well go up and we may well see a different opinion by 
the Supreme Court if they choose to hear the matter. 

Second, it would be limited to a very precise area and has the strong 
proviso that it would apply only where substantial and effective compe
tition exists with other products of the same class. 

An additional benefit from this legislation that I would point out 
is that it would simplify ? shorten, and compress antitrust trials in this 
area. The reason for this is specific. The initial question before the 
court would be—Is there substantial and effective competition in this 
particular marketplace? If there is, that is the end of the case. The 
motion to dismiss would be granted. If there is not, then one ought 
to go ahead and look at what are the costs and what are the benefits 
from vertical restrictions. 

This is consistent with the mandate given the National Commission 
for the Review of Antitrust Laws and Procedures by the President 
in 1977, and with their recommendations issued in early January of 
this year. 

Finally, the other item I would note in connection •with this legis
lation is that it provides no immunity to the use of territorial or cus
tomer restrictions if they are part of a scheme to engage in either 
collusive or exclusionary practices. In other words, this should not 
be able to be used as a cover for price-fixing, for horizontal market 
divisions, for customer boycotts or wholesaler boycotts. I t is, in other 
words, an arrow aimed at a specific problem, not a buckshot. 

Thank you very much. 
Senator B A T H . Thank you for your testimony. I t certainly is en

couraging to those of us who have studied this problem to respond to 
constituent concerns that admittedly do not have the specific kind of 
expertise that you bring to this discussion to get your analysis, par
ticularly of the lack of protection if we have any people out there 
trying to hide behind this bill and who are participating in the scheme 
to price-fix and monopolize. In your assessment this does not provide 
them protection. 

Mr. GELI/HORN\ T O some degree, in effect, my testimony would con
tradict the bottlers who suggest here they need the bill for their own 
protection. That may be true, though their protection is not my specific 
concern, other than on an individual, personal basis. I want them to 
be out there and continue if they can survive in the marketplace. If it 
is not in the self-interest of the manufacturer to set up exclusive terri
tories, they may wither. Entry is not blocked in this industry. If 
somebody comes along with a better product, it is relatively simple 
to set up a plant to distribute it. 

Sure, it costs money, but capital markets are not foreclosed. As long 
as entry is free, which I perceive to be generally the case here, then 
it seems to me there is absolutely no question to be concerned about 
the use of exclusive territories, customer locations, and any other kind 
of vertical restrictions, because these are devices bv which firms can 
seek to become more efficient and serve the consumer better, in a variety 
of ways. 
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Senator B A T H . You had a chance down at the F T C to become per
sonally familiar with the importance and impact of competition. Do 
you believe, what you know about the soft drink market now, the in-
terbrand competition does provide substantial and effective competi
tion in most instances? 

Mr. GELLHORN. Without having read the record in the Cola cases, 
I am not in a position to put my own assessment on it. 

What is interesting, it seems to me, however, is the four decision
makers involved—the administrative law judge and the three commis
sioners who participated in the final decision—all agree on one point, 
and that is that there is substantial interbrand competition in the 
industry. There is no dispute on that point. Those findings of fact 
by the administrative law judge were not disturbed, as I understand it. 

The primary focus of the Commission's decision was on the impact 
of intrabrand competition. I don't dispute the effect seen by the Com
mission majority on intrabrand competition. My point would simply 
be that this restriction of firms competing with themselves is not sig
nificant. What counts is how do independent firms fight each other? 
Are they out working to lower the price, to increase service, to improve 
product quality, to make credit terms available, and all the other 
indicia of competition upon which we rely, with increased productivity 
and serving the consumer? 

Senator BATH. Thank you very much, Dean. I had some more ques
tions to ask you, but you answered them in your opening remarks. 

Senator Dole, do you have questions ? 
Senator DOLE. NO ; I think it is an excellent statement. I want to say, 

on a nonrelated matter, you mentioned I think in your early testimony 
about having testified here years ago on whether or not you could 
terminate the customer franchise or relationship. 

We are getting some of that now in the energy area. There is a little 
bill floating around here that says we ought to have a dealer's day in 
court. That doesn't deal with the bottlers. 

Mr. GELLHORN. I t is the same issue. I t seems to me I would urge that 
that kind of legislation, despite the pressure of the service stations 
or any other franchises and the human concerns involved, ought not 
to be corrected and responded to by interfering with the businessman's 
opportunity to make his own contracts. 

I know the pressures must be enormous. But it is the same issue 
here. While the bottlers have an insight to offer and a human interest 
story to tell, and also some significant information on the industry, 
what is imoortant about their testimony and what is significant, I 
believe, is their willingness to compete in the marketplace. They are 
not seeking legislation here which says, "We are entitled to our terri
tories, regardless of how the marketplace operates." They are saying, 
"We want it only if there is substantial and effective competition." 

Senator DOLE. Thank you. 
Senator B A T H . I don't want to prolong this for you or for us, but 

I am going to have to dig out that testimony and relay it to those 
service station operators. becnuce I have seen some major iniustices 
performed there. We. have had the man on the corner for 40, 50 years, 
with a $40,000, $50,000 investment in his business and all of a sudden 
he gets a 30-day notice, zapp, he is out: and there is a pumper station 
down the next block run by the multinationals. 
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Senator DOLE. Some of those guys are bigger than the bottlers. 
[Laughter.] 

Mr. GELLHORN. Another day, another time I would like to discuss it. 
Senator BATH. Thank you very much. We appreciate your being 

here. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Gellhorn follows:] 

PBEPABED STATEMENT OF DEAN EBNEST GELLHOEN 

My name is Ernest Gellhorn and I am currently Dean and Professor of Law at 
the University of Washington Law School. My principal areas of teaching and 
scholarly experience have been in antitrust and administrative law. My partici
pation in these hearings is being supported by The National Soft Drink Associa
tion. The views which I will express here, however, are not made on behalf of 
any group or organization and reflect my independent teaching and writing in 
antitrust. 

i 

The primary question raised by S. 598 is simply whether territorial distribu-
tino arrangements—specifically, the allocation of exclusive territories to fran-
chised bottlers—should be allowed where substantial and effective competition 
exists among trademarked soft drink products. If, as I believe, the goal of anti
trust is the maximization of consumer welfare through competition, then this 
proposed bill is consistent with the anttrust laws. 

Where substantial and effective competition exists among soft drink products, 
franchised bottlers would be allowed by this legislation to retain their historic 
territories to bottle and sell soft drinks without fear of lawsuit by the govern
ment or private claimants. With the consumer protected by iuterbrand compe
tition, this bill would assure that soft drink producers could seek the benefits 
of vertical integration by contract. These contract arrangements are generally 
designed to increase the efficiency of each firm's distribution system; in a com
petitive market these efficiency gains will result in lower product prices and 
thereby intensify competition among branded competitors. On the other hand, 
where markets lack strong and vigorous competition, this legislation would have 
no eilect. That is, the usual rules of antitrust which measure such vertical 
arrangements under a rule of reason analysis would apply. 

As will be described below, this result is consistent with the Supreme Court's 
recent decision in Cont.nental T.V. Inc. v. GTE Sylvamia Inc., 433 U.S. 36 (1977). 
It would, in other words, codify existing legal rules. Yet, as illustrated by the 
Federal Trade Commission's opinions in Coca-Cola, Dkt. No. 8855 and PepsiCo 
Inc. Dkt. No. 8856 (FTC April 7, 1978), (the Cola cases) alternative interpreta
tions are possible. Thus, without this legislation it may take years of litigation 
and numerous hearings and appeals to resolve the question. Adoption of S. 598 
would establish the legal standard in a way likely to protect the consumer 
Interest. 

n 

An understanding of the role which S. 598 would play in the antitrust laws 
requires brief analysis of these laws and the practices they prohibit. In serving 
the consumer interest, the antitrust laws seek to prevent individual firms, either 
acting alone or with each other, from restricting output and thereby raising 
price (or its equivalents) above competitive levels. Reduced to their primary 
elements, two practices are attacked by the antitrust laws: (1) collusion among 
competing sellers to raise price directly or indirectly; and (2) individual or 
group efforts to exclude other sellers from competing and thereby to gain a larger 
share of the market. 

Under this framework, collusive practices have been banned by legal prohibi
tions of price fixing and market division. Each involves a horizontal agreement 
by competing firms where the effect on rivalry has seemed clear and little justi
fication could be offered. Thus, per se rules have been applied to make such hori
zontal agreements illegal. However, where the horizontal arrangement does not 
fit within these categories—such as a trade association's public distribution of 
market statistics from its members, or a cooperative program of institutional 
advertising by all or some firms in an industry—the courts have applied a more 
lenient rule of reason test in order to determine whether some justification might 
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support the practice and whether it outweighs any adverse effects. When this 
latter rule of reason measure is applied, the courts usually examine the purpose 
of the arrangement, the market power of the participants and the effect of the 
arrangements on competition. 

A similar approach has been followed in examining exclusionary practices by 
individual firms (monopolization or attempts to monopolize) or joint actions 
such as vertical tie-in agreements, horizontal group boycotts and similar ar
rangements. In situations where the exclusionary practice raises serious anti
trust questions, those in or seeking a monopoly position are trading today's 
monopoly returns for a larger share of the market by making it unprofitable for 
others to compete with them. Here the law is in a state of flux as both per se and 
rule of reason tests are applied. 

One reason for this lack of legal clarity, especially in regard to the rules gov
erning territorial restrictions in vertical distribution arrangements, is that the 
courts and agencies have often tried to borrow antitrust concepts developed for 
collusive horizontal practices. However, they have applied tiiese horizontal rules 
without careful consideration of their analytical foundations or whether they 
have any relevance for vertical agreements whose only possible harm could be 
exclusionary. On the other hand, many, perhaps alsmost all, vertical restraints 
are designed for another purpose. That is, rather than being aimed at restricting 
output, their likely goal is to increase firm efficiencies. For example, vertical sales 
restrictions required by firms without market power are generally conceded as 
having no possible effect on price or interflrin competition; yet the aim and re
sult of horizontal sales restrictions are to restrict output and thereby to affect 
price. It is therefore not surprising that attempts to apply horizontal, per se, 
rules to their vertical counterparts have proved unsatisfactory and been unstable. 

As will be explained below, this borrowing of horizontal case rules without 
qualification was first developed in the area of price fixing. Subsequently, it was 
extended to territorial allocations. In both areas the horizontal case rules are 
clear. Price fixing among competing firms has been condemned on a per se basis 
without regard to the reasonableness of the prices, any justification for the ar
rangement, or other supposed beneficial effects, since 1897. See United States v. 
Trans-Missouri Freight Ass'n, 166 U.S. 290 (1897) ; United States v. Trenton 
Potteries Co., 273 U.S. 392 (1927) ; United States v. Socony Vacuum Oil Co., 310 
U.S. 150 (1940). Horizontal agreements to divide markets by allocating exclusive 
territories, assigning customer classes, or like arrangements similarly provide 
participants with an opportunity to restrict output and thereby to raise prices. 
Therefore, beginning in 1898 courts have condemned such territorial restrictions 
under increasingly rigid per se rules. See United States v. Addyston Pipe & Steel 
Co., 85 Fed. 271 (6th Cir. 1898) ; Timken Roller Bearing Co. v. United States, 
341 U.S. 593 (1951) ; United States v. Sealy, Inc., 388 U.S. 350 (1967) ; United 
States v. Topco Assoc, Inc., 405 U.S. 596 (1972). The application of.these rules 
to similar vertical arrangements has long been criticized and with telling effect 
in recent years, at least In regard to vertical territorial restraints. 

m 
The development of the law regarding restrictions on the distribution of goods 

and services began with early efforts by manufacturers to set prices below which 
retailers could not subsequently resell their products. In the still leading case 
of Dr. Miles Medical Co. v. John O. Park d Sons, Co., 220 U.S. 373 (1911), the 
Supreme Court ruled that a manufacturer who sells medicine to a wholesaler 
is not entitled to restrict its resale through Interference with the purchaser's 
pricing decisions. It relied on ancient property law rules making restraints on 
resale invalid. Where the purpose of the arrangement is to destroy competition 
by fixing prices, the Court held, the restraint is "injurious to the public interest 
and void." In reaching this result, the Court equated vertical price fixing with 
horizontal cartel ueliavior. Since thp Inttpr was per se illegal, it followed that 
resale price maintenance was similarly prohibited. 

The Court's assumption that a manufacturer's interest in eliminating price 
competition among its resellers is based on the same motives and consequences 
as those held by resellers In forming a cartel, however, was badly flawed. That 
is, unless forced to do so by his retailers, the manufacturer would seem to have 
no interest in assuring retailers a monopoly profit, especially since it would be 
done Ht his expense. As one leading antitrust critic has correctly observed, "a 
rule of per se Illegality was thus created on an erroneous economic assumption." 
R. Bork, The Antitrust Paradox 33 (1978). 
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Perhaps recognizing the infirmity of Its own rule, the Supreme Court shortly 
cut back its prohibition of vertical price fixing by creating an exception to the 
per se rule in United States v. Colgate d Co., 250 U.S. 300 (1919). There the 
Court allowed a manufacturer to control resale prices by the simple expedient 
of announcing his intention not to sell to price-cutters and then unilaterally re
fusing to seii to any rciauei- who failed to comply. However, the exception, which 
was based on the absence of any agreement essential to a Sherman Act contract, 
combination, or conspiracy, quickly proved illusory. Subsequent cases established 
that the "fatal element of agreement" might be found in price discussions with 
retailers, in their assurance that they could comply with the condition, or in the 
reinstatement of errant dealers after a disciplinary waiting period. 

The Dr. Miles approach to vertical price fixing—that it denied the retailer 
his "right" to resell his property—led to another exception where the retailer 
was the manufacturer's agent and, instead of taking title, received the products 
on consignment. Thus in United States v. General Elec. Co., 272 U.S. 476 (1926), 
the Court held that where it is clear that the arrangement is legitimate and 
that the manufacturer both retains title and bears substantial risks of ownership, 
the antitrust laws do not prevent him from dictating the terms of sale, includ
ing retail prices. In this circumstance the Court held that vertical price fixing is 
not illegal. 

Here too the exception proved unreliable. First, the legitimacy of consignment 
arrangements was attacked, the question being whether the retailers were in fact 
the manufacturer's agents. And then in Simpson Oil v. Union Oil Co., 377 U.S. 13 
(1964) the Court ruled that an oil company supplier had violated the antitrust 
laws by fixing the retail prices of its service station-consignees because the 
consignment arrangement was being used as a device to "coerce" nominal agents 
"who are in reality small struggling competitors seeking retail gas customers." 
Whether any form of consignment now provides safe passage for resale price 
agreements is uncertain. They were approved for nonprice restraints in United 
States v. Arnold Schwinn & Co., 388 U.S. 365 (1967), where the consignment pro
vided that "title, dominion and risk" remained with the manufacturer; and 
this part of the Schicinn decision was not overturned in Sylvania (discussed 
below). 

The rigidity of the rule against all price fixing Is further shown by the Court's 
restatement of the rule in Albrecht v. Herald Co., 390 U.S. 145 (1968), when it 
held that a publisher's effort to fix maximum resale prices charged by inde
pendent newspaper carriers was illegal per se. The Court was unmoved by the 
fact that such price fixing seemingly protected the consumer's interest and was 
justified by the paper's Independent interest in keeping prices down (to increase 
circulation and advertising revenues). 

The continued strength of the per se rule against vertical price fixing was 
further revealed in 1977 in the Sylvania decision. Even though the Court there 
recognized that vertical restrictions serve different purposes from horizontal car
tels, it expressly reaffirmed its earlier commitment to a per se rule against 
vertical price fixing, 433 U.S. at 51 n. 18. On the other hand, the Court did support 
a different rationale for its early ruling in Dr. Miles prohibiting resale price main
tenance, namely that it reduces "price competition not only among sellers of the 
affected product, but quite as much between that product and competing brands." 
About all this suggests, however, is that the Court may ultimately back away 
from its rule against maximum price-fixing. Accord, Pitofskv, The Sylvania 
Case: Antitrust Analysis of Non-Priee Vertical Restrictions, 78 Colum. L. Rev. 1, 
16 n. 59 (1978). 

With the opportunity for vertical price restrictions essentially proscribed 
especially after the "fair trade" law exception for the states was repealed in 
1976, attention has focused on other distribution restrictions and in particular 
on manufacturer limitations on dealer territories and customers. Until the 1940's 
these arrangements were not challenged by the government and their lawfulness 
was upheld in several private actions. Then in 1948 the Department of Justice, 
relying on a Supreme Court opinion holding territorial restrictions illegal per se 
if they were an integral part of an agreement to fix prices (United States v. 
Bausch £ Lomb Optical Co., 321 U.S. 707, 721 (1944)), announced that it would 
henceforth treat vertical territorial and customer restraints foreclosing intra-
brand competition on the same basis. For several years this position went 
unchallenged; consent agreements negotiated by the Department of Justice en
forced this view, but no case supported its position. However, during the past 
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fifteen years the law has swung violently, from uncertainty to per se illegality 
and more recently to a flexible rule of reason approach, in three very different 
Supreme Court opinions. 

Seemingly overturning the Justice Department's contention, the Court first 
reversed a summary judgment holding territorial and customer restrictions 
illegal per se. White Motor Co. v. United States, 372 U.S. 253 (1963). White 
Motor had sold its trucks to dealers who agreed to resell them to customers not 
otherwise reserved to the manufacturer and who had a place of business within 
the assigned territory. Because of the meager summary judgment record and 
the Court's admitted inexperience with franchise limitations, the Court con
cluded that it did not "know enough of the economic and business stuff out of 
which these arrangements emerge" to be certain whether they stifle or invigorate 
competition. It therefore remanded the case for a trial on the merits. The opinion 
was widely interpreted, however, as adopting a rule of reason approach to verti
cal limitations—especially since three dissenters called for a per se rule. In fact 
the Court had only held '"that the legality of the territorial and customer limita
tions should be determined only after a trial." Following remand the case was 
settled, and the Court therefore did not have an opportunity to develop a rule on 
a full record. 

It seemed, nevertheless, that a rule of reason approach would be applied as 
two Courts of Appeal subsequently upheld territorial restraints, and in each 
instance the court overturned a stringent Federal Trade Commission decision 
and applied a more flexible test. See Sandura Co. v. FTC, 339 F. 2d 847 (6th Cir. 
1964) (territorial restraints used in rebuilding a dealer organization after its 
market position had deteriorated) ; Snap-On Tools Corp. v. FTC, 321 F. 2d 825 
(7th Cir. 1963) (manufacturer was one of 80 firms in an intensely competitive 
industry with high dealer turnover). As indicated, each case presented appealing 
facts to support the territorial restrictions. And in light of subsequent develop
ments, it is particularly noteworthy that neither White Motor nor the circuit 
court eases paid heed to the doctrinal distinctions developed in the vertical price 
fixing cases, namely, whether the provisions violated property law rights to 
resell property or whether title was retained by the manufacturer. 

When the next case came before the Supreme Court four years after White 
Motor, the government retreated somewhat from its per se position and argued, 
in its brief, for a rule of presumptive illegality which would have required the 
defendant to justify any territorial restrictions. It thus came as a surprise to 
antitrust followers when, in United States v. Arnold Schwinn & Co., 388 U.S. 365 
(1967) the Supreme Court adopted a position even more re.sti'ict!ve than that put 
forward by the government. In condemning a nonprice vertical restriction, the 
Court ruled that "once the manufacturer has parted with title and r i sk . . . his 
effort thereafter to restrict territory or persons to whom the product may be 
transferred... is a per se violation of § 1 of the Sherman Act." Relying on the 
same rationale used a half-century earlier in Dr. Miles to condemn vertical price 
fixing, the Court said that such restrictions violate the "ancient rule against re
straints on alienat'on." Thus the Court concluded that "under the Sherman Act 
It is unreasonable without more for a manufacturer to seek to restrict and con
fine areas or persons with whom an article may be traded after the manufacturer 
has parted with dominion over It." 

With this sweeping language the Court "threw into doubt the legality of every 
sort of post-sale vertical restriction on distributions other than exclusive dealing 
arrangements, regardless of the type of restriction or the market power of the 
supplier and its dealers." Pitofsky, supra at 6. Not surprisingly, this abrupt 
switch of direction drew a spate of criticism seldom matched in a decade of 
bitter debate about various antitrust rulings of the Supreme Court. See, e.g., 
Handler, Twenty-Five Years of Antitrust, 73 Colum. L. Rev. 415, 458-59 (1973) 
(Schwinn is "the most egregious error in all of antitrust.") ; A.B.A. Antitrust 
Section, Monograph Xo. 2, Vertical Restrictions Limiting Intra-lirand Com
petition 9 n. 24 (1977) 1 citing other criticisms). 

Nor was all criticism mere hyperbole. As numerous scholars, both lawyers and 
economists, patiently explained, vertical territorial restrictions serve many use
ful ends, usually to increase distributional efficiencies and lower costs. While 
occasional theoretical possibilities may exist for the misuse of such restrictions, 
primarily to facilitate horizontal cartels by manufacturers or retailers the risk 
seems insubstantial where substantial and effective interbrand competition 
exists. That is, where firms selling different products compete vigorously efforts 
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by individual firms to achieve market efficiencies should be encouraged. The 
market will become even more competitive as a result, and in any case no indi
vidual firm's marketing strategy can have an adverse effect on competition in 
that circumstance. Moreover, since other avenues for vertical integration are 
open—especially by internal growth—barring integration by contract would be 
futile, except that it might force a manufacturer to select a less efficient distribu
tion scheme (reducing competitive pressures) and in fact foreclosing opportuni
ties for smaller retail firms. 

As this analysis makes evident, whether vertical restrictions on distribution 
by customer and territory should be allowed is unrelated to whether the manu
facturer retains title or to whether the dealer is his agent. Thus it seemed 
anomalous or worse to have the Supreme Court resolve a question of economic 
policy by resort to ancient (and unrelated) property law rules governing resale 
of personal property. The policy question is whether these restraints serve to 
make product distribution more efficient and interbrand rivalry more vigorous. 
To allow legal formalisms developed three centuries earlier for another purpose 
to dominate and decide antitrust law seemed absurd. With such a unstable 
base, it seemed only a question of time before the Schwinn per se rule would 
be ditsinguished and restricted. 

Again, however, the law was changed abruptly and without warning by the 
Supreme Court. In the next case to reach its docket, shortly after the tenth 
anniversary of the Court's application of a per se rule to vertical territorial 
restrictions in Schwinn, the Court sharply reversed its direction, directly over
ruled Schwinn, and applied a rule of reason for every sort of nonprice vertically 
imposed dealer limitation. Although the case in fact involved dealer store loca
tion causes, the Court's opinion was not so limited and it appeared to suggest 
that a flexible rule of reason test—balancing the benefits (in particular business 
efficiency) against demonstrated costs—was to be applied in almost every cir
cumstance where nonprice vertical restraints are under challenge. The critical 
factor in Sylvania was the Court's clear recognition that several significant 
efficiencies could be achieved by distribution restrictions. Among those cited by 
the Court are retailer investments, promotional activities, and quality controls. 
In reaching this result, the Court recognized the economic interests of compet
ing suppliers and the value of allowing them almost untrammeled freedom in 
deciding which distribution system will serve their interests (and those of their 
customers). And it appeared to hold that the burden was on the government 
to show that the competitive "costs" overrode these possible gains. 

That the Supreme Court announced a broad and flexible rule of reason test 
for nonprice vertical restrictions in Sylvania is indisputable. But as always seems 
to be the case with legal issues, or at least those involving antitrust, questions 
remained. The case, for example, involved location clauses which usually have 
only slight intrabrand effects—but the Court expressly (and carefully) chose 
not to limit its discussion so narrowly. In addition, the respondent accounted 
for less than five percent of the market and thus the clause could not have had 
a serious interbrand impact yet the Court appeared to place no reb'ance on 
Sylvania's size or market share as long as interbrand rivalry was present. In
deed, the Court specifically indicated that a supplier's market power would not 
justify reliance on a per se rule. 433 U.S. at 46 n. 12. On the other hand, in a 
final passage seemingly designed to assure a solid majority, the Sylvania Court 
carefully reserved the possibility that some vertical restrictions might justify per 
se prohibition in particular applications and that others might not survive a 
case examination of their competitive effects. Neither situation, however, was 
explained, although it seems difficult to imagine what circumstances the Court 
has in mind (if any). 

This uncertainty was expanded and compounded by the Federal Trade Com
mission's recent decisions in the Cola cases, that the territorial restraints his
torically required of franchlsed bottlers are unreasonable and violate Section 5 of 
the Federal Trade Commission Act. There the Commission's law judge had 
approved the legality of territorial provisions in trademark licenses to bottle 
and sell Coca-Cola and Pepsi-Cola. After making over 200 detailed findings of 
fact, he determined that the effect of the restraint on intrabrand competition 
among bottlers of these brands was far outweighed by its benefiial effect on 
competition in the marketplace as a whole. He therefore concluded that on 
balance the challenged territorial restrictions promote competition. 

Two and one-half years later, a two member majority of the FTC, over the 
dissent of the other Commissioner participating in the decision, ruled that the 
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territorial provisions were illegal because they eliminated intrabrand competi
tion. In order to reach this result the majority first decided, as a matter of 
law, that the burden was on Coca-Cola and PepsiCo and their bottlers to demon
strate that the business justifications and the effect of the provisions to foster 
competition with other soft drinks outweighed any less of rivalry among the 
bottlers. And this burden, the two person majority held, had not been met by 
the respondents. Even so, the majority recognized that the territorial provisions 
were justified when first adopted and all participating Commissioners found that 
the clauses did not involve horizontal collusion or other per se Illegal conduct. 

Whether the FTC's opinion in the Cola cases has improperly misconceived 
and misapplied the Sylvania standard for nonprice vertical restrictions such as 
the territorial provisions common in the soft drink industry—even under the 
limited judicial reiew standard applicable to administrative agency decisions-
is now before the District of Columbia Court of Appeals and prediction of the 
legal outcome would be gratuitous. As a matter of antitrust policy, however, 
aflJrmance would seem a disturbing backward step and a retreat to the illogic of 
Schivinn's per se approach. For the essence of the Federal Trade Commission's 
two member position is that admittedly efficiency enhancing territorial provi
sions will not be saved if the intrabrand effect is not insignificant. The Com
mission's rule would place the burden on the respondent—a burden which few 
seem likely to satisfy—and in direct opposition to the provisions of the Admin
istrative Procedure Act. See 5 U.S.C. § 556(d). 

That this approach misunderstands the Supreme Court's purpose in Sylvania— 
which has been so highly praised by every commentator (of whatever persua
sion)—seems clear. There, it will be recalled, the Court found that the consumer 
welfare is best served by promoting interfirm competition. And if that competi
tion is substantial and effective, as was undisputed in the Cola cases, then in
ternal efforts to achieve efficiency can only be procompetitive and beneficial to 
consumer interests. To prohibit such efforts to achieve vertical efficiencies runs 
the risk that competitive vigor will be diminished and consumer welfare de
creased. It also places undue emphasis on the elimination of intrabrand rivalry, 
an automatic but usually insignificant casualty of every move toward vertical 
integration. 

The Commission's decision in the Cola cases is also disturbing for the in
stability it has reintroduced to the rules governing nonprice vertical restrictions 
just one year after the Supreme Court sought to resettle matters in Sylvania. 
Instead of focusing its attention on the use of such restrictions where interbrand 
competition is limited and therefore more deserving of careful scrutiny, the 
Commission has sought to read the rule of reason standard to condemn restric
tions which should be of no concern—when competition is substantial and 
effective. 

rv 

In reviewing the primary substantive provision of S. 598—Section 2's directive 
that territorial customer restrictions in trademark licenses for soft drink prod
ucts are not unlawful under the antitrust laws if substantial and effective inter
brand competition exists—three questions need to be addressed: (1) What is 
the meaning of S. 598? (2) What is the relationship of S. 598 to the Supreme 
Court's decision in Sylvania? and (3) What will be the likely effect of S. 598 
if adopted? 

The operative provision of S. 598 regarding the legality of nonprice vertical 
restrictions are clear. The bill is limited, first, to trademarked soft drink products 
where similar provisions have been relied upon for decades to support a large 
Industry. Second, the proposed legislation only applies to territorial and customer 
restrictions. It does not involve other vertical restrictions such as price fixing 
or tie-ins which aTe usually subject to more stringent legal constraints. Rather 
it would govern in an area of well accepted territorial and customer restrictions 
whose purposes have been carefully considered and thoroughly explored, with 
the result that they are generally viewed as enhancing competition. Finally, and 
most importantly, S. 598 would protect such contract clauses from antitrust 
liability only where "substantial and effective competition" exists. That is to 
say, there must be vigorous competition among soft drink products before rela
tionships between the syrup manufacturer (and trademark owner) and the bot
tler are protected by this legislation. The result of S. 598, then, is generally to 
limit the required inquiry, at least initially, to a determination of whether such 
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competition exists. If that finding can be made, the practice would be upheld. 
On the other hand, if tnis le\el of competitive activity cannot ue found, the 
restrictions would be subject to the Sylvania tests. 

A reading of S. o«8 alongside the Supreme Court's decision in Sylvania reflects 
their similar purposes. Each is based on the understanding that compecition is 
enhanced through interfirm rivalry and that it is this area of antitrust law 
enforcement that should be the primary concern. That is, consumer welfare is 
generally improved through competitive efforts by independent Arms seeking to 
increase their position in the market. This rivalry may involve lower prices, 
improved quality, enhanced flavor, better service, increased information through 
advertising, and so forth, all designed to attract consumer support. In this 
connection, the competitive efforts of independent firms may be strengthened 
by lowering distribution costs, attracting effective dealers, retaining dealer 
loyalty and support, and focusing their efforts on developing increased customer 
purchases. These "efficiencies," the Supreme Court found in Sylvania, are aided 
by territorial and customer limitations. It therefore concluded that such non-
price restrictions should be tested under a rule of reason analysis. Where inter-
brand competition is strengthened as a consequence, the restrictions are lawful. 

In this connection, both the law judge and all FTC Commissioners also agreed 
in the Cola cases that the territorial and customer clauses used in the soft drink 
industry were designed for similar purposes. Thus, a legislative determination 
in S. 598 that such nonprice vertical restrictions satisfy the antitrust laws if 
"substantial and effective competition" exists among soft drink products seems 
fully congruent with the general thrust and particular applications of the Court 
in Sylvania—and the findings of fact in the Cola cases. S. 598, in other words, 
would be a declaration by Congress that the rule of reason test restated in 
Sylvania is satisfied by a showing that the marketplace in which the firm uses 
a territorial or customer clause exhibits substantial and effective competition. 

The effect of S. 528's passage is specific and clear. I t would remove the con
fusion generated by the FTC's two member decision in the Cola cases and assure 
stability and continuity to the Supreme Court's ruling in Sylvania that nonprice 
vertical restraints are subject to a rule of reason analysis. In addition, S. 598 
would build on the theory of Sylvania and specify that territorial and customer 
restrictions in the soft drink industry are lawful under the antitrust laws where 
"substantial and effective competition" exists. Recognizing that these restrictions 
are generally used for efficiency enhancing purposes, and supported by the FTC 
law judge's findings of fact that in the soft drink industry territorial and cus
tomer restrictions have been used to promote interfirm competition, the Con
gress would be making a determination that the rule of reason is fully satisfied 
by a finding that competition is vigorous and significant. 

One further result of S. 598, consistent with the recommendations recently 
made by the President's National Commission for Review of Antitrust Laws and 
Procedures, is to shorten and simplify antitrust trials where the lawfulness of non-
price vertical restrictions on territories and customers in the soft drink industry 
is being questioned. This alone is an important objective. For example, the FTC's 
administrative trial in Coca-Cola lasted six weeks, heard from 43 witnesses, and 
developed a record of 4,000 pages of trial transcript, 14 stipulations encompass
ing 500 pages, and 1,300 exhibits in still more thousands of pages. The law 
judge's initial decision upholding the legality of territorial provisions in the 
trademark licenses to bottle and sell Coca-Cola required an added 91 pages.1 

And the Commission and courts are now supplementing this page log. 
Under S. 598 the initial and, in most instances, deciding question would be 

whether substantial and effective competition exists. This issue is narrowly 
focused and confined, and would usually be answered after only a brief round 
of discovery and a short trial—or even without a hearing since the evidence 
could be submitted to the trial judge for decision upon expert submissions. Sim
plifying and expediting the resolution of antitrust cases by revision of substan
tive rules of law is an important national objective, a point that was reinforced 
by the President when he made this the first responsibility of the National Com
mission. See Executive Order 12022, § 2(a) (1) (December 1, 1977). Where policy 
ind law make it clear that territorial and customer restrictions cannot have 
adverse effects—because vigorous competition exists In the market—no purpose 
is served by lengthy antitrust trials. 

1 The contemporaneous PepsiCo case required an additional 278 pages of transcript and 
Initial decision. 
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Nor is S. 598 written so broadly that it will confer protection on any collusive 
or exclusionary practices. That is, where territorial or other nonprice restric
t ions are being used for such pernicious purposes—and this can be demonstrated 
by other evidence—S. 598 provides no immunity. Price fixing by competing firms 
or market divisions by producers of competing soft drink products, for example, 
would continue to be fully subject to antitrust scrutiny and legal prohibition; 
and if used in conjunction with vertical territorial or customer restrictions, 
these actions would not be insulated in any way by S. 598. The purpose, aim and 
effect of S. 598 is solely to guarantee that distributors of trademarked soft 
drink products are free to select the most efficient means of distribution available 
and to assure consumers the benefits of substantial and effective competition. 

[Whereupon, at 12:48 p.m., the subcommittee was recessed, to re
convene subject to the call of the Chair.] 
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SOFT DRINK INTERBRAND COMPETITION ACT 

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1079 

U.S . SENATE, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ANTITRUST, 

MONOPOLY AND BUSINESS RIGHTS 
OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY 

Washington, D.O. 
The committee met, pursuant to notice at 9:38 a.m. in room 5110, 

Dirksen Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C., Hon. Howard M. 
Metzenbaum (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding. 

Present: Senators Metzenbaum, Bayh, Cochran, and Thurmond. 
Staff present: Antitrust subcommittee: J. Michael Cooper, counsel; 

Marilyn Folksen, chief clerk; Steve Fingerhood, research assistant; 
Peter Chumbris, minority counsel; Joe Lanham, minority economist. 
Subcommittee on the Constitution: Kevin O. Faley, chief counsel and 
executive director; Linda Eogers-Kinsbury, chief clerk; Louise 
Milone, professional staff member. Joel Perwin and Hank Banta, 
counsels to Senator Kennedy; Arthur Briskman, counsel to Senator 
Heflin; Sam Kinser, counsel to Senator Leahy; Ralph Oman, counsel 
to Senator Mathias; Mark Grady, counsel to Senator Dole; Henry 
Ruempler, counsel to Senator Cochran. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. HOWARD M. METZENBAUM, A U.S. 
SENATOR PROM THE STATE OF OHIO, AND CHAIRMAN, SUBCOM
MITTEE ON ANTITRUST, M0N0P0IY AND BUSINESS RIGHTS 

Senator METZENBAUM [chairman]. Today the subcommittee meets 
to consider S. 598, the Soft Drink Interbrand Competition Act. This 
bill creates a broad antitrust exemption for the territorial restrictions 
that characterize the soft drink bottling industry. These territorial 
restrictions prevent a bottler from selling soft drinks to any customer 
outside of his assigned territory. They are agreements between private 
parties which eliminate competition between bottlers of the same soft 
drinks. 

No one disputes that soft drinks are a major part of our diet. Some 
of us are members of the Pepsi generation, others are convinced that 
"Coke's "the real thing," and still others prefer the Uncola or the new 
King Cola. Together we spent about $8 billion on soft drinks in super
markets in 1978, and billions more at restaurants and ball games. 

As chairman of this subcommittee and as a member of the President's 
National Commission for the Review of Antitrust Laws and Pro
cedures, I view any exemption from the antitrust laws with extreme 
concern. The antitrust laws are the Nation's charter of economic free-
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dom. They assure that free and open competition rules the Nation's 
marketplaces. 

We are all familiar with the benefits that competition brings. Con
sumers receive the highest quality goods at the lowest possible prices. 
The Nation's resources are allocated in the most efficient manner. Busi
nesses are spurred to innovate and to keep costs down. Because of these 
benefits, there is a strong presumption in our country in favor of un
restricted competition in the marketplace. 

I t is interesting to me that some of those who speak most strongly 
about the free enterprise system are here urging the Congress to enact 
this exemption from the antitrust Jaws which is certainly counter
productive as far as competition is concerned. 

In 1935, Congress created an antitrust exemption for the trucking 
industry. In 1937, Congress created an antitrust exemption for the 
milk industry. And in 1945, Congress created an antitrust exemption 
for the insurance industry. 

None of these exemptions has served the public interest. 
With this in mind, the President's Antitrust Commission concluded 

that persons seeking an antitrust exemption must meet a heavy burden 
of proof. After "careful, factual inquiry" they must show "a con
vincing public policy rationale for abandoning competition." For an 
exemption from the antitrust laws to be appropriate, competition must 
be unworkable in a specific industry. 

I have examined the many arguments that have been made to date 
both in favor and against granting an antitrust exemption to the soft 
drink industry. While arguments for the exemption seem to have same 
merit, I have not yet discovered a convincing public policy rationale 
in favor of it. 

Even if we assume that all of the benefits of the industry attributed 
to its territorial restrictions do in fact exist, I am not certain that they 
outweigh the benefits likely to How from unrestrained competition in 
the marketplace. 

Another aspect of S. 598 troubles me. I am concerned that congres
sional action at this time might be particularly inappropriate. Prior 
to the Supreme Court's decision in the 1977 Sylvania case, territorial 
restrictions like those in the soft drink industry were per se unlawful 
under the Schtoinn decision rendered in 1967. The soft drink industry 
then promoted legislation that would have required the courts to ex
amine its territorial restrictions under the rule of reason approach. 

The 1977 Sylvania decision overruled Schioinri's per se decision and 
adopted the rule of reason approach urged by the soft drink industry. 
The legislation originally requested by the soft drink industry was no 
longer necessary. 

In 1978, the Federal Trade Commission applied this rule of reason 
test to the territorial restrictions in the soft drink industry, and found 
them unreasonable. Although the industry's appeal is awaiting deci
sion, the industry now asks us to legislatively overrule the F T C deci
sion without waiting for the appellate court of rule. 

I t is my understanding that the court of appeals decision should 
not be long forthcoming and so the real question presents itself 
whether or not this Congress ought to act when a matter is at this 
advanced stage in the courts. 
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Congress has always given uhe courts the responsibility to decide 

this reasonableness of particular restraints of trade. If Congress re
moves this responsibility from the courts for the soft drink industry, I 
fear that other industries may request similar exemptions from the 
antitrust laws for their own business practices. We may end up with 
antitrust laws which are made meaningless by a patchwork of special 
interest legislation. 

For all these reasons, we must carefully examine the possible future 
impact of S. 598. We must be certain that an antitrust exemption for 
these territorial restrictions does not prevent whatever competition 
may still be possible among soft drink bottlers in the future. 

On June 4, the subcommittee heard from several supporters of 
S. 598. Today we will hear from several witnesses who raise serious 
questions about this legislation. Their testimony will provide valuable 
assistance to the subcommittee in its consideration of this bill. 

[A letter and statement from Mark Green, director of Public Citi
zen, to Senator Metzenbaum follows:] 

PUBLIC CITIZEN, 
Washington, D.C., September 26,1979. 

Hon. HOWARD M. METZENBAUM, 
Chairman of the Antitrust. Monopoly, and Business Rights Subcommittee of the 

Judiciary Committee, U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C. 
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : Due to a number of pressing commitments, we regret 

tha t we are unable to appear a t your Subcommittee hearings on S. 59S, The "Soft 
Drink In terbrand Competition Act." 

We would, however, like to submit the enclosed statement for the hear ing 
record. We a re strongly opposed to S. 598 and other proposals which provide 
certain industries or segments of industr ies with an exemption from the an t i t rus t 
laws of the United States. 

Thank you for the opportunity to present the views of Congress Watch on 
this important issue. 

Sincerely, 
MARK GREEN, 

Director. 
CAROLYN BRICKET, 

Staff Attorney. 

S. 598. T H E "SOFT D R I N K INTERBRAND COMPETITION A C T " 

In our view, S. 598, The "Soft Drink In terbrand Competition Act" establishes 
for the soft drink industry a blanket protection from the ant i t rus t laws of the 
United States tha t is without justification. Legislation of th is kind has been 
repeatedly introduced without success because the Congress has shown an 
increasingly stronger commitment to enforcement of an t i t rus t laws, r a the r than 
a willingness to believe a special interest group claiming tha t "competition will 
ruin us." Other than for na tu ra l monopoly or other extraordinary si tuations, 
there should always be a s trong congressional presumption in favor of competi
tion and the ant i t rus t laws t h a t a re premised on it. 

Although an appeal is pending before the United States Court of Appeals for 
the District of Columbia of the Federal Trade Commission ruling tha t bott lers ' 
terr i torial res t ra in ts a re illegal, the proponents of this measure now wish to 
circumvent tha t process and reargue the facts of the case before the Congress. 
This intervention is sought in spite of the fact tha t the Commission used a rule 
of reason analysis in the case which allowed the bottlers to present all eco
nomic justifications for the use of ter r i tor ia l franchises to the Commission. 

The proponents of S. 598 a re offering a new s tandard of enforcement to 
replace the presumption tha t exemptions will not be granted unless clear and 
convincing evidence is produced tha t demonstrates tha t the application of ant i 
t rus t laws is anticompetitive. The new s tandard would exempt the franchise 
ar rangement if the soft drink product ' i s in substantial and effective competi
tion with other products of the same general class." We believe t h a t this pro
posed s tandard Is ambiguous and unsubstant iated and could not realistically be 
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enforced by the Commission. Furthermore, even if the Commission could prove 
that a company violated this weaker standard, Section 3 of the bill exempts the 
violator from damages. 

The soft drink industry argument rests upon two major tenets. The first is that 
intrabrand competition must be sacrificed in order to have interbrand competi
tion because it is impossible to have both kinds. The second tenet is that without 
franchises the small bottlers will be forced out of business by the syrup com
panies and the large bottlers, resulting in higher prices for the consumer because 
of increased concentration and less competition. 

While it is true that the major soft drink brands vigorously advertise in order 
to maintain or increase their respective shares of the soft drink market, the 
advertising done by syrup companies is directed toward image enhancement and 
consumer preference—not the kind of price advertising which promotes com
petition. The market shares of the big brands, Coke, Pepsi, 7-Up, are relatively 
constant. Price competition is left to the local markets. 

It is axiomatic that if a supermarket in Town X compares the prices of the 
bottler who supplies it to those of the bottler who supplies neighboring Town Y 
and finds that the latter's prices are cheaper, the supermarket will switch to the 
cheaper bottler. Under the franchise system, that can't happen. Because there 
can be no competition between bottlers for Pepsi or Coke or any of the other 
brands that those companies own, a made-to-order price-fixing scheme exists. 
And that Is the scheme that S. 598 is designed to maintain. Furthermore, since 
the retail operators are forced to buy from one bottler in each territory, there 
is no incentive for a Pepsi bottler to compete with a Coke bottler or any other 
name brand. Therefore, it is questionable that there is substantial interbrand 
competition, and it is obvious that there is no intrabrand competition. 

The second major bottler argument Is that small bottlers would be quickly 
driven out of business by large companies, principally operations owned by the 
syrup companies; the result would be fewer bottlers and higher prices. To accept 
this argument is to ignore at the outset a trend that has been continuing since 
World War II—the decline of the number of bottling plants in the United 
States. This decline has occurred in conjunction with the franchise system and 
shows no sign of stopping even if the system were continued. While bottling 
companies need not be as large as the Fortune 500 firms, a modest economy of 
scale must be maintained in order to compete efficiently in every industry. 

The franchise system originated in the early part of this century, and the 
territories established often do not fit within urban population patterns and 
existing population routes. Therefore, it is likely that established small bottlers 
will be able to compete successfully in an open system which allows them to offer 
cheaper prices to areas that they can serve economically. To predict that large 
urban bottling companies will reach hundreds of miles to take over other ter
ritories is to ignore substantial transportation costs that have been inflated by 
recent oil price increases. Such a prediction further rests upon the large assump
tion that these same companies are in a position to double, triple; or quadruple 
their outputs overnight and prevent small companies from maintaining their 
present customers. 

Not only do the proponents of S. 598 argue that small bottlers will be driven 
out of business without their exemptions, but they implicitly argue that the 
takeovers will be accomplished by undercutting their prices, a business practice 
that has been outlawed by the Robinson-Patman Act, The remedy for that un
conscionable practice lies in the enforcement of laws that already exist and not 
in exempting companies from the antitrust laws. 

We believe that the more likely result if the Commission ruling prevails is 
that those small bottling operations which are financially stable will increase 
their operations to the point where an economy of scale is reached, serve those 
customers it is economically efficient to serve, and compete with other companies 
to sell soft drinks at a better price to consumers. We do not advocate a sub
sidizing of any segment of an industry simply because it becomes difficult to 
compete In the open market. This view is consistent with the position we have 
taken on other issues, such as the Chrysler loan guarantee. 

As we have indicated, this bill is not the way to deal with potential or con
jectural illegal business practices by large bottlers. It Is especially not the way, 
nor is this the forum, to deal with the fate of the returnable bottle. There are 
arguments to be made on both sides as to whether or not the end of the franchise 
system will mean the end of the returnable bottle. Although the Commission 
held that the franchise system is justified for the distribution of returnables (to 
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insure that each bottler can keep track of his own inventory), bottlers argue 
that a split delivery system will not work and the number of returnables will 
decline or disappear. They argue that supermarkets do not like to handle re
turnables, and that bottlers take the initiative to supply them to meet customer 
demand. The significantly lower prices of returnables, however, insures that 
the demand for returnables will at least remain constant, and there is no reason 
to believe that that demand will not be met. 

If we as a society agree, however, that the returnable bottle serves an im
portant function in use of resources and protection of the environment—and 
we believe that to be the case—Congress should enact a law banning the non-
returnable bottle and mandating the increased recycling of aluminum cans. Con
gress should not enact a special exemption for a special business group in order 
to protect the environment from a hazard that can be dealt with in a more 
appropriate and effective manner. 

In conclusion, if this attempt is successful, it will be followed by a similar 
request from another industry which will be asking a question that is only fair, 
"Why am I not entitled to the same special treatment as the soft drink industry?" 
The answer to that question can only lead to a retrenchment of our commitment 
to a competitive market society. 

Senator METZENBATJM. The author of the legislation is with us. He is 
also a very valued member of this subcommittee and a close personal 
friend of mine. Possibly Senator Bayh wants to say something at this 
point. 

Senator Bayh ? 
Senator BAYH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would ask unanimous 

consent that my full, comprehensive statement be placed in the record. 
Senator METZESTBATJM. NO objection. 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. BIRCH BAYH, A U.S. SENATOR 
PROM THE STATE OF INDIANA 

Senator BATH. The Soft Drink Interbrand Competition Act is desig
ned to preserve a unique industry practice which has existed for 75 
years—the manufacture, bottling and distribution of trademarked 
soft drinks by local companies. 

While I anticipate we will hear much today and in future weeks 
about "economic efficiency" and about how such "efficiency" would be 
best served by the elimination of territorial franchises, these argu
ments have little meaning to the small businessman in Portland, Ind., 
who feels his business would be shut down in less than 6 months if 
such agreements did not exist, nor would such efficiency be a particular 
benefit to the families of the 83 employees of the plant who would be 
out of work and on the unemployment roles. 

The most lucrative account for these small bottlers are the large 
chain store accounts. Without such accounts they would be left with 
the low volume, high service intensity "Mom and Pop" store and vend
ing machines, their fear is, that without territorial restrictions, large 
bottlers in neighboring areas would raid their chain store accounts by 
offering to sell to them in high volumes for warehousing. These smaller 
bottling businesses would then be worth little more than the price of 
their machinery. 

I t is easy for us to talk about efficiency and about broad economic 
theory sitting here in this hearing room. However, those words mean 
much more than philosophical musings to a man who inherited his 
bottling business from his father and hopes to pass it on to his children. 
I t could mean the end of his business and his way of life. 
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We have heard that the elimination of territorial restrictions would 
be 'beneficial to the consumer. The reason most often cited is an alleged 
decrease in the price of a soda. Yet even an official of the F T C states 
that calculating the alleged benefits is impossible. Moreover, others 
have contended that the long range effect of the F T C ruling might be 
an increase in pricing. 

"We have heard that current territorial agreements have and will 
continue to lead to concentration in the industry. Claims are made 
that the number of soft drink bottling plants around the country have 
been reduced by as much as 50 percent in the last 20 years. Yet, no one 
can or will deny that what is meant by economic efficiency in the soft 
drink industry is simply a further and faster concentration or vertical 
integration of this industry. 

We have heard that there is no intrabrand competition with exclusive 
territorial franchises. We agree that it must be the case under such 
agreements. Yet no one has been able to explain how, with further 
concentration, with the possibility of the sirup companies owning all 
of their brands' bottling plants, how there will be intraband 
competition. 

In fact, as I have examined this problem, it has become more and 
more apparent to me that absent these territorial agreements and in 
the presence of substantial vertical integration there will not only be 
an absence of any intrabrand competition, but there may be substan
tially less interbrand competition. I defy anyone to explain how that 
will be of benefit to the consumer. If Coca-Cola owns all of its bottling 
plants and Seven-Up and Pepsi-Cola owns all of their bottling plants 
and the other companies do the same, Pepsico is surely not going to 
set up a situation, nor are any of the other sirup companies going to 
set up a situation, in which they are in competition with themselves. 

I have been given information which leads me to believe that, should 
territorial franchises not be permitted in the soft drink industry, the 
State of Indiana's soft drink business could be divided between Dayton 
Coke and Chicago Coke. That would mean the end of approximately 
50 businesses in Indiana and unemployment for the people who work 
in those businesses. We are told that economic theory is such that those 
people would find other work in another industry. That could be. 
However, I doubt they would find that a comfort. 

In the absence of compelling evidence that the consumer would 
save substantially through the vitiation of the present agreements 
between bottlers and syrup companies and in the presence of sig
nificant evidence that an entire industry would suffer through a poten
tially devastating reorganization, I decided to offer this legislation for 
the consideration of my colleagues. Over 75 of those colleagues have 
agreed that the evidence is on the side of the bottlers and have joined 
me in this effort. 

The American small businessman deserves some consideration. He is 
the bulwark of our American economic system and we here in Wash
ington must not impose upon such businessmen unworkable regula
tions based on economic philosophy and theory but without concern 
for their very pressing economic realities. 

Mr. Chairman, as vou know, I have great respect for you personallv, 
politically, and professionally and consider it a privilege to serve with 
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you and particularly to have a chance to serve with you on this 
committee. 

I find it difficult to reconcile how you and I grew up with the same 
facts and came up with different conclusions. I guess that is what makes 
the world a more interesting place in which to live. 

I think it is important to try to distinguish some of the charac
teristics of the soft drink industry compared with some of those 
which you addressed in your very proper opening remarks. I t is 
difficult far me to see how when you are very familiar with the way 
soft drink bottlers operate, at least in my State and in the States of 
most of our colleagues that are supporting this, you can compare this 
kind of industry with the trucking industry, with the rail industry, 
even with the electronics industry. To be sure thei'e are a few of what 
are referred to in a piece in this morning's Washington Post as "Big 
Boys" in the soda pop bottling industry. They are there. But I find 
it almost inconceivabe that when very conscientious, careful, studious 
individuals who are concerned about the "Big Boys" look at this legis
lation, some of them for some reason ignore what is going to happen to 
the large bottlers if this legislation doesn't pass. 

If this legislation doesn't pass, the "Big Boys" that we are all 
afraid of are going to control the whole industry. They are going 
to move out there, they are going to buy up these little franchises 
for the price of equipment and, in my judgment, we are going to have 
less competition instead of more competition. That is what concerns 
me. The "Big Boys" that I am concerned about are some 49 bottlers 
in Indiana and about three-fourths of them require less than 100 
people to run their business. Hardly what I call "Big Boys." What 
happens if they go under, which will very likely be the case? I 
believe that then the so-called "Big Boys" will move in and buy up that 
operation and be in a much stronger position to monopolize i t and 
to fix prices—they will undoubtedly cut down on the number of 
machines which now service thousands of people. That service will go 
right out the window with the small dealers who are able to provide 
that service now but who will not be around to provide it if this 
legislation does not pass. 

I think it is important for us to understand that the reason I got in
volved with this legislation is that the bottling industry has operated 
successfully as presently organized for 75 years. I will be "darned" 
if I , as a legislator, am going to sit here and not have some voice in 
determining the interpretation of a rule established by an agency 
when that agency, not responsible to the people in this country, makes 
a determination that will reverse 75 years of successful operation 
and restructure a well-run industry. 

I t is rather remarkable to me that some can reach an opposite 
conclusion. One of the distinctions that exists between the soft drink 
industry and other industries that have been used by opponents of 
this bill as examples of similar industries and which, as a matter of 
concern, the Chairman and I find ourselves shoulder to shoulder in 
most instances, is that there is already significant interbrand com
petition out there in the soft drink market. In my opinion it is 
not a question of whether or not there needs to be more intrabrand 
competition, whether you buy this fellow's Coke or that fellow's Coke, 
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or this fellow's Pepsi or that fellow's Pepsi, the real competition in 
the soft drink industry is whether you want to get Pepsi or Coke, or 
some of the other competing brands and nobody can deny that there is 
tremendous competition of that kind out there. Mr. Chairman, you 
have already gotten too much from me, I 'm sorry. You would have 
been better off, we all would, I think, if I had just read my statement. 
[Laughter] . 

Senator METZENBATJM. I would like to point out to my very good 
friend, Birch, who, incidentally, has seniority over me on this very 
committee, that, in the 1950's, with the restrictions, there were 7,000 
bottling companies and in 1978, there were 1,900 companies and it is 
reliably being predicted at the moment that by 1985 there will only 
be 200 bottling companies and I am not sure, but part of the implicit 
aspect of strong support of this legislation by the smaller bottlers 
isn't a concern on their part—and a rightful concern and I don't fault 
them for this—that with the territorial restrictions, they will be able 
to sell out for a better price. My guess is that they will continue to be 
selling out. That, in and of itself, is of major concern. I am not sure 
that this legislation keeps that—it doesn't keep it from happening. 
The real question is can the bottler in Mansfield, Ohio, compete with 
the bottler in Ashland, Ohio or whatever the case may be? I think 
that is a basic question and I guess we will hear from the F T C today 
and we will hear from the Department of Justice as well as some others 
who are knowledgeable in this area. 

Before doing so, I am very pleased to have with us today, sitting 
with us today, Senator Cochran. Do you care to make any statement? 

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. THAD COCHRAN, A U.S. SENATOR 
FROM THE STATE OF MAINE 

Senator COCHRAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for permitting me 
to join you this morning. 

Senator METZENBATJM. Happy to have you. 
Senator COCHRAN-. I want to thank the subcommittee for your hold

ing these hearings. I think it is very important to the subcommittee, 
as well as the full Committee on the Judiciary to try to get to the 
bottom of this very thorny issue. I am a cosponsor along with the dis
tinguished Senator from Indiana of this legislation and have a very 
keen interest in it. 

I am convinced, as he is as he so well stated that without this legisla
tion, we are going to see a deterioration in the opportunity for com
petition within this important industry. Nonetheless, I am willing to 
give a fair hearing to those who have a contrary view and as I under
stand it, that is the purpose of this hearing today. 

Thank you again, Mr. Chairman for permitting me to be here. I am 
supposed to be in another place right now so I may not be here that 
long but I wanted you to know that I appreciate your having these 
hearings. 

Senator METZENBATTM. We are happy to have you with us at any time. 
Our first witness today is William B. Comanor, Director of the Bureau 
of Economics of the Federal Trade Commission. 

Mr. Comanor, do you have a prepared statement ? 
Mr. COMANOR. I have a prepared statement with attachments. 
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Senator METZENBAUM. Are you in a position to include your entire 
statement in the record? You can either read the entire statement or, 
if it is rather lengthy, you can orally deliver your remarks and we will 
put the entire statement in the record. 

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM S. COMANOR, DIRECTOR, BUREAU OP 
ECONOMICS OF THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 

Mr. COMANOK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Actually, my statement 
is only seven or eight pages and the rest of it is attachments; perhaps, 
I might just summarize my statement. 

With me is Keith Anderson, Bureau of Economics, FTC. 
Let me say that I am delighted to return to the subcommittee to 

talk about this issue. This has been a reoccurring task for me. I testi
fied on very similar matters both in 1972 and in 1976; I believe 1972 
was before this same subcommittee. Copies of the earlier statements 
are attached for your information. 

My interest in this topic is long standing now. Over 10 years ago I 
wrote an article on territorial and vertical restrictions which was pub
lished in the Harvard Law Review. That article is also attached to 
my statement. I will spare you complete repetition of these statements 
and the article. 

The fact that this issue reappeared with some regularity, suggests 
that to some persons this matter is rather important. This fact tells us 
little about appropriate public policies. What it may mean is the in
creased profits associated with these restrictions may mean increased 
efficiency, but at the same time, there may be an increase of monopoly 
power. The issue which I talk with you about today is the prospective 
effects of the vertical restraints in this industry on both efficiency and 
monopol}' power. 

There is no doubt that increased monopoly power may indeed result 
from direct restraints on competition from alternative suppliers. In-
trabrand competition is certainly directly suppressed. In addition, the 
protected positions reserved for distributors may encourage the pro
vision of dealer services which enhances product differentiation, and 
I believe, will have a direct effect on competition at the manufacturers' 
stage. There are certainly circumstances, however, where the imposi
tion of vertical restraints may have few incompetitive effects. For 
example, if the structure of the market at the manufacturing stage 
were highly competitive, then one could not say that these restraints 
would restrict competition. 

I think a crucial issue in this matter is the degree of competition 
which exists at the manufacturer stage, between Coke and Pepsi, and 
that issue I will return to later on in my statement. 

On June 4 of this year, this committee heard testimony of various 
supporters of this legislation and included in that testimony was that 
of three economists. Perhaps it would be useful for me to examine their 
positions and point out the differences which exist between them and 
the position that I take. 

I have argued that the imposition of vertical restraints leads to 
higher costs to consumers. I t is interesting that Professor Goldberg 
who testified on behalf of the National Softdrink Association admitted, 
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and I quote "the initial effect of 'walls down' competition would be 
price competition and lower prices for the large chain accounts." 

Senator METZENBAUM. Would you repeat that, please. 
Mr. COMANOR. Professor Goldberg said "the initial effect of 'walls 

down' competition would be price competition and lower prices for the 
large chain accounts." 

Senator B A T H . Mr. Chairman, would the witness then go on and read 
the rest of Professor Goldberg's assessment and what would happen. 
You said initial. 

Mr. COMANOR. Oh, that's right, that's in my next paragraph. 
Senator B A T H . I am only bringing this up because you have done a 

great job in your statement of taking bits and pieces of the testimony 
of others without presenting a fair assessment of the point they are 
trying to make. 

Mr. COMANOR. Well, I do, indeed, come to their conclusions, but I 
want to try to point out why I come to different conclusions. 

Senator B A T H . I don't want to get argumentative, obviously you 
come to a different conclusion but I do want to suggest that they come 
to different conclusions than one might gather from your testimony 
and I don't think it's fair. 

Mr. COMANOR. YOU are right, Senator, but of course. 
Senator B A T H . Excuse me for interrupting, but this business of tak

ing part of the sentence, I mean, we all have that done to us on occasion, 
I am used to it, but I hate to see some academic treated in the same way 
as we are. 

Mr. COMANOR. Mr. Goldberg, indeed, said that this initial effect 
would be countered. If you examine the statement, and I would be 
perfectly happy to read the entire statement, his argument says that 
prices would rise from sale of the smaller outlets even though they fell 
on sales to the larger chains. I think that is the essence of this position. 

Yet, it seems to me that this argument that prices would rise on sales 
to smaller outlets requires an assumption which is implicit, but not 
explicit in his statement, that distribution costs for these smaller out
lets would rise. Personally, I cannot see any reason why this should be 
so. The costs of distribution for the smaller stores may just as likely be 
unchanged because the same activities would enter in. 

More important is that the elimination of territorial restraints per
mits new channels of distribution to develop if they are more efficient, 
with accompanying benefits to consumers. The imposition of these re
strains impedes the development of new methods of distribution and 
serves inevitably to raise prices overall. 

Let me say that, while these restraints may have made sense in the 
past with an old technology, we have a growing changing economy and 
the problem with restraints of this sort is that they lock us into existing 
kinds of distribution where new kinds may, indeed, be more efficient 
and more effective. 

Further testimony was provided by Professor Williamson of the 
University of Pennsylvania, who refers directly to my earlier article 
where I suggested that any additional services provided free or below 
cost to consumers through the imposition of vertical restraints would 
be supplied separately if there was sufficient consumer demand for 
them. 
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Professor Williamson objects. He argues that "whether valued serv
ices can be delivered in the way contemplated by Dr. Comanor * * * 
depends on the costliness of writing and negotiating comprehensive 
contracts." I think Professor Williamson's essential position is that 
these services, these ancillary services, distribution and advertising, 
may be reduced in supply because of the difficulty of contracting to 
provide them separately. 

These services—and I think you have to look at the precise services 
he is referring to—these services include frequent delivery. But more 
important is substantial advertising and promotional efforts which 
characterize the marketing in this industry. I agree with him that these 
services are valued by consumers, but even so, consumers do not value 
them regardless of price. That 's the important issue. The issue at hand 
is whether the optimal quantity of these services would not be provided 
if they were supplied separately. 

I think a more important passage in Professor Williamson's testi
mony, a passage I would like to call your attention to, is the following 
statement: 

The presumption that territorial restraints have the purpose of promoting more 
cost-effective marketing is subject to challenge in industries in which interbrand 
competition is weak. Where this pertains, the possibility must be faced that ver
tical restraints have the purpose of promoting more effective ologopolistic pricing. 

He emphasizes this. This is the testimony given earlier—that the 
presumption these restraints promote efficiency must be called into 
question where "intrabrand competition is ineffective." Let me say 
that I agree and concur with Professor Williamson's statement. I 
think, as Senator Bayh said earlier, that much depends on scope of 
competition in the soft drink industry. 

Let me turn to that issue now. I t seems to be of primary concern in 
both Senator Bayh's statement and in Professor Williamson's 
statement. 

I have three tables which I would like to call to your attention. Al
though there are more than 50 firms that manufactured soft drink con
centrates in 1977, the 5 major firms had, as you can see from table 1, a 
combined market share of 77 percent. This picture is not a picture of a 
highly competitive industry, but rather, an industry which is char
acterized by substantial ologopoly where control is in the hands of a 
small number of firms. 

Let's look at these issues in terms of concentration ratios the share 
of total output of the largest four or eight firms. This is the traditional 
measure of market power. Indeed, this committee publishes such 
statistics on a nationwide basis for a large selection of industries. 

Relevant concentration ratios at the manufacturers stage are given 
in table 2. I think that most economists that look at tJie statistics in 
tables 1 and 2 would agree that there is a substantial amount of mo
nopoly power. I am struck bv the fact that the third economist who 
testified on behalf of the National Soft Drink Association, Professor 
Preston, indeed, wrote a book which concentrated on the importance 
of concentration as a source of monopoly power. No doubt, if he were 
here today, I could ask him whether these concentration measures 
indicate competition and monopoly. I think he would asrree with me. 

Perhaps, an even more important index is the level of profitability, 
earned not in a single year, but over a long period of time. I wouid 
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like to call your attention to the statistics given in table 3. The average 
rate of return for these five firms was 21.6 percent, after taxes, in 1977 
which should be compared to the average rate of all manufacturing 
firms of this country in the same year, which was 14.2 percent. So, 
these dominant firms earned substantially higher rates of return than 
was earned by other firms. 

Still, the picture persists if we look at the longer 15-year period. The 
average rate of return, after taxes, on stockholders equity exceeded 
21 percent, which is compared to an average return for all manufactur
ing of 12 percent—not quite double, but substantially greater than the 
average manufacturer. 

What we observe, therefore, is an industry where high levels of 
market concentration coexist with rates of return that substantially 
exceed the average for all manufacturing. There appears to be con
siderable monopoly power in this industry. These data hardly suggest 
that this industry corresponds to the textbook version of perfect 
competition. 

Even though Coke competes with Pepsi, these firms are both domi
nant firms and we all know that there are industries in which smaller 
firms coexist and compete with each other but for which the degree of 
monopoly power in the industry is still considerable. 

We cannot rely on intrabrand competition as a solution for all com
petitive problems in this kind of industry. In such circumstances, 
using the test suggested by Professor Williamson, .vertical restraints 
may, indeed, be used to achieve anticompetitive results. 

Let me make one final point. For the most part, these restraints re
sult from perpetual contracts entered into some years ago between the 
syrup manufacturers and their bottlers. Whatever the benefits which 
we may have accrued originally from these restraints, it seems ap
parent that the major beneficiaries currently are the bottling com
panies. Competition faced by these companies is limited as a direct 
result of these restraints. 

Special exemptions to the antitrust laws of the sort contained in this 
proposed legislation limit our efforts to achieve a more competitive 
economy. As such, I oppose its enactment. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Thank you, Dr. Comanor. 
S. 598 generally makes territorial restrictions lawful in the soft 

drink industry, provided the soft drink is in substantial and effective 
competition with other products of the same general class. Do you be
lieve this proviso is strong enough to protect the consumers from 
monopoly pricing in the soft drink industry ? 

Mr. COMANOR. The crucial issue is the structure of the market at 
the manufacturing stage. With the tables that I had indicate that 
competition in this industry is not vigorous; otherwise, we would not 
expect to see substantia] rates of return over a long period of time of 
this magnitude and I think once you carry out uhis test today, in my 
jud<rment, we can't rely on competition at tfhe manufacturer stage to 
deal with this issue. I think these tests should be carried out today 
and I don't know that we need to rely on some point in the future. 

Senator METZENBATXM. Is there any language that could be included 
in this legislation in the event the committee saw fit to pass it that 
would provide that kind of protection that you think would be desir
able? 
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Mr. COMANOR. Let me say tihat I am not an attorney and, therefore, 
providing this language is not my job. I presume that one could devise 
language that would emphasize the fact that in markets characterized 
by a substantial degree of concentration, especially high level of con
centration, these restraints would not be permitted. I cannot give you 
specific language. 

Senator METZENBATJM. The subcommittee would be pleased to have 
you obtain from those who do provide legal counsel to the F T C 
whether you have any specific suggestions that would necessarily not 
make you favor the legislation, but might improve its quality. 

Mr. COMANOR. I would be delighted to discuss this with them. 
Senator METZENBATJM. Dr. Comanor. Do you believe there is a real 

danger that Coke and Pepsi will use their own bottling operations 
and their superior resources to drive the independent bottlers out of 
business if territorial restrictions are eliminated ? 

Mr. COMANOR. No; I do not. I n a real sense, these firms serve the 
industry—including Coke and Pepsi—that's how the bottling firms 
were created in the first place. I see no reason why the benefits of 
entering the bottling stage would be such that either Coke or Pepsi 
would move in that direction. 

Senator METZENBATJM. Has the soft drink bottling industry become 
more concentrated in recent years? I guess from your table, that it has. 
That is quite obvious. 

Mr. COMANOR. These tables refer to the manufacturer level. How
ever, it is true, that in any territory each of the soft drink firms has 
just one bottler. For example, in Santa Barbara, Calif., there would 
be one Coke bottler and one Pepsi bottler. Then the market, at the 
local stage, would typically mirror the situation at the national stage, 
though there may be difference across different locations. These fig
ures, however, refer to concentration levels at the manufacturer level, 
not at the bottler level. 

Senator METZENBATXM. In simple direct terms, what would be the 
likely consequences for consumers if territorial restrictions remain in 
effect? 

Mr. COMANOR. I think territorial restrictions lead to higher prices 
for consumers. They prevent the development of new methods of dis
tribution which may result in having one bottler shipping into a larger 
territory. These new methods may be more efficient, and if they are 
more efficient, one would expect these efficiency gains to be translated 
into the lower cost for consumers. I am afraid that these restraints 
keep us tied to a system of distribution which may have been effective 
and efficient some years ago but not necessarily today. 

Senator METZENBATJM. The argument is made that the small bottler 
will be driven out of business because the large bottler will ship into 
the territory. In view of the very substantial transportation costs for 
the bottling industry, whether they are returnables or nonreturnables, 
do you think that this is a logical argument since the cost of produc
tion, as I see it, does not vary that much between the larger bottler and 
an efficiently operated smaller bottler ? 

Mr. COMANOR. If a large bottler and a small bottler are equally 
efficient as you suggested, then there is certainly no damage from the 
large bottler; indeed, there is a disadvantage because of the transporta
tion costs which he must bear. So, in fact, if efficiency considerations 
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are as you suggested, I can see no prospect that smaller bottlers would 
be forced out. I t depends on relative efficiency levels. There may, of 
course, be some small bottlers who are less efficient and these firms may 
be driven out but that would be a benefit to consumers. That of course 
is the basic underlying purpose of this. 

Senator METZENBATJM. Supporters of S. 598 also argue that ware
house delivery of Coke, Pepsi, and other soft drinks will mean the end 
of the returnable soft drink bottle. Can you respond to that argument ? 

Mr. COMANOR. I have heard that argument but I don't truly under
stand why returnables should be eliminated if there is warehouse 
delivery. As I understand it, there is no logic behind it. 

Senator METZENBATJM. I won't attempt to make the argument. 
You correctly pointed out that consumers do not value services such 

as frequent delivery, advertising, and promotional efforts regardless 
of price. Price is a very major consideration for the consumer. Are 
you suggesting that consumers may be paying for services and adver
tising that they would gladly do without if the cost were deducted 
from the cost of their soft drinks? 

Mr. COMANOR. Yes; I think that is precisely the point that I wanted 
to make. I t may be true that these restraints are needed to increase the 
volume of some services such as advertising promotion. I certainly ac
cept the validity of the point. But at the same time, the issue is not 
what is best for the manufacturer or what is best for consumers. There 
is no reason to believe that the volume of these services which con
sumers are paying for implicitly through the higher price of re
straints is the volume that they would buy if they were sold sepa
rately. My argument would be that while consumers may value the 
services, they should be asked to evaluate them independently. 

Senator METZENBATJM. YOU point out that the sirup companies have 
had an average after-tax return in excess of 21 percent over the past 
15 years. That is 75 percent higher than the average for all manufac
turing companies. How do you believe this rate of return would have 
been affected if the sirup companies had eliminated these territorial 
restrictions? 

Mr. COMANOR. I think this rate of return would have declined some
what, although we don't have any good statistical evidence to tell you 
how much. I think the sirup manufacturers benefit from these re
straints but I know no way of telling the quantitative value. 

Senator METZENBATJM. You stated in your testimony that the major 
beneficiaries of these territorial restrictions are the bottling companies. 
How did you reach that conclusion ? 

Mr. COMANOR. Because these restraints limit competition among bot
tlers. A bottler in one area does not have to compete with another 
bottler of the same soft drink. Where these restraints break down, and 
there are cases in which the restraints break down, we see directly that 
the outside bottler will be selling at the lower price and the local 
bottler will be forced to meet this lower price and competition will 
take place. There is no doubt that the main beneficiaries of these re
straints are bottlers who are protected from this intrabrand 
competition. 

Senator METZENBTJM. Much has been made of the fact that some of 
the restrictions were created 75 years ago. Is it possible that restric-
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tions which originally enhanced competition could, at this point in 
time, retard competition ? 

Mr. COMANOR. Yes, indeed. In a competitive market, restraints may 
be procompetitive, proefficiency and that may have been the picture 
of the soft drink industry 75 years ago. To be quite honest, I have 
not done a study of the nature of the industry that long ago. However, 
today, the industry is characterized by ologopoly and high returns. 
There is no reason why this industry requires these restraints. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Senator Thurmond. 
Senator THURMOND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am glad to have 

you with us, Mr. Comanor. 
I was just wondering why it is that your position, that is, the posi

tion of the FTC, in proposed legislation, such as S. 600—you are 
familiar with this 

Mr. COMANOR. Yes. 
Senator THURMOND [continuing]. Is that "bigness is bad," while this 

bill, S. 598, your position appears to be just the opposite. 
Mr. COMANOR. Let me say that my position on this bill is a long

standing one. I have been with the Commission for only 1 year now. 
However, I have been involved in the argument over this topic over 
10 years, so that the position I am taking today is the position that I 
took, as professor of economics at the University of California, well 
before I came to the Federal Trade Commission. I t is my position, as 
much as it is the Commission's position. The Commission has certainly 
taken the position you described on S. 600. That bill deals with very 
large firms, dominant firms—it has to do with mergers where increases 
in size are associated with very special types of firms. I think that, 
logically, one could separate a position on that type of legislation from 
a position here, where our policy is predominantly one promoting 
competition. This may mean some exceptions from the merger policies 
suggested by S. 600.1 think this is essentially different. 

Senator THURMOND. S. 600 is more or less to keep companies from 
becoming bigger, isn't it? 

Mr. COMANOR. That 's right. 
Senator THURMOND. NOW, S. 598 is the opposite, isn't it? 
Mr. COMANOR. I don't think so. I think the object here is not to 

help big firms or small firms. I t really is to promote competition which 
benefits consumers. The consumer interests are served best, in my 
judgment, by—better competition and if the large firms and smail 
firms are equally efficient, then it will not be that large firms will gain 
at the expense of small firms or small firms will gain at the expense 
of large firms. The object is to benefit consumers through more effec
tive competition. 

Senator THURMOND. I notice that you state that "special exemptions 
in the antitrust laws of those contained in this proposed legislation 
limit our efforts to achieve a more competitive economy." I believe 
you made that statement. But in reality, would it not be more accu
rate to say that without this proposed legislation the very large com
panies would be allowed special exemption by having no territorial 
provisions? 

Mr. COMANOR. I don t believe that would be the case, sir, because cer
tainly you have some bottlers, some large bottlers which would exist 
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in this industry and you wouldn't expect to see these large bottlers not 
face competition from small bottlers or other larger bottlers, especially 
if new forms of distribution arise, new means of transportation—you 
would not be locked into a preexisting system of distibution. I would 
not see the condition as large versus small firms. In every instance 
that I know, where these restraints have broken down, consumers have 
benefited from the lower prices typically through large chain retail
ers, but these lower prices have been passed on to these consumers. 
I think that should be our main course. 

Senator THURMOND. I don't think you answered the question I pro
pounded, or are you aviding it? 

Mr. COMANOR. Perhaps you could repeat it, and if I didn't answer 
it, I will t ry again. 

Senator THURMOND. Well, you stated, and I think you agreed you 
stated, that special exemptions to the antitrust laws of the sort con
tained in this proposed legislation limit our efforts to achieve a more 
competitive economy. But in reality, would it not be more accurate 
to say that without this proposed legislation the very large companies 
would be allowed special exemption by having no territorial 
provisions? 

Mr. COMANOR. I don t understand that. Why would the large bottlers 
be granted a special exemption? Do you mean the large manufac
turers who enter into the bottling business ? 

Senator THURMOND. Well, you don't allot territory anywhere and 
if a big bottler came in and competed with a little bottler and cut 
prices, you would put the little bottler out of business, wouldn't you. 

Mr. COMANOR. That would only be possible if this big bottler were 
more efficient than the little bottler. As Senator Metzenbaum indicated, 
there is no indication that this is the case. 

Senator THURMOND. Now, in answer to a question from the chair
man, I believe that you indicated that large bottlers would not invade 
the territory of a small bottler. 

Mr/ COM/NOR. No, I didn't say that, sir. 
Senator THURMOND. Well, in our hearings in the early 1970's Sena

tors from a number of States testified that large bottlers from large 
cities would invade the territory of a small bottler which resulted in 
the congressional bills in 1972 and since then. 

Mr. COMANOR. Yes, sir, it certainly may be the case that some large 
bottlers may be more efficient than some small bottlers and that one 
would expect and, indeed, hope and desire that these more efficient 
firms either large or small would expand themselves, lower prices, and 
have a beneficial effect on the consumers. I t may very well be that less 
efficient firms will leave the business, that would be true of less efficient 
small firms or less efficient large firms. The gain from competition, the 
reward of efficient firms, large or small, would be at the expense of 
these firms. 

Senator THURMOND. You know, it's a little difficult to believe that 
there is not a problem here, yet over 70 Senators introduced the bill to 
correct something. Over 70 Senators—how do you reconcile that ? You 
only have 100 Senators in the Senate and that is over two-thirds of 
them and if they introduce a bill they feel is needed to correct the 
problem, then there must be some merit in that feeling, along that line, 
don't you think ? 
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Mr. COMANOR. Let me say, sir, that I don't understand the workings 
of the U.S. Senate and I can say very little as to why that is. You have 
moved beyond my area of knowledge. 

Senator THURMOND. Now you see, you have got people on here, not 
just one group like liberals or conservatives, or northerners or southern
ers, you have Senator Bayh here from Indiana—nobody could accuse 
him of being a conservative, I don't think. [Laughter.] 

Senator METZENBATJM. A very reactionary fellow. 
Senator THURMOND. And you have Senator Helms from North 

Carolina—I don't think anybody could accuse him of being a liberal. 
[Laughter.] 

And you have Senator Eagleton from Missouri, in the middle of the 
country; you have Senator Chiles from Florida and then you have 
people from North Dakota, South Dakota and Georgia and Montana, 
Kansas; you have them from all over, and Senator Mathias from 
Maryland, I believe is a cosponsor here, too. 

Now, these people wouldn't join on this bill, so many of them, unless 
they thought there was a problem. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Is it possible, Mr. Comanor, that the consum
er's lobby isn't quite as effective as the soft drink lobby ? Do you think 
that is possible? 

Mr. COMANOR. I defer my judgment. 
Senator METZENBAUM. I want to point out to my friend from South 

Carolina that he should not overlook the House; they have 310 co-
sponsors over there according to last count. 

Senator THURMOND. I am not surprised, that is about the ratio over 
here—about three-fourths of them. That shows the sentiment of the 
people back home because I think that if they listen to any lobby that 
isn't in line with the thinking of that constituent, I think they will get 
in trouble. 

Well, I just wanted to call that to your attention because what you 
are saying in your position is completely out of line with the thinking 
of about three-fourths of the Senate. Now, you might be right some
times, in minority in that case. You could be right, but I do not think so. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Comanor, don't feel too bad; I think the 
Gulf of Tonkin resolution passed unanimously and I am not sure that 
was right in that respect. 

Senator Bayh ? 
Senator BAYH. I don't want to get semantical here, but I would like 

a clarification. In your statement, you continue to refer to bottlers. 
Now, could you tell us, on table 3 where we talk about the rates of 
return of the leading soft drink concentrate manufacturers, is it con
centrate manufacturers, or is it the return of bottlers which you refer 
to in your oral testimony ? 

Mr. COMANOR. The rate of return refers to concentrate manufacturer, 
as does table 1. I see no reason why these would—I should have used 
the word "concentrate manufacturer" in table 1 and throughout the 
statement, when I was talking about competition at the manufacturers 
stage, I was referring to the soft drink concentrate manufacturers. 

Senator BAYH. Here again, I think you need to clarify, if we are 
talking about the rate of return of major corporations headquartered 
in Atlanta and the rate of return of the bottler who is in Crawfords-
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ville or Terre Haute or Portland. Do you have any studies on the 
profitability of actual bottling plants ? 

Mr. COMANOR. No, sir, not of profitability of firms at the bottling 
stage of production. These numbers were preliminary, simply because 
of the test suggested by Professor Williamson, who testified earlier. 
Professor Williamson indicated that the appropriate test is the degree 
of competition at the manufacturers' stage. And, therefore, what I 
did was to gather evidence of the degree of competition at the soft 
drink concentrate or sirup manufacturing stage. His argument asks 
whether interbrand competition is effective. To look at that issue, one 
would look at competition among the soft drink concentrate manu
facturers. One could look at bottlers, I suspect, but I do not know what 
they are. This rate might apply to some bottlers. There might be others 
with a larger return, some bottlers with a smaller return. 

Senator B A T H . Did the F T C when they made this decision, did they 
have a chance to study the profitability of the bottling part of the soft 
drink industry ? 

Mr. COMANOR. I really didn't get into that. That position was taken 
down to our commission—I have not looked through the entire record. 
To answer that question I could in writing if you want, sir. 

Senator BAYH. You wrote a law journal article 10 years ago at 
Harvard, did it contain any data in it about the profitability or effi
ciency of the people who actually bottle the soft drinks. 

Mr. COMANOR. That article does not refer to soft drinks, indi
vidually. I t refers to basic principles about vertical restraints through
out the economy. I t is not a statistical piece. I would suspect that there 
would be some evidence in the record of the F T C case, but I do not 
know and can only answer that question, I 

Senator BAYH. Mr. Comanor, you are the Director of the Bureau 
of Economics, you are one of the foremost scholars and writers in 
this period in this area and you are here in opposition to a bill 
that is designed to maintain a kind of contractual relationship in geo
graphical areas between major companies and bottlers and you can't 
tell us that there has positively been any study of the economic health 
of the bottler. Does that not strike you as strange? 

Mr. COMANOR. Let me try to answer that question in the following 
way. I t may very well be that small bottlers are efficient 

Senator BAYH. We are not talking about small bottlers, do you have 
any information about large bottlers ? 

Mr. COMANOR. Maybe large bottlers, some large bottlers are efficient. 
These firms, I would expect to see, earn very low profits. However, 
the fact that thev earn low profits perhaps even throughout the in
dustry would indicate nothing to my viewpoint as to whether or not 
these restraints promote monopoly power. I t would seem to me 
that the appropriate test was the test suggested bv Professor William
son who testified on behalf of the National Soft Drink Manufacturers. 
Therefore, I do not think that you could understand the economic 
implications of these restraints bv simply looking at the health, the 
profitability of some bottlers and others. I think the right test is the 
test that he suggested which is the one I focused on. 

Senator BAYH. I don't see how vou can sit in Washington or some
place else and examine theories of basic underlying concepts and not 
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understand how these concepts impact on the people that are in the 
industry. 

The only way you can tell whether there is going to be more or 
less competition, whether the large firms are going to go and buy up 
the small firms, whether firms are going to go bankrupt and this 
kind of thing is to know what the health of the local bottler or the 
bottling industry itself is. 

Mr. COMANOR. Suppose you found that some large bottlers had 
moved into smaller territories and that they would buy out the 
smaller bottlers, the question is what would that tell you? Suppose 
you found it, what would it mean? I t might very well mean that new 
modes of distribution had arisen in which it became more efficient 
through the territory being larger than previously. That is precisely 
what an efficient economy would show. 

Senator B A T H . And you don't feel there has been any efficiencies in 
the bottling business? What happened? Why do we go from 7,600 to 
1,900 in a relatively short period of time ? 

Mr. COMANOR. I think that is an indication that the appropriate 
scale of production is growing larger. The trouble with the restraints 
is that it locks us in to an old pattern of distribution; it impedes 
bottlers that may be more efficient from expanding their territories at 
the admitted expense of others but in the interests of promoting the 
welfare of consumers. We have moved some in this direction but these 
restraints limit the extent of this movement. 

Senator B A T H . We have seen the competition or whatever it is, 
apparently there is not much competition out there by your definition, 
but something has caused three-fourths of the bottlers to leave the 
industry. I t would seem to me that there must be forces out there, 
efficiency and this kind of thing that have resulted in the kind of inte
gration that you want to see. You mentioned that the bottling industry 
is not a textbook version of competition. Could you tell me an industry 
that is ? 

Mr. COMANOR. You certainly find that the more competitive activity 
in the sale of most agricultural products which comes close to the 
textbook version of competition in this. 

Senator BATH. HOW many major grain firms are there today ? 
Mr. COMANOR. I am not prepared to answer that. 
Senator BATH. Probably five or six. They operate on a multi

national level and it is the darndest cartoon we have got going. Let's 
not get started with this—the Federal Trade Commission ought to 
look at grain handling and the way those major grain firms jack up 
the market, rip off the farmer and then make a fat profit. 

Now, Mr. Chairman, that is probably not relevant to our record 
but [Laughter. ] 

I wish that Director of the Bureau of Economics of the Federal 
Trade Commission would know a little more about how the grain 
industry as a whole really operates. 

Mr. COMANOR. Sorry, I thought it was on the producer level, not the 
intermediate stages, but perhaps we should look into it. The point is 
that there are industries which are more or less competitive. 

Senator BATH. You are not suggesting that we are going to compare 
a million farmers as a textbook version of industry with any other 
American industry. 
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/ " . . . 
Mr. COMANOR. Let me go further—certainly it is true that if the 

average rate of return for all manufacturers were 12 or 14 percent we 
know that there are many, not most, whose profitability lies in that 
range and it is striking that this industry is one of the handful in 
which the profitability is substantially higher than the average of all 
manufacturers. 

Senator B A T H . Sirup manufacturers ? 
Mr. COMANOR. That ls.what I am talking about. 
Senator B A T H . That is what you are talking about? 
Mr. COMANOR. That is correct, sir. 
Senator B A T H . The thing that concerns me about this, Mr. Chair

man, is that the concentration of study has been on the concentrate 
manufacturers with no efforts to try to determine what this legislation 
or what the change of policy brought by the Federal Trade Commis
sion decision is going to do to the way this concentrate is distributed. 

Senator METZENBATJM. Perhaps there would be some value in this 
subcommittee setting up other hearings to allow the bottlers to tell us 
what their degree of profitability is. I am certain that they, in their 
organized effort, have had some figures and facts on that. The Chair 
would certainly be interested in learning that kind of information. 

Senator BAYH. Mr. Chairman, with all respect, we have already had 
that testimony in the first day's hearings, but, apparently, the people 
down at F T C haven't heard it. 

Mr. Comanor, I am sure you are very sincere and you feel very 
strongly about this but I don't know how you can look just at theory 
without seeing how that theory is going to be implemented. 

You know we had the administrative law judge who found substan
tial interbrand competition. The FTC overruled that. You have Pro
fessor Williamson who is stressing interbrand competition and that is 
my concern about this. 

Mr. COMANOR. If one was concerned with examining interbrand 
competition, one would look at competition among the major pro
ducers, sirup manufacturers, and that is precisely what I have done. 
If it is true that there is one bottler in any given territory for each of 
the sirup manufacturers, then one would expect approximately that 
the relevant market shares would be the same within each location, as 
they are for the country as a whole. There are some differences, and 
this would represent the average of concentration levels in a given 
territory. 

Senator B A T H . What is going to happen—let me get that straight— 
to a small bottler or a medium sized bottler when they get into intra-
brand competition, which you have emphasized you believe would lead 
to greater efficiency and benefit the consumer, as far as the chainstores 
are concerned when you have a large bottler making large quantities 
of their product available to warehouses. What is going to happen to 
the smaller and medium sized bottlers in this country then? 

Mr. COMANOR. If these firms are equally efficient as the larger bot
tlers, they should be able to compete for warehouse sales with the 
larger bottlers and we expect to see prices decline from the higher 
prices which are currently set. If, however, these firms are less efficient 
than the larger manufacturers, then they would be at a disadvantage. 
In any respect, it is the more efficient firms which remain in the busi
ness and the consumers will benefit if the smaller bottlers are more 
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efficient. If they are equally efficient they will be able to match the 
lower prices set by the outside larger bottlers and consumers will bene
fit. The effect is the price levels which the chains will pay for soft 
drinks which we would then expect to see and have seen in some cases, 
the lower prices will mean lower prices to the consumers. 

Senator B A T H . What about the sales that don't go into the 
warehouse ? 

Mr. COMANOR. That is an issue that I did address in my testimony— 
it seems to me that these sales would continue at current prices. There 
is no reason to believe that the smaller bottlers who sell directly to the 
smaller outlets 

Senator B A T H . YOU have profitability in syrup companies. 
Mr. COMANOR. That's right, sir. 
Senator B A T H . Syrup companies basically make the same profits on 

the syrup whether it is sold by a large bottler from Dayton, Ohio 
coming into Portland, Ind. as they would by the Portland bottler. 

Mr. COMANOR. Yes, sir. 
Senator B A T H . If you have a bottler in Dayton, I am making this a 

specific example because there is some of that now under the franchise 
situation where a Dayton bottler does cover part of Indiana, but take 
Chicago, maybe Indianapolis, where they can ship long distances in 
truckload volume and will do that without territories because they 
make a profit. Why should they continue to service small volume 
accounts. In essence, would not those outlets cease to be served ? 

Mr. COMANOR. That's not true sir, because the smaller bottlers may 
stay in business simply to service them. 

Senator B A T H . That's where your logic breaks down. Talk to some 
bottlers. Most of the volume of the small bottlers goes into the chain 
store too and the only way a bottler can afford to service the marginally 
profitable accounts is because he is sustained by the profit of the vol
ume of chain stores. 

Mr. COMANOR. Note the implication that you just said. You said 
that sales to chain stores subsidize sales to smaller outlets. The smaller 
bottler makes profits on one area and uses these profits to subsidize sales 
to smaller stores. That is an inefficiency because that means that the 

rice charged to consumers does not reflect the true cost of distribution, 
f the costs of distributing the soft drink is lower to chains than to 

smaller stores that should be reflected in the prices the consumer pays 
for the convenience of going to the smaller store, they can buy that 
convenience. 

Now think what would happen if the subsidization did not exist. 
The price that the smaller bottler would have to charge to these stores, 
to the smaller stores, would rise because they couldn't subsidize and 
these higher prices would be passed on to consumers. Consumers would 
then have the choice of buying soft drinks at the larger chains at the 
lower price, or, perhaps, nearer to their homes at a higher price. But 
that difference in distribution costs surely should, in fact, be related 
to relative prices. The problem with the current system is that you have 
this form of internal subsidization which creates an inefficient vehicle 
of distribution. You don't distribute enough to chains. I guess that is 
the implication of this form of subsidization. 

Senator BATH. Well, I must say I have never written a treatise and 
sure don't know nearly as much about the basic underlying philoso-

f 
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phies that you do and I salute you for the knowledge you have. I have 
talked to small bottlers and seen the way they operate; I have talked 
to retailers and they are mutually concerned that instead of the way 
you characterize it, that the service will just be terminated or become 
so expensive that it will, in effect, be terminated. Now you are talking 
and your whole premise is based on consumer interest and I salute you 
for that. Why are there exemptions under the F T C decision for return
able bottles? 

Mr. COMANOR. Let me try to answer that in the following way. 
Senator BAYH. Was it related to the concern for the consumer of the 

soft drink ? 
Mr. COMANOR. I am not certain. I think the answer to that is—that 

exemption for returnables. 
Senator BAYH. Have you read what the F T C says the reason was ? 
Mr. COMANOR. Yes, sir. 
Senator BAYH. What does the FTC say ? 
Mr. COMANOR. The FTC says that, and I have it right here, that 

bottle recapture would be unpredictable and economically burdensome. 
I t would be more costly to return bottles. 

The important thing to note there is that soft drinks in returnables 
compete with soft drinks in nonreturnables. Therefore, it would be 
difficult, indeed, for these restraints, these limitations that restrain 
competition in one segment of the market, to give rise to monopoly 
power since the consumer would readily switch from returnables to 
nonreturnables if prices of returnables were higher. Therefore, one 
can say that this exception does riot burden consumers because of the 
ease of switching, the readiness of switching between returnables and 
nonreturnables. 

Can I get back to a statement which you made earlier? You said 
that many small bottlers need chain accounts in order to serve the 
smaller outlets. And, that if the large chains in an area shift suppliers 
the cost of servicing these small stores would go up and, perhaps, be 
prohibitive. That may, indeed, be true. But suppose it were true, that 
would mean that consumers would buv the soft drinks to a greater 
extent than currently from the large chains. But if the large chains 
can sell these soft drinks and distribute them more economically and 
sell them at a lower price, isn't that really in the interests of the con
sumers ? Even if what the bottlers say is true ? 

Senator BAYH. That depends on whether you want to get in your 
car and drive to the supermarket or whether you want to walk to the 
corner grocery store; it depends on whether you want to take your 
own Dr. Pepper with vou or whether vou want to have the conveni
ence of using the machine. That is what it all depends on. 

Mr. COMA.NOR. The cost differential is reflected in price. If con
sumers really want to buy the convenience that you suggest, and I 
think they do, then they will pay the higher prices to the corner stores 
and thev will buy this convenience. But we should not subsidize this 
convenience which has been what we do now, through this internal 
subsidization. At least I believe. 

Senator BAYH. We have made concessions where we feel that service 
to the consumer is affected as well as price. I must say that I am very 
concerned about what the impact on consumers is going to be. We 
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have seen efficiencies in the bottling industry. We have seen the num
bers of plants cut by three-fourths. I assume there will be additional 
mergers and buy outs, and this trend will at least continue partially. 
But I want to talk about competition—competition is what you are 
really looking for which, frankly, I think, we both regard with equal 
importance, Mr. Chairman I have already gone on longer than I in
tended to, but I think we have ignored the decision that the housewife 
makes when she determines what she is going to take home. I mean to 
say that she does not only have a choice between these five syrup com
panies in the kind of beverage she is going to serve. Why one has a 
coke instead of a glass of milk or a cup of ice tea or a cup of coffee, I 
don't know. We did a survey in our State and there are over 300 differ
ent kinds of beverages out there that the housewife looks at when she 
makes that kind of decision. 

So we are really talking about limited competition through much 
more sophisticated economic theory and I must say as I look at what 
I think will happen here, and the reason I am supporting this legisla
tion, and here again I guess my judgment is what it is because I hav£> 
talked to the people that actually bottle soft drinks and I am not that 
familiar with the big boy that sells syrup. I am at odds with the 
sophisticated economic thinkers. When the smaller bottler goes out of 
business, you are going to have the syrup companies owning more and 
more of the bottling plants so that you will have vertical integration 
perhaps paralleling the oil industry and I think we are going to have 
less competition and competition is what serves the consumer. I think 
we are going to find the consumer in a less advantageous position 
rather than a more advantageous position. I know that you disagree 
with that judgment in the scholarly manner in which you have ap
proached the committee. 

Senator METZENBATJM. Dr. Comanor, at this point I am going to 
put into the record a letter I received from Mr. Thomas M. North, who 
describes himself as the "Pop Man," 4546 Dixie Highway, Drayton 
Plains, Mich., because it relates directly to your testimony. He writes, 
and I am excerpting it, not reading the entire letter: 

Four or five years ago I was first shown how powerful our American beverage 
industry is. At that time, I arranged to purchase all of my Coca-Cola from a bot
tler outside of my Coca-Cola franchise area. This bottler even sold me an old 
semi-tractor trailer and fork lift to facilitate shipment of this soda because I was 
responsible for the transportation of this product to my retail store. At this time, 
I was retailing for wholesale. After a short period of time, my local bottler 
found out where I was getting my Coca-Cola, and I found my prices were steadily 
being raised to where I could no longer afford to purchase my supply of Coca-
Cola from anyone but my local bottler. At this time I contemplated an antitrust 
suit of my own but found there was no way I could afford this action. The 
result of this was that my customers were forced to pay more for their Coca-
Cola. It goes on. 

At about this same time, because I had a truck, I decided to try to buy some 
of my other beverages from other suppliers. I was successful in finding a bottler 
of Squirt north of my area that decided to sell to me. Again, at a reduced price 
which made it worthwhile for me to afford transporting and still sell below the 
existing wholesale price in my area. Again my customers benefited. But only 
for a short period. As «oon as my local bottler found out about it, T was told 
flatly that I could no longer buy Squirt from any bottler other than the one 
that served my area. 

Today, if I call a bottler out of my area and ask for the price of an item, I am 
given many different excuses. I have been told such things as you can't bring 
your truck into our warehouse to flat refusals to sell to me. 
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He continues writing about his problem with Hires Kootbeer and 
then he says, and I think this is the key paragraph: 

The beverage industry is also telling us that they compete between the dif
ferent brands. I cannot follow this when' in my area, the wholesale price of all 
products are exactly the same and if one increases his price, all of the others 
will follow with the exact price increase within a couple of weeks. 

Then he concludes. The entire letter will be included in the record, 
but I think it certainly relates to the question of the impact upon the 
consumer and the whole question of interbrand competition. 

[The letter referred to by Senator Metzenbaum follows:] 

SEPTEMBEB 17, 1979. 
Senator HOWABD METZENBAUM, 
Chairman, Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly, 
Washington, D.C. 

DEAR SENATOR METZENBATJM : I am the owner of a small retail pop store with 
annual sales of less than $400,000.00. Ninety-nine percent of my sales are bever
age, and I am very interested in the "soft drink interbrand competition act" you 
are now studying. 

Four or five years ago I was first shown how powerful our American beverage 
Industry is. At that time I arranged to purchase all of my Coca-Cola from a bot
tler outside of my Coca-Cola franchise area. This bottler even sold me an old 
semi-tractor trailer and fork lift to facilitate shipment of this soda; because I 
was responsible for the transportation of this product to my retail store. At 
this time I was retailing Coca-Cola at a price less than my local bottler was sell
ing it for wholesale. After a short period of time my local bottler found out 
where I was getting my Coca-Cola, and I found my prices were steadily being 
raised to where I could no longer afford to purchase my supply of Coca-Cola from 
anyone but my local bottler. At this time I contemplated an anti-trust suit of 
my own but found there was no way I could afford this action. The result of 
this was that my customers were forced to pay more for their Coca-Cola. 

At about this same time, because I had a truck I decided to try to buy some 
of my other beverages from other suppliers. I was successful in finding a bot
tler of Squirt north of my area that decided to sell to me. Again at a reduced 
price which made it worthwhile for me to afford transporting and still sell 
below the existing wholesale price in my area. Again my costumers benefited, 
but only for a short period. As soon as my local bottler found out about it, I 
was told flatly that I could no longer buy Squirt from any bottler other than the 
one that served my area. 

Today, if I call a bottler out of my area and ask for the price on an item, I 
am given many different excuses. I have been told such things as "you can't 
bring your truck into our warehouse" to flat refusals to sell to me. 

This past summer my wholesaler of Hire's rootbeer decided to discontinue 
Hire's because he was also selling another rootbeer and sales of Hire's was slow. 
This meant that there was no wholesaler of Hire's in my area. Within a month 
after the discontinuance, a bottler outside of my area came to me and offered 
Hire's (delivered to my store) at a price $2.38 less than what I had been paying 
from my local wholesaler. 

The beverage Industry is now telling us that this could not be the case with 
the reflllable returnable bottle, but I want to point out that in all of the above 
cases I was buying just that bottle.' 

The beverage industry is also telling us that they compete between the dif
ferent brands, I cannot follow this when in my area the wholesale price of all 
products are exactly the same, and if one increases his price, all of the others 
will follow with the exact price increase within a couple weeks. 

If you can support this act, then I think it is only proper for you to pass a 
law which makes all consumers within a 10 mile radius of my retail store pur
chase all of their beverage needs from me. 

The beverage industry wrote this act to over-ride many years of federal trade 
commission labor, and my experiences should demonstrate to you that there is 
not enough competition in this Industry and Sr-598 should be defeated. 

Sincerely, 
THOMAS M. NORTH, 

The Pop Man, 
4546 Dixie Highway, Drayton Plains, Mich. 
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Senator BAYH. Mr. Chairman, with respect to that letter, I would 
hope that we would also note that in the pop that this gentleman was 
buying, the soft drinks that the gentleman was buying from one 
market, he was picking up in his own truck and bringing it back to 
his store and whereas in the other market they were providing on-the-
spot service, which is normally higher. 

Second, I think if anyone looks at the price index in Port Huron 
and in Detroit, you will find that everything, not just pop, is selling 
higher in Detroit than in Port Huron because it is a higher priced 
market. So I don't want to make a Supreme Court case out of this but 
I think if we are going to pick one example, then we need to examine 
it carefully. 

Senator METZENBAUM. I don't think the difference in the areas is 
that great—Mr. North also talks about the distributor in his area 
discontinuing selling Hires and outsiders coming in and offering him 
Hires at $2.30 a case less, delivered to his store, so it wasn't a question 
of his picking it up. 

Dr. Comanor, do you have any comment that you care to make on 
that? 

Mr. COMANOR. I think that is the type of prohibiting of preventing 
of retailers and wholesalers of this type that is indicative of the fact 
that these restraints lock us into old manners of competition, old 
manners of distribution and that this is a new approach and in my 
judgment, this is indicative of the fact that these restraints, indeed, 
are innovative of distribution. 

I t is true that in any innovative effort, someone gets hurt. This is 
the nature of a dynamic, competitive economy. In other words, these 
restraints lock us into the old ways of doing things and impede often 
the new approaches. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Senator Cochran ? 
Senator COCHRAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I was curious if you 

were aware of a letter that was sent around to some if not all Members 
of the House and Senate back in February by the Federal Trade Com
mission, a cover letter signed by Bill Baer enclosing a so-called "Fact 
Sheet", purporting to describe the Federal Trade Commission's deci
sion which is the subject of legislation in that we are concerned with 
here today. 

Mr. COMANOR. NO, I haven't seen that letter. 
Senator COCHRAN. Well, I wonder if you could have answers to a 

few questions that I would like to ask about that letter which you 
could submit for the record. 

Mr. COMANOR. Yes, I could. 
Senator COCHRAN. Specifically, I am wondering whether or not it is 

a common practice by the Federal Trade Commission to attempt to 
influence votes or action by Congress through letter-writing cam
paigns or other efforts directed to Members of Congress on legislative 
issues pending before the Congress? I would like to know whether 
or not Government funds were used in compiling the letter and send
ing it around. I would also like to know whether all Members of Con
gress received this letter dated February 12,1979. 

If not, why were some omitted and some included in the letterwrit-
ing ? I would also like to know who authorized the mailing of the letter 
by the Federal Trade Commission. 
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I t would be interesting to the committee to know how many times in 
the last 5 years, the Federal Trade Commission has sent out similar 
letters on other issues to Members of Congress. I suppose, finally, I 
would like to know whether this mailing was requested by any Member 
of Congress. 

My one comment is that I feel from reading this "Fact Sheet" that it 
is not a very valid presentation, if there was an effort to present facts, 
concerning the territorial restraints decision. I t appears to be an argu
ment in support of the Commission's decision which, of course, at this 
time and at that time has been appealed and was the subject of a deci
sion by a Federal court. 

Also, in attempting to describe the facts surrounding the issue, there 
is not reference at all to legislation that has been introduced attempt
ing to change the decision or affect the decision of the Federal Trade 
Commission. 

Senator METZENBAUM. May I ask, Senator, if you have a copy of that 
letter? 

Senator COCHRAN. I do, indeed. 
Senator METZENBAUM. And is there a covering letter with it ? 
Senator COCHRAN. Yes, there is. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Would it be agreeable with you if we include 

the covering letter as well as the letter in the record ? 
Senator COCHRAN. I would like to have it made a part of the record, 

Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Without objection, it is so ordered. 
Senator COCHRAN. I t seems to me that it is your argument that the 

economic consequences of the Federal Trade Commission decision 
would be lower prices for the consumer. However, I can't help but 
remember when we had hearings in June of this year the testimony 
that was delivered at the hearings by Charles Moak from Indianola, 
Miss., who owns and operates the smallest bottling company in our 
State. He discussed the competition that exists in his area of the State, 
the constant promotions and discounts that have to be offered in order 
to obtain a share of that market and to stay alive economically and he 
brought with him an ad that was run in a local paper advertising Dr. 
Pepper, 8 quarts for 99 cents. I wonder whether or not in your argu
ment that consumers are hurt by high prices caused by a lack of 
competition foisted off on the American people by the franchise 
arrangement is supported by those facts. Now that price is not unusual, 
according to his testimony before our committee in June. 

Mr. COMANOR. I am not familiar with the incident which you des
cribe. But certainly it is true that the more competition that exists both 
among bottlers of the same brands and different brands will result in a 
greater frequency of this type of price cutting. This is not to say that 
price cutting does not go on entirely. However, in the absence of these 
restraints, one would see more frequent examples of the price cutting 
like this. 

Senator COCHRAN. Well, I think you are shadow boxing with the 
issue. When you wrote your article back in 1969 or thereabouts, the 
price of Coca-Cola in one market that was referred to by a witness in 
those hearings was selling for less than 1 cent per ounce and this price 
was 22 percent less than the product was selling for in 1923. I t is curi-
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ous to me that we are engaged in an effort to benefit consumers by help
ing reduce prices and changing the franchise system when it is this 
system history bears out that has permitted products to be sold to con
sumers at reduced prices as time has gone on. 

Keferring again to Mr. Moak's testimony, which included a recita
tion of the cost to consumers in his area of soft drinks, he concludes that 
he knows of no product in the market where competition has resulted 
in such a bargain for the consumers there. 

I would just like to conclude, Mr. Chairman, by making an observa
tion about a comment in your opening remarks. 

While I have a high regard for the distinguished Senator from 
Ohio, I wonder whether or not the Government ought to be sensitive 
to the fact that many of these franchise owners have purchased that as 
a property right and as a property as one would purchase a piece of 
real estate. Many have to finance that purchase over a long period of 
time. When the Government changes the rules and says that franchise 
doesn't exist as a property right, I think that is a legitimate matter for 
the Congress to consider, when it is engaged in an effort to protect the 
interests of the citizens of this country. I don't think it should be 
ignored and I don't think it should be one of the reasons why the system 
ought to be changed. 

Senator METZENBATJM. Thank you, Senator Cochran. Dr. Comanor, I 
do want to point out to my friend from Mississippi that those who pur
chase franchises should have been aware of and alerted to the problems 
because in 1967, the Supreme Court held that territorial restrictions 
were per se illegal. At a later date, there was a subsequent decision that 
provided some opening. But I think it is important that we get you 
away from the witness table, Dr. Comanor, because I have four other 
witnesses and one of whom came from New York and I want to be able 
to conclude this hearing by 12.1 am very grateful to you for being with 
us this morning. 

[The factsheet from the Federal Trade Commission with covering 
letter submitted by Senator Cochran and Mr. Comanor's prepared 
statement with attachments follow:] 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION, 
Washington, D.C., February IS, 1979. 

Hon. T H A D COCHRAN, 
U.S. Senate, 
Washington, B.C. 

DEAR SENATOR COCHRAN : I unders tand tha t some of your constituents have 
expressed interest in the Commission's recent decisions involving terr i tor ia l 
restrictions imposed by certain soft drink bottlers. Those decisions, involving 
Coca Cola Company and PepsiCo, Inc., currently are on appeal in the United 
States Circuit Court for the Distr ict of Columbia. The orders will not become 
final until after the court renders its decisions on those appeals. 

Enclosed is a fact sheet, prepared by the FTC staff, tha t outlines the Com
mission's recent decisions and provides some background to our involvement in 
this area. I hope this information will assist you and your staff in responding to 
questions and concerns t h a t your constituents have raised. Should you have 
further questions on these issues, please feel free to contact me (523-3620) or 
Kevin Cronin (523-3779), of my staff. 

Cordially, 
W I L L I A M J. BAEB, 

Acting Assistant General Counsel 
for Legislation and Congressional Relations. 

Enclosure. 
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FTC DECISIONS CONCERNING TERRITORIAL RESTRAINTS ON BOTTLERS OP COKE AND 
P E P S I 

In April, 1978, the Federal Trade Commission issued final orders and opinions 
In two companion cases, the Coca-Cola Company, Docket No. 8855, and PepsiCo, 
Inc., Docket No. 8856. In the opinions, the Commission held that for the most part 
the territorial restraints imposed by Coke and Pepsi on their bottlers were anti
competitive and in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 
The Commission's decisions, which are not final until they are reviewed, are now 
before the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. Until the judicial review 
process is completed the Commission's orders have no effect. 

BACKGROUND T H E SOFT DB INK COMPANIES AND T H E I R BOTTLERS 

The Coca-Cola Company (Coke) and PepsiCo, Inc. (Pepsi) market most of 
their soft drink products by selling soft drink syrups and concentrates (syrup) 
to independent bottlers. The bottlers usually add carbonated water to the syrup 
and package the soft drinks for delivery and sale at the wholesale level. 

The relationship between Coke or Pepsi and most of their individual bottlers 
is a contractual one. Under the terms of the contracts, Coke's bottlers receive a 
license to sell Coca-Cola (and Coke's other soft drinks, e.g., Tab) ; Pepsi's bot
tlers receive a license to sell Pepsi (and Pepsi's other soft drinks, e.g., Teem). 
Also under the terms of the contract, the soft drink companies and their bottlers 
agree to territorial restraints. In other words, the bottlers agree not to operate 
their business outside specified boundaries. These exclusive territorial restraints 
prompted the Commission to issue complaints. 

T H E PROBLEM W I T H TERRITORIAL RESTRAINTS 

Territorial restraints have economic consequences akin to those of resale price 
maintenance. In the case of resale price maintenance, manufacturers or pro
ducers are able to fix the prices at which their products are sold. The result is 
that consumers usually end up paying higher prices for the finished product. The 
same is true with territorial restraints. 

AVhen producers and distributors agree among themselves that only one dis
tributor will operate in a given geographic area, the agreement effectively elimi
nates competition among distributors of the product. Producers and distributors 
are free to charge retailers higher prices so long as consumers differentiate the 
product from the others. In other words, because of lack of competition among 
distributors, producers can charge higher prices, and in the end, consumers pay 
more. 

C O M M I S S I O N PROCEEDINGS 

An Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) first heard the complaint against Coke 
and ruled that an inquiry into the reasonableness of the territorial restraints was 
required. During the inquiry, an extensive record was compiled consisting of some 
4,000 pages of testimony and more than 4.000 pages of exhibits. Meanwhile, 
because of the similarity of issues, the parties in the proceeding against Pepsi 
agreed to let the determination of the reasonableness of Pepsi's territorial 
restraints rest on the record in the Coke proceeding along with some additional 
testimony. At trial, representatives of local bottlers were allowed to intervene 
as parties with full rights to present evidence and arguments and to cross-
examine witnesses. 

In October, 1975, the ALJ issued simultaneous decisions concluding that neither 
Coke nor Pepsi violated the law by imposing territorial restraints on their 
bottlers. This initial decision was vacated by the Commission which heard oral 
arguments on two separate occasions and then issued its own rulings on April 7, 
1978. The Commission decision came on a 2-1 vote with Commissioner Clanton 
dissenting. Chairman Pertschuk and Commissioner Pitofsky did not participate. 

T H E C O M M I S S I O N ' S OPINION 

(a) The Commission found that Coke and Pepsi and the parties who Joined 
them did not justify the territorial restraints on bottlers in the case of soft 
drinks packaged in nonrefillable containers such as cans and non-returnable 
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bottles (non-returnables). The Commission concluded that these territorial re-
straits were unlawfully anticompetitive chiefly for the following reasons: 

the territorial restraints prevented the bottlers of Coke from competing 
among themselves; likewise, they prevented the bottlers of Pepsi from com
peting among themselves (intrabrand competition) ; 

the territorial restraints prevented the bottlers from expanding beyond 
their agreed-upon territories thus eliminating potential competition; 

the territorial restraints indirectly lessened competition in delivery serv
ices of the soft drinks ; and 

the territorial restraints deprived consumers of the benefits of open intra
brand competition. 

(6) The Commission also found that Coke and Pepsi did justify the territorial 
restraints on bottlers in the case of soft drinks packaged in reflllable, returnable 
bottles (returnables). The Commission concluded that territorial restraints In 
the case of returnables were not in violation of the law because the restraints 
are necessary for the bottlers to identify their own bottles for return to the 
bottling facilities in order to be refilled. 

W H A T HAPPENS NEXT 

The Commission's rulings are final agency decisions in these adversary litiga
tion matters but the orders are not final until reviewed and sustained on appeal. 
The Commission's decisions have been appealed by Coke, Pepsi, the bottlers and 
bottlers' associations. They are now pending in a consolidated proceeding before 
the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. 

PEEPABED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM S. COMANOB ' 

I am delighted to return to this Subcommittee to discuss the competitive 
effects of vertical restrictions in the Soft Drink Industry. This has been a 
recurring task for me. Earlier, I testified on this topic before this Subcommittee 
on August 10, 1972, and before the Subcommittee on Monopolies and Commer
cial Law of the House Committee on the Judiciary on July 1, 1976. Copies of both 
earlier statements are attached. 

My interest in this topic is long-standing. Over ten years ago now, I published 
an article in the Harvard Law Review entitled "Vertical Territorial and Cus
tomer Restrictions: White Motor and Its Aftermath" which discusses generally 
the competitive implications of these restrictions. A copy of this article is also 
attached. 

This issue has reappeared with some regularity, which probably suggests that 
these restrictions are important to some firms. Unfortunately, the mere fact 
that these restraints improve the fortunes of private firms implies little about 
the appropriate scope for public policy. The profitability of individual firms may 
be improved either by increased efficiency or greater monopoly power. Our task, 
therefore, is to determine which alternative applies in particular circumstances. 

Increased monopoly power may result from direct restraints on competition 
from alternative suppliers. Intra-brand competition is suppressed which may 
have direct effects on prices charged in the marketplace. In addition, the pro
tected positions reserved for individual distributors may encourage the provi
sion of dealer services which enhances product differentiation. In my earlier 
article and testimony, I suggested that manufacturers may benefit substantially 
from such actions by their distributors at the expense of final consumers. 

To be sure, there may be circumstances in which the imposition of vertical 
restraints has few anti-competitive effects. For example, when the structure of 
the market at the manufacturing stage, which in soft drinks corresponds to 
syrup and concentrate producers, is perfectly competitive, restraints raise few 
antitrust problems. The degree of inter-brand competition is then sufficiently 
great so that the elimination of intra-brand competition makes little difference. 
A crucial issue posed by this bill, therefore, is whether the market structure of 
soft drink concentrates is sufficiently competitive. 

1 The views expressed are the author's own and do not necessarily represent those of 
the Federal Trade Commission nor of any Individual commissioner. 

48-025 0 - 8 0 - 8 
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On June 4 of this year, earlier hearings were held on this topic. Among the 
witnesses heard at that time were three economists proposed by the National 
Soft Drink Association. Perhaps, it would be useful to examine their testimony 
closely so that the differences between our positions can be clearly posed. 

I have argued that the imposition of vertical restraints leads to higher costs 
to consumers. On this point, Professor Goldberg, who testified earlier, admits 
that "the initial effect of 'walls down' competition would be price competition 
and lower prices for the large chain accounts." He does not dispute the inesca
pable conclusion that eliminating these restraints would lead bottlers to compete, 
leading to lower prices for at least the largest customers. 

He suggests, however, that prices would rise on sales to smaller outlets. But his 
argument requires that distribution costs must rise on these sales. This result 
is hardly necessary and indeed it is equally likely that distribution costs on such 
sales will remain unchanged. More important, the elimination of territorial re
straints permits new channels of distribution to develop if they are moretefflcient, 
with accompanying benefits to consumers. The imposition of these restraints im
pedes the development of new methods of distribution and "serves inevitably to 
raise prices overall. 

Further testimony was provided by Professor Williamson, of the University 
of Pennsylvania, who refers directly to my earlier article. I suggest there that 
any additional services provided free or below cost to consumers through the 
imposition of vertical restraints would be supplied separately if there was 
sufficient consumer demand for them. 

Professor Williamson objects. He argues that "whether valued services can 
be delivered in the . . . way contemplated by Dr. Comanor . . . depends on 
the costliness of writing and negotiating comprehensive contracts." In effect, he 
suggests that these ancillary services may not be provided because of the cost 
and difficulty of contracting for them separately. 

The services referred to include frequent delivery, but more important, the 
substantial advertising and promotional efforts which characterize marketing 
in this industry. I agree that these services are valued by consumers, but even so, 
consumers do not value them Tegardless of price. The issue at hand is whether 
the optimal quantity of these services would not be provided if they were sup
plied separately. 

Williamson's position is that consumers require more of these services than 
would be provided in an unrestrained market because of possible savings in 
transaction costs achieved through a system of vertical restraints. What is re
quired is that the cost of alternate contracts between syrup manufacturers and 
bottlers exceeds the increased prices charged to consumers under the joint sup
ply arrangement. While this may be so, no evidence is provided that individual 
outlets could not readily be charged directly for distribution services nor that 
consumers are better off when advertising and promotional efforts are under
taken by individual bottlers rather than by the syrup manufacturer. Evidence in 
support of these propositions is required but has not been provided. At this point, 
all we have is a theoretical possibility. 

Let me draw your attention to a more important passage in Professor Wil
liamson's testimony. He writes: "The presumption that territorial restraints 
have the purpose of promoting more cost-effective marketing is subject to 
challenge in industries in which interjbrand competition is weak. Where this 
pertains, the possibility must be faced that vertical restraints have the purpose 
of . . . promote (ing) more effective ologopolistic pricing." In effect, he admits 
that these restrictions may have anti-competitive effects "where inter-brand 
competition is ineffective." 

I fully concur with this position. Whether there are any efficiency effects 
achieved through these restraints is called into question by the prospect that 
they may also serve to promote monopolistic results. As Professor Williamson 
admits, much depends on the scope of competition in the soft drink industry. 

Although various indices of monopoly power could be examined, the most 
frequently used measures are concentration ratios—the share of total output or 
employment accounted for by the largest firms in an industry—and the level of 
profitability earned by the leading firms over a substantial period of time. In
deed, the importance of both factors has been emphasized t»y Professor Preston, 
who also testified in support of this legislation. Professor Preston and a col-
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league have published a volume entitled "Concentration and Price-Cost Margins 
in Manufacturing Industries" which emphasizes the importance of both 
factors. 

Although there are more than 50 firms that manufactured soft drink con
centrates in 1977, the five major firms had a combined market share of 77 
percent. The market shares of these firms from 1966 through 1977 are given In 
Table 1. 

Relevant concentration ratios are given In Table 2. By traditional standards, 
these concentration levels are relatively high and suggest considerable monopoly 
power. Moreover, concentration has increased somewhat in recent years. 

A more important index is the level of profitability. Data on profit rates for 
the largest five firms Is given in Table 3. The average rate of return for these 
five firms was 21.6 percent in 1977 which can be compared to the average 
rate for all manufacturing firms of 14.2 percent. Indeed, over the past 15 years 
these firms have earned an average rate of return after taxes on stockholders 
equity exceeding 21 percent, compared to an average return for All Manufactur
ing of 12.0 percent. 

What we observe, therefore, is an Industry where high levels of market con
centration coexist with substantial rates of return that substantially exceed 
the average for All Manufacturing. There appears to be substantial monopoly 
power in this industry. These data hardly suggest that this industry corresponds 
to the textbook version of perfect competition. 

While the facts presented do not indicate that this monopoly power neces
sarily rests on the vertical restraints which limit intra-brand competition in soft 
drinks, they do indicate that we cannot rely on inter-brand competition as the 
solution for all competitive ills. With this underlying structure, the qualifications 
suggested by Professor Williamson are fully applicable. In such circumstances, 
vertical restraints may indeed be used to achieve anticompetitive results. 

Let me make one final point. For the most part, these restraints result from 
perpetual contracts entered into some years ago between the syrup manufacturers 
and their bottlers. Whatever the benefits which may have accrued originally 
from these restraints, it seems apparent that the major beneficiaries currently 
are the bottling companies. Competition faced by these companies is limited as a 
direct result of these restraints. In such circumstances, the higher prices which 
result cannot be justified as serving the interests of consumers. 

Unless there are major reasons to the contrary, we should not deviate from 
our traditional policy of eliminating private impediments to competition. Special 
exemptions to the antitrust laws of the sort contained in this proposed legislation 
limit our efforts to achieve a more competitive economy. As such, I oppose its 
enactment. 

TABLE 1.—MARKET SHARES IN PHYSICAL UNITS OF LEADING SOFT DRINK PRODUCERS, 1966-77 

[Percent of market for soft drinks] 

Royal Crown 
Coca-Cola Co. Pepsi Co. Seven-Up Co. Cola Co. Dr. Pepper Top 5 

1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 

Source: Estimates by John C. Maxwell, Jr., "Maxwell Consumer Service Reports," Maxwell Division of Wheat, First 
Securities, Inc., Richmond, Va., quoted in Standard 4 Poors Industry Surveys, "Beverages—Basic Analysis," Sept. 8 , 
1977, p. B65. Maxwell obtains its data from interviews with industry executives and these data are not perfectly reliable. 
However, they are broadly consistent with Bureau of the Census data. Also see Maxwell estimates in "Beverage Industry," 
Apr. 2, 1976, Apr. 15,1977, and Apr. 21,1978. 

33.4 
33.5 
34.2 
34.3 
34.7 
34.0 
34.3 
34.6 
34.7 
35.3 
36.1 
36.6 

20.4 
20.0 
20.4 
19.9 
19.8 
20.4 
20.4 
20.4 
20.7 
21.1 
22.1 
22.3 

6.9 
6.5 
6.8 
7.2 
7.2 
7.1 
7.2 
7.4 
7.6 
7.6 
7.5 
7.2 

6.9 
6.7 
6.7 
6.3 
6.0 
6.1 
6.1 
6.0 
5.4 
5.4 
5.3 
5.0 

2.4 
2.6 
2.8 
3.1 
3.8 
3.9 
4.6 
5.0 
5.2 
5.5 
5.8 
6.3 

70.1 
69.3 
70.9 
70.8 
71.5 
71.5 
72.6 
73.4 
73.6 
74.9 
76.8 
77.4 
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TABLE 2.—SOFT DRINK CONCENTRATE CONCENTRATION RATIOS OVER TIME 

Percentage of sales accounted for by— 

4 largest 
companies 

8 largest 
companies 

20 largest 
companies 

50 largest 
companies 

1935 47.0 54.0 NA 
1947 50.0 58.0 68.0 
1954 53.0 63.0 75.0 
1958 55.0 67.0 78.0 
1963 62.0 70.0 78.0 
1966 _ 63.0 71.0 NA 
1967 67.0 75.0 82.0 
1970 _ 61.0 69.0 NA 
1972 _ 66.0 74.0 82.0 
1975' 69.2 83.5 91.0 
1977' 72.4 86.5 95.1 

NA 
NA 
NA 
87 
86 

NA 
90 

NA 
89 

NA 
NA 

' Denotes estimates from "Beverage Industry," Apr. 21,1978. 

Notes: SDC and soft drink syrups cannot be directly compared because manufacturers of soft drink syrups add sugar 
whereas manufacturers of SDC permit their bottlers to add sugar. Since soft drink syrup sales are significantly affected by 
the cost of sugar, such concentration measures would overestimate the market shares of manufacturers of soft drink 
syrups relative to SDC. The Census of Manufacturers, therefore, has used a more comparable basis for estimating concen
tration ratios, namely, soft drink sales of equivalent eight ounce servings. Concentration ratios for 1975 and 1977 are not 
strictly comparable to the earlier estimates because estimates based on "Beverage Industry" reflect physical volume 
whereas estimates based on the Census data reflect dollar value of shipments. 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, "1972 Census of Manufacturers," Concentration Ratios in Manufacturing, SIC 
No. 2087 (flavoring, extracts, and syrups), p. SR-9. 

TABLE 3.—RATES OF RETURN' OF LEADING SOFT DRINK CONCENTRATE MANUFACTURERS 

[In percent] 

Year Coca-Cola Pepsi Co Royal Crown Seven-Up Dr Pepper 

1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 
1977 

1963-77. 

17.3 
19.3 
20.1 
22.1 
22.5 
22.2 
22.3 
22.5 
22.8 
22.8 
22.7 
19.2 
19.5 
21.0 
20.9 

18.6 
18.9 
19.5 
16.5 
18.1 
17.6 
14.0 
16.9 
16.4 
16.3 
16.0 
15.7 
16.7 
18.1 
19.3 

25.5 
30.0 
30.1 
29.0 
23.0 
21.4 
27.8 
21.0 
21.1 
20.3 
18.6 
12.0 
17.3 
19.6 
18.6 

NA 
NA 
NA 

17.9 
21.3 
23.9 
26.0 
23.9 
23.6 
22.2 
21.4 
21.9 
23.0 
24.4 
22.7 

16.4 
18.8 
20.9 
24.2 
24.2 
24.3 
24.0 
25.9 
26.8 
26.0 
25.5 
22.7 
24.0 
27.0 
26.5 

21.1 17.3 21.0 22.7 

< Net income after taxes as a percent of stockholders' equity. 
' Includes $1,704,025 of nonrecurring losses, due to the Food and Drug Administration ban on cyclamates. 

Source: Annual reports, various years. 

TESTIMONY OP W I L L I A M S. COMANOB, ASSOCIATE PBOFESSOB OF ECONOMICS, 
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF B U S I N E S S , STANFORD UNIVERSITY BEFORE THE SUBCOM
MITTEE ON ANTITRUST AND MONOPOLY, U.S. SENATE, AUGUST 10, 1972 

THE COMPETITIVE EFFECTS OF VEBTICAL BESTBICTIONS 
Introduction 

An an t i t rus t appra isa l of vertical terr i tor ia l and customer restrictions rests 
fundamental ly on the question of wha t a r e the basic objectives of government 
policy. Whose interests is an t i t rus t designed to protect? This question is impor
t an t because, in many circumstances, a conflict exists between the interests of 
producers and consumers in our society. Too often, however, this conflict of 
interest is overlooked or ignored. I t is argued t h a t we should search for govern
ment policies which benefit all Americans. 
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While this approach may be sufficient in some policy areas, it is not sufficient 
In all. I t is necessary to accept the fact that real differences of interest exist 
between groups In our society. Actions taken to assist one group may be at the 
expense of others, while failures to take action have similar consequences. Gov
ernment measures frequently have an important effect on distributions of income 
and wealth in our society and these effects must be recognized when judgment 
are made. 

In the realm of antitrust policy, the interests of producers and consumers con
verge with respect to costs. Both groups have an interest in seeing that goods are 
produced at the minimum possible costs. However, the interests of producers and 
consumers diverge in significant respects with regard to prices. 

High prices lead to high profits which serve the interests of producers in a 
number of ways. High profits lead to high returns to the owners of the firm. 
High profits lead to high salaries and high expense accounts for the managers 
of the firm. High profits lead also to high wages paid to workers fortunate enough 
to work for particular firms. At the same time, however, high profits, which are 
due to high prices, also lead to increased costs of living for consumers generally. 
Low prices, on the other hand, benefit the broad class of consumers and lead to 
low living costs for all members of society. 

The point at issue in the case of vertical restrictions, as in many areas of 
antitrust, is that of monopoly prices. The most important effect of high monopoly 
prices is on the distribution of income between producers and consumers. The 
objective of promoting competition is associated with that of protecting con
sumers by restraining firms from setting high prices and realizing high monopoly 
returns. 

Vertical restrictions as a business practice 
Vertical restrictions represent a business practice which can be examined In 

terms of its prospective effect on average prices. The important quetsion here Is 
whether vertical territorial or customer restrictions are likely to assist in the 
attainment of monopoly power in an industry and contribute to the setting of 
high prices. 

One point about which there is little disagreement is that vertical restrictions 
are designed specifically to eliminate intrajbrand competition, which is the 

competition between dealers or 'bottlers who sell the same branded product. Ter
ritories are specified precisely to prevent the dealers or bottlers of a single manu
facturer from competing with others of the same company. In some circum
stances, particular classes of customers are specified. In either case, the purpose 
is to divide the market into segments within which each dealer or bottler has 
little or no competition in terms of the same branded product. These restrictions 
often lead to the creation of monopoly positions for dealers insofar as they 
concern particular brands. 

This effect of vertical restrictions on intra-brand competition is clearly evi
dent. However, it is often argued that the presence of interbrand competition 
Is sufficient to keep prices at low, competitive levels. There is competition among 
branded products and therefore the loss of interbrand competition has little 
bearing on the final prices charged to consumers. This position is an important 
one and it raises some serious Issues. 

First, it suggests that inter-brand competition is strong and effective, and 
that little more is to be gained from promoting intrajbrand competition. While 
this suggestion may be true in some instances, it may not be so in others. In
deed, various factors indicate that the extent of inter-brand competition is 
likely to be limited in markets characterized by vertical restraints. A second but 
related matter is that vertical restrictions appear to have an important effect 
on inter-brand as well as on Intrabrand competition. 

My primary concern is the second issue. It is to examine the prospective effect 
of vertical restraints on the degree of competition among different branded 
products in the market place. 
The importance of product differentiation 

The strength of competition in an industry depends on factors in addition 
to the number of firms and their relative sizes. It is not sufficient to look only 
at the number of firms to determine the degree of monopoly power. One of the 
most important of these additional considerations is the extent to which con-
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sumers are willing to substitute among the products of competing firms. When 
the products of different firms are highly substitutatole, consumers are unwilling 
to pay more for one product than for another, and individual firms cannot set 
prices which are higher than those of competing firms without suffering a 
substantial lose in demand. Where substitutability is low, on the other hand, 
demand does not decline significantly even if prices are raised above those 
charged by their rivals. In the later circumstances, consumers are sufficiently 
attracted, for one reason or another, tQ the products of individual firms so that 
they continue to purchase them even when their prices are higher than those of 
competing products. 

An important implication of this form of consumer behavior is that a con
siderable incentive exists for firms to differentiate their products from those of 
their rivals. Much Is to be gained from influencing consumer behavior in such 
a way that consumers will not switch from specific brands of a product even when 
higher prices are charged. Where consumer substitutability among competing 
products is low, products are said to be differentiated, and in these circumstances, 
firms are insulated to some extent from, the effects of price competition. 

Product differentiation is founded on both real and fancied differences among 
products. It depends on the basic nature of the product as well as on the business 
policies pursued by the firm. Both advertising and distribution arrangements 
may have an important influence on the degree of product differentiation. 

While product differentiation generally leads to higher prices than would be 
set in the absence of differentiation, this certainly does not suggest that every 
Instance of differentiation is socially undesirable. Strong consumer preferences 
for specific products, and the resulting low consumer substitutability often re
sults from real differences among products and from the peculiar skills or attri
butes of a particular firm. In these instances, the price effects of product differ
entiation may be offset by the social gains associated with product variety. How
ever, where product differentiation requires the imposition of vertical restraints, 
our conclusion is different. The need for these restraints suggests, that there 
Is insufficient consumer demand for the attributes of differentiation in a free 
and unrestricted market. Higher prices result tout there are no offsetting factors. 

The importance of dealer markups 
Manufacturers have a clear incentive to adopt policies which maximize the 

degree of product differentiation. Indeed this is an important means of achieving 
the high prices and high profits to which all firms aspire. Where products are 
highly differentiated, and substitutability is low, consumers behave as though 
they are tied to the products of individual firms. In this situation, manufac
turers can charge relatively high prices without fear of losing customers. Since 
losing customers is the major constraint imposed toy a market system on price 
Increases, we Should not be surprised if prices are relatively higher where dif
ferentiation is effective. 

Whether carried out through integrated facilities or through independent deal
ers or bottlers, distribution outlets frequently contribute to the achievement 
of effective product differentiation. The degree of consumer substitutability, or 
product differentiation, can often be altered significantly by the commercial 
policies pursued toy a manufacturer's dealers. For this reason, it can be observed 
that manufacturer-dealer relationships are often founded on factors which 
create and foster product differentiation. 

Where product differentiation is promoted by conditions of sale at the dealer 
level—fancier showrooms or additional dealer services, for example—higher 
gross markups may be associated with a greater volume of sales. That this effect 
is likely to toe important can 'be noted from the interest shown by manufacturers 
that their products are sold In attractive surroundings and not in what one 
executive has called "clapboard shacks." Conditions of sale are important to the 
manufacturer, and this concern follows from his desire to achieve effective 
product differentiation. In these circumstances, manufacturers and dealers to
gether benefit from reduced consumer substitutability which leads directly to 
higher prices toeing charged for particular branded products. 

Because the manufacturer and dealer both benefit—at the expense of the 
consumer—from the higher dealer markups which are required for product dif
ferentiation, a clear motive exists for restricting competition among the dealers 
or bottlers associated with a single firm. The manufacturer cannot bear the 
costs of differentiation and assure an adequate markup simply by lowering his 
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price to the dealers, for price competition among dealers would drive markups 
down to their previous levels. Conditions which protect dealer markups and 
insure that they are used to create conditions which enhance differentiation be
come necessary. Furthermore, effective practices are likely to require the active 
support of the dealer. It may therefore be necessary for the manufacturer to 
protect higher markups in order to provide his dealers with a share of the 
prospective gains, as well as to with the resources required for effective 
differentiation. 

The role of territorial and customer restrictions becomes evident. By fragment
ing the market among his dealers, with respect to territory or class of customers 
to be served, the manufacturer protects dealers markups from the eroding effects 
of intra-brand competition. Dealers are no longer subject to the competition of 
others who sell the same branded product. In this manner, the effects on com
petition are similar to those obtained by a horizontal price fixing arrangement. 
Moreover, vertical restrictions have economic results which are similar to those 
fashioned more directly through price fixing via resale price maintenance to 
Insure high margins in the distribution sector of the economy. 

To the extent that vertical restrictions are permitted, and adopted by the lead
ing firms at the manufacturing stage of an industry, the structure of retail 
submarkets resembles the national market in manufacturing. When the market 
structure at manufacturing is oligopolistic, local oligopolies are created at the 
distribution stage. In the end, vertical restrictions not only eliminate intra-brand 
competition, but also through their effect on product differentiation, serve to 
restrict price competition among the products of rival firms. On both accounts, 
the presence of vertical restrictions leads to higher prices paid by consumers 
for branded products. 

Despite the prospect that vertical territorial and customer restrictions have 
substantial anticompetitive consequences, the extent of appropriate antitrust 
actions against them depends also on whether there are any competitive justifi
cations. For this reason, it is necessary to examine some proported justifications. 
Encouraging dealer investment 

It is sometimes argued that vertical restrictions may be necessary to induce 
prospective dealers to invest capital in buildings and other fixed equipment. In 
the absence of these restrictions, the argument proceeds, the required flow of 
funds would not be forthcoming because prospective dealers would fear that 
strong competition from other dealers would drive margins down and make the 
investment unprofitable. 

Throughout the economy, however, restrictions on competition are not needed 
to induce capital investment. Real investment in economic activities is generally 
forthcoming whenever the prospective rate of return exceeds the cost of addi
tional capital. So long as the return in an industry is sufficiently high, entre
preneurs recognize that profits can be earned by the investment of funds, 
which are obtained either from internal sources or from the capital markets. 
As demand expands" in some markets and contracts in others, the return on 
investment varies accordingly. High returns serve as a signal for the required 
capital investment even without restrictive agreements. Investment proceeds 
so long as returns are sufficiently high, but will halt when the additional capital 
invested in a particular industry drives the profit rate down to the competitive 
level. Through this process, capital funds are allocated among the various sectors 
of the economy. 

When further investment in distribution facilities is needed by consumers, 
the normal functioning of a market creates temporarily higher markups and 
increased distributor profits. These increased profits serve as a signal for new 
investment. If, however, costs are too high or consumer demands too low, so 
that distributor profits are not sufficiently high to induce increased investment in 
distribution, it is likely that society will be better served by greater investment 
in other areas. 

The conclusion to be drawn from this discussion is that it is wrong to assume 
that more dealer investment is always preferable to less. Society may well benefit 
more from increased investment in other sectors of the economy rather than in 
distribution facilities. Indeed the need to enforce vertical restrictions to achieve 
the profit levels required for this investment suggests that a free market would 
not support the volume of dealer investment desired by the manufacturer. Con
sumer demand for the services provided may simply be insufficient. 
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Provision of dealer services 
When manufacturers assert that vertical restrictions are needed to insure 

"adequate" dealer services, they may be correct on their own terms. The word 
"adequate" may simply describe services which are adequate to insure effective 
product differentiation. It is quite possible that vertical restrictions may be 
needed for markups which are sufficiently large for dealers to provide credit 
terms, other dealer services, or advertising—all of which may lead to effective 
product differentiation. 

Vertical restrictions encourage dealers to provide customer services jointly 
with the manufacturer's product at a single price. While some of these services 
may be necessary and useful, the need for vertical restraints to insure their pro
vision indicates only that an insufficient demand for them exists in an un
restricted market. This practice leads to an effective tying arrangement between 
services and product, which generally results in the provision of more dealer 
services than would be obtained if consumers were free to purchase them sepa
rately from the manufactured product. This arrangement, moreover, is likely 
to lead to a Joint price for the product and service which is higher than the sum 
of the two prices which would be set were the commodities priced and sold 
separately. 

A system of joint supply contributes to the achievement of effective product 
differentiation and increased monopoly power at both the manufacturing and 
distribution stages of production. It leads both to higher manufacturers prices 
and higher dealer markups. Furthermore, it should be evident that the objective 
of maintaining an effective tying arrangement cannot serve to justify the imposi
tion of vertical restraints. 

Market coverage 
Another justification offered in defense of vertical restrictions is that they 

lead to increased sales of the manufacturer's products through wider coverage 
of geographic markets. Since distribution costs to large, nearby customers are 
frequently lower than costs to smaller and more distant customers, the manufac
turer benefits if a single price is charged to all, and the dealer's savings from 
sales to one group is used to cover the higher costs of sales to the other. While 
this type of distribution arrangement may lead to wider market coverage than 
could be achieved by overlapping and competing distributorships, it must be 
supported by some form of market restriction. Otherwise, dealer competition for 
sales to low-cost customer will destroy the single price regime and eliminate the 
high markups which are used, in effect, to subsidize sales to high cost customers. 
What is taking place here is the use of vertical restrictions for the purpose 
of subsidizing some consumers at the expense of others. 

Even if significant cost differences among customers exist, there is little eco
nomic justification for a set of commercial practices which insures that all cus
tomers are charged the same price. There is little economic justification for cross-
subsidization among classes of consumers. Where sales to specific customers are 
attractive because they reflect lower costs of distribution, the prices charged 
to these customers should be lower, and competition among distributors would 
lead to lower prices. Where costs of distribution are high, on the other hand, we 
should expect to find higher prices. At those prices, dealers will compete for sales. 
In either case, markets are well covered, although possibly not to the same 
extent. 

While market processes, unencumbered by vertical restrictions, will generally 
have the effect of destroying a single price regime, and leading to different prices 
charged for customers with different costs of distribution, this is not an undesired 
result. Indeed, it is well known that competitive markets lead to higher prices 
where costs are higher, which has a desired effect on the allocation of society's 
resources. 

I t should be stressed that there Is no reason to believe that vertical restrictions 
leads to a better allocation of resources. If a substantial number of customers 
desired greater market coverage, there would be an expansion of demand for 
the services of distribution facilities and a corresponding increase in demand 
for products which are distributed widely. This will give firms with relatively 
limited market coverage an incentive to increase the number of their distribution 
outlets. If sufficient demand exists for their products, firms will achieve the 
high retail margin needed to make more intensive distribution possible. This is 
precisely the process through which the market serves to allocate resources to 
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distribution facilities in a socially desirable manner. And It is here also that 
restrictions on competition, through the imposition of vertical restraints, are 
likely to hinder the achievements of desired objectives. 
Some conclusions for antitrust policy 

When the relevant market at the manufacturing stage is already an oligopoly, 
we can expect to And a measure of monopoly power present even when vertical 
restrictions are totally absent. However, it should be stressed that product 
differentiation is a further dimension of market structure which may be as 
significant to the achievement of monopoly power as is the degree of market con
centration. Moreover, while they comprise only one facet of product differentia
tion, dealer facilities and services may play an important role. Indeed, the 
achievement of competitive levels of prices and profits at the manufacturing 
stage may be significantly frustrated by product differentiation stemming from 
practices at the dealer stage. 

In the distribution sector, vertical restraints lead directly to higher markups 
than would otherwise exist. Although these markups may result in higher dis
tributor profits, they are also likely to be associated with inflated dealer costs. 
Fancier showrooms or more elaborate facilities are constructed, and more dealer 
services are provided than would be demanded by consumers in unrestricted 
markets. This conclusion follows from the need for vertical restraints to assure 
these showrooms or services. 

The major line of defense for vertical territorial and customer restrictions lies 
in the prospect that inter-brand competition might be fostered through the sup
pression of intrabrand competition. However, vertical restraints may lead instead 
to increased levels of product differentiation and therefore to the achievement 
of increased monopoly power. As a result, vertical restraints are likely to impede 
the growth of price competition and the movement of prices towards costs. 

While some measure of product differentiation may be desirable, even though 
price competition is lessened, the attainment of differentiation is certainly not a 
valid reason for rejecting the normal presumption of antitrust policy in favor of 
maximum competitive behavior on the part of independent firms. This is espe
cially so since traditional antitrust objectives, in terms of protecting the interests 
of consumers, are more likely to be secured through the promotion of price com
petition. 

A concern with protecting the interests of consumers leads to the view that 
vertical territorial and customer restrictions should be prohibited under the anti
trust laws. Even in the case of a small manufacturing firm facing a giant rival 
in an oligopolistic market, these restrictions are undesirable. We are concerned 
here with competition as a process for achieving social objectives and not merely 
with the number of competitors in the market. Moreover, there is not much to 
be gained from bolstering a small and perhaps inefficient rival when this can 
be accomplished only by market restrictions which sacrifice primary objectives. 
Even in these circumstances, vertical restraints should not be permitted. 

This analysis leads to the conclusion that vertical customer and territorial 
restrictions should not be exempted from the antitrust laws. Furthermore, it 
seems evident that the qualifications included in S. 3587 are fully insufficient to 
meet the needs of customers. The fact that there is more than one trademarked 
product in a market does not indicate that the degree of inter-brand competition 
is likely to be sufficient to keep prices at low competitive levels. In the first place, 
these qualifications are consistent with the presence of high degree of market con
centration, and it is a well-known fact in economics that high levels of monopoly 
power are often achieved in markets where there are two or three or a small 
number of rival firms. Second," there is the fact that product differentiation is 
an equally important determinant of the degree of competition. Where product 
differentiation is significant, due perhaps to real differences among products, 
individual consumers have strong preferences for the products of a sinble manu
facturer. In these circumstances, the only prospects for competition is intra-brand 
competition, and it is this competition which is specifically proscribed by the 
presence of vertical restraints. 

Furthermore, there is considerable likelihood that the presence of vertical 
restraints contributes to the degree of product differentiation. This result has the 
direct effect of reducing the degree of competition at the manufacturing stage. 
Bather than leading to increased competition at the manufacturing stage, the 
tolerance of vertical restraints has the opposite effect: vertical restrictions lead 
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instead to reduced competition. Moreover, vertical restraints have the direct effect 
of restricting competition among dealers of the same manufacturer. On both 
accounts, consumers are likely to pay higher prices. 

A policy designed to protect the interests of consumers by promoting the maxi
mum degree of competition should prohibit vertical territorial and customer 
restrictions. As such, the passage of S. 3587 would be a significant step backwards 
in the creation and enforcement of an effective antitrust policy in the United 
States. 

TESTIMONY OF PEOF. WILLIAM S. COMANOR, DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS, UNIVER
SITY OF CALIFORNIA AT SANTA BARBARA, BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON 
MONOPOLIES AND COMMERCIAL LAW, JULY 1, 1976 

Mir. COMANOR. My name is William Comanor, and I am professor of economics 
at the University of California, Santa Barbara. My bachelor's degree is from 
Haverford College in Pennsylvania, and my Ph.D. in economics is from Harvard 
University. I have been teaching and doing research for a number of years now in 
the field of industrial organization, which, as you know, concerns the structure of 
markets and competition, and monopoly and the effect of antitrust on these 
markets. 

I have written over 25 professional papers in this area, as well as a book on the 
economics of advertising, and I am also on the editorial board of the Antitrust 
Bulletin, as well as various other professional journals in economics. 

What I have here today is a short statement as well as two more lengthy attach
ments, and I would like to quickly go through my short statement and leave the 
more lengthy attachments for your record, if you will-

Let me emphasize, however, that these other attachments contain most of my 
analysis of the effects of vertical restrictions. 

I will try to go briefly through the shorter statement. 
My concern with the question of vertical territorial and customer restrictions 

originated during the fall of 1965 while I was serving as Special Economic Assist
ant to the Assistant Attorney General for Antitrust in the U.S. Deparment of 
Justice. 

The Assistant Attorney General at the time was Donald F. Turner, and he asked 
that I examine the economic consequences of vertical restrictions. This analysis 
was carried out both during my tenure at the Department of Justice and subse
quently when I returned to university teaching. The fruits of this research were 
subsequently published in the May 1968 issue of the Harvard Law Review in an 
article entitled "Vertical Territorial and Customer Restrictions: White Motor 
and Its Aftermath." A copy of this article is attached. 

In the course of this study. I found various clrcumstaTices under which the 
Imposition of vertical restrictions was likely to have substantial anticompetitive 
consequences. These prospects arose from the fact that the high dealer margins, 
protected by the Imposition of these restrictions, frequently led to higher ex
penditures on factors designed to promote product differentiation and contributed 
thereby to a lessening of competition. Because of more protected mnrket positions, 
dealers or bottlers are likely to spend more, for example, on point-of-purchase 
advertising or promotion, which should affect the state of competition at the 
manufacturing stage of production. My analysis suggested not that, these results 
always occurred but simply that they might be expected to arise in a number of 
cases. 

In the case of the soft drinks, bottler practices may be particularly important 
for their effect to produce differentiation, and this can be attributed to a number 
of factors. 

First, a substantial amount of advertising Is carried on by bottlers which may 
have an impact on product differentiation. 

Second, promotions and other selling efforts are typically carried on by bottlers. 
Various efforts are made at the point of sale, which also may affect the state of 
competition among the sirup manufacturers. 

Three, services provided to retail outlets may influence the amount of shelf 
space given to a product, which thereby affects the state of competition. 

All of these factors will affect sales for individual products by which we must 
mean sales at given prices. And it's thereby the same thing to say that these 
factors affect the prices at which various soft drinks can be sold to the public. 
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Of course, the sirup manufacturers are vitally concerned with the bottlers' 
efforts of these types. All of them affect the state of product differentiation in the 
industry, the prices which can be charged, the prices at which products can be 
sold, and the state of interbrand competition. 

The point I want to make is that practices carried on at the bottler level may 
influence the degree and type and extent of competition among the various brands 
of soft drink, and so, although the vertical restrictions are designed in the first 
part to affect intrabrand competition, they may, indeed, have a substantial impact 
on interbrand competition as well. 

The second part of the analysis which I carried out, and which was published 
in my Harvard Law Review article, examined various justifications which have 
been offered for these restrictions. 

While many of these justifications have superficial appeal, I found that none 
of them represented a sufficient reason to depart from the principle that the 
allocation of resources is best served by the operation of free and unencumbered 
markets. While the imposition of these restrictions might well affect the alloca
tion of resources, there was no indication that they would lead to a more efficient 
allocation. As such, the justifications could be rejected. 

Because of this analysis, I have continued to stand in opposition to proposed 
legislation such as the legislation at issue here, which attempts to provide exemp
tions from antitrust laws as they refer to vertical restraints, and as you may 
know, I testified against such legislation a few years back before the Senate 
subcommittee that was reviewing this. 

An excellent example of the justifications offered for vertical restraints is 
contained in the testimony of Prof. Lee E. Preston on behalf of the National Soft 
Drink Association as published on page 369 of the 1974 hearings on similar pro
posed legislation before a subcommittee of the House Committee on Interstate 
and Foreign Commerce. 

Professor Preston argues that the elimination of vertical restrictions "cannot 
do other than decrease the variety—in available brands—since the effect will be 
to eliminate at least some of the minor brands and certainly to eliminate some 
of the sources of supply." 

I do not know whether Professor Preston is correct in his supposition, and 
indeed whether any set of industry experts can fully predict the effect of un
encumbered distribution channels. 

Whether right or wrong, however, the question for public policy remains. This 
I would like to emphasize. This question is specifically not whether product 
variety will increase or decline, but rather whether such variety as exists is in 
accordance with consumer preferences. Since product variety typically requires 
higher costs, the relevant question for public policy is not how to maximize the 
degree of variety but rather how to obtain that much product variety which con
sumers are willing to pay for, which consumers desire sufficiently that they are 
willing to pay the necessary costs. 

I submit that this result is best served and obtained in an unencumbered 
marketplace, and the answer to this question is best left to the working of a free 
market. 

The operation of free markets in this economy requires the active enforce
ment of the antitrust laws. These laws represent, in a real sense, an economic 
constitution, and exceptions are warranted only in extreme circumstances. There 
is no question, to my mind, but that such circumstances are not present here. 

I thereby strongly support the position that proposed legislation such as H.B. 
6684 not be approved. It can only represent a step backward in the maintenance 
of a free and competitive economy. 

[The prepared statement of Prof. William S. Comanor and attachment follow:] 

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM S. COMANOR, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF 
CALIFORNIA, SANTA BARBARA 

The Competitive Effects of Vertical Restrictions 

INTBOnUCTION 

An antitrust appraisal of vertical territorial and customer restrictions rests 
fundamentally on the question of what are the basic objectives of government 
policy. Whose interests is antitrust designed to protect? This question is lm-
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portant because, in many circumstances, a conflict exists between the Interests 
of producers and consumers in our society. Too often, however, this conflict of 
interest is overlooked or ignored. It is argued that we should search for govern
ment policies which benefit all Americans. 

While this approach may be sufficient in some policy areas, it is not sufficient 
in all. It is necessary to accept the fact that real differences of interest exist be
tween groups in our society. Actions taken to assist one group may be at the ex
pense of others, while failures to take action have similar consequences. Govern
ment measures frequently have an important effect on distributions of income 
and wealth in our society and these effects must be recognized when judgments 
are made. In the realm of antitrust policy, the interests of producers and con
sumers converge with respect to costs. Both groups have an interest in seeing 
that goods are produced at the minimum possible costs. However, the interests of 
producers and consumers diverge in significant respect with regard to prices. 

High prices lead to high profits which serve the interests of producers in a 
number of ways. High profits lead to high returns to the owners of the firm. High 
profits lead to high salaries and high expense accounts for the managers of the 
firm. High profits lead also to high wages paid to workers fortunate enough to 
work for particular firms. At the same time, however, high profits, which are due 
to high prices, also lead to increased costs of living for consumers generally. Low 
prices, on the other hand, benefit the broad class of consumers and lead to lower 
living costs for all members of society. 

The point at issue in the case of vertical restrictions, as in many areas of anti
trust, is that of monopoly prices. The most important effect of high monopoly 
prices is on the distribution of income between producers and consumers. The 
objective of promoting competition is associated with that of protecting con
sumers by restraining firms from setting high prices and realizing high monop
oly returns. 

VERTICAL RESTRICTIONS AS A BUSINESS PRACTICE 

Vertical restrictions represent a business practice which can be examined 
in terms of its prospective effect on average prices. The important question here 
is whether vertical territorial or customer restrictions are likely to assist in the 
attainment of monopoly power in an industry and contribute to the setting of 
high prices. 

One point about which there is little disagreement is that vertical restrictions 
are designed specifically to eliminate intra-brand competition, which is the 
competition between dealers or bottlers who sell the same branded product. 
Territories are specified precisely to prevent the dealers or bottlers of a single 
manufacturer from competing with others of the same company. In some cir
cumstances, particular classes of customers are specified. In either case, the pur
pose is to divide the market into segments within which each dealer or bottler 
has little or no competition in terms of the same branded product. These restric
tions often lead to the creation of monopoly positions for dealers insofar as they 
concern particular brands. 

This effect of vertical restrictions on intra-brand competition is clearly evident. 
However, it is often argued that the presence of interbrand competition is suffi
cient to keep prices at low, competitive levels. There is competition among 
branded products and therefore the loss of interbrand competition has little bear
ing on the final prices charged to consumers. This position is an important one 
and it raises some serious issues. 

First, it suggests that inter-brand competition is strong and effective, and that 
little more is to be gained from promoting intra-brand competition. While this 
suggestion may be true in some instances, it may not be so in others. Indeed, 
various factors indicate that the extent of inter-brand competition is likely to 
be limited in markets characterized by vertical restraints. A second but related 
matter is that vertical restrictions appear to have an important effect on 
inter-brand as well as on intrabrand competition. 

My primary concern is the second issue. It is to examine the prospective effect 
of vertical restraints on the degree of competition among different branded prod
ucts in the market place. 

T H E IMPORTANCE OP PRODUCT DIFFERENTIATION 

The strength of competition in an industry depends on factors in addition to 
the number of firms and their relative sizes. It is not sufficient to look only at the 
number of firms to determine the degree of monopoly power. One of the most 1m-
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portant of these additional considerations is the extent to which consumers are 
willing to substitute among the products of competing firms. When the products 
of different firms are highly substitutable, consumers are unwilling to pay more 
for one product than for another, and individual firms cannot set prices which 
are higher than those of competing firms without suffering a substantial loss in 
demand. Where substitutability is low, on the other hand, demand does not de
cline significantly even if prices are raised above those charged by their rivals. 
In the latter circumstances, consumers are sufficiently attracted, for one reason 
or another, to the products of individual firms so that they continue to purchase 
them even when their prices are higher than those of competing products. 

An important implication of this form of consumer behavior is that a consider
able incentive exists for firms to differentiate their products from those of their 
rivals. Much is to be gained from influencing consumer behavior in such a way 
that consumers will not switch from specific brands of a product even when 
higher prices are charged. Where consumer substitutability among competiting 
products is low, products are said to be differentiated, and in these circumstances, 
firms are insulated to some extent from the effects of price competition. 

Product differentiation is founded on both real and fancied differences among 
products. It depends on the basic nature of the product as well as on the busi
ness policies pursued by the firm. Both advertising and distribution arrangements 
may have an important influence on the degree of product differentiation. 

While product differentiation generally leads to higher prices than would 
be set in the absence of differentiation, this certainly does not suggest that 
every instance of differentiation is socially undesirable. Strong consumer prefer
ences for specific products, and the resulting low consumer substitutability often 
results from real differences among products and from the peculiar skills or at
tributes of a particular firm. In these instances, the price effects of product dif
ferentiation may be offset by the social gains associated with product variety. 
However, where product differentiation requires the imposition of vertical re
straints, our conclusion is different. The need for these restraints suggests that 
there is insufficient consumer demand for the attributes of differentiation In a 
free and unrestricted market. Higher prices result but there are no offsetting 
factors. 

THE IMPORTANCE OP DEALER MARKUPS 

Manufacturers have a clear incentive to adopt policies which maximize the de
gree of product differentiation. Indeed this is an important means of achieving 
the high prices and high profits to which all firms aspire. Where products are 
highly differentiated, and substitutability is low, consumers behave as though 
they are tied to the products of individual firms. In this situation, manufac
turers can charge relatively high prices without fear of losing customers. Since 
losing customers is the major constraint imposed 'by a market system on price 
increases, we should not be surprised if prices are relatively higher where differ
entiation is effective. 

Whether carried out through integrated facilities or through independent 
dealers or bottlers, distribution outlets frequently contribute to the achievement 
of effective product differentiation. The degree of consumer substitutability, or 
product differentiation, can often be altered significantly by the commercial 
policies pursued by a manufacturer's dealers. For this' reason, it can be observed 
that manufacturer-dealer relationships are often founded on factors which create 
and foster product differentiation. 

Where product differentiation is promoted by conditions of sale at the dealer 
level—fancier showrooms or additional dealer services, for example higher gross 
markups may be associated with a greater volume of sales. That this effect is 
likely to be important can be noted from the interest shown by manufacturers 
that their products are sold in attractive surroundings and not in what one exec
utive has called "clapboard shacks." Conditions of sale are important to the 
manufacturer, and this concern follows from his desire to achieve effective prod
uct differentiation. In these circumstances, manufacturers and dealers together 
benefit from reduced consumer substitutability which leads directly to higher 
prices being charged for particular branded products. 

Because the manufacturer and dealer both benefit—at the expense of the 
consumer—from the higher dealer markups which are required for product 
differentiation, a clear motive exists for restricting competition among the deal
ers or bottlers associated with a single firm. The manufacturer cannot bear the 
costs of differentiation and assure an adequate markup simply by lowering bis 
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price to the dealers, for price competition among dealers would drive markups 
down to their previous levels. Conditions which protect dealer markups and In
sure that they are used to create conditions which enhance differentiation be
come necessary. Furthermore, effective practices are likely to require the active 
support of the dealer. It may therefore be necessary for the manufacturer to 
protect higher markups in order to provide his dealers with a share of the 
prospective gains, as well as to with the resources required for effective 
differentiation. 

The role of territorial and customer restrictions becomes evident. By frag
menting the market among his dealers, with respect to territory or class of 
customers to be served, the manufacturer protects dealers markups from the 
eroding effects of intra-brand competition. Dealers are no longer subject to the 
competition of others who sell the same branded product. In this manner, the 
effects on competition are similar to those obtained by a horizontal price fixing 
arrangement. Moreover, vertical restrictions have economic results which are 
similar to those fashioned more directly through price fixing via resale price 
maintenance to insure high margins in the distribution sector of the economy. 

To the extent that vertical restrictions are permitted, and adopted by the lead
ing firms at the manufacturing stage of an industry, the structure of retail 
submarkets resembles the national market in manufacturing. When the market 
structure at manufacturing is oligopolistic, local oligopolies are created at the 
distribution stage. In the end, vertical restrictions not only eliminate intra-brand 
competition, but also through their effect on product differentiation, serve to re
strict price competition among the products of rival firms. On both accounts, the 
presence of vertical restrictions leads to higher prices paid by consumers for 
branded products. 

Despite the prospect that vertical territorial and customer restrictions have 
substantial anticompetitive consequences, the extent of appropriate antitrust 
actions against them depends also on whether there are any competitive justi
fications. For this reason, it is necessary to examine some proported justifications. 

ENCOURAGING DEALER INVESTMENT 

I t is sometimes argued that vertical restrictions may be necessary to induce 
prospective dealers to invest capital in buildings and other fixed equipment. In 
the absence of these restrictions, the argument proceeds, the required flow of 
funds would not be forthcoming because prospective dealers would fear that 
strong competition from other dealers would drive margins down and make the 
Investment unprofitable. 

Throughout the economy, however, restrictions on competition are not needed 
to induce capital investment. Real investment in economic activities is generally 
forthcoming whenever the prospective rate of return exceeds the cost of addi
tional capital. So long as the return in an industry is sufflcently high, entre
preneurs recognize that profits can be earned by the investment of funds, which 
are obtained either from internal sources or from the capital markets. As 
demand expands in some markets and contracts in others, the return on invest
ment varies accordingly. High returns serve as a signal for the required capital 
Investment even without restrictive agreements. Investment proceeds so long as 
returns are sufficiently high, but will halt when the additional capital invested 
in a particular industry drives the profit rate down to the competitive level. 
Through this process, capital funds are allocated among the various sectors of 
the economy. 

When further investment in distribution facilities is needed by consumers, the 
normal functioning of a market creates temporarily higher markups and 
Increased distributor profits. These increased profits serve as a signal for new 
Investment. If, however, cost are too high or consumer demand too low, so that 
distributor profits are not sufficiently high to induce increased investment in 
distribution, it is likely that society will be better served by greater investment 
in other areas. 

The conclusion to be drawn from this discussion is that it is wrong to assume 
that more dealer investment is always preferable to less. Society may well 
benefit more from increased investment in other sectors of the economy rather 
than in distribution facilities. Indeed the need to enforce vertical restrictions to 
achieve the profit levels required for this investment suggests that a free market 
would not support the volume of dealer investment desired by the manufacturer. 
Consumer demand for the services provided may simply be insufficient. 
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PROVISION OP DEALER SERVICES 

When manufacturers assert that vertical restrictions are needed to insure 
"adequate" dealer services, they may be correct on their own terms. The word 
"adequate" may simply describe services which are adequate to insure effective 
product differentiation. It is quite possible that vertical restrictions may be 
needed for markups which are sufficiently large for dealers to provide credit 
terms, other dealer services, or advertising—all of which may lead to effective 
product differentiation. 

Vertical restrictions encourage dealers to provide customer services jointly 
with the manufacturer's product at a single price. While some of these services 
may be necessary and useful, the need for vertical restraints to insure their 
provision indicates only that an insufficient demand for them exists in an 
unrestricted market. This practice leads to an effective tying arrangement 
between services and product, which generally results in the provision of more 
leader services than would be obtained if consumers were free to purchase 
them separately from the manufactured product. This arrangement, moreover, 
is likely to lead to a joint price for the product and service which is higher 
than the sum of the two prices which would be set were the commodities priced 
and sold separately. 

A system of joint supply contributes to the achievement of effective product 
differentiation and increased monopoly power at both the manufacturing and 
distribution stages of production. It leads both to higher manufacturers prices 
and higher dealer markups. Furthermore, it should be evident that the objective 
of maintaining an effective tying arrangement cannot serve to justify the im
position of vertical restraints. 

MARKET COVERAGE 

Another justification offered in defense of vertical restrictions Is that they 
lead to increased sales of the manufacturer's products through wider coverage 
of geographic markets. Since distribution costs to large, nearby customers are 
frequently lower than costs to smaller and more distant customers, the manu
facturer benefits if a single price is charged to all, and the dealer's savings 
from sales to one group is used to cover the higher costs of sales to the other. 
While this type of distribution arrangement may lead to wider market coverage 
than could be achieved by overlapping and competing distributorships, it must 
be supported by some form of market restriction. Otherwise, dealer competition 
for sales to low-cost customer will destroy the single price regime and eliminate 
the high markups which are used, in effect, to subsidize sales to high-cost cus
tomers. What is taking place here is the use of vertical restrictions for the 
purpose of subsidizing some consumers at the expense of others. 

Even if significant cost differences among customers exist, there is little eco
nomic justification for a set of commercial practices which insures that all cus
tomers are charged the same price. There is little economic justification for 
cross-tabilization among classes of consumers. Where sales to specific customers 
are attractive because they reflect lower costs of distribution, the prices charged 
to these customers should be lower, and competition among distributors would 
lead to lower prices. Where costs of distribution are high, on the other hand, we 
should expect to find higher prices. At those prices, dealers will compete for sales. 
In either case, markets are well covered, although possibly not to the same extent. 

While market processes, unencumbered by vertical restrictions, will generally 
have the effect of destroying a single price regime, and leading to different 
prices charged for customers with different costs of distribution, this is not an 
undesired result. Indeed, it is well known that competitive markets lead to higher 
prices where costs are higher, which has a desired effect on the allocation of 
society's resources. 

It should be stressed that there is no reason to believe that vertical restrictions 
leads to a better allocation of resources. If a substantial number of customers 
desired greater market coverage, there would be an expansion of demand for 
the services of distribution facilities and a corresponding increase in demand for 
products which are distributed widely. This will give firms with relatively limited 
market coverage an incentive to increase the number of their distribution outlets. 
If sufficient demand exists for their products, firms will achieve the high retail 
margin needed to make more intensive distribution possible. This is precisely 
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the process through which the market serves to allocate resources to distribution 
facilities in a socially desirable manner. And it is here also that restrictions on 
competition, through the imposition of vertical restraints, are likely to hinder 
the achievements of desired objectives. 

SOME CONCLUSIONS FOB ANTITRUST POLICY 

When the relevant market at the manufacturing stage Is already an oligopoly, 
we can expect to find a measure of monopoly power present even when vertical 
restrictions are totally absent, However, it should be stressed that product 
differentiation is a further dimension of market structure which may be as 
significant to the achievement of monopoly power as is the degree of market con
centration. Moreover, while they comprise only one facet of product differentia
tion, dealer facilities and services may play an important role. Indeed, the 
achievement of competitive levels of prices and profits at the manufacturing stage 
may be significantly frustrated by product differentiation stemming from prac
tices at the dealer stage. 

In the distribution sector, vertical restraints lead directly to higher markups 
than would otherwise exist. Although these markups may result in higher dis
tributor profits, they are also likely to be associated with inflated dealer costs. 
Fancier showrooms or more elaborate facilities are constructed, and more dealer 
services are provided than would be demanded by consumers in unrestricted 
markets. This conclusion follows from the need for vertical restraints to assure 
these showrooms or services. 

The major line of defense for vertical territorial and customer restrictions 
lies in the prospect that inter-brand competition might be fostered through the 
suppression of intrabrand competition. However, vertical restraints may lead 
instead to increased levels of product differentiation and therefore to the achieve
ment of increased monopoly power. As a result, vertical restraints are likely to 
impede the growth of price competition and the movement of price towards costs. 

While some measure of product differentiation may be desirable, even though 
price competition is lessened, the attainment of differentiation is certainly not a 
valid reason for rejecting the normal presumption of antitrust policy in favor of 
maximum competitive behavior on the part of independent firms. This is especial
ly so since traditional antitrust objectives, in terms of protecting the interests of 
consumers, are more likely to be secured through the promotion of price com
petition. 

A concern with protecting the interests of consumers leads to the view that 
vertical territorial and customer restrictions should be prohibited under the 
antitrust laws. Even in the case of a small manufacturing firm facing a giant 
rival in an oligopolistic market, these restrictions are undesirable. We are con
cerned here with competition as a process for achieving social objectives and not 
merely with the number of competitors in the market. Moreover, there is not much 
to be gained from bolstering a small and perhaps inefficient rival when this can 
be accomplished only by market restrictions which sacrifice primary objectives. 
Even In these circumstances, vertical restraints' should not be permitted. 

This analysis leads to the conclusion that vertical customer and territorial re
strictions should not be exempted from the antitrust laws. The fact that there is 
more than one trademarked product in a market does not indicate that the degree 
of inter-brand competition is likely to be sufficient to keep prices at low competi
tive levels. In the first place, these qualifications are consistent with the presence 
of high degrees of market concentration, and it is a well-known fact in economics 
that high levels of monopoly power are often achieved in markets where there 
are two or three or a small number of rival firms. Second, there is the fact that 
production differentiation is an equally important determinant of the degree of 
competition. Where product differentiation is significant, due perhaps to real 
differences among products, individual consumers have strong preferences for the 
products of a single manufacturer. In these circumstances, the only prospects for 
competition is intra-brand competition, and it is this competition which is specif
ically proscribed by the presence of vertical restraints. 

Furthermore, there is considerable likelihood that the presence of vertical re
straints contributes to the degree of product differentiation. This result has the 
direct effect of reducing the degree of competition at the manufacturing stage. 
Rather than leading to increased competition at the manufacturing stage, the 
tolerance of vertical restraints has the opposite effect: vertical restrictions lead 
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instead to reduced competition. Moreover, vertical res t ra in ts have the direct 
effect of restrict ing competition among dealers of the same manufacturer . On 
both accounts, consumers are likely to pay higher prices. 

A policy designed to protect the interests of consumers by promoting the maxi
mum degree of competition should prohibit vertical terr i torial and customer 
restrictions. 

[From the Harvard Law Review, 1968] 

VERTICAL TERRITORIAL AND CUSTOMER RESTRICTIONS : W H I T E MOTOR 
AND ITS AFTERMATH 

(By William S. Comanor) • 

Contractual arrangements between a manufacturer and his dealers, 
limiting the customers to whom and the territory within which the 
dealers may sell, have been attacked persistently under the antitrust 
laws during the last decade. A recent decision of the Supreme Court 
has held such vertical restraints to be per se violations of section 
I of the Sherman Act, but that holding was limited to those manu
facturer-dealer relationships tchere the product is actually sold to the 
dealers. Professor Comanor urges that this is a meaningless distinc
tion, and that all customer and territorial restrictions should be per 
se violations of the Act, toith possible exceptions for those imposed 
by new manufacturers or by old manufacturers selling new products. 
In addition to the evident, intended elimination of intrabrand com
petition, these restrictions make possible product differentiation and 
its concomitant—obstruction of interbrand price competition. He 
finds the arguments offered in justification unpersuasive and dis
misses the danger that per se condemnation of these agreements will 
result in the integration of manufacturer and distributor. 

i. INTRODUCTION 

Judicial development of the law of an t i t rus t has traced a circular pat tern . 
Although section I of the Sherman Act proscribes "Every contract, combina
tion . . . or conspiracy, in res t ra in t of t rade or commerce among the several 
States," * the Supreme Court in Standard Oil Co. v. United States * early an
nounced the "rule of reason," which limits section I prohibitions to agreements 
which a re in unreasonable res t ra in t of t rade . Yet, when the courts a re instructed 
to examine the competitive impact of an agreement to determine its reason
ableness, an t i t rus t litigation becomes prolonged, complex, and unwieldy. To 
reduce this complexity," the courts since Standard Oil have adopted and increas
ingly applied the doctrine of "per se i l legal i ty": defendants have violated sec
tion I if they are par t ies to an agreement categorized as a per se violation, with
out inquiry into its reasonableness Hence, with respect to certain res t ra ints , the 
courts have come full circle—section I is applied literally. 

The per se concept, however, should be considered a refinement ra ther than a 
depar ture from the rule of reason. Attachment of the per se label to a type of 
agreement expresses the judgment tha t the adverse competitive effects of the 
ar rangement outweigh i ts purported justifications, ' or, a t least, t ha t the benefits 
accuring from the restriction can be achieved by a less restrictive al ternat ive. The 
role played by this doctrine is summarized in Northern Pacific Railway v. United 
States:• 

•Assistant Professor of Economics, Harvard University. A. B., Haverford College, 1959; 
Ph.D., Harvard University, 1964. The author Is indebted to Stephen G. Breyer and Robert 
K. Johnson for helpful comments and suggestions. 1 15 U.S.C. { 1 (1964) (emphasis added). 

* 221 U.S. 1 (1911). 3 For a discussion of the desirability of reducing the size and complexity of antitrust 
cases see Bok, Section 7 ol the Clayton Act and the Merging of Law and Economics, 74 
Harv. L. Rev. 226, 271 n. 180 (1960). 4 With respect to price-fixing agreements, it was thus decided that "[wjhatever economic 
justification particular price-fixing agreements may be thought to have, the law does not 
permit an inquiry into their reasonableness. They are all banned because of their actual or 
potential threat to the central nervous system of the economy." United Statei v. Soconv-
Tacuum Oil Co., 310 U.S. 150, 224 n. 59 (1940) (Douglas, J ) . 

6 356 U.S. 1, 5 (1958) (Black, J .) . 

1)8-025 0 - 8 0 - 9 
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[T]here are certain agreements or practices which because of their perni
cious effect on competition and lack of any redeeming virtue are conclusively 
presumed to be unreasonable and therefore illegal without elaborate inquiry 
as to the precise harm they have caused or the business excuse for their use. 
This principle of per se unreasonableness not only makes the type of re
straints which are proscribed by the Sherman Act more certain to the benefit 
of everyone concerned, but it also avoids the necessity for an incredibly 
complicated and prolonged economic investigation into the entire history of 
the industry involved, as well as related industries, in an effort to determine 
at large whether a particular restraint has been unreasonable—an inquiry so 
often wholly fruitless when undertaken. 

The Court has held that price-fixing agreements, both horizontal * and vertical * 
are per se violations of the antitrust laws. Similarly, the Court has found that 
horizontal agreements allocating territories within which competitors may 
operate aie "tantamount to agreements not to compete, and hence inevitably 
violative of the Sherman Act. . . ."" More recently, agreements vertical in char
acter, between a manufacturer and his dealers, which allocate territories among 
latter and limit the class of customers to whom they may sell, have come under 
attack." This article examines the economic role played by vertical territorial and 
customer restrictions. It explores their competitive consequences, considers 
various justifications offered in their defense, and, finally, discusses appropriate 
standards for antitrust policy. 

II . RECENT CASES : A TREND TOWARD PER SE ILLEGALITY 

Manufacturing firms in many lines of commerce reach their final consumers 
through the intermediary of independent franchises dealers. The association be
tween supplier and dealer is frequently marked by agreements restricting the 
dealer's territory and customers. In the first case involving such restrictions to 
reach the Supreme Court, White Motor Co. v. United States,10 the Court was un
willing to affirm the lower court's summary judgment which had found that the 
territorial u and customeru restrictions, contained in the manufacturer-dealer 
contracts were per se violations of section 1: 

We do not know enough of the economic and business stuff out of which 
these arrangements emerge to be certain. . . . We need to know more than 
we do about the actual impact of these arrangements on competition to 
decide whether they have such a "pernicious effect on competition and 
lack . . . any redeeming virtue" . . . and therefore should be classified as 
per se violations of the Sherman Act. 

The inquiry in White Motor did not progress beyond this stage, however, since 
the case on remand was concluded by consent decree. 

In a more recent case, United States v. Arnold, Schwinn d Co.,a the Court 
held that both territorial and customer restrictions are per se violations of the 
Sherman Act, but It refused to extend this condemnation to agency or consign
ment arrangements where the sel'er retains "all indicia of ownership, including 
title, dominion, and risk." This distinction between vertical restraints involving 

• Kiefer-Steicart Co. v. Joseph E. Seagram <t Sons, 340 U.S. 211 (1951). A "horizontal" 
agreement Is one among firms, usually competitors, a t the same stage of production. Thus , 
agreements among manufacturers , among wholesalers, or among retailers are horizonti l . 

7 United States v. Parke, Davis d Co., 362 U.S. 29 (1960) ; see Dr. Miles Medical Co. v. 
John D. Park & Sons, 220 373 (1911). "Vert ical" agreements are those among firms or Indi
viduals a t succesive s t ipes of production, such as manufacturer and wholesaler, or whole
saler and retailer . The Mlller-Tydings Act of 1937 amended section 1 to exempt from Its 
operation vertical agreements fixing resale prices when such agreements are lawful in the 
s ta te of resale. 15 U.S.C. 5 1 (1964) (proviso). 

8 White Motor Co. v. United States, 372 U.S. 253, 267 (1963) (Brennan, J., concurring). 
' United States v. Arnold Schwinn d Co., 388 U.S. 365 (1967) ; White Motor Co V. United 

States, 372 U.S. 253. (1963). 
i°372 U.S. 253, 263 (1963). 
1 1 A typical terr i tor ia l restriction clause was contained in the original White Motor 

agreements. I t rend : 
Distr ibutor Is hereby granted the exclusive r ight . . . to sell during the life of this 

agreement in the terr i tory described below . . . Distr ibutor agrees to develop the 
aforementioned terr i tory to the satisfaction of the Company, . . . and not to sell such 
trucks except to individuals, firms, or corporations having a place of business a n d / o r 
purchas ing headquar ters In said terr i tory, 372 U.S. a t 255-56. 

11 A typical customer restr 'c t lon clause rend : "Dis t r ibutor further agrees not to sell nor 
to authorize his dealers to sell such trucks to anv Federal or Sta te government or any 
depar tment or political subdivision thereof . . . ." 372 U.S. a t 256. 

" 3 8 8 U.S. 365 (1967). 
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sales and those which a re par t of consignment ar rangements is difficult to justify 
in terms of the underlying consequences of the restraints . While it is clear t ha t 
some exceptions are required for agency relationships which are internal to the 
organization of the firm, since "otherwise a department store manager could not 
tell his sales girls what prices they could charge or from which counters they 
could sel l : they would have to compete with each other," " there is l i t t le reason 
for moving beyond this point. Even when formal ownership is retained by the 
manufacturer , these res t ra in ts have the same effect on dealer behavior as they 
do when ownership is relinquished, and it is this behavior which has a major 
impact on the degree of competition. Restrict ions of this character , moreover, a r e 
not a necessary par t of agency-type distr ibution arrangements . Unlike fully 
integrated operations where a single organization exists and where outside inter
ference may imply weaker chains of command, distr ibution by agent is founded 
on contractual relat ionship among independent firms, which may readily be 
altered without necessarily leading to weaker forms of organization and the 
a t tending inefficiencies. 

III . VERTICAL TERRITORIAL AND CUSTOMER RESTRAINTS : ANTICOMPETITIVE EFFECTS 

The most obvious undesirable effect of customer and terr i tor ial restrictions is 
the elimination of in t rabrand competition. Both types of restriction prevent 
dealers " i n a manufacturer ' s product from competing with one another for the 
same cus tomers ; the dealers, in most cases, a re given a monopoly in the manu
facturer ' s product, in either terr i tor ies or customers. Although this impact alone 
might appear sufficiently serious to wa r r an t per se condemnation of these ar
rangements, it is argued in justification tha t the very restriction of in t rabrand 
competition has the beneficial effect of s t imulat ing and improving interbrand 
competition. I t is crucial, therefore, to examine the likely effects of these re
s t ra in t s on interbrand competition. 

A. Product differentiation—One cause of market power— 
The degree of competition in an industry—or its antithesis, the level of marke t 

power—depends on factors in addit ion to the number and relative sizes of 
firms in an industry. One to the more important of these further considerations 
is the extent to which consumers a r e willing to subst i tute among the products 
of competing firms. When the products of different firms a re highly substi tutable, 
consumers by definition a re unwilling to pay more for one product than ,for 
another, and individual firms cannot set prices which are higher than those^of 
competing products without suffering a substant ia l loss in demand. When sub-
st i tutabil i ty is low, on the other hand, demand will not decline significantly 
even if prices a re raised above those charged by rival firms. There is consider
able incentive, therefore, for firms to differentiate their products from those of 
their r ivals precisely for the purpose of promoting low consumer substi tutabil i ty, 
thereby insulating themselves from the effects of price competition.1" 

Product differentiation is founded on both real and fancied differencies among 
products, and depends on the basic na tu re of the product as well as on business 
policies such as advertising. The degree of differentiation, moreover, varies 
among classes of customers, being generally greater in final markets where 
buyers a r e individual consumers than in industr ial markets where buyers a r e 
other firms.17 Regardless of i ts underlying determinant , however, product dif-

» The Supreme Court, 1966 Term, 81 Harv. L. Rev. 69, 236 (1967). 15 This article assumes for simplicity a two-tier distribution process consisting of a manu
facturer and his retailers (dealers). 18 Not all differences among competing products indicate product differentiation. Various 
commodities, such as wheat and conl, are produced and sold in a number of standardized 
grades, and frequently different firms produce different grades of output. In addition, price 
differences are normally found among the various grades, and these tend generally to 
reflect differences in production costs. Where differentiation is low or absent, firms can 
readily switch their production from one grade or product to another, depending on rela
tive profit margins. Since increased output normally leads to lower prices, and reduced 
output leads to higher prices, this form of transferability of production tends to equalize 
margins among the products produced by rival firms. On this account, product differences 
alone signify little concerning the effect of competition on market prices. In this result, 
however, a significant factor is the ability of firms to switch production between the 
various grades of output and to initiate their rivals sufficiently well that consumers have 
few preferences between products of competing firms which will withstand significant 
differences in price. 

» J. Bain, Barriers to New Competition 114—13 (1956). 
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ferentiation has the effect of restricting the degree of price competition and con
tributing to the achievement of market power." 

In many market situations, product differentiation is fairly low among the 
products of existing firms, but it is often quite high with respect to products of
fered by new entrants. Where this is the case, an important entry barrier exists 
and established firms as a group are free to raise their prices to noncompetitive 
levels without danger of enticing new firms into the industry. In this manner, 
the degree of competition may be severely lessened. 

While product differentiation generally leads to higher prices and monopoly 
returns, this does not imply that every Instance of differentiation Is socially 
undesirable, much less that it should always be condemned under the antitrust 
laws. The mere departure from the purely competitive model does not alone sig
nify that condemnation is appropriate. Low consumer substitutability often 
results from real differences among products and from the peculiar skills or 
attributes of particular firms. In these instances, the price effects of product 
differentiation are often offset by the social gains resulting from the existence 
of product variety.1" Even if sufficient market power were achieved to warrant 
a charge of monopolization under section 2 of the Sherman Act, a defense of 
"superior skill, foresight, and industry" M might well prevail. 

On the other hand, when product differentiation is achieved not by "superior 
skill, foresight, and industry," but rather by imposing customer and territorial 
restrictions—agreements which expressly restrict the behavior of independent 
firms—the offending firm becomes subject to antitrust attack. As argued below, 
there are no offsetting factors to justify these restrictions, and therefore, since 
they are likely to promote product differentiation and contribute to the achieve
ment of market power, they are clear violations of section i of the Sherman Act. 
B. Dealer markups and product differentiation 

Manufacturers have a clear incentive to adopt policies which maximize the 
degree of product differentiation. Where products are highly differentiated and 
substitutability is low, consumers behave as though they were tied to the prod
ucts of specific firms. In this situation, manufacturers can charge higher prices 
without fear of losing customers. Whether carried out through integrated facili
ties or through independent dealers, distribution outlets may contribute to 
the achievement of effective product differentiation. The degree of consumer 
substitutability can be altered significantly by the commercial policies pursued 
by a manufacturer's dealers. For this reason, manufacturer-dealer relationships 
are'founded generally on factors which create and foster product differentiation. 

It is often argued that agreements which establish exclusive territories are 
less offensive when they are vertical (between a manufacturer and his dealers) 
than when they are horizontal (among the dealers themselves) because the 
manufacturer's interests are best served when his dealers' gross markups a 

are maintained at low levels, which is a desirable competitive result, whereas 
the interests of conspiring dealers are best served when their markups are at 
high levels, which provides monopoly returns. This argument is founded on the 
premise, unassailable when the manufacturing industry is a single-firm monop
oly, that higher markups reduce total retail sales, and that the manufacturer 
aims, of course, to maximize the quantity of output sold after his own selling price 
has been set. In the more common case, however, there are a number of firms in 
the industry and the manufacturer will benefit from dealer markups which 
exceed competitive levels when the resulting revenues are used by the dealer 
to create consumer preferences for the manufacturer's products. In oligopolistic 
markets, where the leading firms account for a substantial share of total output, 
rivalry generally assumes a nonprice character. In contrast to price changes 
which can be readily followed, it is likely to be more difficult for competitors to 
duplicate "product changes" or new selling and distribution arrangements, and 
these represent various dimensions of product differentiation. Active rivalry 
thereby serves as a further incentive for the firm to achieve effective differentia-

18 An empirical analysis of the relat ionship between profit ra tes and advertising, which 
serves as both a source and a symptom of nrod"et differentiation, sneirests t ha t differenti
ation Is one of the mn ; o- factors responsible for h ' eh decrees of monono'v power. Comanor 
& Wilson. Advertising Market Structure and Performance, 49 Rec. of Econ. & Stat is t ics 
422 MB67). . . 

M Chamberlain Product Hefroaeneitv and Public PnUcu, In Readlnes In Indust r ia l Or
ganization and Public Policy 23R-43 <R. Heflebower>. O. R 'noHn" e<K 195S1. 

=° United State* v. Ahimlnvm Co. of America. 148 F.2d 416. 430 f2rt Ctr. 1"45). 
a l l Gr 'o s s markup" Is the difference between manufacturer ' s and retai ler 's prices. 
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tion. Business policies which promote differentiation are often a form of Inter-
firm rivalry at the same time that they serve to limit the development of price 
competition. 

To the extent that product differentiation is fostered by conditions of sale at 
the dealer level—fancier showrooms or additional dealer services, for example— 
higher gross markups may be associated with a greater volume of sales. More
over, what is important to the firm is not the number of units sold but revenues, 
and it seems probable that higher manufacturing prices will be charged once the 
product has been effectively differentiated through dealer practices. While there 
may be some divergence of interests between manufacturer and dealer with re
gard to the size of dealer markups, there is also a considerable community of 
interest in terms of practices which promote effective product differentiation. We 
can note, for example, the apparent concern of manufacturers that their prod
ucts be sold in attractive surroundings and not in what one executive has called 
"clapboard shacks." ~ Manufacturer and dealer can both benefit; the higher 
markups which are required and which result may be a small cost for the manu
facturer to bear relative to the prospective gains.*1 

0. Restricting intrabrand competition to protect dealer markups 
Because the manufacturer and the dealer are both likely to benefit—at the 

consumer's expense—from the higher dealer markups required for product 
differentiation, a motive for restricting competition among a firm's dealers is 
clearly present. The manufacturer cannot bear these costs and assure an ade
quate markup simply by lowering his price to his dealers, for price competition 
among his dealers would drive their markups down to the previous levels. Con
ditions which protect dealer markups and ensure that they will be used to differ
entiate the product become necessary. Furthermore, effective practices are likely 
to require the active support of the dealer. For this reason, it may be necessary 
for the manufacturer to protect higher markups to provide his dealers with a 
share in the prospective gains as well as to provide the resources required for 
effective differentiation. 

The role of territorial and customer restrictions thus becomes evident By 
fragmenting the market among his dealers, with respect to territory or class of 
customers to be served, the manufacturer protects his dealers' markups from the 
eroding effects of intrabrand competition. In this respect vertical restrictions 
have economic results similar to those fashioned more directly through price 
fixing via resale price maintenance. 

Some customer restrictions directly facilitate the achievement of product 
differentiation. The attempts of dealers to differentiate the product will be more 
effective if the product is available only through authorized dealers. Sales by 
discount houses or other outlets where price is the major condition of sale are 
hardly likely to promote buyer concern for the peculiar attributes of the prod
ucts of a particular manufacturer. And this is what we mean by product differen
tiation. Moreover, these outlets typically sell at lower retail prices than do 
authorized dealers, which further undermines existing price structures. Manu
facturer efforts, therefore, to prevent dealer sales to other than final consumers 
may be an important component in a program designed to promote differentiation 
at the distribution stage. 

To the extent that the?e practices are held permissible and adopted by leading 
firms at the manufacturing stage, the structure of retail submarkets will resemble 
the national market in manufacturing. Where the market structure is oligop
olistic, local oligopolies will be created at the distribution stage. In the end, 
vertical restrictions not only will eliminate intrabrand competition but also, 
through their effect on product differentiation, will serve to restrict price com
petition among the products of different firms." 

53 Note, Restricted Channels of Distribution Under the Sherman Act, 75 Harv. L. Rev. 
795, 806 (1062). 

" Although higher gross markups will reduce the total output sold by the Industry and 
also the total joint profits secured by member firms, this may simply represent the diverg
ence of oligopolistic from monopolistic results. Rivalry in terms of "product" may lead to 
greater levels of differentiation and lower levels of profits, and this is what we should expect. 

" This view contrasts sharply with the position taken by Professor Bork. In a recent 
article lie denies this possibility and states bluntly that the "ability of all truly vertical 
restraints to enhance the efficiency of the integration has been demonstrated by the argu
ment that they can serve no other function." Bork. The Rule of Reason and the Per 8e 
Concept: Price Fixing and Market Division, 75 Yale L.J. 373, 404 (1966). These restraints 
serve also to promote product differentiation and contribute thereby to the achievement 
of market power. 
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IV. PUBPOBTED JUSTIFICATIONS FOB VEBTICAI, BESTBAINTS 

Despite the fact that vertical customer and territorial restrictions have sub
stantial anticompetitive consequences, the extent of appropriate antitrust action 
against these restraints depends also upon whether any competitive justifications 
for them exist. If not, per se condemnation may be merited ; if so, the courts may 
be forced to examine economic conditions in particular cases to assess the reason
ableness of the restrictions. 
A. Encouraging dealer investment 

It is sometimes urged that vertical restrictions may he necessary to induce 
prospective dealers to invest capital in buildings and other fixed equipment. In 
the absence of these restrictions, the argument proceeds, the required flow of 
funds would not be forthcoming because prospective dealers would fear that 
strong competition—from other dealerships, existing or potential, or from the 
manufacturer directly-—would drive prices down and make the investment un
profitable. But economic theory suggests that investment in economic activities 
will be forthcoming whenever the prospective rate of return exceeds the cost of 
additional capital. So long as rhe return in nn industry is high, 'ntreponeurs 
will recognize that profits can be earned by the investment of funds, which are 
obtained either from internal sources or from capital markets. As demand 
expands in some markets and contracts in others, the return on investment 
varies accordingly. And high returns signal for the required level of capital 
investment even without restrictive agreements. Investment will proceed so 
long as returns are sufficiently high, but will halt when the additional capital 
invested in the particular industry drives the profit rate down to the competitive 
level. Through this process capital funds are allocated among the various sectors 
of the economy. 

The cost of capital, however, includes a premium for risk and uncertainty. Thus, 
the investment justification for territorial and customer restrictions may be 
founded on the proposition that, by insulating dealers from the risks of competi
tion, these restraints limit uncertainty and hence reduce capital cost for invest
ment in distribution facilities. While this argument is appealing, we should 
recognize that a measure of uncertainty is a normal component of the invest
ment process, and it is one which competition federally increases: indeed, 
"the greatest of monopoly profits is the quiet life." While it is true that an anti
trust policy designed to promote competition may increase the cost of capital, 
that increase may be a small price to pay to avoid the harms associated with a 
lessening of competition. If it is desirable to increase the rate of capital invest
ment in a particular industry, alternative public programs can be instituted 
which do not limit the degree of competition and abandon the policies of the 
antitrust laws. 

Given the policy judgment that competition best serves the community's needs, 
there is no basis for treating dealers differently than manufacturers. At the 
manufacturing level, we do not consider lower risks of investment a valid justi
fication for horizontal market restrictions. Furthermore, since there are few 
reasons for believing that the degree of risk or uncertainty is greater in distribu
tion than in other areas, there is little indication that special treatment is re
quired. Even more important, if the risks of investment in distribution are 
lowered through vertical restraints, the market process through which capital 
funds are allocated will be distorted in favor of distribution. The market system 
is designed to allocate funds among sectors of the economy, and it is necessary 
to recognize that an efficient allocation of resources is not always served by 
further capital investment in any single industry. Although these restrictions 
might provide firms with the capital required to achieve more easily and more 
fully the patterns of investment which they desire, these patterns are likely to 
diverge extensively from those which are socially optimal. The funds diverted 
by these agreements can probably be used more productively in other areas. 

When further investment in distribution facilities is demanded by consumers, 
the normal functioning of the market will create higher markups and distributor 
profits—either through lower manufacturer prices or higher final prices. If, 
however, production costs are too high or consumer demands too low to result in 
distributor profits sufficiently high to induce capital movement into distribution, 
society is probably better served by increased investment In other areas. 
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B. Provision of dealer services 
When manufacturers assert that vertical restrictions are required to ensure 

"adequate" dealer services, they may well lie correct on their own terms. The 
word "adequate" may simply describe services which are adequate to ensure 
effective product differentiation. It is quite iwssible that vertical restrictions are 
necessary to provide dealers with markups—or prospective markups—which are 
large enough to encourage them to provide credit terms, other dealer services, or 
advertising—factors which may lead to product differentiation. 

While some of these services may be necessary and useful, the need for vertical 
restraints to ensure their provision indicates only an insufficient demand for 
them in an unrestricted market. Vertical restrictions, which encourage dealers 
to provide customer services jointly with the manufacturer's product at a single 
price, are thus likely to result in the provision of more of these services than 
would be the case if consumers were free to purchase them separately from the 
manufactured products. This arrangement is likely also to lead to a joint price 
which is higher than the sum of the two prices which would be set were the 
commodities priced separately. A system of joint supply leads to the achievement 
of product differentiation, increased market power at both the manufacturing 
and distribution levels, and thereby to both higher manufacturers' prices and 
higher dealer markups. 

Furthermore, a joint supply arrangement means that consumers are com
pelled to purchase the entire package; the purchase of dealer services is tied 
to the purchase of the manufactured product. To the extent that the amounts con
sumed differ from those whicli would be chosen in separate markets, resources 
are misallocated at the distribution stage even if dealer markups are only high 
enough to cover incremental costs. This result seems especially apparent in the 
case of advertising, for consumers might purchase very little indeed of this 
"service" were it provided separately. In short, a system of joint products not 
only fails as a justification for contractual restrictions on competitive behavior, 
but also is likely to lead directly to a further misallocation of society's resources. 

C. Market Coverage 

Another justification offered in defense of vertical restrictions is that they 
lead to increased sales of the manufacturer's products through wider coverage 
of geographic markets. Since the distribution costs of sales to large nearby cus
tomers are frequently lower than those made to smaller and more distant con
sumers, the manufacturer will benefit if a single price is charged to all customers 
and the dealer's savings from sales to one group are used to cover the higher 
costs of sales to the other. While this type of distribution arrangement may 
indeed lead to wider market coverage than could be achieved by overlapping and 
competing distributorships, it must be supported by some form of market restric
tion if dealer competition for sales to low-cost customers is not to destroy the 
single-price regime and eliminate the high mark-ups which are used, in effect, to 
subsidize sales to high-cost customers. But even if significant differences among 
customers do exist, there is little economic justification for a set of commercial 
practices which ensures that all customers are charged the same price. Where 
sales to specific customers are attractive because they reflect lower costs of 
distribution, the prices charged to these customers should be lower, and com
petition among distributors would lead to lower prices. Where costs of distribu
tion are high, however, we should expect to find higher prices; at these prices 
dealers will generally be willing to compete for sales. When dealers do not 
attempt to sell in an area, however, the conclusion to be drawn may simply be 
that total product and distribution costs exceed the price the consumer is willing 
to pay, and that therefore the required distribution outlays should not be made. 

Even if a single-price regime is not maintained, it is argued, restrictions 
imposed on competition among dealers are still necessary to support dealer 
markups at -the levels required to serve high-cost markets. In the absence of 
vertical restrictions, competitive price reductions may limit the extent of market 
coverage since it may no longer be profitable to provide selling and distribution 
services to high-cost customers.15 

>e Distribution Arrangements: Economic 
p. PROB. 506. 515 (1965). 
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The shortcomings of the market coverage justification for vertical restrictions 
are similar to those inherent in the promotion-of-investment argument. While 
market coverage and customer contact may indeed be enhanced by certain types 
of restrictions, these are gains which are not free to society but which involve 
a cost. What is important is not whether these restrictions enhance market 
coverage or customer contact, for this they may well do, but rather whether 
restrictions of this character are likely to improve the competitive processes 
through which resources are allocated to these activities. While society generally 
approves of improved market coverage, it also generally deplores higher dealer 
markups and higher costs of distribution. Whether the additional gains are 
worth the additional costs is, of course, the essence of the problem of resource 
allocation—a problem whose solution we normally leave to the market place.2" 

There is little reason to believe that vertical restrictions would result in a 
better allocation of resources. If a substantial number of customers desire greater 
market coverage, there will be an expansion of demand for the services of dis
tribution facilities and a corresponding increase in the demand for products 
which are distributed widely. This will give firms with relatively limited market 
coverage an incentive to increase the number of their distribution outlets. If 
sufficient demand exists for their products, firms will attain the high retail 
margins which are necessary to make more intensive distribution possible. This 
is precisely the process through which the market serves to allocate resources in 
a socially desirable manner, and it is here also that restrictions on competition 
are likely to hinder the achievement of this objective. 

D. The "Free Ride" Problem 
An attempt has also been made to justify vertical restrictions as necessary to 

ensure_.that dealers will concentrate their efforts on making sales within their 
assigned territories rather than attempting to invade the territories of others. 
It is argued that in the absence of market restrictions, distributors will not 
undertake costly selling activities but will hope to rely on the efforts of others 
and to obtain, in effect, a "free ride." " They will not provide customer services, 
such as advertising or repair facilities, within their own market areas as exten
sively as they would with imposed market boundaries because others will realize 
the benefits of their efforts. This argument recognizes that facilities such as 
showrooms will influence sales for only a particular dealer and therefore will be 
provided regardless of the existence of market restraints, but it also emphasizes 
that restraints lead dealers to supply a greater volume of services. 

As far as it goes, this argument may well be correct. Vertical restrictions may 
be needed to provide an incentive for dealers to supply certain kinds of services. 
At the same time, however, it ignores the question whether the increased supply 
of these services, free of charge, by dealers rather than by the manufacturer, 
is sufficient to serve as a valid justification for market restraints which are other
wise suspect under the antitrust laws. 

Where the impact of these efforts on sales is widely diffused, vertical restric
tions probably have little effect in encouraging dealers efforts; in this situation 
these activities are generally carried out by the manufacturer himself. In other 
situations, however, the absence of vertical restrictions may force the manufac
turer either to finance selling efforts and customer services which his dealers 
could perform, or to accept what he regards as an insufficient dealer effort to 
promote the product and to provide free consumer services. But since "free" 
services imply only that a single price is charged for both product and service, 
and since, as noted above, a system of joint supply leads generally to enhanced 
product differentiation and increased monopoly power, the existence of a "free 
ride" cannot justify vertical restrictions. To the extent that services are de
manded by consumers, a market will develop to supply them and a separate price 
will be charged. To the extent, moreover, that manufacturers have a legitimate 
interest in having them provided, they should be forced to bear the cost. In 
either case, no vertically imposed restrictions are required. 

* It appears that this question has been specifically excluded from Professor Preston's 
analysis of this problem. He writes that "[wjhether the establishment of additional dis
tributorships results In an over-commitment of resources to distributive activity in the econ
omy . . . [is a question] we do not Investigate here." Id at 517. 77 Tn this context. Professor Bork writes: "The member of a group has a special problem, 
however. It may find that It Is unable to recapture all of Its expenditures In local sales 
effort because a neighboring member of the group undersells it. The Interloper gets all the 
advantages of the first firm's expenditures wtlhout paying for them. It thus gets a free 
ride .. . ." Bork, supra note 24, at 435. 
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E. The problem of price discrimination 
It may also be argued that market restrictions among dealers are necessary 

to allow manufacturers to discriminate in price among customers; it is urged 
that only by charging lower prices to certain classes of customers can interbrand 
competition for these customers exist. When a firm sells in a number of distin
guishable final markets through its dealers, discrimination is made possible by 
limiting each dealer to a single market through the imposition of customer or 
territorial restraints. Were the same dealer to sell in a number of final markets, 
the manufacturer would lose control over the distribution of sales among final 
markets, and thereby over the mechanism through which discrimination is 
achieved. 

Thus, the economic concept of price discrimination is based on the ability 
of a firm to fragment its markets and, despite similar costs, sell the same product 
at different prices. Higher profits can be earned than even those obtainable by 
a single-price monopolist if the firm can set a relatively high price for consumers 
willing to pay it and a relatively low price for those who would not buy if they 
had to pay the higher price." Effective price discrimination requires: (1) that 
buyers cannot move among markets or buy in one market and resell in another, 
and (2) that firms have sufficient market power to control substantially the prices 
of their products. 

A common form of price discrimination is found where, as in White Motor, a 
manufacturer uses restraints on his dealers to reserve large customers for him
self. It may be that the responsiveness of these buyers to changes in price is 
greater than that of the more normal class of customers, and that higher profits 
are earned when they are charged a lower price while a higher price is charged 
to others. But if the optimal price to large buyers were less than that paid for 
the product by the dealers, customer restrictions would not be necessary to 
achieve this form of discrimination ; the manufacturer would need only to charge 
a lower price than his dealers could set. A recent study, however, found that 
"a significant number, although by no means a majority, of manufacturers inter
viewed reported that their price to distributors is normally lower than that 
given large outside customers." M In these situations, the manufacturer will often 
impose customer restrictions on his dealers to reserve these customers for himself 
and to eliminate any prospect that his dealers will undercut him. Although 
distribution costs on sales to large customers are often lower than those to other 
consumers, these restraints may still be necessary in some cases to ensure that 
optimal discriminatory prices are established. 

Price discrimination fails as a justification for vertical restraints on a number 
of counts. Although discrimination may well lead to lower, more competitive 
prices for some customers, at the same time higher, less competitive prices are 
charged to others. While output will generally be greater in one market, it will 
generally be smaller in another, and the net result will depend on demand con
ditions in the individual markets. Regardless of the new change in total output, 
however, discrimination will foster different price-cost margins as between 
customers in different markets and thereby will tend to distort the allocation 
of resources. Furthermore, the increased revenues from discrimination result 
from the existence of monopoly power and exploitation of an entrenched market 
position. While such restrictions benefit the manufacturer, there are no cor
responding gains to society which outweigh their anticompetitive effects, and 
private gains clearly do not serve to justify restraints. 

V. INTEGRATION OB VERTICAL RESTRICTIONS 

Because the preceding analysis suggests that vertical territorial and customer 
restrictions have serious anticompetitive consequences and little economic jus
tification, stringent antitrust enforcement seems appropriate. At the same time, 
it is important to examine the implications of prohibiting these restraints. The 
primary consideration is that because section I is applicable only to agreements 
among firms,30 prohibiting these arrangements may encourage the integration of 

a High prices are set where the elasticity of demand Is low and low prices where the 
elasticity of demand Is high. 28 Note, supra note 22. at 818. 30 Some check on integration might be achieved, however, through 5 7 of the Clayton Act, 
15 TJ.S.C. 5 18 (1964K If the firm sought to integrate via merger, or by { 2 of the Sherman 
Act, 15 U.S.C. I 2 (1964), If the Integrated firm had monopoly power or If the facts sup
ported an allegation of an attempt to monopolize. 
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manufacturing and distribution facilities to achieve the same objectives sought in 
imposing these restrictions. Two inquiries are critical. First, if vertical restraints 
are condemned, will there be a marked increase in vertical integration? Second, 
are there grounds for dealing differently with vertical restraints than with 
vertical integration? 

In response to the first inquiry, there are a number of reasons why firms 
might find it inefficient to operate their own distribution outlets. One article has 
listed three characteristics of distribution which make these operations unattrac
tive to manufactures." First, distribution tends to be a low-profit activity, and 
suppliers would prefer to obtain the desired degree of control without tying up 
the necessary funds. Second, distribution frequently involves the purchase and 
sale of many products and the optimal product mix of distributors may differ 
substantially from the optimal mix of the manufacturer. Finally, distribution is 
normally associated with local managerial problems and with a high personal 
service component so that integration may lead to higher cost operations than 
would exist among independent distributors. In sum, because substantial dis
economies of integration may exist, it cannot be assumed that vertical integration 
is always a viable alternative to distribution through independent dealers." 
And if integration does not result, condemnation of contractual restraints may 
lead to more vigorous competition. 

Even If integration does result in some instances because of the prohibition 
of vertical restraints, there are still valid reasons for antitrust action which is 
limited to contractual restrictions. In some circumstances, economies in distribu
tion result from fully integrated facilities, and these economies may outweigh 
the competitive loss resulting from integration. With contractual relationships, 
however, not only are comparable efficiencies less likely, but, even more important, 
franchise arrangements to achieve possible efficiencies can be maintained in the 
absence of restrictive provisions. 

VL SOME CONCLUSIONS FOE ANTITRUST POLICY 

When the relevant market at the manufacturing stage is already an oligopoly, 
we can expect to find a measure of market power present even when vertical re
strictions are totally absent. However, it should be stressed that product dif
ferentiation is a dimension of market structure which may be as significant to 
the achievement of monopoly power as is market concentration. And, while they 
comprise only one facet of product differentiation, dealer services and facilities 
may play an important role. Indeed, the achievement of competitive levels of 
prices and profits at the manufacturing stage may be significantly frustrated by 
product differentiation stemming from practices at the dealer stage. 

In the distribution sector, vertical restraints will lead directly to higher mark
ups than would otherwise exist Although these markups may result in higher 
distributor profits, they will generally be associated with inflated dealer costs. 
Fancier showrooms or facilities are constructed and more dealer services are 
provided than would be demanded by consumers in unrestricted markets. To the 
extent, moreover, that increased market coverage is achieved through vertical 
restraints, which permit high markups to be set but which confine dealers to 
relatively small territories, excess distribution capacity will result in higher 
unit costs. In either event, market restrictions lead directly to an inefficient use 
of society's resources at the distribution stage. 

The major line of defense for vertical territorial and customer restrictions 
lies, of course, in the prospect that interbrand competition might be fostered 
through the suppression of intrabrand competition. This may indeed be true 
when rivalry is founded on advertising, dealer services, or other factors which 
enhance the degree of product differentiation. In these areas, market restrictions 

31 Preston, supra note 25, a t 512. 
32 In the petroleum industry, for example, a recent s tudy found tha t the franchise system 

Is a far more efficient method of distr ibution than direct ownership. Salaried managers are 
subject generally to l imitat ions on the hours a week they can work and also are more prone 
to the organizat ional efforts of labor unions. An independent dealer, on the other band, is 
not subject to these l imitat ions. A stat ion which is open from 8 :00 a.m. until 6 :00 p.m., 
six or even seven dnvs a week is expensive to operate if employees stop work a t the end 
of 40 or 48 hours. The avernge workweek for independent dealers tends to approach 70 
hours. I t is not surprising, therefore, t h a t operating costs of s tat ions owned by the major 
oil companies are estimated to be about one cent per gallon of gasoline greater than for 
leased s tat ions. Miller. Exclusive Dealing in the Petroleum Industry: The Refiner-Lessee 
Dealer Relationship, 3 Tale Econ. Essay 223, 232 (1963). 
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might well promote greater rivalry. But, while these restrictions might stimulate 
improvement in the "product" offered by the dealer, they are likely at the same 
time to impede tthe growth of price competition and the movement of prices 
toward costs. While some measure of product differentiation may be desirable, 
even though price competition is lessened, the attainment of differentiation is 
not a valid reason for rejecting the normal presumption of antitrust policy in 
favor of maximum competitive behavior on the part of independent firms. This is 
especially so since traditional antitrust objectives, which are normally stated in 
terms of achieving an efficient allocation of resources, are more likely to be 
secured through the promotion of price competition. And it is in this direction 
that policy judgments should be made. 

A concern with this policy goal would lead to the view that territorial and 
customer restrictions should be declared per se violations of the antitrust laws. 
Even in the case of a small manufacturing firm facing a giant rival in an 
oligopolistic market, these restrictions are undesirable. We are concerned with 
competition as a process for achieving certain social objectives—not merely with 
the number of competitors in the market—and it is not clear that much is to be 
gained from bolstering a small and perhaps inefficient rival when this can be 
accomplished only by market restrictions which sacrifice primary objectives. 

There may, however, be two possible exceptions to this per se condemnation : the 
entry of new firms and the introduction of new products. These activities have 
considerable social value, which is likely to be underestimated by the market. 
Because prospective private gains from the entry of a new firm or the introduction 
of a new product may understate potential social gains, the free market is likely 
to lead to less investment for those purposes than is socially desirable.33 And in 
the case of new products, the highest degree of competition may not always 
promote the fastest rate of innovation. For these reasons, some form of restraint 
on competition may be necessary to encourage the development of the distribution 
facilities which are needed to market successfully a new product or to promote 
successfully the entry of a new firm. We should recognize, however, that even In 
the absence of restrictions the original dealers will gain an advantage which will 
last until more dealerships are created, and probably for some time thereafter. 
And during this period greater than normal returns will be earned. In determining 
whether a "new firm" or "new product" defense should be allowed, therefore, the 
relevant inquiry Is whether the gains from a "head start" enjoyed by the original 
dealers are likely to be sufficiently great to obtain the dealers needed for the intro
duction of new products or the entry of new firms. Of course, if vertical restric
tions are permitted in these exceptional circumstances, the difficult problem 
remains of determining how long the restrictive agreements should be allowed 
to continue.34 Too long a period would encourage excessive product differentiation 
and permit monopoly returns which exceed those required for these social 
purposes. 

Allowing an exception on grounds of new firms or new products is not Incon
sistent with a per se rule. The per se doctrine itself may simply mean that a 
certain type of agreement is a prima facie violation of section I which can be 
rebutted only by proof of one of a limited number of justifications. In other 
words, the effect may, and perhaps should, be merely to shift to the defendant 
the burden of establishing the presence of a Judicially recognized justification. 
Nevertheless, such a per se rule still has the extremely important advantage of 
limiting the issues decided in an antitrust suit, for the question of reasonableness 
would not be reached unless the defendant can establish an acceptable justifica
tion and demonstrate that no less restrictive alternative exists for achieving the 
justified result. 

Senator METZENBAUM. I want to welcome our next witness. One of 
them also came from Cincinnati and is probably more important to me. 

[Laughter] . 
Mr. Favretto, Deputy Assistant Attorney General of the Antitrust 

Division of the Department of Justice. 

33 The entry of new firms Into a market Is often a pro-competitive factor, while the Intro
duction of new products represents a major dimension of technical advance. Both may rep
resent external economies to the extent that their benefits reach beyond those realized by 
the Individual firm, and therefore some limitation might appropriately be placed on the 
market mechanism. 

"See United States v. Jerrold Electronics Corp., 187 F. Supp. 545, 556-58 (E.D. Pa. 
1960), aS'd mem., 365 U.S. 567 (1961). 
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Mr. Favretto, we are going to put your entire statement in the 
record and ask you if you can summarize your position very, very 
briefly. 

TESTIMONY OF RICHARD J. FAVRETTO, DEPUTY ASSISTANT 
ATTORNEY GENERAL, ANTITRUST DIVISION, DEPARTMENT OF 
JUSTICE 

Mr. FAVRETTO. I am sensitive to your needs, in light of the Chair
man's schedule, I will attempt to do that. If there are any questions 
after my summarization, or questions that result from reading of my 
statement by members of the subcommittee, I would be more than 
happy to answer them. 

I think that my remarks, even in summary, will have a slightly dif
ferent emphasis than Dr. Comanor's. Basically, they will be keyed 
to the general philosophical approach to this area and are in tune 
with the view the chairman expressed earlier this morning. 

We are not unsympathetic to the concerns raised by Senator Bayh 
and Senator Cochran and other sponsors of the legislation. We just 
feel that these very basic issues are susceptible to consideration under 
the laws as they presently exist. 

Essentially, we feel that the passage of this legislation would be, 
first, inconsistent with the steps Congress has taken in recent years 
to strengthen antitrust enforcement. 

Second, it would result in an unfortunate precedent which will 
encourage other industries to seek similar specialized exemptions and 
specialized treatment under the antitrust laws. I t is generally a bad 
idea as a matter of policy, we feel, to proceed industry by industry 
carving out exemptions from the antitrust laws. 

Third, we believe that the legislation will unnecessarily impinge 
on the fundamental national policy of free competition. 

The rule of reason, as it presently applies to these kinds of prac
tices, is more than adequate to deal fully with the concerns expressed 
by proponents of the legislation, as well as by opponents bv the legisla
tion. The rule of reason is the ultimate rule of antitrust flexibility de
signed to adapt to the changing needs of a changing economy, to deal 
with the concerns that have been expressed and with whether or not 
the particular system is procompetitive or anticompetitive. 

The test in S. 598 which my statement indicates is somewhat am
biguous and most likely difficult to apply, would, I believe, cut against 
the flexibility that I always found attractive in the antitrust laws, 
particularly with the rule of reason, and would establish a test which 
in the future may not be iustified by the market structure or by the 
practices in the industry. I believe this is a bad idea, particularly when 
we have an existing rule of law that can deal with the problems that 
have been focused upon by members of the subcommittee. 

Ultimately, I think that legislation of the kind apparently reflected 
in the bill under consideration would be untimely. There is no nues-
tion about the tradition or right of this bodv to legislate and to change 
the rules of law that it feels are undesirable; however, I think the 
process should ultimately spin out to its conclusion before judgments 
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are made about the desirability or undesirability of a particular rule 
of law. 

The matter of particular concern now is that the F T C proceeding 
is currently under review by the Court of Appeals, and I believe pru
dence would counsel us to await the decision of the Court of Appeals 
and, indeed, any ultimate review by the Supreme Court that might 
occur. That would tend to narrow and focus the debate and perhaps 
assist in the drafting of any legislation if this body still feels that 
legislation is required after that opinion is rendered. 

I t is important to note that this case would represent the first ma
jor test by the Supreme Court involving the rule of reason as it applies 
to these kinds of restraints after the Sylvania case. I think that is 
very important because only 2 years ago the Supreme Court ruled in 
Sylvania; I think this represents the first major test of the scope of 
the decision. 

After resolution of the Court proceedings, if there is dissatisfaction 
with the way the rule is framed by the Court—with the way it was 
applied by either the Court or the FTC—I think that may be ad
dressed at that time. 

Myself, I am confident that the rule of reason, as it has been ex-

f)lained by the Supreme Court in Sylvania and in the case in the fol-
owing year of the National Society of Professional Engineers, will 

more than adequately deal with the concerns raised. 
The issue is proof, not just theoretical concern, but proof of the 

actual impact on competition and to balance the competitive results 
from either the continuation of these restraints or their prohibition. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Favretto, do you believe there is any
thing unique about the soft drink industry which would justify an 
exemption from the antitrust laws? 

Mr. FAVRETTO. We are not aware of one, Your Honor. 
Senator METZENBAUM. I am not "Your Honor" but 
Mr. FAVRETTO. Mr. Chairman, I don't pretend to be an expert on 

all phasas of the soft drink industry, but I am not aware of any par
ticular aspect that would require an exemption. Moreover, as I indi
cated in my summarization, I think any peculiar characteristics of 
the industry are discernible and treatable under the rule of reason 
as the law presently evaluates it. 

Senator METZENBAUM. I might say to members of the subcommittee, 
I am going to try to restrict myself to about 3 to 4 minutes of questions 
so that we can get through all of these witnesses. I ask members of the 
subcommittee to do likewise. 

Mr. Favretto, S. 598 grants an antitrust exemption if the soft drink 
product is in substantial and effective competition with other products 
of the same general class. I understand that you believe that the sub
stantial and effective competition test is too loose to give consumers 
much protection. Is the same general class test just as loose ? 

Mr. FAVRETTO. Mr. Chairman, the same general class phrase is also 
undefined in the legislation, and I for one cannot be sure what it would 
be meant to apply to—whether it would be all alcoholic beverages or 
carbonated beverages or soft drinks. I think that is one of the technical 
problems with the legislation and is the same kind of problem that we 
find with the substantial and effective concept. 
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Senator METZENBATTM. I want to ask you as I asked Dr. Comanor, 
if you have any suggestions as to the language of this legislation, 
should this subcommittee decide to enact it. We would very much 
appreciate your advising us as promptly as possible in writing. 

Mr. FAVRETTO. I think, Mr. Chairman, I am prepared to reflect upon 
your request, but I think the sum and substance of our position is that 
no legislation is necessary, that we have a rule of law that is ultimately 
more flexible than this legislation would ever be and would take into 
consideration more factors than this legislation would presently in
dicate should be taken into consideration. So I believe that the response 
is that we don't feel there would be any need. 

Senator METZENBATTM. YOU can't make a bad bill into a good bill 
by amending. 

Mr. FAVRETTO. I believe that is correct, and the emphasis of my testi
mony is on general principles and philosophical position. 

Senator METZENBATTM. Supporters of S. 598 argue that if the restric
tions are eliminated, supermarket chains will demand warehouse de
livery and as a result, returnable bottles will disappear. I s there a 
response to that argument? 

Mr. FAVRETTO. I think there are two aspects to that. I would like 
to address first the warehouse delivery issue, which is something that 
Dr. Comanor testified a little bit about. That is an efficiency question, 
and I think the market generally ought to be open to new modes in 
efficiency. If warehouse delivery will result in lower prices to con
sumers, I think that is kind of a desirable obiective. 

I n terms of the environmental impact, I don't think that there is 
anything in the present bill under consideration that would require 
bottlers to use returnable bottles. I think that if Congress wants to 
legislate in the environmental area, it ought to do so directly and re
quire returnable bottles. Carving out this exemption in a backward 
manner I don't think would generally be a good idea, even to achieve 
environmental objectives. 

Senator METZENBATTM. S. 598 would deprive persons injured by these 
restrictions prior to its enactment of their right to recover. Is this fair 
in view of the risk that the bottling industry willingly assumed by 
maintaining the restrictions despite Schioinn and earlier cases? 

Mr. FAVRETTO. I think that our conclusion is that it is an unwar
ranted provision in the bill by any test. The industrv is a sophisticated 
one that is represented generally through its trade association and 
also at the lower levels by sophisticated counsel. The rule since 1968 
was known to the industry generally—I think ScJiAoinn was a land
mark decision and certainly put everyone on notice. In any event, the 
statute of limitations limits recoveries to 4 years, and furthermore, any 
damage action would be required to be sustained only if the restraints 
were proved to be unreasonable in impact and only during the period 
of unreasonability. 

Senator METZENBATTM. Senator Bayh, while you were out, I have 
indicated that we were going to try to limit our questions to 3 or 4 
minutes because I would like to be able to finish by 12 and I would 
like to hear others, if we can. 

Senator B A T H . Well, why don't we obtain answers in writing to the 
questions that I have. I wouldn't object to that. I t is a difficult question 
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and I think it is important that we complete the hearings and I appre
ciate the courtesy of the chairman. I t is a complicated kind of thing 
and some of us are particularly concerned about the consumer and are 
anxious to be able to pursue these questions in a comprehensive way 
and I don't see how we can do justice to that in 3 minutes, with all 
due respect. 

Senator METZENBATJM. We have a problem and I am certain that you 
would not like to continue the hearings if it is not necessary and I am 
trying to accommodate that aspect. 

Senator BAYH. I appreciate that. 
Mr. FAVRETTO. Senator, I am more than willing. 
Senator BAYH. Well, I have some questions that I will submit to you. 
Mr. FAVRETTO. Fine. 
Senator METZENBATJM. Thank you very much. 
Mr. FAVRETTO. Thank you. 
[Questions submitted by Senators Thurmond, Bayh, and Cochran, 

and Mr. Favretto's prepared statement follow:] 

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY SENATOR THURMOND FOR MR. FAVRETTO 

Question. Your statement regarding the extent that you would allow the courts 
to Interpret the current law vis-a-vis the proposed hill, S. 598, appears incon
sistent. Why are you not willing for the courts to use its same interpretive powers 
within the meaning of S. 598, just as now allowed under curi ent law? 

Answer. Under current law, the courts apply the rule of reason to vertical 
territorial restrictions, determining whether, on balance, the particular arrange
ment unreasonably restrains competition. This requires them to weigh the bene
ficial effects of any enhancement of competition resulting from the territorial 
restriction against the drawbacks of impaired intrabrand competition. In this 
process, the courts consider not only the current level of interbrand competition, 
but also such factors as the market power of the firms involved, the extent to 
which the arrangement limits intrabrand competition, the extent to which the 
arrangement achieves its claimed benefits and facilitates interbrand competition, 
and the availability of less restrictive alternatives that could meet the parties' 
legitimate needs. This wide-ranging inquiry is necessary to ensure that both the 
positive and negative effects of a territorial restriction are fully taken into 
account. 

S. 598 would preclude the courts from determining whether, under all of the 
circumstances, a vertical territorial restriction in the soft drink Industry Is un
reasonable. It would legalize automatically any such arrangement if there is 
"substantial and effective" interbrand competition without regard to other rele
vant facts. If Congress believes that soft drink bottlers and manufacturers should 
be afforded such a special exemption from the antitrust laws for territorial ar
rangements that do not meet the rule of reason standard (an exemption that we 
believe is unwarranted), it should at least tailor it narrowly and precisely. The 
antitrust laws embody our fundamental national policy of reliance on free and 
unrestrained competition, and any Immunity should be no broader than absolutely 
necessary to address the particular problem that Congress seeks to correct. We 
do not believe that the standard of legality set forth in S. 598 meets this require
ment. Not only is the meaning of the phrase "substantial and effective competi
tion" unclear, but the meaning of the terms "same general class" and "soft 
drink" are likewise ambiguous. Thus, there is a substantial risk that courts, un
certain of the scope of the special immunity, will interpret it more broadly than 
Congress intended. 

We emphasize that we are not suggesting that any changes in S. 598 could 
eliminate our objections to the bill. We object not only to its ambiguous language 
but also to its prematurity in light of the ongoing FTC litigation and to its at
tempt to carve out an antitrust immunity which is unnecessary and unjustified by 
any special characteristics of the soft drink industry. In addition, we can conceive 
of no justification for the virtual elimination of damage liability even for defen
dants who cannot meet the modified standard of liability of S. 598. 
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Question. By denying the territorial provisions of S. 598, are you not, in fact, 
saying that we should have a few very large suppliers, rather than a larger 
number of more competitive large, small, and medium-size suppliers? 

Answer. Whether a prohibition on the use of exclusive territories would 
result in substantially increased concentration in the soft drink industry is an 
issue that was litigated in the FTC proceedings. The FTC concluded that there 
was no convincing evidence that such a prohibition would significantly accelerate 
or affect the trend to concentration that the industry has experienced in the last 
several years, in spite of the prevalence of exclusive territories. Because the case 
is still in litigation, it would be inappropriate for the Department of Justice to 
comment on the merits of the FTC's findings. 

I t is important to note, though, that the effect of exclusive territories on the 
level of the concentration was considered in that case, under current law. This 
illustrates the basic point that the rule of reason takes this concern, like many 
concerns raised by proponents of S. 598, into account. If the elimination of ex
clusive territories would result in greater concentration, and if that increase in 
concentration would impair competition more seriously than exclusive territories 
do, the exclusive territorial arrangement would be found reasonable under the 
rule of reason analysis mandated by current law. We continue to believe that 
the rule of reason is comprehensive and flexible enough to take fully into account 
all the factors relevant to an assessment of the competitive effects of exclusive 
territories. Therefore, no change in the legal standard governing such arrange
ments is necessary. 

Question. Our consideration of the proposed bill, S. 598, is directed toward 
reviewing both the potential benefits and the potential dangers of such legislation. 
Would this be the case in the long-run, when the smaller companies are eliminated 
and only a few large companies are left to supply the national market? 

Answer. In formulating its position, the Department of Justice too has tried 
to consider both the potential benefits and the potential dangers of enacting S. 598. 
Our conclusion is that the dangers are substantially greater than the benefits. 

Your question is premised on a number of assumptions: (1) that the court 
of appeals (and possibly the Supreme Court) uphold the FTC's decision; (2) 
that only a few very large companies will be left to supply the national market; 
and (3) that this concentration would be caused by the elimination of exclusive 
territories and not by some other factor (like those that have caused the ap
parently substantial increase in concentration over the past few years in spite 
of the use of exclusive territorial arrangements). If all of these assumptions 
are accurate (a question on which we cannot comment in view of the ongoing 
litigation), it would indeed be fair to ask whether consumers would suffer more 
from increased concentration resulting from the elimination of exclusive terri
tories or from the lack of intrabrand competition resulting from their retention. 

Existing law, however, takes these concerns fully into account. The rule of 
reason allows consideration of the effect of exclusive territories on trends toward 
vertical integration and horizontal concentration and of the effect those trends 
may have on the vigor of competition. Enactment of S. 598 would offer no ad
vantage over current law. 

QtrESTtoN SUBMITTED BY SENATOR BATH FOB MB. FAVBETTO 

Question. With regard to your tetsimony concerning the lack of uniqueness 
about the soft drink industry, please identify any other industries in the United 
States which have more than one thousand manufacturing licensees. 

Answer. There are a number of industries in the United States characterized 
by large numbers of licensees and franchisees whose vertical nonprice restraints 
are tested under the rule of reason to determine whether, on balance, they are 
procompetitive or anticompetitive. For example, the fast food industry, the 
automobile sales and repair industries, the hotel and motel industry, and various 
consumer goods and services industries frequently rely extensively on licensees 
and franchisees to achieve adequate market penetration and customer service. 

We recognize that licensees and franchisees in these industries are not eneaeed 
in the strict sense in manufacturing, but that distinction is not necessarily 
critical. The magnitude of the capital investment required of a licensee or 
franchisee, the degree of vertical integration, the extent of competition from 
Independent dealers, and other relevant factors will normally differ from Indus-
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try to industry. The characteristics of the soft drink industry obviously are not 
identical to those of other industries which have many licensees and franchisees. 
But the key question is not whether the soft drink industry is different in any 
relevant respect but rather whether its differences are so great or unusual that 
the current legal standard cannot adequately take them into account. We believe 
that the rule of reason analysis is sufficiently flexible and adaptable to allow for 
these differences. We are aware of no special characteristic of the soft drink 
industry, related to the manufacturing aspects of the bottlers' operations or 
otherwise, that would not receive appropriate consideration under current law. 
Congress should therefore not give the soft drink industry any special exemption 
from the antitrust standard applied to vertical territorial restrictions in other 
Industries. 

QUESTION SUBMITTED BY SENATOR COCHRAN FOB MB. FAVBETTO 

Question. In your speech on May 12,1978, in Dallas on the subject of vertical re
straints, you discussed the Supreme Court's decision in Sylvania which identified 
ways in which vertical restrictions may promote interbrand competition, namely: 
(1) by helping the manufacturer achieve certain efficiencies in the distribution 
of its product; (2) by inducing retailers (or distributors) to make new invest
ment or new entry; (3) by inducing retailers (or distributors) to engage in 
promotional activity. Do you know any facts which would refute the specific 
findings of the FTC's administrative law judge that all of these benefits have 
been achieved because of the existence of bottler territories: 

(1) Finding No. 29 states that territorial restrictions encouraged greater 
development of marketing and distribution, thereby achieving maximum market 
penetration, 

(2) Findings No. 159 and 160 show how territorial license agreements helped 
Dr. Pepper enter the market, and 

(3) The conclusion on page 87 of the decision states that because bottlers can 
focus on their own territories they are encouraged in their efforts for price 
promotions... 

Aren't these the precise benefits you referred to, and, if so, shouldn't you 
support this bill? 

Answer. It would be inappropriate for the Department of Justice to comment 
on the merits of a Federal Trade Commission case that is still in litigation. We 
do note that the Commission is not bound in its cases to accept the findings of 
fact of the administrative law judge ( A U ) , and indeed, the Commission has the 
authority and obligation to make its own independent review of the record. Its 
decision not to accept the overall conclusions of the ALJ (although not neces
sarily each of the specific findings mentioned in your question) is now being 
reviewed by the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia 
Circuit in order to determine whether it is supported by substantial evidence. 

Even assuming, for purposes of argument only, that the findings you cite are 
correct, it does not necessarily follow that the exclusive territorial agreements 
are reasonable and desirable. In order to determine whether an agreement is, on 
balance, procompetitive or anticompetitive, it is necessary to consider the costs 
of the arrangement as well as its benefits. I t is also important to consider whether 
less restrictive alternatives are available that would produce the same benefits. 
Only if the benefits of the restriction exceed its costs should it be deemed reason
able and legal. Thus, we cannot say that a restriction is reasonable on the basis 
of four findings concerning claimed benefits (even assuming the correctness of 
the findings) without weighing those benefits against the costs of the restriction 
and the available alternatives. 

Moreover, the rule of reason standard mandated by current law allows for 
full consideration of each of the factors to which your question points; there 
is no need to change the law in this respect. By contrast, none of those factors 
would be considered under the standard of S. 598, which focuses exclusively on 
the current level of interbrand competition. This is one of the reasons for the 
Department of Justice's opposition to this standard, which would prevent con
sideration of other factors which, as your question recognizes, should be taken 
into account. The rule of reason is a better approach than the narrow standard 
of S. o98 because the rule of reason allows the court to look at the whole picture 
in evaluating the reasonableness of a vertical territorial restraint 

48-025 0 - 80 - 10 
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PBEPABED STATEMENT OP RICHABD J. FAVBETTO 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: I appreciate the oppor
tunity to appear before you today to present the views of the Department of 
Justice on S. 598, the "Soft Drink Interbrand Competition Act." This legislation 
is one in a series of bills designed to confer a special antitrust exemption on 
exclusive territorial agreements between soft drink manufacturers and bottlers. 

The Department of Justice has consistently opposed this type of special interest 
legislation'over the years, and we continue to believe that it is both unnecessary 
and undesirable. This bill, and similar bills now pending, unnecessarily impinge 
on our. fundamental national policy of reliance on free and open competition. 
This legislation would also create an unfortunate precedent by encouraging 
every industry to seek specialized exemptions from the antitrust laws. And it is 
fundamentally inconsistent with the steps Congress has taken in recent years to 
strengthen the antitrust laws and their enforcement. 

It may be helpful to begin by placing this legislation in context. Over the 
years, a series of bills has been introduced to establish a special standard for 
territorial agreements in the soft drink industry.1 The first such bills were in
troduced after the Federal Trade Commission issued a complaint alleging that 
exclusive territory licensing agreements maintained by major soft drink manu
facturers and their bottlers violated Section 5 of the FTC Act. The bottlers 
originally argued that legislation was necessary to allow them a fair oppor
tunity to present all the economic evidence in favor of such agreements. As it 
turned out, though, the Supreme Court subsequently decided that vertical non-
price restraints generally are to be evaluated under the rule of reason, a flexible 
standard which permits consideration of all of the circumstances.2 And through
out the litigation, the defendants have had a full hearing on the claimed economic 
justifications. Even though the soft drink industry has gotten all that it originally 
sought, it has continued to press for special legislation. 

Moreover, these legislative efforts are now continuing despite the fact that 
it is not yet clear what the final outcome of the normal administrative and 
judicial process will be. The FTC has rendered its decision but the case is now 
on petition for review before the District of Columbia Circuit, which will give 
further consideration to the bottlers' arguments in the course of determining 
whether the FTC's decision was supported by substantiaUevidence.3 Legislative 
action at this time, while that factual record is still under review, would, we 
believe, be at the least premature. 

I would now like to discuss the two principal features of S. 598. The first 
relates to the standard by which exclusive territorial arrangements in the soft 
drink industry are judged. The bill would provide that territorial agreements be
tween soft drink manufacturers and bottlers are legal under the antitrust laws 
provided that the products covered by the agreements are in "substantial and 
effective competition with other products of the same general class." The second 
important feature of S. 598 is that it would virtually eliminate damage liability 
for the illegal use of exclusive territory agreements. I will discuss each of these 
provisions in turn. 

S. 958 would substitute for the current standard of liability the "substantial 
and effective competition" standard that I just described. To decide whether this 
change is a useful, beneficial one, it is necessary to ask two questions : first, what, 
if anything, is wrong with the current legal standard? and, second, how, if at 
all, does this bill improve that standard? 

As I have noted, the legal standard by which vertical exclusive territory 
agreements in the soft drink industry are judged under current law Is the rule 
of reason.' Under the flexible rule of reason, courts take into account all of 
the circumstances in order to determine whether, on balance, the exclusive 
territories enhance or impair competition. The defendant is afforded a full 
opportunity to present economic justifications. 

For this sensible and comprehensive rule of reason approach. S. 598 would 
substitute a narrow approach which focuses exclusively on interbrand competl-

iflee S. 078 (03d Cone, 1st Seas.) ; H.R. 16016 (93d Cnnpr.. 2d Sess.) ; HB. 66S4 (94th 
Cons,, 1st Sess.) ; S. 3421 (94th Cone.. 1st Sess.) ; S. 1483 (95th Cone.. 1st Sess.) ; S. 598 
(96th Cong., 1st Sess.) ; H.R. 1224 (96th Cong, 1st Sess.) ; H.R. 1611 (96th Cong., 1st 
Sess ) 

^Continental T.V., Inc. v GTF, Sylvania. Inc. 433 U.S. 36 (1977). 
'The Cocn-Cola Co., 91 F.T.C. 517 (1978), appeal docketed, No. 78-1364 (D.C. Cir. 

April 24. 1978). 
« Continental T.V., Inc. v. GTE Sylvania, Inc., supra. 
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tion. Under S. 598, if interbrand competition is "substantial and effective," the 
agreement on exclusive territories is automatically legal. How does this test com
pare with the rule of reason ? The rule of reason does not limit antitrust analysis 
to this single factor involving the current strength of interbrand competition. 
Kather, it takes into account not only interbrand competition, but also other fac
tors relevant to the overall competitive effects of the particular arrangements at 
issue. 

The rule of reason does not ignore or downplay the significance of interbrand 
competition. To the contrary, the courts place great weight under existing law 
on the vigor of interbrand competition, which the Supreme Court in the Sylvania 
case called "the primary concern of antitrust law." And the FTC carefully con
sidered the vigor of interbrand competition in its decision concerning vertical 
restraints in the soft drink industry.6 In short, current law accords interbrand 
competition all the weight it deserves; there is no need to change the law in this 
respect. The effect of this legislation will simply be to preclude consideration of 
other factors that may be equally important. 

The narrow focus of the "substantial and effective competition" standard of 
S. 598 is not its only defect. The meaning of that standard is unclear. How robust 
and vigorous must interbrand competition be before it becomes "substantial and 
effective" within the meaning of S. 598? The bill does not answer this question, 
and to work out its meaning through litigation could take years and' divert the 
courts and the FTC from their other important responsibilities. I would note that 
our experience with a similar standard in the Miller Tydings and McGuire Acts 
was not encouraging.* Those statutes legalized resale price maintenance sanc
tioned by state law where commodities were in "free and open" competition with 
commodities of the same general class. The courts interpreted that standard very 
broadly, so that it offered consumers little protection.7 

We cannot afford to water down the protection that the rule of reason provides 
to the consumer. The dangers of a weakened standard become clear when one 
considers the arguments generally suggested in favor of territorial restraints on 
competition. The heat of those arguments usually is that bottlers need the 
additional profits that they could earn if they were sheltered from intrabrand 
competition. These additional revenues, the bottlers assure us, would be well 
spent and would benefit the consumer because the bottlers would be able to 
make greater capital investments and to provide supperior products and service. 
But what guarantee do consumers have that the bottlers would use their 
artificially Inflated revenues for these purposes? If, for example, those capital 
investments are profitable, they would normally be undertaken under a system 
of free competition. Indeed, the spur of competition from other bottlers of the 
same brand may be necessary to give bottlers the incentives to perform efficiently 
and to innovate in such areas of competition as service and packaging. 

By pointing out these dangers from exclusive territories, I do not mean to 
imply that vertical territorial arrangements always decrease overall competi
tion. To the contrary, as the Supreme Court has recognized, such restraints may 
sometimes enhance competition. For example, they may help small but aggres
sive businesses enter a market and compete effectively. My only point is that 
we cannot afford to neglect the potential benefits. Under the rule of reason, the 
positive as well as negative effects of exclusive territories are fully taken into 
account. If these agreements foster interbrand competition more than they 
hinder intrabrand competition, they are legal as the law now stands. We see 
no reason to change the law to legalize agreements that cannot meet that 
standard. 

I also want to note that this bill would legalize the most extreme form of 
territorial restraint, which completely precludes a bottler from making sales 
outside the assigned area. In many situations, a more limited restraint may be 
sufficient to achieve any positive results claimed for territorial agreements. For 
example, so-called "area of primary responsibility" clauses permit each distrib
utor to make sales outside his area of primary responsibility provided that he 
covers his assigned territory effectively. S. 598 gives bottlers and manufacturers 

6 The Coca-Cola Co., supra, 91, P.T.C. at 634-644. 
• The "fair trade" statutes weer repealed by the Consumer Pricing Act of 1975. Pub. L. 

94-145. 89 Stat. 83 0. 
'See Bowen v. Xew York A'ew«, Inc., 366 P. Supp. 651. 661-662 (S.D.N.Y. 1973). aff'd 

on this ground, rev'd on other grounds, 552 F.2d 1242, 1249 (2d Clr. 1975), cert, denied, 
425 U.S. 936 (1976). The standard was criticized for Its vagueness. Herman, "Free and 
Open Competition," 9 Stan. L. Rev. 323, 327-332 (1957). 
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a license to deprive consumers completely of the benefits of intrabrand competi
tion even when less restrictive alternatives may be sufficient. Existing law, in 
contrast, considers whether exclusive territories are reasonably necessary to 
achieve legitimate business goals in light of the available marketing alternatives. 
This, we believe, is the better approach. 

The Department of Justice recognizes that many proponents of S. 598 see this 
bill as a way to encourage the use of returnable bottles and thereby to conserve 
energy and protect the environment. Certainly these energy and environmental 
goals are important. The question is whether the enactment of S. 598 represents 
an efficient solution. S. 598 contains no provision which requires, or even encour
ages, bottlers to use returnable bottles. I t offers them immunity from the anti
trust laws even if they make no effort to market returnable bottles. If the soft 
drink industry should make a special effort to market returnable bottles as a 
means to save energy and keep the environment clean, and If the industry will not 
make that effort without special federal legislation, that special legislation should 
deal directly with the prob.em. (Jiving soit drink mauiu'acturers and bottlers an 
unrestricted license to eliminate intrabrand competition in the hope that some of 
them may voluntarily choose to offer more returnable bottles is not an efficient 
solution to energy or environmental problems. 

Let me sum up these comments on the standard of legality that would be estab
lished by'S. 598. Private plaintiffs, the FTC, and the Department of Justice al
ready bear the burden of proving that the particular territorial restraint is un
reasonable. That burden is a significant one because the rule of reason involves 
a broad-ranging, comprehensive inquiry into all the factors affecting the anti
trust c.mse.iiieiices oi vertical territorial restrictions. S. 598 could make that 
burden even heavier by creating a new and vague standard for illegality. The pro
posed standard could unfairly tip the scales in favor of the soft drink industry, 
and consumers would pay the price. There has been no showing that existing 
law is unfair or deficient. Congress should reject this proposed new standard just 
as it rejected similar proposals in previous sessions. 

S. 598 would also change the law concerning damages. Under Section 3 of the 
bill, a soft drink manufacturer or bottler could participate in an illegal ter
ritorial restraint on competition until a court ordered it to stop without fear 
of damage liability. The victims would have no right to compensation unless 
the defendants ignored a court order. There is simply no justification for this 
provision. 

I t is important to understand what this provision means. It means that the 
victim of such an anticompetitive, restraint could not recover any damages, 
much less treble damages, no matter how serious the injury suffered. And he 
would be denied compensation even if the illegal agreement that which caused 
the Injury was used for the worst of motives—to raise prices and restrain com
petition—and even if the defendants faced no interbrand competition at all, 
much less "substantial and effective" interbrand competition. S. 598 would theo
retically permit such victims to recover for any injury inflicted after a court 
ruled that the agreement was illegal, but the practical effect of this provision 
could be virtual immunity from damage liability even for clearly anticompeti
tive and unjustified territorial restrictions in this industry. 

This drastic restriction on damage liability for vertical restrictions illegal 
even under the modified standard of legality of S. 598 would leave victims un
compensated and wrong-doers undeterred. Without the incentive of damages, 
the victims of these conspiracies would not sue. S. 598 would cripple in this in
dustry enforcement of the antitrust laws, which Congress has made a vital sup
plement to enforcement by the Justice Department and the FTC. 

Proponents of this provision claim that it would be unfair to subject members 
of the soft drink industry to damage liability because some cases suggest that 
certain types of territorial agreements in the industry are legal.8 That argu
ment just is not persuasive. A victim of illegal practices should not be denied 
compensation simply because another plaintiff once lost a similar antitrust case 
involving related issues in the same industry. The soft drink industry is a sophis
ticated industry with sophisticated legal advice. Its members realize that both 
the legal standards applicable to vertical restraints and the economic condi
tions which determine their effect on competition have changed since those old 
cases were decided, just as they have for every other industry. Holding compa-

• For example, proponents often point to Coca-Cola Bottling Co. v. Coca-Cola Co., 269 
F. 796, 813-814 (D. Del. 1920). 
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nies in the soft drink industry responsible for the consequences of their actions 
creates no special surprise or unfairness that justifies singling them out for any 
damage immunity not afforded other industries. 

In conclusion, I want to mention some of the broader issues raised by this bill. 
The antitrust laws embody Congress' commitment to competition as the best 
means to assure that consumers can buy the best possible products at the lowest 
possible price.9 In recent years, Congress has taken important steps to strengthen 
these laws and to narrow immunities from them. Through unhappy experience 
we have learned that broad exemptions enacted in response to short-term eco
nomic conditions or to the pleas of special interests often persist long after 
they have served any useful purpose. 

For these reasons, it is vital that Congress take a long, hard look at the claims 
made by proponents of antitrust exemptions and immunities. It should be up to 
the proponents to support their claims with solid evidence that some unusual 
characteristic of an industry requires special antitrust standards. Because the 
traditional rule of reason standard is designed to be flexible enough to accommo
date a range of industrial structures and practices, the burden must rest on pro
ponents of immunities to justify those special immunities by clear and con
vincing factual evidence. As the National Commission to Review Antitrust Laws 
and Procedures recently concluded, unrestrained competition, not specific immuni
ties, generally offers the surest guarantee of consumer welfare.10 

When the arguments advanced by the soft drink industry are tested under this 
approach, they must be found wanting. No need for the passage of these bills has 
been demonstrated. Moreover, modifying the already extremely flexible law on 
exclusive territories for the benefit of this industry would only encourage other 
industries to demand equal treatment. S. 598 represents an unjustified effort 
by special interests to remove themselves from the application of antitrust rules 
under which firms in other industries prosper. The Department of Justice, there
fore, recommends that this legislation not be enacted. 

Senator METZENBAUM. J . F . Koons, I would like to call you up. 
Mr. Koons, there is probably nobody in the country who has done 

much more on this subject or indicated greater concern about it than 
have you. I know you have commissioned some studies and we know 
you have great interest in the subject and we are happy to welcome 
you here at the table today. Having said that, I will, at the same time 
have to say to you, I know you have a rather lengthy statement, if 
you can shorten it—the entire statement will be included in the record. 
I would be grateful to you if you could make your presentation in 5 
to 8 minutes. 

Mr. KOONS. I will do my best. I have spent about 2 years on this 
presentation and I didn't know how short it would be, but I will 
proceed. 

TESTIMONY OF J. F. KOONS, TR., PBESIDENT, CENTKA1 

INVESTMENT COEP. 

Mr. KOONS. First of all, I want to thank you and give you the best 
wishes of all the Pepsi-Cola bottlers in the State of Ohio. 

My name is Bud Koons and I am president of the Ohio State Pepsi-
Cola Bottlers Association. My family owns two franchises in Ohio and 
two in Florida. At the far left is my son, Jeff, vice president of our 
Florida operations and Richard Caudill, president of our Florida 
operations, and on my right Emanuel Goldman, of Sanford C. Bern
stein & Co., Inc. Mr. Goldman is a security analyst and was voted the 

' See, e.g. National Society of Profesional Engineers v. United States, 435 U.S. 679, 695 
(1978), Northern Pacific Ry v. United States, 356 D.S. 1, 4-5. (1958). 10 Report of the National Commission for the Review of Antitrust Laws and Procedures 
177-189 (1979). 
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last 2 years as one of the top soft drink and beverage analysts in the 
United States. 

I am going to skip through this as you recommend, Senator, and I 
would be happy to come back for further questioning or whatever. 

Senator B A T H . Our chairman is proceeding becaus? of the time frame 
and every word that you have in your statement will be in the record 
for us to study carefully and anyone who wants to study it from the 
outside will have a chance to do so, so I don't want you to think 
that 

Mr. KOONS. I know that. We are proud of our Senator in Ohio and 
I know that you are going to be fair and reasonable and I am happy 
to be here and I appreciate it. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Happy to have you here. 
Mr. KOONS. First of all, I appreciate what you said earlier, Senator 

Bayh, and that is separating the soft drink industry—that is para
mount in this issue. That was paramount in the issue and apparently 
wasn't recognized by the F T C until you brought it before the Federal 
Trade Commission representative testifying today. Even in his pre
sentation, he did not designate between the independent bottlers and 
the syrup companies. 

Gentlemen, who are the winners in the Federal Trade Commission 
decision? Winner No. 1—the three large syrup manufacturers, Coca-
Cola, Pepsi-Cola and 7-Up. 7-Up was acquired 1 month after the 
Federal Trade Commission by Phil ip Morris. 

Winner No. 2—Can manufacturers. 
Winner No. 3—Glass manufacturers. 
Three of the largest oligopolies in the United States. 
The losers are: 
Loser No. 1. The independent bottlers. Currently there are about 

1,833 independent bottlers who are competing vigorously in inter-
brand competition unmatched by any other item sold through food 
stores. I n 1977, Senator, in a study that we bought from Majers 
Co., they analvzed the soft drink industry and found out the cost 
per ounce. In 1977 on a returnable package and emphasized a return
able package was 0.0079. That package in 1939, when Pepsi-Cola Co. 
came out of bankruptcy, Coca-Cola sold for a nickel—that was 0.0077 
per ounce which was 2.6-percent increase on per-ounce cost by the 
bottling industry—by the bottlers compared to the increase of 34.4 
percent in the CPI , and yet we are said to be noncompetitive. The 
bottling industry is competitive. 

Loser No. 2. The Consumer. In a highly concentrated industrv, vig
orous price competition is lacking and with the added loss of lower 
prices from refillable containers, the consumer will be forced to pay 
from 50 percent to 100 percent more per ounce. 

There was a discussion of concentration. The concentration of the 
syrup manufacturers, the Pepsi-Cola Co. owns its own franchises 
serving 25 percent of the population in the United States. Along the 
eastern seaboard, in which Philadelphia, Boston, New York, Newark, 
make up about 10 percent, 10.5 percent of the ACV of the United 
States, the refillable bottle package, sir, is practically nonexistent. 
These franchises are owned by Pepsico. Yet, in the rest of the United 
States, over half the products sold to the food stores by Pepsi-Cola 
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and Coca-Cola independent bottlers in the United States, last year, 
was in the returnable bottle. 

Seventy-two percent of all the feature price ads in the United States 
was for the returnable bottle. In Ohio, it was 85 percent last year, its 
90 percent this year—the returnable bottle feature price advertising. 

Now what is the F T C saving? Consumers groups say there has to 
be a savings. The Federal Trade Commission originally estimated 
savings to consumers would be $250 million per year. Then down to 
$50 million. At trial, they refused to discuss any savings. There are 
no savings. Our industry is the most competitive industry serving food 
stores in the United States. 

Loser No. 3. Now, there is something that has not been brought up 
before and that is the energy loss. The Franklin Associates study that 
we commissioned indicated that we would have 36 percent additional 
energy use annually to produce the billions of additional nonrefillable 
containers required to replace 40 percent of all soft drink sales cur
rently sold in returnable.containers. Half the food store business of 
soft, drinks sold annually is in refillable containers. 

We had a report, if I can find it. The interesting thing about that 
report, is that the balance-of-trade deficit from that alone would be 
over $300 million. 

Now, I think the independent bottlers are the losers. The syrup man
ufacturers are the winners. The Federal Trade Commission, in its 
statement, encouraged the syrup manufacturers to compete with their 
franchisees. There is no way in the world that a franchisee can buy 
syrup from The Coca-Cola Co. or The Pepsi-Cola Co. and compete 
against them. I t is impossible. 

The Federal Trade Commission ruled that the nonrefillable con
tainers could flow without any restraint whatsoever. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Mr. Koons, what percentage of the total cost 
to the consumers is involved in the cost of syrup ? 

Mr. KOONS. I don't, know that. But I will find out. 
Senator METZENBAUM. The economist, can you give me the answer? 
Mr. GOLDMAN. The concentrate part of it I think is under 10 percent. 
Senator METZENBAUM. The concentrate—how much? 
Mr. GOLDMAN. On the order of 8 or 9 percent. I t will vary by manu

facturer because concentrates prices themselves vary and the eco
nomics of one bottler to another varies so the selling price will vary. 
But in general, it is on the order of 8 percent, 9 percent. That is the 
concentrate cost to the bottler as a percentage of the bottler's selling 
price to the retailer. 

Senator METZENBAUM. And what I don't understand is why the bot
tler cannot in any way compete with the parent company, since the 
parent company only has control over about an 8-percent factor in 
the final selling price. 

Mr. KOONS. There is a lot more than just the cost of the syrup— 
there is the warehouse delivery, there is advertising, there are dis
counts that they would provide. I read about a theory that you had, 
Senator Metzenbaum, in the coffee industry where you pointed out 
that certain coffee manufacturers picked on one market discounted 
and all of a sudden they got the market and then they raised the price. 
That is a national strategy by a national company. 
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In the soft drink industry, where the independent bottlers, and 
there are 1,833 of them, there is no national strategy on cutting price. 
I t is all local price advertising and there is a difference and that is 
why the independent bottlers should be maintained. If the franchise 
system is eliminated and the franchisor proceeds as recommended by 
the Federal Trade Commission to go over this country in nonrefillable 
containers, then the independent bottlers will be wiped out. There will 
be no way he can compete. 

Senator METZENBAUM. YOU say that the independent bottler will be 
wiped out and yet in your report to your stockholders you say that 
the company will be in a very favorable competitive position to meet 
the challenges that would be forthcoming if an unfavorable FTC 
ruling is made. That doesn't sound as if you would be wiped out, you 
seem to be saying to your stockholders that we will be all right, 
we will be able to battle from that position. 

Mr. KOONS. I don't have that, I don't carry balance sheets around 
with me, but I think, was there something prior to that? 

Senator METZENBAUM. "Well, there is no question that you made it 
clear—I don't mean to view this as a matter of considerable concern. 
The company has done everything possible to put itself in a position 
to cope with the negative effects of an adverse decision if it results, but 
then you go on to say that we will be in a favorable competitive posi
tion to meet the challenges. I am only making that comment, not 
because I am saying that it still means that you ought not to be for 
the bill, but I am making it in the context that you had indicated that 
we will be "wiped out". I am just questioning that. 

Mr. KOONS. I think the facts, Senator, once explained to you, once 
we separate the independent bottlers from the syrup manufacturers, 
are so overwhelming that I believe that, I hope, that you will see our 
way and I believe that you will. 

Senator METZENBATTM. YOU are the only bottler we have today. Has 
the bottling industry been a reasonably profitable industry ? 

Mr. KOONS. Yes, sir. I think so. We make a profit on all packages. 
As I say, I don't have my statement here, but I think that we run 
around 5y2 percent on sales, something like that. 

Senator METZENBAUM. And it shows a profit of about 20 percent on 
equity, approximately, which is certainly respectable and nothing to 
be 

Mr. KOONS. Nothing to be ashamed about, that's right. 
Senator METZENBAUM. And you operate the company well, there is 

no doubt about that. 
Mr. KOONS. Yes, we have competition that is so strong, and Mr. 

Goldman is an analyst and he could answer this question, perhaps, 
better if it were directed to him or whatever, but we have strong com
petition in certain areas where the Miami Coca-Cola is about 10 times 
as big as we are. 

Nevertheless, I would like to proceed on a statement that Mr. Gold
man made about the elimination of the returnable bottles. 

Senator METZENBATTM. Could you wind up in 2 minutes, do you 
think. Let me be very frank with you. The chairman is not a sup
porter of this legislation. There are members of the subcommittee, cer
tainly its author, who are very anxious to complete the hearings on 
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this matter so that the subcommittee may bring it to a head. We have 
brought down a lady from New York who is an expert witness and we 
have someone here from the Consumer's Union, they have a right to 
be heard and we have 20 minutes left to go in this hearing. 

Senator B A T H . Mr. Koons, you have spent a lot of time and money 
really studying this and I think from your remarks, with respect to 
your testimony, is a sufficient contribution. The chairman has been 
very thoughtful and he says that he is inclined to be on the other side 
of this, despite the fact that he has always wanted to listen to this par
ticularly. We are always glad to listen to you but 

Mr. KOONS. Can we summarize that the returnable bottles will disap
pear and then we will conclude and thank you very much. 

Senator B A T H . Any elaborating remarks that you want can be put in 
our record just as if you gave it here so we have it. 

Mr. KOONS. We've got it here in a nutshell. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Your name. 
Mr. GOLDMAN. Emanuel Goldman from Sanford C. Bernstein & Co., 

Inc. 
Senator METZENBAUM. And where are you from? 
Mr. GOLDMAN. Sanford C Bernstein & Co. is a New York City 

brokerage house and I am the beverage analyst with them. 
At the heart of our argument in terms of refillable bottles is them 

disappearing if the F T C were to implement it—is the fact that very 
simply and understandably that supermarkets don't want to handle 
returnable containers. They don't get milk cartons back, they don't 
get orange juice bottles back, they don't get soft drink bottles. They 
would prefer not to handle refillable soft drink containers. The only 
reason that they do, the main reason that they do is that they want to 
have a Coke or Pepsi, there is only one Coke bottler that they can deal 
with. The bottler has a leverage. He has a certain amount of shelf 
space, and depending on consumer preference in a particular area, 
that bottler will stock the shelves with one-way bottles, cans, and in 
some parts of the country, the preponderance would be in returnable 
bottles. The cost to the consumer is far less with returnables than 
nonreturnables. 

With the implementation of the F T C order the leverage totally 
shifts away from the bottler to the supermarket and the supermarket 
can then choose whichever bottler he wants for that particular type of 
soft drink package, cans, plastic or whatever that is most convenient 
for him and, certainly, from convenience standpoint, it is much easier 
to have a nonreturnable—there is no checking in, no loading up the 
backroom, no potential health problem in the stacking of the bottles. I t 
is clearly understandable why the supermarket doesn't want return
ables and with the implementation of the F T C order, there is little 
question in my mind that the refillable bottle will disappear with a 
tremendous amount of indications that the one-way bottle average 
has a 50 percent cost per ounce higher than the returnable bottle. The 
can is twice as expensive as the returnable. 

In addition, there are other very substantial ramifications to the 
ecology, to the use of oil. We estimated that $300 million initial effect 
on the balance of trade— a negative effect, due to the disappearance of 
the returnable bottle which we think would take no more than 4 years. 
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Senator METZENBATTM. Mr. Goldman, or Mr. Koons, if Congress 
grants this antitrust exemption for territorial restrictions, that really 
provides no assurance whatsoever, does it, that you will continue to 
supply returnable bottles ? 

Mr. KOONS. What you say is correct. 
Mr. GOLDMAN. In some parts of the country, there is a definite pre

ference for returnables. In some cases Ohio, you say is a 90 percent-
Senator METZENBATTM. But isn't the argument somewhat extraneous 

to the validity to this piece of legislation ? 
Mr. KOONS. This legislation has been pending for sometime and in 

1978 there were more returnables sold to foodstores in the United 
States than there was in 1976. People on the east coast don't recall that 
there is such a thine; as a returnab1^. It is the most popular package 
there is. I t is how the independent bottler has deep market penetra
tion and can compete against the store brand flavor on a per ounce 
basis—is the returnable bottle. That is why it is the most popular pack
age with the independent bottler. 

If that was eliminated, the cost to the consumer. Senator, if we stack 
it all up, is $1.45 billion more each year in the foodstore cost to the 
consumer. 

Senator METZENBATTM. I f the consumers demand it, the bottlers will 
make it available and if they don't, they won't; is that right ? 

Mr. KOONS. I t is like a three legged stool. (1) is the consumer, (2) 
is the retailer, and (3) the bottler, who in the soft drink industry is 
the manufacturer and the distributor. If one of those three legs of the 
milking stool falls the whole stool falls down. We can say that the 
Pepsi-Cola Co. does not want to put out returnable bottles, that would 
be unfair because we are not sure—they do not have returnable bot
tles on the east coast but it very well may be that the consumer doesn't 
want it on the east coast. I t could be the retailer doesn't want to handle 
returnable bottles on the east coast. 

If the franchise system falls, the leverage that the independent bot
tler has over the retailer or the chain store would fall. When that lev
erage disappears, so would the leverage of the independent bottler to 
promote the returnable package. 

Senator METZENBAUM. DO you think that we ought to have Pepsi-
Cola and Coca-Cola and supermarkets appear before this committee 
and address themselves to the various issues vou are talking about? 

Mr. KOONS. This is the first time I have ever been before a committee 
in my life, Senator, and I don't know what comes before you; if you 
feel that is proper to get the story, fine. But I know that in certain 
areas, Pepsi-Cola does promote the returnable bottles. 

On the east coast, there is an disinclination on somebody's part not 
to provide the choice to the consumer of the returnable bottles, and I 
am sure that the Pepsi-Cola Co. can speak well for itself. I feel that I 
am fighting a lot of giants when we are talking about Pepsi-Cola, 
Coca-Cola, steel compaines, glass companies, but I mean everything I 
said and I think we can back it up. 

The consumer, if they want returnable bottles, they can yell loud 
enough. I am sure that when the Senator from Massachusetts, who is 
the senior member of the Senate Judiciary Committee comes to Cleve
land to buy a bottle of Pepsi or Coke and he is paying about half as 
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much per ounce as he is paying in Boston, he is going to say what the 
heck is wrong with Boston. 

There are two things that I would like to read. 
Mr. KOONS, J r . i want to make a point. There is a study out on BCDL 

by the OTA. I t is about a $3 million study with five reports on manda
tory deposit legislation—this is in the summary: 

If upheld by the Court and not modified by Congress, the recent decision by the 
Federal Trade Commission which outlaws territorial franchise restrictions for 
trademarked softdrinks in nonreturnable containers, could lead to rapid concen
tration of that.industry. 

I think that is an anticompetitive effect. 
Mr. KOONS. My son was quicker—that is what I was looking for. 

Good for him. 
Mr. KOONS, J r . [reading]. 
The outcome would be an industry, with only a few firms having a few large 

plants, as well as the rapid disappearance of the reflllable bottle. 
Mr. KOONS. I will conclude with this statement, Senator, this is from 

Stephen Breyer, who was then professor of law, Harvard Law School, 
now chief counsel, Senate Judiciary Committee. He wrote this follow
ing the oral argument on the appeal from the Federal Trade Commis
sion and I will have to say this, that par t of these facts that Mr. 
Breyer got came from my son, Jeff, and Dick Caudill when they 
visited him at Harvard. He says this : 

There apparently was no consideration of whether or not the returnable bot
tles would survive under the "split relief" that the commission ordered. 

You can tag that one up, Senator. [Laughter.] 
We put a tag on that rascal and I think when the chief counsel for 

the Senate Judiciary Committee makes a statement like that, I think 
it is worthwhile to the subcommittee to look into it and we thank you 
very much and we would be happy to come back again. 

Senator METZENBAUM. He was just hired by the Judiciary Commit
tee—we may have to fire him as rapidly as he was hired. [Laughter.] 

Thank you very much. 
Senator Cochran, I didn't ask you—Mr. Koons, there may be some 

questions that members of the committee will submit to you and I am 
sure you will be glad to answer them. 

Mr. KOONS. I would love to. 
Senator METZENBAUM. I have no doubt about that. [Laughter.] 
[Mr. Koon's summary of his remarks, prepared statement, and the 

statement of Emanuel Goldman follows:] 

SUMMABT 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: I want to thank you for this 
opportunity to appear before you today. We are aware that other independent 
bottlers have appeared before you and we are pleased to join them in support of 
S. 598 and we are grateful to the 79 Senators who have sponsored this bill. 

My name is Bud Koons and I am President of Central Investment Corporation 
of Cincinnati, Ohio. It is a publicly held corporation with approximately 65 per
cent of the stock owned by members of my family. We own two Pepsi-Cola 
franchises in Ohio and two in Florida. I am also President of the Ohio Pepsi-
Cola Eottlers Association, membership of which includes all Pepsi-Cola franch
ises in Ohio; all independently owned and operated. With me today is Richard 
CaudiU, President of our Florida operations, my son Jeff, Vice President of our 
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Florida operations and Emanuel Goldman of Sanford C. Bernstein and Co., Inc., 
a security analyst specializing in the soft drink and brewing industries. 

We are here today to summarize and perhaps expand upon through dialogue 
the results of the 2 to 1 decision of the FTC reversing the findings of its own 
Administrative Law Judge in the Coca-Cola and Pepsi-Cola cases The ALJ had 
dismissed the complaint and found that exclusive territorial rights in the nearby 
century-old franchise system not only do not restrain competition but actually 
are procompetitive. 

Our prepared statement, which we have submitted, will give you details of 
this summary. 

In fact, the effect of the FTC ruling will be the exact opposite of what the 
FTC Intended. The decision will eliminate the Independent Bottler and the re
turnable bottle from the market place. The winner will be three of the largest 
oligopolies in the USA: 

1. 3 large Syrup Manufacturers: Coca-Cola Company, Pepsi-Cola Company, 
and Seven-Up (acquired by Philip Morris who also owns Miller Beer only one 
month after the decision). 

2. Can Manufacturers—only 5 control the vast majority of the business. 
3. Glasfi Manufacturers—only 5 control 70 to 80 percent of glass sales to the 

soft drink industry. 
The losers would be: 
1. The Independent Bottler.—currently about 1833 Independent Bottlers are 

competing vigorously in interbrand competition unmatched by any other item 
sold through food stores. If FTC is affirmed, the Independent Bottlers will be 
quickly disposed of by the 3 huge Soft Drink Syrup Manufacturers, leaving in 
its wake the demise of the reflllable bottle and the vigorous interbrand competi
tion in the marketplace. 

2. The Consumer.—In a highly concentrated industry, vigorous price competi
tion is lacking and, with the added loss of lower prices from reflllable contain
ers, the consumer will be forced to pay from 50 percent to 100 percent more (de
pending on the nonreflllable container used) that is currently paid for carbonated 
soft drinks in reflllable containers on a cost per ounce basis.1 

3. The Environmentalist.—Concentration in the soft drink industry of neces
sity dictates the loss of the reflllable container as has already occurred in the 
beer industry with the resultant increase of over 32 billion additional nonreflll
able containers per day being added to the solid waste stream, according to 
Franklin Associates, Ltd. 

4. Every American Through Energy Loss.—Franklin Associates, Ltd. study and 
other studies indicate that the 36 percent additional energy use necessary to pro
duce the billions of additional nonreflllable containers required to replace about 
40 percent of all soft drinks sold annually in reflllable containers is staggering to 
an energy-deficient society as ours. Sadly enough, there is absolutely no sound 
reasoning in making such a situation occur. 

THE EFFECT OF THE FTC DECISION ON CONCENTRATION * 

If the FTC order is allowed to become effective, there will be a rapid move
ment to concentration within the industry by the major syrup manufacturers. 
Pepsi-Cola Co. owns and operates its own bottling plants in franchises covering 
about 25 percent of the population of the U.S.A. The Coca-Cola Company does 
likewise for about 14 percent of the population. 

The huge conglomerate syrup manufacturers will feel compelled to expand 
their company-owned operations so as to expand both market share and the dual 
profits realized, first, from the syrup they sell to their independent bottlers and, 
secondly, from the sale of the finished products manufactured by their company-
owned franchised plants. The syrup manufacturer can reap all the profit avail
able by raising the price of the syrup, both to its own bottling subsidiaries as 
well as its independent franchises. This classic "price squeeze" is well described 
by Dr. Jesse Markham, former chief economist of the Federal Trade Commission, 
at pages 13 and 14 of our statement. They are well positioned to do this now 
vis-a-vis Lee Way Motor Freight and Pepsi-Cola. 

1 The FTC originally estimated that savings to consumers from elimination of exclusive 
territories would be $1 billion "or more." Later the estimate was reduced to $250 million 
and then to S50 million. At trial, complaint counsel made no attempt to prove that there 
would be savings to consumers in any specific amount. 

3 OTA conclusion p. 19. 
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THE EFFECT OF THE FTC DECISION ON THE RETURNABLE BOTTLE * 

Why will the returnable bottle disappear bringing with its demise the disas
trous results upon the economy, the environment and energy ? 

An excellent analogy is provided by the brewing industry proving the correla
tion which exists between concentration and the decline of the returnable bottle. 

The history of the brewing industry since World War II demonstrates this 
positive relationship between concentration and the decline of the returnable 
bottle. In 1945, there were 457 breweries, almost all local and regional firms. 
Eighty-five percent of beer sold was in the returnable bottle. By 1977, the num
ber of breweries had declined to 47 (Exhibit 3), and the use of returnable bottles 
was down to 12 percent (Exhibit 4) . In 1947, the five largest breweries controlled 
only 20 percent of the market, but, by 1977, the top five had a 70 percent market 
share (Exhibit 5). Miller and Anheuser-Busch serve the entire country mostly 
with cans and non-returnable bottles shipped long distances, from a few strate
gically located plant sites (Exhibits 6 and 7). At present there are 1833 independ
ent soft drink bottlers. However, PepsiCo and Coca-Cola, and now Seven-Up 
(recently acquired by Philip Morris, which also owns Miller Beer) are now 
positioned under the FTC decision to do the same thing in the soft drink industry 
which the large brewers have done in the beer industry. (I.e.) Lee Way Motor 
Freight 

We emphasize the question is not whether the returnable bottle will disappear 
if the FTC decision becomes effective, but how quickly it will occur. We com
missioned Mr. Emanuel Goldman to analyze the question. His statement is 
offered for the record, and we also attach as Exhibit 8 to our statement his 
affidavit in the Florida litigation commenced by our company against the FTC. 
I t is estimated that there are presently 4 billion in use, with an annual replenish
ment rate of new returnable bottles of one billion. Each time a returnable bottle 
permanently disappears from the "float," it must be replaced by 20 cans or non-
returnable bottles. Mr. Goldman concludes that, if the returnable market share 
declines at a rate of five percentage points a year, by 1982 we will have added 
32 billion additional nonreturnable containers to our solid waste stream. In the 
event of a ten percentage point annual decline, the number of one-way bottles 
and cans would be 63.8 billion. 

What will be the effect of this shocking increase in nonreturnables ? We 
commissioned Franklin Associates, Ltd., consultants in resource and environ
mental policy and planning, to find the answer. A copy of their final report, dated 
February 14, 1979, accompanies our statement and is offered for the record. The 
Franklin report describes in detail the methodology employed and quantifies in 
appropriate units of measure the adverse impact on the environment (including 
the depletion of natural resources) and energy sources associated with replace
ment of the returnable bottle with the other commonly used nonreturnable 
package forms. The popular equivalency expressions of these impacts or losses 
are described as follows: 

Total energy 
Equivalent to the electrical energy consumed by a city of 100,000 in 34 to 69 

years, plus 
Natural gas 

Equivalent to the natural gas requirements for heating 100,000 midwestern 
homes for 2.4 to 4.9 years, plus 
Petroleum-

Equivalent to imports of 65 to 129 million gallons of gasoline, plus 
Coal 

If placed in a coal train, the train would stretch 331 to 680 miles, or a maxi
mum distance extending from Washington, D.C., .to Chicago, plus 
Air pollution 

Equivalent to 1.2 to 2.4 years of emissions from 1,000 Mw coal-fired powerplant, 
plus 
Water pollution 

Equivalent to 3.2 to 8.9 years of emissions from a 1,000 Mw coal-fired power-
plant, plus 

2 Stephen Breyer statement p. 20. 
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Solid waste 
Trash can volume: Equivalent to 30 to 87 fillings of the Orange Bowl in 

Miami, Florida; or landfill volume: Equivalent to 12 to 30 completely filled 
medium-sized city landfills, plus 
Water consumption 

Equivalent to 2.8 to 5.3 years of domestic water use in the City of Washington, 
D.C., plus 
Raw materials 

Bauxite: Equivalent to 7 to 15 percent of bauxite imports in 1976. 
Iron ore: Equivalent to 2 ot 5 percent of iron ore imports in 1976. 
Glass sand: Equivalent to the sand in a beach 100 feet wide and 2 feet deep 

stretching 6.1 to 12.5 miles long. 
There is also the effect on the economy—particularly as it relates to the con

sumer of the product—of the disappearance of the returnable bottle. 
The carbonated soft drink beverage industry generates $15 billion in annual 

sales. It is twice the size of the beer industry. Soft drinks are the number one 
dollar volume sales item in food stores, constituting 4.1 cents of every sales 
dollar. Based on 1978 food store sales of $164 billion, $6,724 billion was spent 
on soft drinks of which 41.5 percent were reflllable containers. If refillables are 
eliminated, the minimum cost to the consumer based on Majers survey data, 
will be an additional 52 percent or an increase of $1.45 billion every year for 
carbonated soft drinks. 

We submit the evidence in this matter is overwhelming to the effect that 
vertical territorial restraints in soft drink franchise agreements are procom-
petitive and in the public interest, if for no other reason than that they permit 
the continued high level usage of the returnable glass bottle with all its subtle 
but important benefits to our economy, environment and energy conservation 
goals. Our lawyers tell us the FTC decision is wrong simply as an interpreta
tion of existing statutory and case law. But even if the decision arguably were 
somehow sustainable as an interpretation of existing law, it should be reversed 
because of its many external, adverse ramifications, conflicting with the policy 
objectives of the Council on Wage & Price Stability, the Environmental Pro
tection Agency and the Department of Energy—to name a few agencies whose 
mission will become more difficult of fulfillment if the decision becomes effec
tive. Perhaps the adverse consequences of that decision might be worth suffering 
if offset by any benefits to consumers in the form of lower prices for soft drinks. 
However, there is simply no evidence of any such savings occurring, and, in 
fact, as we have shown, if the returnable bottle disappears from the market
place, the consumers will on average pay higher prices for soft drinks. 

It has been suggested recently that legislation be enacted conferring power 
on the President to veto the action of one agency which conflicts with and 
frustrates the policy objectives of other agencies. We express no opinion on the 
wisdom of such a proposal, but the matter before you points up its potential 
merit. But, in any event, since the Executive does not now have such a power, 
we must appeal to the Congress to enact legislation protecting the economy, the 
environment and our scarce energy resources from the ill effects bound to fol
low the implementation of the FTC decision in the soft drink cases. 

PREPARED STATEMENT OP J. F. KOONS, JR. 

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: You have my great apprecia
tion for this opportunity to appear before you to support the imperative need 
for legislation to override the decision of the Federal Trade Commission invali
dating exclusive territorial rights in the soft drink beverage industry, assuming 
that result is not sooner achieved by judicial action. 

The company of which I am president, Central Investment Corporation, has 
its headquarters in Cincinnati, Ohio. It is a publicly held corporation with ap
proximately 65% of the stock owned by members of my family. The company 
owns two Pepsi-Cola franchises covering nine northern Ohio counties around 
Mansfield and Canton, and two in Florida—Palm Beach and Ft. Lauderdale. I 
am also president of the Ohio Pepsi-Cola Bottlers Association, the membership 
of which includes all Pepsi-Cola franchises in Ohio, all of which are independ
ently owned. With me today is Richard Caudill, President of our Florida opera
tions ; my son, Jeff Koons, Vice President of our Florida operations, and Emanuel 
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Goldman of Sanford C. Bernstein and Co., Inc., a security analyst specializing 
in the soft drink and brewing industries. 

When I became president of the company, we were exclusively brewers of beer 
under the trademark "Burger Beer." The increasing concentration of economic 
power in the brewing industry subsequent to World War II led to our decision 
to leave the beer and enter the soft drink business. Observing that concentration 
develop in an industry that did not have territorial rights, provided me with 
firsthand experience relevant to my testimony today. 

We are aware that other independent bottlers have appeared before you, and 
we are pleased to join them in support of legislative relief from the FTC decision. 
We are also grateful to the approximately 80 members of the Senate who have 
sponsored S. 598. If we could not contribute something more to the debate on 
this legislation, we would not have requested this opportunity to testify. The 
fact is, however, that we have made a substantial personal effort to demonstrate 
that, if the FTC decision is not reversed by judicial or legislative action, it will 
have an immediate and serious adverse impact on essential national energy, 
environmental and economic goals. Moreover, the FTC order confiscates without 
compensation the most valuable property right of any independent bottler—the 
grant of his exclusive territorial rights which was paid for by him or a predeces
sor in title. It will lead to the destruction of hundreds of independent bottlers and 
a reduction in interbrand competition, without increasing intrabrand competi
tion, and without benefits of any kind to the consumer.1 

The thrust of our case is that, if the FTC decision becomes effective, the near 
total disappearance of the returnable, reusable glass bottle will soon occur, di
rectly resulting in the adverse effects just mentioned. We have commissioned a 
study by Franklin Associates, Ltd., consultants on resource and environmental 
policy and planning, a summary of which we offer for the record, and to which 
we shall later refer. That study establishes the enormity of the environmental 
energy loss consequences that will follow the disappearance of the returnable 
bottle in the carbonated soft drink beverage industry. When we became aware 
of how seriously the FTC decision would affect the environment, we filed suit 
against the Commission in the U.S. District Court in Florida," seeking to enjoin 
the enforcement thereof on the grounds that the orders entered constituted 
"major federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environ
ment" and that the FTC had failed to file an environmental impact statement as 
required by the National Environmental Policy Act. A motion for preliminary 
injunction, which has been briefed and argued, is presently held under advise
ment by the trial judge awaiting the outcome of the direct appeal from the deci
sion pending in the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. 

BACKGROUND 

Let me briefly describe how the structure of the soft drink industry has devel
oped. Starting with Coca-Cola near the turn of the century, hundreds of inde
pendent bottlers have acquired exclusive trademark licenses to manufacture, dis
tribute and sell the trademarked products within a specified territory. These 
territories are usually rather small in area, consisting of a municipality and its 
suburbs, or, in rural areas of the country, a number of counties may comprise a 
territory. The bottlers, by contract, must purchase all of their syrup or concen
trate needs from their franchisor—Coke, Pepsi, Seven-Up, etc.—national con
cerns which own the formula and the trademark. The bottlers then complete the 
manufacturing processing of the products in their own plants. The bottler fran
chisee must maintain a large capital investment in plant, package inventory and 
production lines, and a fleet of trucks to distribute the product. The soft drink 
franchisee is a manufacturer of the product sold in addition to his role as a dis
tributor. The franchise owned is perpetual and may be bought and sold at cur
rent market values, and transferred in accordance with the owner's wishes at 
death. 

The soft drink industry structure described has permitted the development of 
vigorous competition among the many popular brands, to the benefit of all con-

1 The FTC originally estimated that savings to consumers from elimination of exclusive 
territories would be one billion dollars "or more." Later the estimate was reduced to $250 
million and then to ?50 million. At trial, complaint counsel made no attempt to prove that 
there would be savings to consumers In any specific amount 

* Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co. of Ft. Lauderdale-Palm Beach, Inc. v. FTC. CA-79-8060 
U.S.D.C, S.D. of Florida. 
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suiners. There is intensive price advertising competition among brands seeking 
to increase their market shares. The effectiveness of competition within the 
industry* is proven by the fact that by 1977 the price per ounce of Coke in the 
16 ounce returnable bottle had increased less than three per cent over the 1939 
cost of the product, despite a rise m the Consumer Price Index during those years 
of 344 percent. Nevertheless, in 1971, the FTC filed a complaint against the syrup 
manufacturers, alleging that the exclusive territorial provisions in the franchise 
agreements were unlawful because they prevented intrabrand competition among 
the bottlers. After many delays and a lengthy six-week trial, the Administrative 
Law Judge, in a 91-page Initial Decision containing 195 detailed findings of fact, 
upheld the legality of the territorial provisions and dismissed the complaint. 
Undertaking an extensive rule-of-reason analysis, the ALJ concluded that the 
effect of the restraint on intrabrand competition is outweighed by its effect on 
competition in the marketplace as a whole—interbrand competition—and that on 
balance the challenged territorial restrictions promote competition. 

Indeed, the territorial system has helped to promote competition by making it 
much easier and less expensive for new brands to enter the market. With a 
ready-made system of local manufacturers and distributors in place, promoters 
of new brands can "piggy-back" by contracting with existing bottlers, instead 
of having to invest in a complete distribution system of their own. 

Unfortunately, the wise and sensible ruling of the ALJ was rejected by the 
FTC in a 2-1 decision. The case is now on appeal to the U.S. Court of Appeals 
for the District of Columbia. 

To give you some idea of the weakness of the complaint counsel's case before 
the Administrative Law Judge, we quote the following from one of the briefs 
filed in the Court of Appeals: 

Complaint counsel could not and did not make the type of showing promised 
by his predecessor: he did not establish the existence of submarkets; could not 
prove the existence of product differentiation; made no showing of undue con
centration either within the "corridor" or nationwide; could not establish that 
barriers to entry into the soft drink industry were high ; did not show that adver
tising and promotion were inordinate or useless to the consumer; could not call 
a single chain store representative or other purchaser to testify to any problems 
in purchasing soft drinks; eschewed the attempt to demonstrate cost savings 
or other benefits to the consumer; and in six weeks of trial devoted largely to 
bottler testimony, could not produce a single witness to say that he felt restrained 
or disadvantaged in his business because of territorial restrictions. Brief of 
Pepsi-Cola Bottlers Association et al., p. 13. 

To our knowledge, this statement remains unchallenged.' 

COMPETITION AND PRICE AOVEETISING 

Since presumably the FTC action and decision was based on the belief you 
could improve competition and reduce price to the consumer by eliminating ter
ritorial restraints, we shall briefly give a layman's views on the subject. Based 

3 That the FTC's staff found difficulty In developing a consistent theory on which to try 
the case is apparent from the following remarks of Raymond Hays, Esq., new complaint 
counsel who entered the case in May 1973. In asking approval at a prehearing conference to 
abandon his predecessor's approach on the ground proof for It could not be found, he stated. 

"Perhaps I might say, just by way of background, that all of the Government counsel at 
this table who are charged with carrying these cases forward are new on the cases. As of 
May of this year, none of us had any knowledge of any aspect of any of these cases, officially 
or unofficially. 

"Our first duty was to find out about the cases, what were they all about, what was the 
background, the procedure and what was the evidence. I did that. We did that to the best 
of our ability and as quickly as possible. 

"I say, with a great deal of sadness and with a great deal of humility, that I reached 
the Judgment that I just could not live with the positions that had been taken by 
Government counsel that preceded us. I don't like to say that. I think the Government 
should be held to strict accountability where it is possible to do so without prejudicing 
the public interest. 

"But, In analyzing the theory of the case—which was. in part, a per se theory and, in 
part, a partial rule-of-reason case to be put on in Los Angeles. Minneapolis. Chicago, and 
Washington—in looking at the backup material to the designated witnesses, I could not 
discern any continuity in factual development that would support the charges. 

"So, with that in mind, I wish to formally move you here today to allow us. among other 
things, to amend the previous trial briefs and designations of witnesses and designations 
of documents. When I say 'amend.' I mean, for all intents and purposes, it is a substitution, 
practically a whole new list of witnesses." (Tr. of Nov. 29. 1973 Prehearing Conference in 
FTC Dockets 8853, et al, at 3^1.) 
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upon our knowledge of the FTC proceeding, there was ample evidence to justify 
the findings of the Administrative Law Judge that competition is intense and 
increasing in our industry. We quote from the summary of the ALJ's findings 
appearing in the brief of the Pepsi-Cola Bottlers Association (omitting cita
tions to the record) : 

(1) There exists price sensitivity between Coke and other carbonated soft 
drink brands; 

(2) Therelative success of the different brands varies according to competi
tive conditions such as competitors' discounting and promotional activities; 

(3) Intense interbrand competition is carried out both in terms of list prices 
and by means of continuous promotions and discounting; 

(4) The interbrand market is characterized by an enormous number of differ
ent brands available to the consumer; 

(5) The interbrand market is characterized by an enormous variety of pack
age types and sizes, including the economical returnable packages which can 
compete directly in price on a per-ounce basis with the cheapest form of car
bonated drink and even with the prices of Coke and Pepsi of decades ago; 

(6) Interbrand competitors must engage in intense marketing activity in order 
to gain acceptance in the market and prevent subsequent loss of sales to com
petitors. They must fight for shelf space; and vie with one another in perform
ing in-store and point-of-sale services, in servicing numerous points of sale, 
in offering free or low-cost special events services, and in placing and servicing 
vending machines; 

(7) Entry of new competitors, both new brands and new product types, into 
the soft drink market has been frequent and effective and has been made easier 
by the territorial system of local bottlers; 

(8) Bottler profits are reasonable. 
The two-member FTC majority that decided the case apparently chose to 

ignore these findings and as one commentator observed: "The Commission relied 
primarily upon logic, and only secondarily upon empirical data, to support its 
conclusions that [the territorial] restrictions had significant anticompetitive 
effects." * From what both our lawyers and our common sense tell us, there is 
little logic in the Commission's approach, only the dogged determination of 
two members to reject any kind of vertical restraints in the process of manufac
turing and distributing soft drinks. 

In an effort on our part to determine the status of competition in the carbo
nated soft drink beverage industry, we engaged the services of Majers Corpora
tion of Omaha, Nebraska, an independent marketing research firm which moni
tors newspaper retail food store advertising in the top 106 United States markets. 
Majers found that out of 45 leading categories (excluding meat and fresh pro
duce) in food stores measured over a period of years carbonated soft drinks 
ranked second in feature price ad activity and first in dollar volume. (Exhibits 
1 an 2) 

How competitive is the soft drink industry? So highly competitive that the 
featured ad price per ounce of Coca-Cola and Pepsi-Cola in the 16-oz. returnable 
bottle for the 12 months ending November 1977 rested only 2.6 percent higher 
than the price of Coca-Cola in the only bottle available in 1939. The unadorned 
facts found by the Administrative Law Judge and now confirmed by the Majers 
data, establish that the independent franchised soft drink bottler system is highly 
competitive and that the consumer is receiving the benefit of intense price 
competition. 

THE EFFECT OF THE FTC DECISION ON THE RETURNABLE BOTTLE 

Soft drinks are sold in either returnable or non-returnable (NR) packages. 
By definition, returnables are packages which, following use, are collected by the 
bottler, washed and reused. Returnables are bottles made of glass which are 
heavier and more durable than non-returnable bottles. Nonretumables, packages 
used only once, consist of cans made from various materials and bottles of 
lighter glass and thinner construction than returnables. There are also some non-
returnable plastic bottles. 

4 The Federal Trade Commission and the Soft Drink Cases: Stepheen Breyer, Consultant; 
Martin Romm ; The First Boston Corp.: New York. July 1978. In fairness to Mr. Breyer, 
we observe he is not entirely critical of the commission's methodology in this respect. 

18-025 0 - 8 0 - 1 1 
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Despite the fact that the returnable bottle is the most expensive container for 
the bottler to purchase, the product can be sold therein to the consumer at the 
lowest cost per ounce. This reflects the simple fact that the returnable bottle 
is used on an average of 20 times and the package cost amortized over so many 
sales. Present approximate costs per container to the bottler of three major 
package forms are returnable glass (16 oz.) 16.7 cents; (10 oz.) NR glass 7.8 
cents; and (12 oz.J cans 8.66 cents. 

The returnable bottle continues to enjoy a high level of usage in the market. 
Approximately 58 percent of all soft drinks are sold in food stores. Figures for 
1978 show that 41 percent are in returnables, with the percentages considerably 
higher for Coke (51.7 percent) and Pepsi (49 percent). 

Virtually everyone with knowledge of the soft drink industry agrees that, if 
the FTC order is allowed to become effective, there will be a rapid movement to 
concentration within the industry, resulting in the major markets falling under 
control of the syrup manufacturers. Pepsi-Cola Co., a subsidiary of the conglom
erate Pepsi Co., Inc.. which manufactures the Pepsi concentrate, and from whom 
all independent bottlers must, by contract, purchase all of their Pepsi concen
trate, also owns and operates its own bottling plants in franchises covering about 
25 percent of the population of the United States. Coca-Cola Company USA does 
likewise in franchises covering about 14 percent of the population. These Pepsi-
Cola Company-owned franchises include Boston, New York, Newark and almost 
all of New Jersey, Philadelphia, Detroit, Pittsburgh, Dallas, Houston, Los An
geles, Phoenix, Las Vegas and Orlando/Daytona. The Coca-Cola Company-owned 
franchises include Boston, Chicago, San Francisco, Columbus, Toledo, Balti
more and Bellvue (Seattle). The FTC decision now permits, and indeed seems to 
require, the syrup manufacturers to compete with their independent bottler 
franchisees anywhere in the country. 

Why will the FTC decision lead to concentration in the industry and with 
that concentration the demise of the returnable bottle? The reasons are mani
fold and, in our opinion, relatively obvious. We shall briefly examine a few of 
the more important ones. 

Perhaps trie most powerful economic force in accelerating concentration would 
be the incentive of the large syrup manufacturers to exploit a greatly enhanced 
opportunity to increase their market share, thereby increasing dual profits. The 
syrup companies already realize a significant degree of dual profit, first from 
the syrup they sell to their independent bottlers and, secondly, from the sale of 
the finished products manufactured by their company-owned franchised plants. 
Without territorial restrictions the syrup companies will find the temptation 
irresistible to expand their company-owned bottling operations nud thereby claim 
a greater share of market and overall profits generated by the sale of soft drinks 
to the public.1 Such expansion will be facilitated by the ease whereby the syrup 
manufacturer can reap all the profit available by raising the price of the syrup, 
both to its own bottling subsidiaries as well as its independent franchisees. This 
classic "price squeeze" has been described by Dr. Jesse W. Markham. Professor 
of Economics at Princeton University and former chief economist of the Federal 
Trade Commission, in testimony before the House Small Business Committee: 

The vertically integrated firm can use the market power it has in the 
preceding stage to attain approximately the market share it desires in the 
subsequent stage by manipulating the prices at which it supplies itself and 
its customers with which it competes. When it wishes to expand its share of 
the market at the subsequent stage it simply raises the price at which it sup
plies both itself and its competitors, but holds the price line at the later 
stage. Competitors cannot pass on the price increase without driving cus
tomers to the integrated firm. The integrated firm, which by strict account
ing may be incurring losses at the later stage, is making gains to offset them 
on its operations at. the earlier stage. On its total operations it may be mak
ing a satisfactory rate of return. The unintegrated competitors, having no 
previous stage operations to draw on, simply operate at losses that may 
eventually drive them out. of the business altogether. This strategy is known 
in the economic literature as the "price squeeze". . . . Hearings on the Im-

5 T h e point was made In one of the appeal court hrlefs t h a t : "Ironically. It could be 
argued t h a t the Commission orders . . . would require such expansion, in t ha t they 
prohibit The Coca-Cola Company and PepsiCo from 'continuing' or 'maintaining ' a n r 
'unders tanding ' or 'agreement'—even with their subsidiary bott lers—to limit terr i tor ies ." 
Brief of Intervenors . Coca-Cola Bott l ing Company of Los Angeles, et al., p. S. 
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pact Upon Small Business of Dual Distribution and Related Vertical Inte
gration Before the Subcomm. No. 4 of the House Select Comm. on Small 
Business, 88th Cong., 1st Sess., vol. 1 at 50 (1963). 

We have been told that "price squeeze" conduct of the kind described is unfair 
competition and probably unlawful, and that independent bottlers injured thereby 
could sue to prevent it or to recover damages if harmed thereby. However, if art
fully employed it would be difficult to apprehend, at least before it was too late 
to prevent a devastating loss of market share by the affected independents. More
over, resort to litigation against Coke or Pepsi by an independent bottler is about 
as attractive as it is for a small computer firm to sue IBM. 

Another important factor leading inexorably to concentration in the industry 
and the disappearance of the returnable bottle is the aversion of the super
markets to store door delivery and the stocking of returnable bottles. There 
are a number of reasons why supermarkets do not like returnables. They take 
up more shelf space, and the process of receiving and redeeming returnables in 
checkout lanes and storing empties until pickup by the bottler is viewed as an 
unrewarding nuisance. More important, perhaps, is the fact that supermarkets 
prefer central warehouse delivery of all inventory so that they can control the 
flow of merchandise into the retail outlets. One central warehouse may serve 
all stores in a chain within a radius of 100 to 300 miles located in many different 
municipalities and counties and several states, and, in the soft drink industry, 
many different franchise territories. If a large supermarket chain had its pref
erence, it would almost always be to deal with one supply source for each of the 
soft drinks it opted to stock in its retail stores and to receive delivery at a 
central warehouse serving many retail outlets. This is, of course, virtually im
possible under the present exclusive territory system which imposes on each 
bottler the obligation to limit the sales of the product within the confines of his 
territory. This is a principal reason for store door delivery. 

Exclusive territorial rights and store door delivery are concomitants which 
make possible the continued high level use of returnable bottles in our industry. 
Even the FTC recognized that exclusive territories were necessary for return
ables, because of the need for a bottler to control his glass "float'' within a 
discrete area when it limited its order invalidating vertical restrictions to non-
returnable packages However, what the Commission failed to recognize is that 
no independent bottler can continue profitably to use returnables after his super
market accounts are no longer required to accept store door delivery and have 
ceased doing business with him in favor of a large supplier (and, most logically, 
the bottler's own franchisor) shipping cans and non-returnable bottles over long 
distances to a central warehouse. 

The economic and marketing characteristics of our industry are such that a 
substantial level of returnable bottle sales can be a-chieved and maintained 
profitably only in conjunction with a mix of non-returnable package sales. Let's 
confront reality as consumers. Non-returnables, 'particularly cans, have various 
convenience features. They are easier to store, taking up less space in the 
refrigerator or in the kitchen closet. When used, they can be thrown away and 
need not be brought back to the store. They are obviously more convenient than 
bottles on a picnic or camping trip. The returnable bottle can overcome these 
advantages only through strong promotion utilizing feature price advertising. 
Earlier in our statement, we noted the result of the Majers study finding car
bonated soft drink beverages ranking second in newspaper price promotion ads 
of 45 leading food store products. Almost three-fourths of these ads feature 
an attractive price for the returnable bottle. The survey found that, in 1977, the 
consumer was paying $0.0079 per ounce of Pepsi in the 16-oz. returnable bottle 
in contrast with a price of $0.0156 for Pepsi in the 12-oz can. or 97 percent more. 
But this price advantage is made possible only if the bottler can exercise the 
leverage his exclusive territorial rights give him with the supermarkets in his 
territory to cause the latter to stock and promote the returnable bottle. The use 
of the returnable bottle is both capital and labor intensive, considerably more so 
than non-returnables. The returnable bottles can be sold at a lower price than the 
competing packaging forms only if volume and velocity are high. When volume 
and velocity decline through loss of supermarket accounts, the cost to the 
consumer will rapidly rise. When the price advantage to the consumer disap
pears so too will the returnable bottle disappear. 

Another cause for concern for the returnable bottle posed by concentration in 
the industry as the result of the FTC decision is that the movement to concen-
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tration will most surely be led by the large syrup manufacturers and their 
wholly-owned bottling subsidiaries, which already control many major markets. 
At least in the case of PepsiCo, there appears a strong disinclination to use the 
returnable bottle. Report data by Majers from the year 1977 on Pepsi advertising 
activity in the north eastern sector of the country—namely, New York-Newark, 
Philadelphia and Boston markets exclusively controlled by Pepsi-Cola Company-
owned franchise subsidiaries—reveal no price ads in the economical 16-oz. return
able bottle. 

If one needs further evidence of how availability of non-returnable packaging 
and lack of territorial restraint combine to result in market concentration, we 
can look at the beer industry. 

The history of the brewing industry since World War II demonstrates the 
positive relationship between concentration and the decline of the returnable 
bottle. In 1945, there were 457 breweries, almost all local and regional firms. 
Eighty-five per cent of beer sold was in the returnable bottle. By 1977, the num
ber of breweries had declined to 47 (Exhibit 3), and the use of returnable bot
tles was down to 12 percent (Exhibit 4). In 1947, the five largest breweries con
trolled only 20 percent of the market, but, by 1977, the top five had a 70 percent 
market share (Exhibit 5). Miller and Anheuser-Busch serve the entire country 
mostly with cans and non-returnable bottles shipped long distances, from a few 
strategically located plant sites. (Exhibits 6 and 7). At present there are 1833 
independent soft drink bottlers. However, PepsiCo and Coca-Cola, and now 
Seven-Up (recently acquired by Philip Morris, which also owns Miller Beer) are 
now positioned under the ETC decision to do the same thing in the soft drink 
industry which the large brewers have done in the beer industry. 

If the FTC decision becomes effective, the ease by which our franchiser, 
Pepsico, can vertically integrate its soft drink operations, beyond its present 
substantial status, is enhanced because of Pepsico's recent acquisition of a large 
motor carrier, Lee Way Motor Freight. Lee Way's resources include 5,000 tractor 
trailer trucks, 85 terminals and service to more than 3,000 cities and towns. For 
example, look at the State of Ohio where every Pepsi franchise is independently 
owned. PepsiCo, through its trucking subsidiary, now owns eleven terminals lo
cated throughout the State, including every major population center, and also 
owns the Pepsi bottling franchises in Detroit and Pittsburgh. Without territorial 
restraints, PepsiCo can easily serve every chain store center warehouse in Ohio 
in its own trucks with non-returnable cans from its Detroit or Pittsburgh plants, 
or, if it desires, from one or more new facilities it could build and operate within 
the State. How, we ask, is the independent bottler to survive under these cir
cumstances, bearing in mind that our sole supplier of syrup will then be our 
major competitor. 

An exhaustive study entitled "Materials and Energy from Municipal Waste," 
recently released by the Office of Technology Assessment, Congress of the United 
States, contains the following comments in support of our views (p. 236) : 

If upheld by the courts and not amended by the Congress, the recent FTC 
decision, which outlaws territorial franchise restrictions for trademarked 
soft drinks in nonreturnable containers, could lead to rapid concentration 
of that industry. The outcome would be an industry with only a few large 
plants, as well as the rapid disappearance of the refillable bottle for soft 
drinks. 

Another commentator, Stephen Breyer, Professor of Law, Harvard Law 
School, and now Chief Counsel, Senate Judiciary Committee, wrote following 
the oral argument on the appeal from the FTC Decision: 

The companies' strongest argument is that the Commission, in permitting 
territorial restrictions for returnable bottles, has acted inconsistently and 
without adequately examining the evidence. The companies claim that the 
very fact that the Commission allows territorial restrictions for returnable 
bottles shows that the Commission accepts the "returnable bottle" justifica
tion as procompetitive and desirable. The Commission wishes to en
courage their use, yet the companies claim that unless territorial restric
tion for all bottles are allowed, the bottlers will be unable to use returnables. 
Although both the hearing examiner and the Commission considered evi
dence related to returnable bottles, there apparently was no consideration 
of whether or not returnable bottles could survive under the split relief that 
the Commission ordered. Update on the Soft Drink Cases, Stephen Breyer, 
Consultant Martin Romm, The First Boston Corporation, December 1978. 

In our opinion, the question is not whether the returnable bottle will disappear 
if the FTC decision becomes effective, but how quickly this will occur. We 
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commissioned Mr. Emanuel Goldman of Sanford C. Bernstein & Co., Inc., New-
York City, a recognized expert securities analyst specializing in the brewing 
and soft drink industries, to analyze the question. Mr. Goldman is with me 
here today and available to answer any questions you may wish to direct to 
him. We are attaching to this statement his affidavit filed in the litigation 
commenced by our Florida subsidiary against the FTC (Exhibit 8). 

Mr. Goldman finds "that elimination of territorial exclusivity for cans and 
non-refillable bottles will result in a decline of at least 5 percentage points a 
year and perhaps as high as 10 percentage points per year in the share of market 
accounted for by returnable containers. This would result in the elimination of 
the returnable bottle as a viable form of package in the soft drink industry 
within four to eight years." He attributes the disappearance of the returnable 
after territorial rights are no longer enforceable. He estimates the present bottle 
bottle primarily to the loss of supermarket accounts by the independent- bottlers 
"float" at approximately four billion bottles with an annual replenishment rate of 
new returnable bottles at one billion. If there is a 50-percent reduction in rate 
of replenishment, total exhaustion of the "float" will occur in the eight years; 
with no replenishment, the "float" will be consumed in less than four years. Mr. 
Goldman concludes, "If the returnable market share declines at a rate of 5 
percentage points per year, we will, by 1982, have added 32.0 billion additional 
nonreturnable containers to our solid waste stream. In the event of a 10 per
centage point decline, the number of additional one-way bottles and cans would 
be 638 billion." 

EFFECTS ON T H E ECONOMY. ECJLOGY AND ENERGY CONSERVATION 

Our statement from this point forward proceeds on the assumption that the 
returnable bottle will disappear if the FTC decision is implemented. The effect 
of that occurrence on the economy, our environment and energy conservation 
goals is truly shocking. 

T H E ECONOMY 

The carbonated soft drink beverage industry generates $15 billion in annual 
sales. It is twice the size of the beer industry. Soft drinks are the number one 
dollar volume sales item in food stores, constituting 4.1' cents of every sales 
dollar. Based on 1978 food store sales of $104 billion, $6,724 billion was spent on 
soft drinks of which 41.5 percent were reflllable containers. If refillables are 
eliminated, the minimum cost to the consumer based on Majers survey data, 
will be an additional 52 percent or an increase of $1.45 billion every year for 
carbonated soft drinks. 

INTERACTION OK BCDL AND T H E FTC DECISION 

It has been suggested that even without territorial restraints a high level usage 
of the returnable bottle can be maintained through the enactment of Beverage 
Conainer Deposit Legislation (BCDL). Regardless of the merits of BCDL, and 
whether it will ever achieve widespread enactment, it will not for long prevent 
the demise of the returnable bottle if territorial restrictions are eliminated. 

The OTA, in its previously cited report to Congress, considered the interaction 
of Beverage Container Deposit Legislation and the FTC decision. Greater use of 
the reflllable container is a stated objective of BCDL and supported by OTA. The 
report suggests that BCDL could help slow any trend to regional bottling stimu
lated by the FTC decision. "BCDL would undercut the economic advantages of 
centralized bottling, which is limited to nonreturnable containers. (The heavier 
weight of refillables and the need to back haul empties discourages their central
ized bottling.) Thus, BCDL might slow any trend toward elimination of local 
bottlers," p. 234. 

It becomes readily apparent that the OTA recognizes the potential for the two 
disastrous results of the FTC decision we have discussed (concentration and the 
demise of the returnable bottle), and attempts to project BCDL, not as a solu
tion to the problem, but only as a temporary barrier to an ultimate negative result. 
The report states, "Since BCDL would decrease the economic advantages of 
centralized brewing, bottling and wholesaling, the current trend toward a small 
number of large firms in beer and soft drink production might be slowed. By 
making the reflllable bottle more attractive economically, BCDL could help pre
serve smaller, local bottlers. legislation now under consideration to preserve the 
territorial franchise system could help maintain the reflllable bottle's current 
market share," p. 17. We are pleased, parenthetically, that an arm of Congress 
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recognizes the extremely negative implications of removing territorial restric
tions in the soft drink industry. 

Granted, as the OTA predicts, BCDL might slow the trend to regional bottling 
stimulated by the FTC decision. However, without exclusive franchise bound
aries in the soft drink industry, concentration will still occur and the refillable 
bottle will disappear. This is what the experience in Oregon indicates. 

T H E OREGON STORY 

We decided to find out what has occurred in Oregon—the only mature BCDL 
state. After the enactment of BCDL in Oregon, the brewing industry sales mar
ket share was still well in the hands of the two "local" breweries—Blitz-
Weinhard and Olympia, and at the end of 1974, 96 percent of all sales in Oregon 
were in refillable containers. At the end of 1978, or 4 years later, concentration 
by national companies had occurred (Miller Brewing was No. 1 in sales) and 
refillable container sales had declined by 48.1 percent down to 49.8 percent (Ex
hibit 9) . Miller, the No. 1 selling beer, sold no reflllables. By June 1979, further 
concentration occurred after Blitz-Weinhard had sold out to Pabst, and 4 of the 
top 5 in sales shares were national companies, with a combined 63 percent mar
ket share. By June 1979, the refillable sales share had fallen to 36 percent of 
sales in the brewing industry. (Exhibit 10.) 

On the other hand, in the soft drink industry, with exclusive franchise terri
tories and the absence of concentration, refillable bottle sales were still at 80 
percent of food store sales at the end of 1978. This proves that exclusive franchise 
territories inhibit concentration and keeps viable the refillable container, and 
that without territorial restrictions, BCDL will not save the returnable bottle. 

I M P A C T ON ENVIRONMENT AND ENERGY CONSERVATION GOALS 

Franklin Associates, Ltd., consultants in resource and environmental policy 
and planning, were commissioned by our company to study the energy and en
vironmental impacts associated with the demise of the returnable bottle. A copy 
of their final report, dated February 14, 1979, accompanies this statement as a 
part hereof. 

In conducting the study, Franklin relied on the scenarios regarding the dis
appearance of the returnable bottle developed by Emanuel Goldman. Franklin 
examined the impacts associated with soft drink delivery in the various con
tainer types, including all manufacturing operations beginning with raw material 
extraction, proceeding through processing, manufacturing, use, and final disposal 
of the container and secondary packaging, and including filling and transporta
tion. This systems analysis is structured to determine all inputs and outputs at 
each stage of the container's ''life cycle." Then, these data condense into several 
basic impact categories. These categories serve as the basis for determining the 
overall effect on environmental quality. They are listed below: 

Total Energy Consumption. 
Energy Source Summary. 
Raw Materials Consumption. 
Air Pollutant Emissions. 
Water Pollutant Discharges. 
Industrial Solid Waste. 
Postconsumer Solid Waste. 
Process Water Requirements. 
The Franklin report describes in detail the methodology employed and quanti

fies in appropriate units of measure the adverse impact on the environment (in
cluding depletion of natural resources) and energy sources associated with re
placement of the returnable bottle with the other commonly used nonreturnable 
package forms. The popular equivalency expressions of these impacts or losses 
are described as follows : 
Total energy 

Equivalent to the electrical energy consumed by a city of 100,000 in 34 to 69 
years, plus 
Natural gas 

Equivalent to the natural gas requirements for heating 100,000 midwestern 
homes for 2.4 to 4.9 years, plus 
Petroleum 

Equivalent to imports of 65 to 129 million gallons of gasoline, plus 
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Goal 
If placed in a coal train, the train would stretch 331 to 686 miles, or a maxi

mum distance extending from Washington, D.C. to Chicago, plus 
Air pollution 

Equivalent to 1.2 to 2.4 years of emissions from 1,000 Mw coal-fired power-
plant, plus 
Water pollution 

Equivalent to 3.2 to 8.9 years of emissions from a 1,000 Mw coal-fired power-
plant, plus 
Solid waste 

Trash can volume: Equivalent to 30 to 87 fillings of the Orange Bowl in 
Miami, Florida; or, landfill volume: Equivalent to 12 to 30 completely filled 
medium-sized city landfills, plus 
Water consumption 

Equivalent to 2.8 to 5.3 years of domestic water use in the City of Washing
ton, D.C, plus 
Raw materials 

Bauxite: Equivalent to 7 to 15 percent of bauxite imports in 1976. 
Iron ore: Equivalent to 2 to 5 percent of iron ore imports in 1976. 
Glass sand: Equivalent to the sand in a beach 100 feet wide and 2 feet deep 

stretching 6.1 to 12.5 miles long. 

S. 5 9 8 AND SIMILAR LEGISLATION 

We stated earlier our gratitude to the many members of the Senate who have 
co-sponsored S. 59S. We are equally appreciative of the many members who have 
co-sponsored the identical bill in the House, H.R. 3567. We wish to call attention 
also to H.R. 3573, introduced by Rep. Luken and Rep. Mica, which has the same 
purpose as S. 598 and H.R. 3567-—to overturn the FTC decision and permit the 
continued use of exclusive territories in the soft drink industry. Both versions 
of the legislation seek a common objective—the preservation of competition and 
the avoidance of concentration in the soft drink industry and the maintenance 
of a manufacturing and distribution system in the industry that permits a con
tinued high level use of the returnable bottle. The Luken-Mica bill dilters only 
to the extent that it emphasizes the need for the legislation to protect the en
vironment, to avoid unnecessary energy consumption, and to make the product 
available in the lowest cost package form. It also represents an unambiguous 
legislative declaration that nothing in the Federal Trade Commission Act or 
other antitrust laws shall render invalid exclusive territorial agreements in the 
soft drink industry, unless it is found that within a territory there is an absence 
of generally available competing products, and further found that the elimination 
of the territorial rights will not adversely affect the quality of the environment, 
increase energy consumption, inflate the cost of soft drink products, or lead to 
concentration of economic power in the industry. 

Some opponents of the legislation have described it as an "antitrust exemp
tion" for the soft drink industry. This is both untrue and unfair since all the 
bills do is permit the continued use of the present franchise contracts, which, 
in essentially the same form, have been in effect for more than 75 years. The 
legislation would not, for example, permit such pernicious forms of anti
competitive behavior as collusion among interbrand competitors to fix prices 
or to eliminate the returnable bottle. 

CONCLUSION 

We submit the evidence in this matter is overwhelming to the effect that verti
cal territorial restraints in soft drink franchise agreements are pro-competitive 
and in the public interest. In fact, there is not an iota of reliable and credible 
evidence that they operate to the detriment of consumers, or that their elimina
tion would lower the price of the product a penny. AH evidence is to the con
trary—that without these restraints the returnable bottle will disappear with 
resulting overall higher prices to the consumer and very serious adverse impacts 
on our environment and energy conservation goals. 

We urge the Congress promptly to enact legislation that will avoid the many 
evils most certain to follow the implementation of the FTC decision in the soft 
drink cases. 
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r ANHEUSER-BUSCH BREWERIES 

EXHIBIT 8 

STATE OP NEW YORK, COUNTY OP NEW YORK, SS. : 

AFFIDAVIT 

Now comes Emanuel Goldman, who being first duly sworn, for his affidavit 
states as follows: 

1. That he is a Securities Analyst specializing in the soft drink and brewing 
industries, employed by Sanford C. Bernstein & Co., Inc., in New York City. 

2. That in his capacity as a Securities Analyst, he keeps track of factors, 
including marketing trends, cost considerations, industry growth and packaging 
trends that are likely to affect the future performance of particular soft drink 
companies and the soft drink industry as a whole. That he utilizes in the process 
statistical data, including that provided by U.S. Government agencies and soft 
drink industry trade association sources, and that he conducts interviews with 
corporate executives in individual soft drink companies. 

3. His opinion concerning future industry performance is utilized by major 
financial institutions in connection with investments in the soft drink industry. 
He has published numerous reports on the industry, that include statistical data 
on particular companies within the industry. For the last four years running, 
he has been named one of the top three securities analysts covering the beverage 
industry in a nationwide poll of financial institutions. 

4. He is familiar with the orders of the Federal Trade Commission in the 
Coca-Cola and PepsiCo cases (Docket Nos. 8S55 and 8S56, respectively) and has 
examined portions of the records, including the Commission's Opinion. 

5. At the request of the Plaintiff in this case, he undertook a study to deter
mine the probable effect of enforcement of the FTC's Orders on the nationwide 
soft drink "package mix" between returnable bottles, on the one hand, and 
metal cans and nonrefillable bottles on the other. In performing this study, he 
undertook an analysis of industry statistics and a series of interviews with soft 
drink syrup manufacturers and bottlers. 
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6. On the basis of this study, it is his opinion that the elimination of exclusive 
territorial franchises in the soft drink industry for cans and nonrefillable bottles 
will cause a significant decline in the percentage of soft drinks sold in return
able bottles. He believes that elimination of territorial exclusivity for cans and 
nonrefillable bottles will result in a decline of at least 5 percentage points per 
year and perhaps as high as 10 percentage points per year in the share of market 
accounted for by returnable containers. This would result in the elimination of 
the returnable bottle as a viable form of package in the soft drink industry 
within 4 to 8 years. 

7. Elimination of exclusive territories will lead to a decline in returnable 
market share because: 

(a) small, exclusive territories are required to make' returnables eco
nomically feasible, since otherwise the bottler cannot be assured of recap
turing enough of his glass; and 

(b) supermarket chain stores will have the market leverage to indulge 
their long-standing strong aversion to returnables by ordering all their re
quirements from distant sources, whereas now they are under pressure to 
accept the "package mix" of the local, exclusively franchised bottler for 
each brand. 

Thus not even the FTC's proviso permitting continued territorial exclusivity 
for returnables alone can save the returnable bottle, since it will not affect the 
supermarket's ability to order its entire requirements in the form of nonreturn-
able bottles and cans shipped from outside the territory. 

8. The decline of returnable market share will be between 5 and 10 percentage 
points per year, because: 

(a) approximately 50 percent of all returnable sales are currently made 
through supermarket outlets; 

(b) bottlers will be strongly discouraged from reinvesting in that portion 
of the returnable bottle "float" (the total number of bottles in the possession 
of bottlers, retailers, and consumers) which previously serviced their super
market accounts; 

(c) the size of the "float" nationwide is approximately 4 billion bottles, 
or roughly 4 times the number purchased annually by bottlers to replenish 
the level of the "float" ; 

(d) thus a 50 percent reduction in the rate of replenishment will lead to 
exhaustion of the "float" in 8 years, or a 5 percentage point annual decline; 

(e) as the "float" contracts, the returnable bottle will become increasingly 
unattractive economically to bottlers and consumers which will reinforce the 
other disincentives to reinvestment in returnable bottles and possibly lead to 
a complete cessation of reinvestment; 

(f) with no replenishment, the "float" will be consumed in less than 4 
years. 

9. A decline in returnable market share leads to a much more significant in
crease in the number of cans and nonreturnable bottles used by the industry. 
This is because each returnable bottle is used on the average of 20 times. Thus, 
each time a returnable bottle is eliminated from the stream of commerce, 20 addi
tional comparably-sized, nonreturnable containers are required to deliver the 
same quantity of soft drinks. 

10. If the returnable market share declines at a rate of 5 percentage points per 
year, we will, by 1982, have solid waste stream. In the event of a 10 percentage 
point decline, the number of additional one-way bottles and cans would be 63.8 
billion. 

Further affiant sayeth not 
BMAN0EI- G O L D M A N , 

Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presence this 21 day of February, 
1979. 

t 

Notary Public. 
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BNBBQY AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS ASSOCIATED W I T H A FEDERAL TRADE COM
MISSION DECISION 

This report was commissioned by Richard G. Gay, a t torney a t law, for the 
purpose of examining possible energy and environmental impacts of a recent 
Federa l T rade Commission decision concerning the soft dr ink franchise system 
in the U.S. Possible changes in container shares for soft dr inks resulting from 
the decision were determined by Sanford C. Bernstein and Company and sub
mit ted to Frankl in Associates, Ltd. The energy and environmental impacts 
result ing from these possible changes in container shares were evaluated in this 

report. 
The report is in three basic sections. Chapter I is a brief overall summary, 

followed by Chapters I I and I I I which describe details of the methodology and 
present extensive summaries of the calculations. Finally, a set of appendices is 
included which contain detai ls of the calculations. Sufficient details and refer
ences a re included so t h a t the results can be verified by interested individuals. 

CHAPTER I 

SUMMABY 

OVERVIEW 

This study was performed to determine the energy and environmental impacts 
associated wi th possible effects of a change in soft dr ink container market 
shares tha t may follow from a recent FTC decision on franchises. A detailed 
set of scenarios projecting the effect of the FTC decision on soft dr ink container 
shares was provided by Sanford C. Bernstein & Co., Inc. Four market share 
scenarios were used in this analysis—one representing baseline conditions (no 
change in refillables) and three representing varying declines in refillable market 
shares. The decline scenarios correspond to annual decreases in refillable con-
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tainer market shares equal to 5, 7, and 10 percentage points of the total market 
annually. The scenarios are projected over the period 1978 to 1982. 

The energy and environmental impacts associated with the projected container 
mix under each scenario were calculated using unit energy requirements for 
each container system. 'The resultant impacts for each scenario were directly 
compared with the baseline impacts to ascertain the effects of the scenarios on 
energy and resource requirements and overall environmental quality. 

BESEABCH METHODOLOGY 

The procedure used to determine the energy and environmental impacts asso
ciated with the FTC decision scenarios consisted of several levels of calculations. 
They are listed and briefly described below. 

(1) Container Market Share Modifications.—The market share scenarios ob
tained from Sanford C. Bernstein & Co., Inc., made three container distinctions: 
nonreflUable ("one-way") bottles, metal cans, and refillable bottles. Franklin 
Associates, Ltd. further differentiated cans and nonreflUable bottles into three 
container types each. The seven container distinctions used to determine over
all resource and environmental impacts are as follows: 

Aluminum cans. 
2-piece bimetal cans (a style of steel can with an aluminum lid). 
3-piece bimetal can (another type of steel can with an aluminum lid). 
NonreflUable glass bottles. 
Plastic-coated glass bottles. 
Refillable glass bottles. 
PET (plastic) bottles. 

Figure 1-1 is a simplified illustration of the effects of the scenarios on con
tainer market shares through 1982. All containers are categorized into two con
tainer classifications on that figure (refillables and one-ways). The scenarios 
depict a decline in refillable bottle share, and corresponding growth in the use of 
one-ways. The extent of the shift from refillables to one-ways is different for 
each scenario, with the refillables ranging from a 0 to 20 percent share by 1982 
and a corresponding 80 to 100 percent share by the one-ways. This compares to a 
projected baseline of 40 percent market share for refillables and 60 percent share 
for one-ways without the FTC decision. 

(2) Determination of Container System Impacts—To account for the resource 
and environmental impacts of each soft drink container alternative, a systems 
approach was used. The impacts associated with soft drink delivery in each of 
the container types described with raw materials extraction, proceeding through 
processing, manufacturing, use, and final disposal of the container and secondary 
packaging, and including filling and transportation. This systems analysis is 
structured to determine all inputs and outputs at each stage of the container's 
'life cycle." Then, these data condense into several basic impact categories. These 
categories serve as the basis for determining the overall effect on environmental 
quality. They are listed below : 

Total Energy Consumption. 
Energy Source Summary. 
Raw Materials Consumption. 
Air Pollutant Emissions. 
Water Pollutant Discharges. 
Industrial Solid Waste. 
Postconsumer Solid Waste. 
Process Water Requirements. 
The impacts associated with (he delivery of 1,000 gallons of soft drink have 

been quantified for each impact category. 
(3) Resource and Environmental Impact Projections—The resource and envi

ronmental impacts associated with each container type are not constant because 
they depend on several variable factors. Under competitive circumstances there 
would be changes even under a "status quo" situation. Franklin Associates pro
jected impacts through 1982 based upon expected "status quo" changes in recy
cling rates, container innovation which result in improved container manufac
turing efficiencies. These projections are based primarily upon current industrial 
trends and expectations. 
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Figure I - l . The effects of the FTC decision scenarios on r e f i l l ab le soft drink container market share. 

STUDY RESULTS 

The interpretation of results of a study of this type is usually complicated by 
the fact that several impact categories have been investigated and impacts will 
increase in some categories and decrease in others. If a given situation produces 
adverse effects in some impact categories and favorable effects in others, the 
analysis of results is quite difficult because relative impact judgments must be 
incorporated into the analysis. On the other hand, when all impact categories are 
adversely affected one can safely assume the prospective conditions lead to nega
tive overall impacts. The scenarios in this study which project a decline in refiU-
ables equal to 5 to 10 percent of the soft drink market share result in an adverse 
effect for each impact category. Therefore an overall negative impact is readily 
apparent. 

The energy and environmental impacts associated with the scenarios are pre
sented in a summarized form in the following sections. For a more complete 
presentation as well as a more thorough discussion of the results, see Chapter III 
of this report. 
Energy Impacts 

A summary of the energy impacts associated with the three scenarios is pre
sented in Table 1-1. Energy impacts are quantified cumulatively through 1982 
for total energy as well as for natural gas, petroleum, and coal. The difficulty in 
comprehending such large numbers led to the development of equivalent expres
sions of each impact quantity. These equivalencies are also included in Table 
1-1. Inspection of these data show the three scenarios causing a significant im
pact in terms of energy consumption. The consumption of each energy source is 
increased by the accelerated shift to one-way containers, particularly for coal, 
which is a major electrical energy fuel used extensively in can manufacture. Also, 
increasing significantly is natural gas, a primary fuel in the manufacture of 
glass bottles. 

The basic reason for these energy increases is that new one-way containers 
must be manufactured for each filling, while refillable bottles are simply washed 
and reused. Thus, the refillable bottles require less energy per fluid ounce of soft 
drink consumed. Figure 1-2 graphically displays the effect of the three scenarios 
on total energy consumption for the entire soft drink packaging cycle. Note that 
energy use is expected to increase by 17 to 36 percent under the conditions of the 
scenarios which were predicted on the FTC decision. 
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TABLE 1-1. SUMMARY OF CUMULATIVE ENERGY IMPACTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE EFFECTS OF 3 SCENARIOS 
ON SOFT DRINK CONTAINER MARKET SHARES 

Increased 
energy consump-

Impact category tion • (10» Btu) Equivalent units Remarks 

Total energy 102 to 206 9,267,000,000 to 18,533,- Equivalent to the electrical energy consumed by a 
000,000 kWh. city of 100,000 in 34 to 69 yr. 

Natural Gas 35 to 70 33,000,000 to 66,000,000 Equivalent to the natural gas requirements for 
ft1. heating 100,000 Midwestern homes for 2.4 to 

4.9 yr. 
Petroleum 19 to 39__ 3,400,000to6,800,000bbl. Equivalent to 3.8 to 7.6 days of Iranian oil imports 

or 65,000,000 to 129,000,000 gallons of gasoline. 
Coal. 37to74__ 1,400,000 to 2,900,000 If placed in a coal train, the train would stretch 331 

tons. to 686 mi, or a maximum distance extending 
from Washington, D.C., to Chicago. 

' The range represents the increased consumption of energy associated with expected decreases in refutable container 
market shares (5 to 10 pet annually). The low is for a 5-pct annual phaseout; the high is for a 10-pct annual phaseout of 
refillables. Values represent cumulative increases through 1982. 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd. 

Environmental Impacts 
Environmental impacts include the discharge of pollutants as well as the con

sumption of valuable raw materials (except energy, which is tabulated sep
arately). Table 1-2 summarizes the environmental impacts associated with the 
three scenarios. Again, note a considerable increase in each impact category. The 
equivalencies shown in this table allow the reader to visualize the magnitude of 
the impacts to some extent. 

The annual effects of the decision on each impact category are shown 
graphically in Figure 1-3 for pollution and waste generation and in Figure 1-4 
for natural resource consumption. For each impact category, the percent increase 
in the impact which is due to the FTC decision is quantified for 1982. The percent 
increases are expressed as a range, representing the 5 to 10 percent scenarios. 
The maximum percent of this range is important because it is this value which 
will approximate the effect of the decision beyond 1982. If one assumes other 
factors such as recycling rates, container market shares, and pollution control 
attain a near equilibrium at this point in time, the annual impacts will not 
change significantly beyond 1982, but the difference between the scenarios will 
accumulate indefinitely. 

Table 1-3 is a summary of the maximum percent increases which are projected 
for each impact category in 1982. Note that the consumption of glass sand is 
increasing much less than each of the other impact categories. This is because a 
nonrefillable glass container is replacing a refillable glass container, both of 
which use glass sand. The difference is not as large as for iron ore or bauxite 
(aluminum), which are also replacing refillable glass bottles. In terms of energy 
consumption and waste generation, all are expected to increase by about one-
third as compared to baseline impacts in 1982. 

The increases in raw materials and energy consumption can be viewed, from 
an additional point of view. Some fraction of increased consumption will 
undoubtedly be imported because each of these commodities is a large import 
item (particularly crude oil and bauxite). 
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CONCLUSION 

The projected container marke t shares developed by Sanford C. Bernstein & 
Co., Inc., show the FTC decision could lead to a significant increase in the impact 
on resources and the environment in every impact category which was examined. 

The scenarios evaluated indicate a growth in the use of types of containers 
which are less resource and environmentally efficient than the refutable con
tainers they would displace. 

TABLE 1-2.—SUMMARY OF THE CUMULATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE EFFECTS OF THE 

FTC-DECISION SCENARIO ON SOFT DRINK CONTAINER MARKET SHARES 

Increased waste generation 
Impact category or consumption > Remarks 

Air pollution 385,000,000 to 773,000,000 lb Equivalent to 1.2 to 2.4 yr of emissions from a 1,000-
MW coal-fired powerpiant. 

Water pollution 67,000,000 to 186,000,000 lb Equivalent to 3.2 to 8.9 yr of emissions from a 1,000-
MW coal-fired powerpiant. 

Solid waste:2 

Trash can volume 30,000,000 to 87,000,000 yd1 Equivalent to 30 to 87 fillings of the Orange Bowl in 
Miami, Fla. 

Landfill volume 12,000,000 to 30,000,000 yd5 Equivalent to 12 to 30 completely filled medium-sized 
city landfills. 

Water consumption. 43,000,000,000 to 87,000,000,000 gal . Equivalent to 2.8 to 5.3 yr of domestic water use in the 
city of Washington, D.C. 

Raw materials: 
Bauxite 2,114,000,000 to 4,253,000,000 lb Equivalent to 7 to 15 pet of bauxite imports in 1976. 
Iron o r e . . . 2,373,000,000 to 4,775,000,000 lb Equivalent to 2 to 5 pet of iron ore imports in 1976. 
Glass sand 635,000,000 to 1,296,000,000 lb Equivalent to the sand in a beach 100 ft wide and 

2 ft deep stretching 6.1 to 12.5 mi long. 

1 Values represent cumulative increases through 1982. 
2 Trash can volume represents the actual waste density at the time of disposal, while landfill volume represents the 

compacted waste density following conventional landfill disposal procedures. 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd. 

TABLE 1-3.—Percent increases in annual energy and environmental impacts for 
soft drink under thrcc-dceision scenarios—7.982 

Mnximum 
pecent increase 

Impact Category: »» 198S 

Total energy 36. 0 
Air pollution 37. 6 
Water pollution 28. 7 
Solid waste 34. 8 
Raw mate r i a l s : 

Bauxi te 47.0 
Iron ore 37. 3 
Glass sand 9. 6 

Process water requirements 30.4 
SOURCE.—Calculated by Franklin Associates. Ltd., based upon beverage container market 

shares obtained from Sanford C. Bernstein & Co.. Inc. 
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Figure 1-3. The effects of the FTC decision scenarios on annual pollution emissions and waste generation in the soft drink industry. 
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CHAPTER II 

STUDY APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of a resource and environmental profile analysis is to determine 
the comparative effects that alternative conditions have on environmental con
ditions. In this study the overall environmental effects associated with specific 
soft drink container market shares are compared. The various container market 
share alternatives represent baseline growth projections as well as container 
scenarios provided by Sanford C. Bernstein and Company which could reflect 
the consequences of the recent Federal Trade Commission (FTC) Decision. 

The unique feature of a resource and environmental profile analysis is that 
it does not focus on a single manufacturing operation, nor on a single resource 
or environmental effluent. Instead, the beverage container is viewed as a system 
which begins with the removal of raw materials from the earth (by mining 
or harvesting), includes all the intermediate manufacturing, transporting, and 
uso sequences, and finally ends when the container is returned to the environ
ment for final disposal or recycling (Figure I I - l ) . For each step in the system, 
resource use and environmental impacts are determined. Hesource use is ex
pressed in terms of energy and materials; environmental impacts are expressed 
in terms of pollutants discharged to the common media—air, water, and 
land. The final step of the analysis is a direct comparison of the environmental 
impacts associated with the delivery of soft drink to the consumer for each 
beverage container market share scenario. 

PURPOSE OF STUDY 

The purpose of this study was to determine the total environmental impacts 
associated with the delivery of soft drink to the consumer under baseline con
ditions and to compare that impact with projected impacts under scenarios 
developed as an estimate of the impact of the FTC decision. The baseline 
impact levels represent a continuation of the historical trends in beverage con
tainer market shares while the scenarios result in a projected decline in refill-
able container shares. Three scenarios have been developed. They result in 
projected decreases in reflllable container market shares equal to 5, 7, and 10 
percentage points annually of total soft drink consumption. 

Direct comparisons were made between scenarios for the purpose of deter
mining the potential effect of the changes on overall environmental quality. 

BASIC APPROACH 

The approach used to quantify the energy and environmental impacts asso
ciated with soft drink delivery is based upon an input-output materials flow 
analysis. In such an analysis, master flowsheets are developed for each con
tainer option (REF glass, NR glass, aluminum cans, etc.) which consist of 
numerous processes, each being a phase of container manufacture or beverage 
distribution. Each process in a given beverage container system is analyzed as 
a separate, independent step in the total sequence of steps producing the desired 
end product. This process analysis involves determining all material and energy 
inputs into the process as well as determining the product output quantity and 
any waste materials generated in the process. All inputs and outputs are specifi
cally categorized as to their nature. For example, waste materials are classified 
as either air pollutants, water pollutants, industrial solid waste, or postcon-
sumer solid waste. Additionally, the type of pollutant is also noted. Air pollution 
generated from a particular industrial process will be classified into one of 
several itemized categories, such a s hydrocarbons, sulfer oxides, etc. 

For each process, the impacts associated with a standard unit of 1,000 pounds 
of output is determined. Following the calculation of this detailed impact in
formation for each process, the master flowsheet for each beverage container 
system is utilized. This master flowsheet allows the researcher to correctly 
weigh the extent to which each process is used and thus calculate the impact 
associated with delivering 1,000 gallons of packaged soft drink in each type of 
container. The summary of these impacts for each container system served as 
the base from which the various scenario impacts were calculated. 
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The enviromnmental impact summary procedure for each container system 
involved a complicated series of calculations. Literally, thousands of calculations 
were necessary to correctly account for each manufacturing process of each 
beverage container system. A complex computer program was designed for 
Franklin Associates, Ltd. specifically for performing the calculations relevant 
to a resource and environmental profile analysis. This computer program was 
used to carry out many of the calculations. 

DATA 60UBCES 

Because of the amount of work already done in this field, the derivation of 
impact data for the conventional beverage containers was based on previous 
studies. Thus, the 1977 data base consisted largely of a modification of a study 
performed for an industrial client of Franklin Associates, Ltd.1 Environmental 
impact data for the projected years were calculated based upon industrial and 
governmental expectations. Appendix G is a complete discussion of the antici
pated trends in resource and environmental impacts associated with beverage 
delivery. 

Beverage container market shares for each scenario were obtained from a 
private, independent organization, Sanford Bernstein and Company. 

DATA MODIFICATION 

The container market shares were modified by Franklin Associates, Ltd. to 
represent the volume of soft drink packaged in each selected container type. This 
modification procedure was necessary because only three container distinctions 
were provided in the scenarios whereas seven basic containers were selected for 
inclusion in the analysis. The three container distinctions shown below on the 
left, were further differentiated into the seven container types shown on the 
right. This process is explained in detail in Appendix H. 

Cans Aluminum Cans 
2-Piece Bimetal Cans 
3-Piece Bimetal Cans 

One-Way Containers Nonrefillable Glass Bottles 
Plastic-Coated Glass Bottles 
PET (plastic) Bottles 

Refillable Containers i Refillable Glass Bottles 

RESOURCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS INCLUDED 

For each process, the following seven parameters were determined. 
(1) Energy.—Energy in million Btu is reported as a total requirement and in 

terms of specific components. The energy components are reported in the follow
ing six categories: Natural gas, petroleum, coal, hydropower, nuclear, and wood 
(self-generated power in pulp mills). 

The energy components used in each operation, including transportation, for a 
given product output were determined. Process energy used by the actual manu
facturing operations were included. That used for space heating of buildings and 
other miscellaneous categories was excluded wherever possible. The energy con
tent of certain organic raw materials was included in energy summations. The 
second-order energy necessary to extract, process, and transport fuels was in
cluded as well as the heat of combustion of the specified fuels used in a system. 
The energy value assigned to electricity use was the energy associated with the 
consumption of fuels necessary to deliver electricity to the consumer (see Ap
pendix A for more details). ° 

(2) Raw Materials.—The quantity in pounds and the type of virgin raw ma
terials input to each operation were determined in terms of a given product out
put. Materials not intended to become a part of the finished product, such as 
cooling water and fuels, were excluded from raw materials. Other raw materials, 
such as additives, which aggregate to less than 5 percent of the total weight of 
the finished container were included in this category by reporting their weight 
in the finished product. This provides an estimate of the virgin raw materials 

1 ISider, W. L. and K. G. Hunt . "Family-Size Soft Dring Containers—A Comparative 
Knerjry and Environmental Impact AnalyH'.s." prepared for the Goodyear Tire & Rubber 
Co. by Frankl in Associates. Ltd., November 1977. 
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which should be allocated to materials used in low quantities in the finished 
product. 

(3) Air Pollutant8.—The emissions in pounds of substances classified as pol
lutants were determined per unit of product output. Fourteen identifiable pol
lutants were considered for each operation—particulates, nitrogen oxides, hydro* 
carbons, sulfur oxides, carbon monoxide, aldehydes, other organics, lead, reduced 
sulfur, ammonia, hydrogen fluoride, mercury, chlorine, and sulfides. The amounts 
reported represent actual discharges into the atmosphere after existing emission 
controls have been applied. It was assumed that all processes are currently meet
ing 1977 air pollution standards. All atmospheric emissions were considered on 
an equal basis; no attempt was made to determine the relative environmental 
effects of each of these pollutants. 

(4) Water Pollutants.—This category includes the water pollutants in pounds 
from each operation per unit of product output. The effluent values are those after 
wastewater treatment has been applied and represent discharges into receiving 
waters. All waterborne effluents are assumed to meet 1977 guidelines as specified 
by the U.S. EPA. Nineteen specific pollutants are included—BOD, COD, suspended 
solids, dissolved solids (oil field brine), oil, fluorides, phenol, sulfides, acid, alka
linity, metal ions, cyanide, ammonia, iron, ferrous sulfate, chromium, tin, phos
phates, and others. Other factors such as turbidity and heat were not included 
because usable data were not available. 

(5) Industrial Solid Wastes.—The volume of solid waste per unit of product 
output which must be landfilled or disposed of in some other way was determined 
also. Three categories were measured: process losses, fuel discards—includes 
wastewater treatment sludges, solids resulting from air pollution control, and 
trim and waste materials from manufacturing operations which are not recycled. 
Fuel combustion residues are ash generated by coal combustion. Mining wastes 
are primarily materials discarded due to raw ore processing and do not include 
overburden removed to expose ore. 

(6) Postconsumer Solid Wastes.—The volume of solid wastes generated by 
disposal of the container and its associated packaging was determined. This is 
solid waste which most likely would be discarded into municipal solid waste 
streams. Correction for recycling and reuse rates have been incorporated into net 
solid waste totals. 

(7) Water Consumption.—The volume of process water in thousand gallons 
discharged per unit of product output from each operation was reported. An 
alternative measure of water is the actual volume consumed or removed from 
natural water cycles. However, such data are not available for every system. This 
category considers water discharged only, not what is discharged from a process 
into the water in the form of pollutants. (This factor is covered separately.) 

ASSUMPTIONS 

Some assumptions are always necessary to limit a study to reasonable scope, 
and it is important to know what assumptions have been made. The principal 
assumptions and limitations for this study are discussed below. 
Data Sources 

The basic data for 1977 were taken from a study performed by Franklin 
Associates, Ltd. for the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company which was previ
ously cited. Data in that study were collected from a variety of sources, includ
ing published technical literature, reports of previous energy and environmental 
studies, and personal interviews within the various industries involved. Because 
of the cooperation of managers in the industries involved, it was possible to 
obtain national average or "typical" data specific to the container systems. It was 
assumed that the data supplied by the various industries are accurate and 
representative. 
Geographic Scope 

Impacts associated with imported materials are included. In most cases, it was 
assumed that foreign impacts would be similar to comparable activities in the 
U.S.; thus U.S. data were applied to foreign operations. For instance, iron ore 
mined in Canada was assumed to produce the same impacts on a 1,000 pound 
basis as domestic iron ore. 
Secondary Energy Requirements 

The energy content of fuels was assumed to include the energy requirements 
for extraction, processing, and transporting of fuels, in addition to the primary 
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energy of a fuel resulting from its combustion. However, impacts for manufac
ture of capital equipment were not included, nor was the energy for heating 
and lighting of buildings included. 
Small Quantities of Materials 

The impacts associated with materials which aggregate to less than 5 percent 
by weight of the container were not included. The list of materials which com
prise the "less than 5 percent" category was examined to insure that no known 
"high environmental impact" materials were excluded from the analysis. This 
inspection insures that the values from this assumption do not lead to an error 
of greater than 5 percent in the final results. 
Electricity 

For most industries, electricity is a minor source of energy, and detailed data 
do not exist on the fuels used to generate this electricity for each industry. There
fore, the national average energy expenditure of 11,027 Btu per kilowatt-hour 
(1977) was used for most industries (see Appendix A). However, the aluminum 
industry is based on electrochemical processes and is, therefore, electricity-
intensive. Aluminum smelting plants are generally located close to specific elec
tricity power sources (e.g., hydropower). Thus, a set of regional grids was de
veloped from published data to reflect the actual power grids from which alumi
num smelters draw their energy. A discussion of those energy values compared 
to those obtained with national grid calculations is included in Appendix A. 

Energy Content of Material Resources 
The primary material resources for plastic products are natural gas and 

petroleum, and the principal use of these materials in this country is as fuels. 
Thus, the total energy requirement for plastic products is treated as being the 
energy value of the fuels used as materials, plus the fuels used in the manu
facturing processes. 
Point Sources of Pollution 

The burden on specific ecosystems was not considered—i.e., at specific point 
sources or geographic locations. It was assumed that the operations took effect 
on the environment everywhere, not just where specific manufacturing opera
tions are presently located. 
Consumer Impacts 

Impacts related to consumer activities such as transporting a beverage home 
from the retail store were not included. It was assumed that trips to retail stores 
are necessary for other reasons, and should not be attributed to the container 
systems. Other consumer impacts (except disposal of the container) relate to 
the beverage itself, not the container. 

CHAPTEB III 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter summarizes the energy and environmental impacts associated 
with projected effects of the recent Federal Trade Commission (FTC) decision 
on the soft drink industry. A baseline soft drink container market share is first 
considered assuming no FTC decision. This is represented by a continuation of 
the historical trends in individual container growth rates. The impacts asso
ciated with the baseline shares are directly compared to the impacts associated 
with possible container market shares under the FTC decision. Three container 
market share scenarios have been developed for conditions under this decision. 
The scenarios, as developed by Sanford C. Bernstein and Company, represent an 
expected decline in reflllable bottle market shares equal to 5, 7, and 10 percentage 
points annually. 

The calculated results of energy and environmental impacts are presented in 
two ways in this chapter. The first method is a presentation of the raw impact 
data quantified in appropriate technical terms such as Btu for energy, pounds 
for air pollutants, and so forth. To assist in understanding the magnitude of 
the very large numbers in the raw data a second method of presentation of the 
impact data was used. Analogies have been drawn which represent equivalent 
expressions of the various impacts. These analogies are intended to help the 
reader to visualize or better understand impact data which would otherwise be 
expressed only in technical terms. 
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SOFT DRINK CONTAINER MARKET S H A R E S 

The environmental impacts which could arise from the recent FTC decision 
depend on the effects of the decision on soft drink container market shares. Three 
scenarios were developed by the staff of Sanford C. Bernstein and Company 
which project container market shares through 1982. Based on these projections, 
staff of Franklin Associates developed a data base which quantified the volume 
of soft drink packaged in seven basic container types during the period 1978 to 
1982. 
Selection of Representative Containers 

Although only seven basic container types are used to package soft drink there 
are numerous sizes for each type. Ideally, in an analysis of this type each size 
distinction would be accounted for separately with a specific volume being desig
nated to each size. No attempt to project container size distribution was included 
in the scenarios, however. For this reason it was necessary to select representa
tive container sizes for each container type. Table I I I - l shows the selected con
tainer volume and weight for each of the seven basic container types. 

TABLE ll l- l .—REPRESENTATIVE SOFT DRINK CONTAINERS 

Container volume Container weight' 
(fluid ounces per (ounces per 

Basic Container Type container) container) 

Aluminum can 
3-piece bimetal can 
2-piece bimetal can 
NR glass 
Plastic-coated glass (PCG).. 
REF glass 
PET (plastic) 

12 
12 
12 
16 

2-liter 
16 

2-liter 

0.67 
1.50 
1.38 

10.40 
32.32 
17.40 
3.00 

•Weights represent 1977 national averages based upon information obtained from several soft drink and container 
companies. 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd. 

The soft drink volume packaged in each of the container types for each scenario 
is presented in Table III-2. For a complete discussion of the procedure used in 
performing these calculations see Appendix H. 

ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL I M P A C T DATA FOR CONTAINER S Y S T E M S 

Each of the selected container types and sizes described in Table III-2 is 
related to specific impacts on the environment. These impacts depend on the 
manufacturing processes which are a part of each beverage container system. 
The environmental impacts associated with various processes differ significantly 
so that the impacts associated with each soft drink container system also differs. 

A short discussion of the relative energy and environmental impacts associated 
with the selected container systems will follow. In addition, the impacts result
ing from the delivery of 1,000 gallons of soft drink to the consumer in each con
tainer type is shown for 1978 in Table III-3. These data have been included to 
facilitate discussion of the impact data for each container system. Similar data 
for 1979 through 1982 are presented in Table H-4 of Appendix H. 

TABLE 111-2.—VOLUMETRIC DISTRIBUTION OF PACKAGED SOFT DRINK IN EACH CONTAINER TYPE 

[In millions of gallons) 

Scenario: No Change in Rel iable Bottle Share 

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 

Aluminum cans 
2-piece bimetal cans 
3-piece bimetal cans . . 
NR glass _. _ 
PCG glass 
REF glass 
PET 

Total packaged volume 

761 
410 

1,374 
811 
254 

2,499 
116 

6,225 

999 
540 

1,213 
862 
176 

2,599 
194 

6,483 

1,031 
669 

1,063 
908 
100 

2,709 
270 

6,750 

1,161 
795 
918 
955 

19 
2,820 

315 

7,091 

1,284 
922 
779 
934 

0 
2,927 

437 

7,283 
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TABLE 111-2.—VOLUMETRIC DISTRIBUTION OF PACKAGED SOFT DRINK IN EACH CONTAINER TYPE-Continued 

[In millions of gallons] 

Scenario: 5 Pet Annual Decline in Refillable Bottle Share 

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 

Aluminum cans 761 971 1,206 1,451 1,780 
2-piece bimetal cans. . . . 410 583 783 994 1,226 
3-piece bimetal cans 1,374 1,310 1,244 1,148 1,036 
NR glass 811 931 1,062 1,194 1,261 
PCG glass 254 190 117 24 0 
REFglass 2,053 2,287 2,031 1,777 1,464 
P E T . . . 116 210 316 439 590 

Total packaged volume 5,779 6,482 6,759 7,027 7,285 

Scenario: 7 Pet Annual Decline in Refillable Bottle Share 

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 

Aluminum cans . . . . 761 1,007 1,268 1,567 1,887 
2-piece bimetal cans 410 605 823 1,073 1,355 
3-piece bimetal cans 1,374 1,359 1,307 1,239 1,145 
NR glass... 811 965 1,117 1,289 1,392 
PCG glass 254 197 123 26 0 
REFglass 2,053 2,157 1,761 1,354 878 
PET __ 116 217 332 474 651 

Total packaged volume 5,779 6,507 6,731 7,022 7,308 

Scenario: 10 Pet Annual Decline in Refillable Bottle Share 

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 

Aluminum cans.. 761 1,052 1,371 1,742 2,144 
2-piece bimetal cans 410 632 890 1,193 1,540 
3-piece bimetal cans 1,374 1,419 1,414 1,377 1,301 
NRglass 811 1,000 1,208 1,433 1,578 
PCG glass 254 204 133 29 0 
REFglass 2,053 1,949 1,355 705 0 
P E T . . . . 116 225 359 527 739 

Total packaged volume. . . 5,779 6,481 6,730 7,006 7,302 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd., calculated from scenario data obtained from Sanford C. Bernstein and Co., Inc., and 
references ( H - l ) and (H-2) . 

TABLE 111-3.—ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS ASSOCIATED WITH SOFT DRINK DELIVERY IN SELECTED 
BEVERAGE CONTAINERS, 1978 

[Impact per 1,000 gall 

Alu- 2-piece 3-piece NR REF 
minum bimetal bimetal glass PCG glass PET 

Impact category cans cans cans (16-oz) (2-liter) (16-oz) (2-liter) 

Total energy, million Btu's 54.8 47.5 48.4 53.4 42.9 16.2 27.0 
Raw materials, pounds 2,069 3,137 3,211 6,804 4,979 1,284 317 
Air Pollutants, pounds 230 179 177 168 137 59 91 
Water Pollutants, pounds... 44 42 42 29 22 16 16 
Industrial solid waste, cubic feet. 28 138 141 21 17 8 3 
Postconsumer solid waste, cubic feet 17 56 86 165 93 43 74 
Water Consumption, gallons 15,000 32,000 34,000 28,000 26,000 9,000 11,000 
Energy profile, million Btu: 

Natural Gas.. 19.9 14.4 15.0 28.0 22.5 7.4 8.0 
Petroleum 13.3 8.9 8.9 14.6 12.0 5.4 12.4 
Coal 14.6 20.5 20.6 6.2 4.7 2.2 3.5 
Hydropower 3.3 1.4 1.5 .4 .4 .1 .3 
Nuclear 3.0 1.6 1.7 1.0 .9 .3 .6 
Wood .7 .7 .7 3.2 2.4 .8 2.2 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd. 
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Energy Impacts 
The energy and environmental impacts shown in Table III-3 represent re

cycling and reuse rates for 1978. Table G-2 of Appendix G shows expected re
cycling and reuse rates for each container type through 1982. Recycling and 
reuse play a major role in determining the impacts associated with specific con
tainer types. In all cases environmental impacts decrease if recycled materials 
are used in manufacturing processes as opposed to virgin raw materials. This 
is particularly true for metal cans which can avoid the energy intensive processes 
required to refine metallic ores. The energy savings associated with reusing glass 
bottles (as refillables) are even more significant because of the avoidance of 
manufacturing new bottles for each filling. 

For the recycling and reuse rates in 1978, refillable glass bottles were clearly 
the most energy efficient container which could be utilized from an energy con
sumption point of view. The closest container is the family-sized PET (plastic) 
bottle but it still requires 67 percent more energy than the refillable glass bottle. 
The remaining container types require significantly more energy, ranging from 
2.6 times more energy for plastic-coated glass to 3.4 times more energy for 
aluminum cans. The primary reason for such a favorable condition for refillable 
glass is the use of a 10-trip bottle as the average trip rate. This is equivalent to 
a 90 percent return rate which is considerably higher than those rates experi
enced by all of the alternative containers. The highest recycling rate among 
the other containers is for aluminum which is returned and recycled at nearly 
30 percent. 

The variation in energy requirements for container systems other than re
fillable glass is primarily due to differences in raw materials processing. A large 
fraction of total system energy for various container types is consumed in the 
materials processing stages of container manufacture. For example, the refining 
of bauxite into molten aluminum metal requires several times the energy of any 
other step in the aluminum can soft drink system. 

The degree and type of raw material processing greatly influences the overall 
energy profile for the container system. Materials processing requirements sig
nificantly influence the type of fuels which supply the total system energy. Some 
containers, particularly aluminum cans, use large amounts of electricity in 
their materials processing stages, therefore, coal which is a major electrical 
utility fuel source is a significant contributing energy source. Glass container 
raw materials processing requires little electricity so coal use is low. Large 
quantities of natural gas are used in the processes, however. 

The relative ranking of containers in terms of total system energy does not 
necessarily hold true for specific energy sources. Refillable glass does remain 
the most favorable for each energy source (even natural gas), but other container 
rankings change for specific fuels. For example, plastic-coated glass which ranks 
third in terms of total energy requirements ranks sixth in terms of natural gas 
requirements. Only nonreturnable (NR) glass is lower. For further details of 
energy profiles see Table III-3. 

Air and Water Pollutants 
The air and water pollution generated from each container system depends on 

the manufacturing processes in the systems and on the energy profile of the 
system. The emission of various pollutants from manufacturing processes de
pends heavily upon the type of fuels used to supply energy to the process. For 
example, the container systems which use large quantities of coal (i.e., cans) are 
highest in air pollution emissions. 

The relative ranking of container systems in terms of air and water pollution 
are basically the same as for energy consumption. 
industrial and Postconsunicr Solid Waste 

The industrial solid waste associated with beverage container systems is 
closely related to the energy consumption. However, the nature of the basic raw 
materials used to manufacture the containers is also important. The refining of 
virgin raw materials usually results in the generation of large amounts of indus
trial waste. Iron ore refining generates extremely large quantities of waste which 
is the reason for such high industrial solid waste totals for bimetal can systems. 
On the other hand, processing glass sand into glass produces little waste. The 
PET container which is made up of petrochemical feedstock produces still less 
waste. 
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Postconsumer solid waste is that waste associated with the used container and 
any secondary paper or plastic packaging (e.g., six pack carriers). The compact-
ability or structural strength of the empty container determines the landfill 
volume which would be occupied by a given number of containers. Some con
tainers such as glass tend to break if sufficient pressure is applied, while others 
such as cans are merely deformed. Using compacted container densities as 
obtained from landfill sampling (see appendices for each container material) it 
can be summarized that aluminum cans compact the best followed by bimetal 
cans, plastic bottles, and lastly glass bottles. 
Water Consumption 

The water consumed by soft drink beverage container systems is most sig
nificantly influenced by materials processing operations. Large quantities of 
water are required in steel mills as pickling liquors and cooling water, thus the 
high values for bimetal cans (see Table III-3) . 

Energy requirements also influence water requirements. The relatively low 
energy requirement for. reflllable bottles is the primary reason behind the low 
water consumption for the reflllable system. The PET plastic bottle requires 
about 20 percent more water per 1,000 gallons than reflllable glass but this is 
considerably less than the alternative containers. 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS ASSOCIATED W I T H EACH SCENARIO 

Raio Impact Data 
The energy and environmental impact data for the 1,000 gallons systems can 

be applied to total volume shares in Table III-2 to result in the total soft drink 
industry impacts for each scenario. 

Energy Consumption. Table III-4 is a summary of overall energy consumption 
by the soft drink industry for each scenario. These data are graphically dis
played in Figure I I I - l to facilitate the comparison of the relative effects of the 
FTC decision scenarios on energy consumption. As can be seen from the table 
and figure, the effects of the decision become more pronounced with time. Bach 
year reflllable glass bottles are losing market share under each scenario. As was 
shown in the previous discussion on beverage container environmental impacts, 
the replacement of reflllable containers with any alternative container would 
result in a net increase in overall energy consumption. In this case refillables are 
being replaced with cans and one-way bottles ("throw a ways"). 

Under the maximum decline scenario (10 percent annually) refillables will 
have disappeared by 1982. Under this condition the energy consumed by the soft 
drink industry will be approximately 36 percent higher than under continued 
baseline growth patterns. This increase in energy use will continue beyond 1982, 
however the magnitude of the increases will be subject to changes in container 
recycling rates and technological innovation. 

The increased energy consumed under the FTC decision scenarios can be 
examined from a cumulative point of view also. Figure II-2 is a visual presenta
tion of the projected increase while the data from which the curves are drawn 
are shown in Table H-7 of Appendix H. 

The shift away from reflllable containers which is expected under the condi
tions of the FTC decision will increase industrial requirements of all fuel sources. 
Table III-5a shows these increases in Btu while Table III-5b shows the percent 
increases in fuel consumption with respect to the baseline. Electricity use and 
the fuels associated with its generation are increasing by the highest percents. 
Additionally, substantial quantities of coal are used directly in steel can manu
facturing operations. The increase in nonreturnable glass bottles in place of 
reflllable glass which can be reused results in the increase in natural gas use. As 
previously discussed, the manufacture of glass containers requires relatively 
large quantities of natural gas with respect to other container tvpes. 

Pollutant Emissions. Table III-6 is a summary of the effects of the FTC 
decision scenarios on the generation of air and water pollution by the soft drink 
and assorted industries. While total pollution generation is expected to increase 
under baseline conditions, this increase is small compared to the increase under 
FTC decision scenarios. 
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TABLE MM.—THE EFFECTS OF THE FTC DECISION SCENARIOS ON ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN THE SOFT DRINK 
INDUSTRY 

Scenario 

Baseline 
5 pet annual decline 

fillables 
7 pet annual decline 

fillables 
10 pet annual decline 

fillables. '.. 

in 

in 

in 

re-

re-

re-

197S 

225 

225 

225 

225 

Percent 
change 

from 
base

line 

0 

0 

0 

1979 

229 

239 

244 

249 

Total energy consumption (10 

Percent 
change 

from 
base

line 

4.4 

6.6 

8.7 

1980 

230 

251 

258 

271 

Percent |l| 

line 

9.1 

12.2 

17.8 

nBtu) 

1981 

232 

263 

2/5 

293 

Percent 

Iff
 

line 

13.4 

18.5 

26.3 

1982 

322 

272 

290 

315 

Percent 
change 

from 
base

line 

17.2 

25.0 

35.8 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd., calculated from data in tables 111-2 and -1113. 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H Basel ine Energy Consumption 

M i l l Energy Consumption under FTC Decis ion (51 Annual Decl ine In R s f i l l a b l e a ) 

Wii$w&i&$$$& Energy Consumption under TTC Decision (7Z Annuel Decl ine In R e f U l s b l e s ) 

SjfiQfQQI! Energy Consumption under TTC Decis ion (lOZ Annual Decl ine In ftafillables) 

s 

1978 ' 1979 1980 1981 1982 

Figure I I I - l . The e f f e c t s of the FTC d e c i s i o n scenarios on energy consumption In the so f t drink Industry. 

71 Annual 
Decline In 
Kef l l l sb les 

51 Annual 
Decline In 
Kefl l lablea 

Figure I I I - 2 . Cumulative Increase In energy cccsucst ion In the soft drink industry associated with 
the FTC decis ion scenarios. 
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TABLE lll-5a.—THE EFFECTS OF THE FTC DECISION SCENARIOS ON THE ENERGY PROFILE OF THE SOFT 
DRINK INDUSTRY 

Baseline: 
Natural tas 
Petroleum.. 
Coal 
Hydropower 
Nuclear 
Wood __ 

5 pet. annual decline in refillables: 
Natural gas 
Petroleum _. 
Coal _ ___ 
Hydropower 
Nuclear 
Wood 

7 pet. annual decline in refillables: 
Natural gas. 
Petroleum 
Coal 
Hydropower 
Nuclear 
Wood _ 

10 pet. annual decline in refillables: 
Natural gas 
Petroleum 
Coal 
Hydropower 
Nuclear 
Wood _ 

Energy 

1978 

89,501 
55,820 
59,946 
5,857 
7,134 
7,241 

89,501 
55,820 
59,946 
5,857 
7,134 
7,241 

89,501 
55,820 
59,946 
5,857 
7,134 
7,241 

89,501 
55,820 
59,946 
5,857 
7,134 
7,241 

consumption 

1979 

90,542 
57,246 
59,932 
6,064 
7,328 
7,438 

93,991 
59,071 
63,583 
6,497 
7,759 
7,617 

95,904 
60,121 
65,466 
6,717 
7,981 
7,727 

97,677 
61,024 
67,653 
6,977 
8,236 
7,793 

for each fuel source (10 u Btu) 

1980 

91,214 
58,274 
59,566 
6,176 
7,330 
7,324 

98,531 
62,264 
67,303 
7,112 
8,236 
7,773 

100,882 
63,507 
69,969 

7,439 
8,543 
7,910 

105,125 
65,813 
74,502 
7,989 
9,074 
8,168 

1981 

91,827 
59,262 
59,319 
6,280 
7,429 
7,464 

102,371 
65,160 
70,477 
7,678 
8,761 
8,107 

106,548 
67,491 
74,929 
8,233 
9,294 
8,359 

112,716 
70,916 
81,578 
9,068 

10,087 
8,729 

1982 

91,749 
59,969 
58,923 
6,519 
7,487 
7,540 

105,080 
67,702 
73,290 
8,428 
9,233 
8,342 

111,445 
71,378 
79,557 
9,249 
9,999 
8,756 

119,550 
76, 053 
88,269 
10,406 
11,058 
9,239 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd., taken from data in table H-5 in app. H. 

TABLE 111—5b.—THE EFFECTS OF THE FTC DECISION SCENARIOS ON THE ENERGY PROFILE 
OF THE SOFT DRINK INDUSTRY 

Precent increase in fuel consumption with respect to baseline 

1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 

5 pet annual decline in refillables: 
Naturalgas 0 3.8 8.0 11.5 14.5 
Petroleum.. 0 3.2 6.8 10.0 12.9 
Coal... 0 6.1 13.0 18.8 24.4 
Hydropower 0 7.1 15.2 22.3 29.3 
Nuclear 0 5.9 12.4 17.9 23.3 
Wood 0 2.4 6.1 8.6 10.6 

7 pet annual decline in refillables: 
Naturalgas 0 5.9 11.4 16.0 21.5 
Petroleum... 0 5.0 9.0 13.9 19.0 
Coal 0 9.2 17.5 26.3 25.0 
Hydropower 0 10.8 20.5 31.1 41.9 
Nuclear... 0 8.9 16.5 25.1 33.6 
Wood. 0 3.9 8.0 12.0 16.1 

10 pet annual decline in refillables: 
Naturalgas 0 7.9 16.1 22.7 30.3 
Petroleum _ 0 6.6 12.9 20.0 26.8 
Coal 0 12.9 25.1 37.5 49.8 
Hydropower 0 15.1 29.4 44.4 59.6 
Nuclear 0 12.4 23.8 35.8 47.7 
Wood 0 4.8 11.5 16.8 22.5 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd. calculated from data in table H-5 of app. H. 

Total air and water pollution generation will increase by 5.3 and 9.3 percent 
respectively under baseline conditions. This increase is associated with an in
crease in soft drink consumption of 26.0 percent throughout the period. It is 
clear that less pollution per unit soft drink will be produced in 1982 relative to 
1978. This is due to industrial innovation and conservation practices. Under the 
FTC decision scenarios air and water pollution increases from 1978 to 1982 
ranged from 24.6 to 44.8 percent for air to 22.4 to 40.7 percent for water. Com
paring these increases to the Increase in soft drink consumption indicates an 



TABLE 111-6.—THE EFFECTS OF THE FTC DECISION SCENARIOS OF THE GENERATION OF AIR AND WATER POLLUTION IN THE SOFT DRINK INDUSTRY 

[In millions of poundsl 

Total air pollutant emissions 

Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
change from change from change from change from change from 

Scenario 1978 baseline 1979 baseline 1980 baseline 1981 baseline 1982 baseline 

Baseline 794 829 834 837 836 
5 pet annual decline in refillables 794 0 865 4.3 913 9.5 954 14.0 989 18.3 
7 pet annual decline in relillables 794 0 885 6.8 939 12.6 1,000 19.5 1,058 26.6 
10 pet annual decline in relillables 794 0 905 9.2 985 18.1 1,069 27.7 1,150 37.6 

Total water pollutant discharges 

Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
change from change from change from change from change from 

1978 baseline 1979 baseline 1980 baseline 1981 baseline 1982 baseline 

172 182 _ 182 185 188 
172 0 189 3.8 196 7.7 205 10.8 214 13.8 
172 0 192 5.5 200 9.9 213 15.1 226 20.2 
172 0 212 16.5 232 27.5 237 28.1 242 28.7 

Baseline 
5 pet annual decline in refillables.. 
7 pet annual decline in refillables. 
10 pet annual decline in refillables 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd. 
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increase in pollution per unit soft drink. The effects of the FTC decision scenarios 
clearly increase the level of pollution emissions from the soft drink container 
industry. 

Raw Materials Consumption. Numerous raw materials are required to manu
facture the soft drink packaging associated with each beverage container system. 
For simplicity an analysis such as performed in this study combines each type 
of raw material into one total. Of these many types of raw materials the total 
is dominate by a few major materials. For example, bauxite dominates the raw 
materials used to manufacture aluminum cans and iron ore dominates for steel 
cans. Rather than comparing total raw materials consumption under baseline 
and FTC decision scenarios only three major materials will be considered. These 
materials are bauxite, iron ore, and glass sand. Table III-7 has been included to 
show the increases in consumption of each these materials under each scenario. 
The data represent the cumulative increase of materials through 1982. 

TABLE IH-7.—THE EFFECTS OF THE FTC DECISION SCENARIOS ON RAW MATERIALS CONSUMPTION IN THE 
SOFT DRINK CONTAINER INDUSTRY 

[In millions of poundil 

Cumulative increase in raw material 
consumption through 1982 

Scenario Bauxite Iron ore Glass sand 

5 pet annual decline in refillables 2,114 2,373 635 
7 pet annual decline in refillables 2,980 3,349 968 
10 pet annual decline in refillables 4,253 4,775 1,296 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd. 

The large increase in raw materials requirements is due to the replacement of 
a reusable container for a throw away container. Metal cans which are expected 
to increase under each scenario account for the large increase in bauxite and 
iron ore consumption. These increases are important not only from an environ
mental point of view but also from a balance of trade standpoint. Both of these 
raw materials are imported to a high degree. Nearly 50 percent of all iron ore 
consumed in the U.S. is imported and more than 85 percent of the bauxite is 
imported. An increase in consumption would probably increase imports. 

Solid Waste Generation. As with the other environmental impact categories 
the decrease in reflllabe containers which is expected under the FTC scenarios 
proves unfavorable in terms of solid waste generation. Both industrial and post-
consumer waste will increase with respect to baseline generation rates. Table 
III-8 shows the waste generation under each scenario and compares it with the 
expected baseline generation. 

While both industrial and postconsumer waste increase under the FTC 
scenarios indusrtial waste increases significantly more. The industrial waste 
generated from metal can beverage container systems is relatively high com
pared to alternative systems. Since cans are expected to increase, industrial solid 
waste will also increase. One may expect postconsumer solid waste to increase 
even more because returnable containers are being replaced by throw aways 
under the FTC scenarios. This is true to a certain extent. However, aluminum 
cans are growing substantially under the scenarios and they are a favorable 
container from a postconsumer solid waste point of view. Approximately 30 
percent of the containers are recycled and thus are not disposed of in a conven
tional manner and the remaining 70 percent compact quite well due to the nature 
of an aluminum can. These characteritsics of aluminum cans has kept the growth 
of postconsumer solid waste to less than half of that of industrial solid waste. 

Water Consumption. Even though a returnable bottle requires washing before 
it can be reused, the quantity of water associated with this procedure is small 
compared to water requirements in container manufacturing operations. For 
example, about 2,000 gallons of water are required to wash 1,000 pounds of 
steel strip from ingots. Table III-9 shows water consumption under the baseline 
and each FTC decision scenario through 1982. 

Environmental Impact Analogies 
The environmental impact data presented in the preceding sections quantified 

the impacts in terms such as Btu, pounds, cubic feet, and percent changes. While 



TABLE 111-8.—THE EFFECTS OF THE FTC DECISION SCENARIOS ON SOLID WASTE GENERATION IN THE SOFT DRINK CONTAINER INDUSTRY 

Scenario 

Baseline 
5 pet annual decline in refillables.. 
7 pet annual decline in refillables.. 
10 pet annual decline in refillables 

Baseline 
5 pet annual decline in refillables. 
7 pet annual decline in refillables.. 
10 pet annual decline in refillables 

1978 

313 . . . 
313 
313 
313 

1978 

427 . . . 
427 
427 
427 

Percent 
change 

from 
baseline 

0 
0 
0 

Percent 
change 

from 
baseline 

0 
0 
0 

1979 

313 
334 
345 
357 

1979 

435 
447 
454 
460 

Industrial solid waste generation (101 ft1) 

Percent 
change 

from 
baseline 

6.7 
10.2 
14.1 

1980 

312 
355 
371 
396 

Percent 
change 

from 
baseline 

13.8 
18.9 
26.9 

1981 

313 
377 
403 
447 

Postconsumer solid waste generation (10* ft1) 

Percent 
change 

from 
baseline 

2.8 
4.4 
5.7 

1980 

439 
465 
472 
487 

Percent 
chante 

from 
baseline 

5.9 
7.5 

10.9 

1981 

445 
481 
496 
516 

Percent 
change 

from 
baseline 

20.4 
28.8 
42.8 

Percent 
change 

from 
baseline 

8.1 
11.5 
16.0 

1982 

313 
397 
433 
484 

1982 

448 
492 
515 
542 

Percent 
change 

from 
baseline 

26.8 
38.3 
54.6 

Percent 
change 

from 
baseline 

9.8 
15.0 
21.0 

Source: Table H-5 of app. H. 



TABLE !M-9.—THE EFFECT OF THE FTC DECISION SCENARIOS ON WATER CONSUMPTION IN THE SOFT DRINK CONTAINER INDUSTRY 

[In billions of gallons! 

Scenario 1978 

108 ._ 
108 
108 
108 

Percent 
change 

from 
baseline 

0 
0 
0 

1979 

112 . . 
116 
119 
121 

Percent 
change 

from 
baseline 

3.6 
6.3 
8.0 

Water consumption 

1980 

112 . . 
121 
124 
130 

Percent 
change 

from 
baseline 

8.0 
10.7 
16.1 

1981 

112 . . 
125 
130 
138 

Percent 
change 

from 
baseline 

11.6 
16.1 
23.2 

1982 

112 . . 
128 
136 
146 

Percent 
change 

from 
baseline 

14.3 
21.4 
30.6 

CD 
00 

Baseline 
5 pet annual decline in refillables. 
7 pet annual decline in refillables. 
10 pet annual decline in refillables 

Source: Table H-S of app. H. 
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the meaning of such terminology is not complex, the numbers are very large and 
may be confusing as to the true impact which is being exerted. For this reason 
a series of analogies have been developed which represent equivalent expressions 
of many of the impacts. 

The development of equivalent expressions require the use of conversion 
factors. Table 111-10 is a presentation of the conversion factors used to perform 
these calculations. These factors were developed from several sources which are 
listed in Table I I I - l l along with additional notes and assumptions. 

Discussion as to why environmental impacts are greater under the conditions 
of the FTC scenario will not be repeated here, as they were discussed when raw 
impact data were presented in the previous analysis. 

Enerky Equivalencies. The energy impacts associated with the FTC decision 
scenarios are presented as increased Btu requirements through 1982. Total Btu 
have been calculated as well as the Btu of each energy source. This section will 
present equivalent expressions of total energy impacts as well as expressions 
for each specific energy source. Table 111-12 shows several equivalent expres
sions of the total energy impact associated with each FTC scenario. 

This type of analysis in which all energy sources are grouped together to 
give a total energy impact tends to invoke criticism from certain people. They 
feel it is an injustice to combine Btu of coal with Btu of natural gas because 
of varying levels of availability and cost. Because of this problem, total energy 
is broken into an energy profile which quantifies the impact of the FTC decision 
scenarios on specific energy sources. Table 111-13 shows the direct impact on 
natural gas consumption in the soft drink industry. Table 111-14 shows petro
leum impacts and Table 111-15 shows coal impacts. 

Solid Waste Equivalencies. The changes in soft drink container market shares 
which are expected under FTC decision conditions result in significantly higher 
quantities of waste to be disposed of. The increased solid waste volumes are 
expressed in terms of compacted landfill volume. This may be an adequate way 
of considering industrial solid waste which undergoes little compaction in a 
landfill because of its original dense state (2,025 lb/cubic yd), however post-
consumer solid waste which is basically used containers, undergoes a consider
able change in density going from the trash can to the landfill. For this reason, 
two separate waste volumes will be developed for each scenario. The first will 
be called "trash can" volume and the second "landfill" volume. Each of these 
separate values will be used to develop solid waste equivalencies. 

TABLE 111-10.—Conversion factors used to develop equivalent expressions for 
environmental impacts 

Source 
1 barrel of crude oil=5.S3X10" Btu 1 
1 kwh of electricity=11,002 Btu 2 
Average per capita electricity consumption: residential use only=2,680 

kwh/capita/year; residential, commercial, and industrial use=8,580 to 
9,440 kwh/capita/year 2 

Total foreign oil imports=6.5 million barrels/day 2 
Iranian oil imports=0.9 million barrels/day 2 
One train carload of coal=83,000 lb coal (50 feet long) 3 
Average home natural gas consumption=135,000 cubic feet per year (1,500 

sq ft home) 4 
One barrel of oil yields 19 gallons of gasoline 5 
U.S. 1976 foreign trade deflcit=$9,300 milUon 3 
Volume of the Orange Bowl=approximately 1 million cubic yards 6 
Volume of a medium sized city landflll=approximately 1 million cubic 

yards 7 
Container compaction ratios in landfill disposal 8 

Glass=4.28. 
Steel=5.00. 
Aluminum=13.74. 
Plastic=5.70. 

Water consumption=150 gallons/person/day (40 percent for domestic 
purposes) 9 

United States population=220,000,000 persons 3 
Cost of imported raw materials in 1976 2,3 

Crude oil: $13.48 per barrel. 
Natural gas: $1.72 per 1,000 cubic feet. 
Bauxite: $21.82 per ton. 
Iron ore: $18.18 per ton. 
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TABLE I I I - l l 

NOTES AND REFERENCES FOR CONVERSION FACTORS I N TABLE 111-10 

1. Combustion Engineering, Inc., C. E. Natco Handbook. 
2. Frankl in Associates, Ltd., based upon electrical energy fuel mix presented 

in Monthly Energy Review, U.S. Depar tment of Energy, April 1978. 
3. U.S. Depar tment of Commerce, Statistical Abstract of the United States, 

1977. 
4. This average na tu ra l gas consumption r a t e was developed based upon da ta 

obtained from a large midwes tem na tu ra l gas company. The average represents 
annual consumption in a temperate climate region. 

5. American Petroleum Inst i tu te , Petroleum Facts & Figures, 1971 Edition. 
6. The volume of the Orange Bowl was calculated by Frankl in Associates 

based upon photographs of the stadium. Specific dimensions in the photographs 
were known and used to es t imate other dimensions. 

7. Assumed by Frankl in Associates based upon a survey of several landfills 
in Greater Kansas City. 

8. Hunt , Robert G. and W. L. Bider, "Analysis of Environmental and Economic 
Impacts of Was te Reduction Procedures and Policies," prepared for the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency by Frankl in Associates, Ltd., December 14, 
1977. 

9. Gehn, H a r r y W. and J . I . Bregman, Handbook of Water Resources and 
Pollution Con trol, Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, New York, 1976. 

TABLE 111-12.—EQUIVALENT EXPRESSIONS OF TOTAL ENERGY IMPACTS ASSOCIATED WITH 
EACH FTC DECISION SCENARIO ' 

Years of 
electricity 

supply for a 
Increased Days of Equivalent city of 100,000 

energy Barrels of oil foreign electrical persons 
consumption equivalent imports energy (residential 

Scenario (101* Btu) (millions) 1977 rate (10»kWh) use only) 

5 pet annual decline in refillables 102.2 17.2 2.8 9,267 34 
7 pet annual decline in refillables 145.2 24.9 3.9 13,166 49 
10 pet annual decline in refillables 205.5 35.2 5.6 18,633 69 

' Cumulative energy impact through 1982. Calculated based upon the annual energy consumption in the soft drink 
industry under baseline conditions compared to the FTC decision scenario. 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd. 

TABLE 111-13.—EQUIVALENT EXPRESSIONS OF THE IMPACT OF THE FTC DECISION SCENARIOS ON NATURAL GAS 
CONSUMPTION • 

Scenario 

Increased 
consumption Cubic feet 
of natural gas natural gas 

(10" Btu) (millions) 

Years of heating 
Percent of 100,000 Mid-

1977 imports western homes 

5 pet. annual decline in refillables 
7 pet. annual decline in refillables 
10 pet. annual decline in refillables.__ 

1 Cumulative impacts through 1982. 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd. 

34.6 
49.4 
69.7 

32.7 
46.7 
65.8 

3.2 
4.6 
6.5 

2.4 

11 

TABLE 111-14.—EQUIVALENT EXPRESSIONS OF THE IMPACT OF THE FTC DECISION SCENARIOS ON PETROLEUM 
CONSUMPTION ' 

1 Cumulative impacts through 1982. 
2 Calculated based upon an average fuel efficiency of 14 mi/gal and 12,000 mi/car/yr. 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd. 

Months of 
total fuel 

requirements 
for 100,000 
passenger 

Scenario 

5 percent decline In refillables. 
7 percent decline in refillables 
10 percent annual decline in refillables.. 

(10» Btu) 

19.4 
27.7 
39.1 

(millions) 

3.4 
4.8 
6.8 

oil imports 

3.8 
5.3 
7.6 

(millions) 

64.6 
91.2 

129.2 

cars2 

9 
13 
18 
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TABLE 111-15.—EQUIVALENT EXPRESSIONS OF THE IMPACT OF THE FTC DECISION SCENARIOS ON COAL 
CONSUMPTION i 

Scenario 

Increased 
consump- Tons of 

tion of coal coal 
(10« Btu) (millions) 

Length of 
coaitrain Approximate distances for 

(miles) coal train length 

5 pet annual decline in refillables. 

7 pet annual decline in refillables. 

10 pet annual decline in refillables. 

36.9 1.4 331 Cincinnati to St Louis. 
Cleveland to Chicago. 
Miami to Jacksonville. 
Tallahassee to Palm Beach. 
Cleveland to Washington, D.C. 

52.2 2.0 473 Cincinnati to Memphis. 
Cleveland to New York. 
Miami to Savannah. 
Jacksonville to Raleigh. 
Cincinnati to Washington, D.C. 

74.3 2.9 686 Cincinnati to Minneapolis. 
Toledo to Kansas City. 
Miami to Atlanta. 
Orlando to Jackson, Miss. 
Washington, D.C. to Chicago. 

' Cumulative impacts through 1982. 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd. 

Table III-IO is a summary of the total additional solid waste which would be 
generated by 1982 under each of the FTC decision scenarios. Note that the trash 
can volume for posteonsumer solid waste is considerably higher than landfill 
volume (about 5 times higher). The solid waste totals shown as million cubic 
yards in Table III-IO can be used directly to represent equivalent expressions. 
The trash can volume totals can serve as equivalent expressions of the number 
of times the Orange Bowl in Miami, Florida could be filled by the waste. With a 
5 percent annual decline in returnables the cumulative solid waste impact by 
1982 would fill the stadium 30 times. Under the 10 percent scenario the waste 
would fill the stadium 87 times. 

The landfill volume totals (also in million cubic yards) can be thought of as 
representing medium-sized city landfills. A typical city landfill receiving about 
500 tons per day will last about three years if its capacity is one million cubic 
yards. Although the generation of beverage container waste will be distributed 
throughout the whole country, it will be considered as a single quantity in this 
analysis. The total solid waste would completely fill 12 to 30 landfills. This impact 
is especially significant if the cost and availability of adequate landfill space Is 
considered. 

TABLE 111-16.—EQUIVALENT EXPRESSIONS OF THE IMPACT OF THE FTC DECISION SCENARIOS ON SOLID WASTE 
GENERATION i 

Increased solid waste generation scenario 

5 pet. decline 7 pet decline 10 pet decline 
in refillables In refillables in refillables 

212 311 433 Industrial solid waste, 10,000,000 ft> 
Posteonsumer solid waste, 10,000,000 ft": 

Trash can volume _ 
Landfill volume 

Total solid waste: 
Trash can volume: 

10,000,000 ft" 
10.000,000 yd" 

Landfill volume: 
10,000,000 ft" 
10,000,000 yd" 

> Cumulative impacts through 1982. 
' Values also represent equivalent expressions of the number of times the Orange Bowl of Miami, Fla., could be filled by 

this waste volume. 
> Value also represents equivalent expressions of complete landfills which would be filled by this waste volume. 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd. 

585 
117 

797 
'30 

329 
"12 

805 
160 

1,116 
'41 

471 
"17 

1,916 
378 

2,349 
"87 

811 
"30 
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Air and Water Pollution Equivalencies—The changes in soft drink container 
market shares which are expected under the conditions of the FTC decision result 
in increased air and water pollution emissions. The actual emissions from the 
soft drink industry are quantified in pounds in Table III-6. Table III-7 presents 
these levels of pollution in equivalent terms; the emissions from a conventional 
coal fired power plant. The emissions from such plants were determined from 
data in Appendix A of this report. The equivalent untit of measurement was 
chosen to be years of emissions from a 1,000 megawatt power plant operating at 
60 percent capacity. The electrical energy which would be generated under such 
operating conditions would be 5,256 million kilowatt-hours per year. 

Note that the increased air pollution emissions are equivalent to 1.2 to 2.4 
years emissions from the 1,000 Mw power plant. 

It should be stressed that coal flred power plants generate large quantities 
of air pollutants (about 61 pounds per 1,000 kwh). The increased water pollution 
is equal to 3.2 to 8.9 years of power plant emissions. 

TABLE 111-17.—EQUIVALENT EXPRESSIONS OF THE IMPACT OF THE FTC DECISION SCENARIOS ON AIR AND 
WATER POLLUTION EMISSIONSi 

Years of air Years of water 
Increased air pollution Increased water pollution 

pollution emissions pollution emissions 
emissions from a 1,000-MW emissions from a 1,000-MW 

Scenario (10,000,000 lb) power plant1 (10,000,000 lb) power plant1 

5 pet annual decline in refillables. _ 385 1.2 67 3.2 
7 pet annual decline in refillables _. 520 1.6 94 4.5 — 
10 pet annual decline in refillables 773 2.4 186 8.9 

> Cumulative impact through 1982. 
1 Calculated based upon a 1,000-MW coal-fired powerplant operating at 60 pet capacity (5,256,000,000 kWH per year). 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd., calculated from data, in table II1-6 and app. A. 

Water Consumption Equivalencies.—The additional water which would be 
consumed under each FTC decision scenario is shown in billion gallons in Table 
III-9. The totals can be made more'understandable by equating the volumes to 
total use in a representative city. Washington, D.C. was selected for this purpose. 

The average water consumption per person is about 150 gallons per day (see 
Table 111-10 for reference), with approximately 40 percent of this total being 
used for domestic purposes. The population of Washington, D.C. is about 714,000 
persons. Table 111-18 is a summary of the water consumption impacts based 
upon the above assumptions. 

TABLE 111-18.—EQUIVALENT EXPRESSIONS OF THE IMPACT OF THE FTC DECISION SCENARIOS ON WATER 
CONSUMPTION' 

Increased water 
consumption Years of total years of domestic 

(10,000,000,000 water use in water use in 
Scenario gal) Washington, D.C. Washington, D.C. 

5 pet annual decline in refillables,.. 43 1.1 2.8 
7 pet annual decline in refillables 61 1.6 4.0 
10 pet annual decline in refillables 87 2.1 5.3 

> Cumulative impact through 1982. 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd. 

Impact of FTC Decision on U.S. Balance of Trade 
While it is difficult to accurately predict the effects of the FTC decision 

scenarios on the TJ..S. balance of trade, it will have some adverse effect. Energy 
and raw materials consumption will increase. under each of the developed 
scenarios. Some, if not all, of the increased consumption will be associated with 
imported products, especially petroleum, natural gas, bauxite, and iron ore. It is 
difficult to estimate the fraction of the additional consumption which will need 
to be imported. At a minimum it was assumed that the imported fraction will be 
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equal to the current ratio of imports to total domestic consumption. At a maxi
mum all additional consumption will be imported. 

The ranges of increased imports will be used to determine the effects of the 
FTC decision on the United States balance of trade. The 1976 dollar value of the 
cumulative increased imports through 1982 was compared to the trade deficit 
iu 1976. The purpose of this procedure is to provide a frame of reference from 
which the magnitude of increased raw materials consumption can be better 
understood. Also, the impact of this increase can be observed from a national 
interest point of view. One must be careful however to recognize that there are 
uncertain factors which can influence the accuracy of this type of analysis, 
particularly inflationary trends. 

Table 111-19 shows the expected value (in 1976 dollars) of the increased 
imports under each scenario. This dollar value is compared with the 1976 trade 
deficit in terms of percentages. Note that the value of these increased imports 
range from about 0.5 to 2.0 percent of the trade deficit for all scenarios. 

TABLE 111-19.—THE EFFECTS OF THE FTC DECISION SCENARIOS ON U.S. FOREIGN TRADE 

Scenario 

5 pet annual decline in refillables: 

Total 
7 pet annual decline in refillables: 

Total 
10 pet annual decline in refillables: 

Bauxite 

Total 

Increased consumption 
associated with scenario 

3.400,000 bbl 
32,700,000 ft" 

. . . 2,114,000,000 lb 
2,373,000,000 lb 

4,800,000 bbl 
46,700,000 ft»...J 
2,980,000,0001b 
3,349,000,0001b 

6,800,000 bbl 
65,800,000 ft» 
3,253,000,0001b 
4,775,000,000 lb 

Percent 
imported 

39-100 
5-100 

86-100 
48-100 

39-100 
5-100 

86-100 
48-100 

39-100 
5-100 

86-100 
48-100 

Value of 
imports 

(10« 1976 
dollars) 

18-46 
iNEG 
20-23 
10-22 

48-91 

25-65 
NEG 

28-32 
14-31 

67-128 

36-92 
NEG 

40-46 
20-44 

96-182 

Percent 
of 1976 

U.S. trade 
deficit 

0.19-0.49 

. 21-. 25 

.11- . 24 

. 51-. 98 

0.27-0.70 

.30-. 34 

. 15-. 33 

.72-1.37 

0.39-0. 99 

. 43-. 49 

. 22-. 47 

1.04-1.95 

1 Insignificant with respect to other imported raw materials. 

Source: Franklin Associates, Ltd.. calculated from data in tables 111-7,111-10,111-13.111-14. 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF EMANUEL GOLDMAN, SENIOR RESEARCH ANALYST, 
SANFOBD C. BERNSTEIN & Co., INC. 

My name is Emanuel Goldman. I am a securities analyst specializing in the 
soft drink and brewing industries, employed by Sanford S. Bernstein & Co., Inc., 
in New York City. 

My academic background includes bachelor and graduate degrees in physics 
from the University of California and an MBA in Business Management from 
Fairleigh Dickinson University. I have been asked to express an opinion on the 
probable effect of enforcement of the FTC orders in the soft drink cases on the 
package mix between returnable bottles, on the one hand, and metal cans and 
nonrefillable bottles, on the other. In performing this study, I undertook an 
analysis of industry statistics and conducted a series of interviews with soft 
drink syrup manufacturers and bottlers. My opinion follows: 

Implementation of the FTC order invalidating exclusive territories for throw-
away containers will result in a drastic change in the soft drink industry's pack
age mix. The proportion of soft drink volume sold in reflllable bottles will 
plummet, while the amount sold in throwaways will increase dramatically. As a 
result, the number of throwaway containers produced for soft drink usage will 
rise by a startling amount—in fact, by tens of billions of containers. 

Underlying this shift to throwaways are two factors—first, the elimination of 
territorial exclusivity for throwaways, and second, the clear, and understand-
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able, desire of large food stores to rid themselves of the costs, manpower, time 
and effort incurred in handling refillable bottles. 

Historically, territorial exclusivity for packaged soft drinks, irrespective of 
container type, has meant that each supermarket has had only one source for 
each major brand of soft drink; i.e., only one Coke bottler, or Pepsi bottler, for 
example, would be available for servicing a particular supermarket. Conse
quently, with store door delivery, the bottler has been in a position to provide 
a substantial measure of control over the mix of soft drink packages available 
in each supermarket. 

For example, if consumers in a particular market are receptive to soft drinks 
sold in refillable containers, the bottler stocks the shelves with a high proportion 
of refillables. Significantly, this occurs even though supermarkets would prefer 
to handle throwaways only. However, since a supermarket can purchase a given 
soft drink brand from one and only one bottler, he is in no position to dictate to 
which container type a bottler is to allocate the greatest shelf space. On the con
trary, the bottlers are in the stronger position, and are thus able to stock the 
shelves with refillable bottles in spite of supermarket aversity to the handling, 
sorting, extra storage space and manpower associated with refillables. In fact, 
approximately half of all soft drinks sold in the larger food stores are packaged 
in refillable containers, and, in some parts of the country, this proportion is well 
in excess of fifty percent. 

In contrast, implementation of the FTC order will provide chain stores with 
the leverage to finally indulge their long-standing, strong aversion to return-
ables, simply by ordering all their soft drinks from other—possibly more dis
tant—sources, whereas now they are under pressure to accept the package mix of 
the local, exclusively francbised bottler for each brand. Interestingly, not even 
the FTC's proviso permitting continued territorial exclusivity for refillables 
alone will be able to save the refillable bottle, since it will not affect the super
market's ability to order its entire requirements in the form of nonretumable 
bottles and cans shipped from outside the territory. 

In short, then, the supermarket will be able to control the types of soft drink 
packages sold in its store. Indeed, it is clear that supermarket preferences will 
precipitate a move away from refillables toward throwaway containers—notably, 
cans and plastic bottles, since both packages lend themselves to long-distance 
transport. Since refillable soft drinks sold in supermarkets account for about 
half of all the refillable volume sold nationally, elimination of supermarkets as 
a source of refillable soft drink sales will strongly discourage bottlers from re
investing in their "float," that is, In the total inventory of refillable bottles in the 
possession of lx>ttlers, retailers, and consumers. In fact, once the FTC order Is 
implemented, we believe that bottlers will simply stop replenishing their re
fillable bottle "float." 

We estimate that the number of refillables in circulation amounts to about a 
four years supply. With half of the float attributable to supermarket sales, the 
supply theoretically could last eight years were the FTC order implemented. In 
such a situation, an additional 32 billion throwaway containers would be needed 
during the first four years alone to carry the volume previously accounted for by 
the returnables. This rather startling figure arises from the fact that each re
fillable bottle is used about twenty times before it breaks, is discarded or is lost. 
In reality, the decline of the refillable bottle as a viable container could proceed 
even more rapidly than we have indicated, because of the loss of economies of 
scale to the bottler when supermarket chains are no longer viable customers 
for those packages. The estimate of 32 billion additional containers thus is 
probably quite conservative. Indeed, if the refillable were to disappear over about 
a four-year period as a result of the dramatically changed economics of manu
facture, we estimate that 64 billion additional throwaways will have to be pro
duced. In summary, then, even under a conservative set of assumptions, imple
mentation of the FTC order will result in a huge increase in the number of 
throwaway containers produced for the soft drink industry. Under a more 
realistic set of assumptions, the increase in throwaways is even more dramatic. 

Senator METZENBATJM. We are very happy to have Prof. Eleanor 
Fox. New York University School of Law who is an outstanding au
thority in the field of antitrust legislation and law who served on the 
President's Antitrust Commission and we are happy to welcome you 
back again to our subcommittee. 
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TESTIMONY OF ELEANOR M. FOX, PROFESSOR OF LAW, NEW YORK 
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW 

Ms. Fox. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. 
I am very happy to be here and I will try to be very brief. 

I suspect that from all we hear and read about the bill, it would 
never have been introduced for the benefit of consumer interests and 
it would never have been introduced for the benefit of the environ
mental interest. And I think it would never have been introduced for 
the benefit of the business and the health of our economy in the long 
run. Senator Cochran made an important observation when he identiJ 

tied as an issue, the protection of the investment of the little bottler in 
this industry. I think that that is the issue, and I certainly hope that 
Congress would handle that issue in a way less likely to have a dramatic 
impact on competition and the health of the economy. 

Senator BAYII. I don't intend to ask questions in the interests of 
time, but I must say that I don't think that is the only reason, the only 
issue. I don't think you can sepai'ate the financial consequences of the 
small bottler from what is going to happen if the small bottler disap
pears namely the large bottlers are going to be in charge and you are 
going to have less competition and the consumer will be less well off. 
'30 I think if you address this question 

Ms. Fox. That is an interesting point. Who would take over when 
the inefficient or less efficient bottler would drop out? My own view is 
that more efficient companies will take over. They will not have more 
market power than the competitors have now, but less. They will be 
checked by both interbrand and intrabrand competition of more ef
ficient firms. 

My major observation on the whole matter is this: There is new, 
dynamic competition straining to enter this market; straining to enter 
the protected territories, and the restraints that wall-out the competi
tion must be to the detriment of the consumer. Incidentally, they are 
also to the detriment of the innovative, effective business, big and small. 
I t is the freedom of the efficient business to compete on the merits that 
Justice Marshall meant to protect in the Topco case. 

I believe it is in the long-run interests of the country to work with 
the new efficiencies that are emerging; to work with the innovation 
and to work with the tide; not to resist efficiencies. 

I will turn now to a critique of the bill itself, in the interests of 
time I will only be about 2 more minutes. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Well, as a matter of fact, it isn't fair to cut 
you off; I want you to conclude, but I also don't want to cut you off. I 
know that you came at some personal inconvenience to this subcom
mittee hearing; you are an authority in the field, so don't take 2 min
utes, take 3. [Laughter.] 

Ms. Fox. Looking at the bill itself, I believe that section 2 does re
verse the usual presumptions and the usual inferences that one would 
make from an economic view point. I t presumes that even tight terri
torial restrictions on trademarked soft drink products—and even those 
imposed by the market leaders—are positive and valid. In fact, such 
restrictions do threaten harm to competition if applied to market lead
ers in relatively concentrated markets with relatively differentiated 
products, as in the soft drink industry. 
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Such market leaders tend to have a great amount of pricing power. 
The licensor can pass on this discretionary power to an individual 
bottler assigned to a territory if the territory is protected against intra-
brand competition. But, if the territory is not protected, intrabrand 
competition will come in, where interbrand competition is not totally 
effective, and it will create the competitive pressure to keep the price 
in line. 

This analysis is contemplated by Sylvania. The bill allows terri
torial restraints only if competition is "substantial and effective," and 
in theory these words could be used in the way contemplated by Syl
vania. But they could be interpreted to give much more protection to 
a bottler who wants to be insulated from competition. 
. I am afraid that the words will be used to look more at the number 
of sellers selling products of the same kind, than at what competition 
and price would look like if the world were otherwise; what it would 
look like if the barriers were torn down. Antitrust should consider this. 
I think it does. I think the courts probably would not under bill, and 
that therefore the bill would create an exemption. 

I have a second major concern with section 2 of the bill. I believe 
that it would immunize, subject to the proviso, even horizontal re
straints. That is, restraints by agreement, among bottlers expressed 
or implied, to keep out their competitors. This is a horizontal restraint. 
I t was what was condemned in the Topco case among others. I t is 
orderly marketing among competitors, allowing no one to make in
cursions into the territory of another. I t is one of the worst restraints 
in antitrust, because it really does effectively stifle competition. In 
fact, we have all been talking a good deal about Sylvania and I wonder 
if we shouldn't be thinking more about Topco. If we look where the 
interest in the restraint comes from, it may become clear that the in
terest comes from competitors who want protection against competi
tion, not from licensors who want efficiency in distribution. The bill 
itself may actually be legalizing cartel behavior. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Professor Fox, briefly, for the record, would 
you explain what Topco held. 

Ms. Fox. In Topco, there were small and medium sized super
markets who wanted jointly to merchandise private label brands, and 
in connection with their joint venture to do so they agreed to stay 
out of the territory of one another. The case went up to the Supreme 
Court and it was held to be a per se illegal violation of the antitrust 
laws. Quite frankly, I think that it may have been and should have 
been OK to seek efficiency. But the competitors did not have to and 
should not have agreed to stay out of one another's territory. The 
antitrust laws abhor such agreements, because they frustrate competi
tion from the most likely sources. 

My remaining comment on the bill is on section 3, the damage prob
lem. I believe this is a troublesome departui'e from treble damage 
princip^s. I t virtually relieves the bottlers of any liability for treble 
damages over the years. Some say is it unfair to subject them to lia
bility, since they have had this practice for 75 years. I look at it the 
other way around. For perhaps the last 20 years they have known that 
the restrictions were probably illegal. If it wasn't clear from earlier 
Warren court decisions, it was sureV clear in 1967, when the. court 
held territorial confinement per se illegal in Schwinn. 
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Maybe there is something I am missing, but I don't understand why 
it wasn't perfectly clear from 1967 to 1977, when territorial confine
ment was not only a restraint, but a per se illegal restraint of trade. 
In 1977, the court decided Sylvania^ but Sylvania did not give im
munity or per se legality to territorial restraints, so even since 1977 
there should have been sensitivities to antitrust. 

Looking at it this way, it is fair to allow the usual remedy to per
sons injured, rather than to allow the bottlers to profit from fencing 
out alternative, low-cost distribution. 

Senator METZENBATJM. Professor Fox, as a student of the law, do 
you find the fact that the Burger Court in the Sylvania case adopted 
rules which permit effective enforcement of the antitrust laws, al
though overruling the ScMoinn case? 

Ms. Fox. This is how I would analyze the two. I think that Sylvania 
is a serious cutback of the proenforcement position in Sclvurinn. But 
it didn't cut back in the area we are talking about. At least, in this 
area, there remains the serious possibility of liability. 

In Sylvania the Court was only dealing with the small competitor, 
not with concentrated markets or dominant firms whose pricing power 
isn't sufficiently moderated by the others in the market. 

Senator METZENBATJM. Well, in Sylvania, isn't it a fact that Syl
vania itself had only a total of 2 percent of the entire market in the 
country ? 

Ms. Fox. That's right. I have no quarrel with the law that a loca
tion clause imposed by a small firm is perfectly legal; but that is not 
what we are talking about here. 

Senator METZENBATJM. I S it likely that any of the territorial restric
tions in the soft drink industry will ever be held unlawful under the 
test in S. 598? 

Ms. Fox. I would think that it is not; of course, one could quarrel 
with the language of the bill but it certainly seems to me that they 
will not. I am concerned that the bill may be construed to reflect legis
lative factfinding, right here and now, of substantial and effective 
competition. 

Senator METZENBATJM. The industry points out that the territorial 
restrictions enhance the value of the bottling companies. Is it unfair 
to require the bottlers to give up this extra value if the territorial 
restrictions do, in fact, suppress competition ? 

Ms. Fox. There are several questions of fairness. I cannot say it is 
unfair. This is the same question that arises in connection with regu
lated industries—and deregulation. The public interest lies on the side 
of competition, but somebody is caught in the middle; somebody has 
made an investment. I don't view the bottlers as caught much in the 
middle because of Schunnn. If they were really caught in the middle, 
or if they are, then maybe they are entitled to something; but not at 
the expense of competition. 

For example, if the licensor were to invade and take away the ter
ritories of the bottler the legislature could require it to pay for the 
goodwill it is taking away. However, apart from this goodwill, there 
is a monopoly value; and they are not entitled to the monopoly value 
of the territory. I t doesn't belong to them, under principles of 
competition. 

Senator METZENBATJM. Senator Cochran. 
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Senator COCHRAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I know it is about the 
termination of the hearing, but I do want to state, for the purpose of 
the record, if we have some questions, we would like to have the 
opportunity to submit them to the witness and we express our appre
ciation here for her being here. 

I n reference to the considerations that go into the legislation and 
the supporting of it, by not only me but the distinguished Senator 
from Indiana, and many others, I think we are all concerned with 
the consequences of legislation, both to consumers and to those who 
are involved in a business that might be regulated. Failure to consider 
any of those factors, I think, would be certainly a failure to perform 
a duty by someone who is involved in Government. However, if there 
is any one consideration that overwhelms the others, but I think that all 
taken together, the Government ought to indicate, through its action, 
a sensitivity of the consequences of signing the legislation. I think all 
too often, we see a lot of ivory tower theories that look good and are 
good but when enacted into law have consequences that are quite 
adverse to the citizens of this country. 

I think that is the duty of the Congress—to be careful and cognizant 
of what the results will be. If we have this Federal Trade Commission 
decision stand, or be affirmed by the court, we can only suppose and try 
to predict the impact with resort to the experience of those in business, 
the consumers, and those who have acted in the community to try to 
figure out the answer to that. That is what we are trying to do right 
now. 

I would say that in terms of legislative fact-finding, if there is such, 
it was the same fact that was found by the Administrative Law Judge 
of the Federal Trade Commission. I think that the committee has 
benefited from these hearings, Mr. Chairman, and I would like to 
congratulate you and thank you again for conducting them and we 
look forward to further consideration of the record in trying to come 
to grips with this very important issue. 

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator METZENBATJM. Dr. Fox, one last question. There seems to 

be considerable talk about the small bottler, the independent bottler, 
the parent company. In a number of areas in the country, the parent 
company owns the franchise. Even if you can justify the exemption for 
the independent bottler, does it make sense to provide this same kind 
of territorial protection for the syrup manufacturer too, and would it 
not be appropriate that if this subcommittee sees fit to move the bill 
that we make a distinction on the subject between the parent com
panies and the bottlers ? 

Ms. Fox. Yes, that is a distinction that could well be made, because 
of course it is the bottler who is thought to need the protection. 

Senator METZENBATXM. Certainly, the parent company needs no pro
tection except to see to it that the parent, company not discriminate 
against the bottler who may come in and compete in a competitive 
market with the parent company. 

Ms. Fox. Yes. 
Senator MKTZENBAUM. I don't know any reason under the sun why 

the parent would need any protection from free competition against 
an economically viable bottler. 
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Ms. Fox. That seems right to me. At least it needs no more protec
tion than general antitrust principles would allow. 

Senator METZENBATJM. Thank you very much. 
Ms. Fox. Thank you. 
[Ms. Fox's prepared statement follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ELEANOR M. FOX 

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee: My name is Eleanor Fox 
I am a Professor of Law at New York University School of Law. Before Joining 
the law school faculty, I practiced law for many years as a litigator and coun
selor, with emphasis on antitrust. I am immediate past Chairman of the Anti
trust Section of the New York State Bar Association. Last year I served as a 
member of the National Commission for the Review of Antitrust Laws and 
Procedures. 

I am pleased to accept the invitation of the subcommittee to testify on S. 598, 
a bill which would favor territorial restrictions in the distribution of trade-
marked soft drink products. 

S. 598 is a bill intended to safeguard an industry of many small, competing 
bottlers, accustomed to territorial restraints that protect them from intrabrand 
competition and a bill to protect the investments of the existing small bottlers. 
It is feared that if the territorial restraints are lifted, and if bottlers and distribu
tors of a single brand can freely move in and out of the territories of one 
another, larger integrated franchise companies, food chains, marketing corpora
tions, and syrup manufacturers themselves will move into the bottling industry, 
and large integrated bottlers will expand their territories, offering the big cus
tomers better service at a lower price, and displacing and transforming this 
industry of small, local bottlers. The bottlers predict not only destruction of 
their own businesses, but also aggravation of environmental problems through 
stimulation in the use of nonreturnable bottles. 

S. 598 would compromise conflicting interests of consumers, existing small 
business establishments, and environmentalists by changing the antitrust stand
ard of illegality that governs the validity of territorial restraints in trade-
marked soft drink licensing contracts. The Bill effects the compromise by pro
viding a more pro-defendant standard than current principles of antitrust allow. 
That is. the defendant in a case challenging territorial restrictions in bottlers' 
contracts would be more likely to prevail if the Bill is adopted. Since the general 
antitrust principles are designed to promote consumer welfare, the Bill leans 
against consumer welfare and toward protection of existing business 
establishments. 

I. THE STANDARD OF LEGALITY : T H E 8TANDABD TJNDEB T H E SHERMAN ACT VS. T H E 
STANDARD UNDER THE BILL 

We might first ask how the standard of legality contained in the Bill differs 
from currently applicable principles of antitrust law; for if it does not differ, 
the Bill would not be necessary ; and if it does differ, we should understand how. 

The Sherman Act prohibits unreasonable restraints of trade. Contract re
straints that significantly hinder competition are unreasonaMe restraints of 
trade. 

Agreements among competitors to divide up territories and to agree to stay out 
of the territory of one another are and have long been illegal per se. They reflect 
one of the most egregous restraints of trade. This is so even though the competi
tors are intra-brand competitors. Timken Roller Bearing Co. v. United, States, 
341 U.S. 593 (1951) ; United States v. Topco Assoc. 405 U.S. 596 (1972). 

In 1967 the Supreme Court held, in United States v. Arnold, Schioinn & Co., 
388 U.S. 365 (1967), that contract restraints imposed by a manufacturer limiting 
resellers of its product to particular territories were illegal per se under the 
Sherman Act. Ten years later, the Supreme Court overruled Sehioinn in Conti
nental TV v. GTE Sylvania, 433 U.S. 36 (1977). Sylvania. which is now our guide 
to antitrust legality of vertically-imposed territorial restraints, holds that sucli 
restraints are to lie judged under a rule of reason. The Supreme Court did not 
give clear direction as to how the rule of reason would be applied ; but it did give 
some direction. Let me first state some of the Court's observations in Sylvania 
and then suggest how antitrust principles may be applied to this industry. 
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The Court in S-ylvania reflected the view that in general the manufacturer/ 
licensor should have the autonomy to determine how its product should he dis
tributed, for it will generally maximize distributional efficiencies ; but there are 
limits to its autonomy when competition is restrained. The Court noted that 
interbrand competition is the primary concern of antitrust laws (J33 U.S. at. 52, 
n. 19) ; and that "interbrand competition . . . provides a significant check on the 
exploitation of intrabrand market power because of the ability of consumers to 
substitute a different brand of the same product." Id. However, the Court recog
nized that there may be cases in which intrabrand competition is an important 
force, and it suggested that restrictions that completely eliminate intrabrand 
competition should be analyzed differently from (semble, treated more harshly 
than) those that "merely moderate intrabrand competition." 433 U.S. at 52. 

Translated into the language of the soft drink industry, this means that, if 
the restraint is vertically-imposed (by the licensor in its interest), the major con
cern of antitrust is the competition among sellers of different soft drink products, 
rather than the competition among the bottlers of one brand. If there is such 
intense intrabrand competition faced by a distributor of one brand that it is 
forced by the market to achieve maximum efficiencies and to keep price down to 
cost (including a reasonable profit), competition can ask little more. But if 
interbrand competition does not do this job, intrabrand competition may. 

Intrabrand competition is likely to he important as a check on firms with 
market power in concentrated markets, especially where such power is accom
panied by a high degree of product differentiation. In such case, by fencing out 
intrabrand competition—that is, by providing a bottler with an insulated terri
tory, the syrup manufacturer can pass on its market power to the bottler, who 
can enjoy the power to price above a competitive level. 

This, however, is only one of the possible problems in the soft drink industry. 
Given the historical setting, it is probably short-sighted to look at the restraints 
in this industry as vertically-imposed by the licensor pursuant to the licensor's 
current plan for most efficient distribution of its product. The restraints were 
imposed by licensors in perpetiuity three-quarters of a century ago. Since that 
time, many more efficient distribution methods and systems have arisen. Were it 
not for the territorial barriers, bottlers could much more efficiently serve super
market central warehouses, which serve stores located in more than one terri
tory, and the more efficient bottlers and distributors could compete for sales, and 
expand their sales, across territory lines. The insulated territory is a wall 
against efficiency, and its very existence prevents the growth of dynamic, new, 
lower-cost forms of competition. 

Given this unusual history regarding the imposition and perpetuity of the re
straint, the presumption on which the Sylvania analysis proceeds cannot stand. 
I refer to the presumption that the manufacturer/licensor can be counted on to 
impose territorial restraints only if they will maximize efficiencies in the dis
tribution of its product to the customer. Since that presumption is applicable to 
this idustry, it is appropriate to look beyond Sylvania to see whether efficiencies 
are being walled out. It seems clear that they are; and it seems clear that the 
territorial barrier is preventing the consumer from realizing the benefits of the 
cost-savings promised by the dynamic, new competition that is being shunted 
aside. 

Antitrust law would promote these efficiencies. S. 598, to the contrary, would 
suppress them. 

I I . T H E FACTS OF T H E BOTTLING INDUSTRY 

I have suggested that the Bill would change the applicable standard of legality. 
If the bill is not intended to chancre applicable standards of legality, hut rather 

is intended to reflect legislative fact tiding (e.fi.. that lifting the territorial barriers 
will not result in a lower-price alternative to the consumer). I believe that this 
Bill in this form should not be enacted because the language of the Bill does vary 
applicable standards of law. I also do not. believe that such fact-finding would 
represent reality. 

ITI. ENVIRONMENTAL I N T E R E S T S 

Some have suggested that the competition interect conflicts with the environ
mental interest and that the environmental interest should be preferred. The 
suggestion is that a preference for efficiency will result in the demise of the re
turnable bottle, and the increase of nonreturnable containers will cause a serious 
environmental problem. 
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If there is a serious and paramount environmental problem, I would suggest 
that Congress consider a more clearly targeted statute to protect the environ
ment, rather than an antitrust law which addresses the problem only within the 
most narrow range of territorial restrictions, and which even then would aban
don the environmental concerns if too much competition is lost. 

I doubt that the Bill would significantly affect environmental concerns. Neither 
the law as it now stands nor the Bill would compel territorial restraints. The Bill 
simply gives the manufacturer or licensor greater choice to decide whether to 
impose territorial restraints on the basis of its own profit Interests. The environ
mental interest is said to lie with imposition of territorial restraints, but the 
Bill does not impose them. If this Bill had as a major purpose protection of 
environmental interest, it would be a weak bill indeed. 

Second, I do not think we should assume that efficiency interests run against 
the returnable bottle. The returnable bottle is cheaper. The container costs less. 
Seeing its advantage, competitors would maximize this efficiency in a free mar
ket. Big retailers may have an additional efficiency in merchandising the return
able bottle; through their central warehouses they would have economies of 
scale in cleaning and restoring returnables. These efficiencies may counter
balance the cost of handling returnables. 

I believe that if there is a environmental problem, it is probably not aggra
vated by existing antitrust standards; and it is not confronted by this Bill. 

IV. THE BILL : A CRITIQUE 

To the extent that this Bill is meant to be an antitrust bill to protect competi
tion, I think the Bill would l>e counterproductive, and I would not support it. 

The law as it now stands—the Sherman Act as interpreted by Sylvania—re
flects a pro-competition and pro-consumer policy. S. 598 would shift the standard 
away from the consumer interest. 

S. 598 reverses pro-competition presumptions of the law. First, it presumes 
that tight territorial restrictions of trademarked soft drink products, even by 
market leaders, are valid. In fact, such restrictions threaten harm to competition. 
The proviso of section 2 of the bill—immunizing the restraint as long as the 
product is "in substantial and effective competition" with other products of the 
same general class—could be read to reflect the teaching of Sylvania; but in fact, 
I believe the Bill is intended to l>e much more receptive to the restraint than is 
Sylvania. "Substantial and effective competition" may be taken to refer simply 
to existing numbers of competitors, rather than the dynamism of price and re
lated competition as it is with the restraint compared with what it would be 
without the restraint. "Products of the same class" is likewise troublesome be
cause of its vagueness. I t should not be taken to include such drinks as iced tea, 
milk and orange juice. 

Moreover, section 2 of the bill contains a loophole that could be a gaping ex
ception to current antitrust law. I t would seem to provide virtual immunity 
or horizontally-imposed restraints, if only the'language of restraint is contained 
in the licensing contract. In other words, it could authorize cartels among 
bottlers; conduct which is clearly illegal per se. United States v. Topco Aasocs. 
Inc., 405 U.S. 596 (1972). 

Section 3 is also a troublesome departure from general principles of antitrust 
law. It would virtually eliminate treble damages for illegal territorial restric
tions in trademark licensing agreements for soft drink products, since the 
remedy would not be available prior to any final determination, and the prac
tice would probably be discontinued after adjudication of illegality. This means 
that such territorial restraints would be insulated from private challenge, since 
it is the prospect of treble damages that provides the incentive to bring most 
private lawsuits. 

I l>elieve strongly in the private lawsuit as an important supplement to the 
Government's arsenal of enforcement weapons. The victim of a violation feels 
the harm sooner and more strongly than anyone else, and is most likely to 
identify the harm and the probable violation, and to sue. Elimination of this 
remedy undermines the effective enforcement of antitrust. 

The bottlers persist in asserting that their territorial restrictions cause no 
harm. If this is so they should not worry about suits by injured persons; Section 
3 would lie unnecessary. 

CONCLUSION 

I understand that the bottlers would like greater certainty, and they would 
like a law to protect and maximize the value of their investments. These are 
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desires not unique to the bottlers. I have sympathy with these desires, but I 
have greater priority for effective and uniform principles of antitrust. 

In conclusion, I believe S. 598 would create more harm and havoc than good. 
Thank you. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Our last witness today is Mr. Silbergeld, who 
will represent and is Washington director of the Consumers Union. 
We are very happy to have you with us, Mr. Silbergeld and since I 
know tJhat all those people seated in the audience are all constituents 
of yours and advocates of the Consumers Union, we are happy to wel
come you. I assume they are all that. 

TESTIMONY OF MARK SILBERGELD, DIRECTOR CONSUMERS 
UNION WASHINGTON OFFICE 

Mr. SILBERGELD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Obviously, within the 
time left, I am going to be unable even to highlight all of my assess
ment of this bill. Much of what I have to say has been assessed by 
Professor Fox, by the representative of the Federal Trade Commis
sion and the Justice Department. I would like to say, therefore, only 
three things. 

Fi rs t : I would like to say that the Consumer Federation of America 
authorizes me to say that they join me in my prepared statement and 
in the remarks that I make this morning. 

Second: I would like to say that because of the tremendous impor
tance of our economic system of antitrust laws and the tremendous im
portance^—beyond this Federal Trade Commission case and beyond 
this industry—that the antitrust remain whole and effective, not only 
is this the wrong bill, but this is the wrong time in the process, for the 
legislative branch to be trying to sort out operating facts about partic
ular industries on the basis of these hearings and, in effect, telling the 
administrative process and the judicial review process before it is 
even completed: "You have got the wrong results." 

Congress has enacted the antitrust laws with the understanding that 
there would be a quasi-judicial administrative process utilizing 
adversary kinds of proceedings which Congress, in their own judg
ment, thinks best designed to test the validity of the particular factual 
economic and other evidentiary assertions that are placed before the 
decisionmaker. The witnesses are questioned, not only, by the decision
maker but by the other side. At least, at the very least, until that proc
ess is completed and we have a decision after review by the judicial 
branch, it seems to be that this is absolutely the wrong time if Con
gress intends to signal that the antitrust laws are still playing a 
primary role in assuring competition in our economy and so to be 
telling the system that part of that process is being shut down before 
it is even completed. 

I would like to focus, however, Mr. Chairman, hist a few moments 
on the small business nature of the industry. Much has been made of 
that. The committee well knows that there has been an effort since 
1972 to obtain the various forms of legislative relief for the soft drink 
industry. That effort by the industry has focused on the argument 
that it is characterized by small business. While there are certainly 
small businesses in the. industry, they do not characterize it, thev do 
not dominate it, they do not produce most of the output. Most of the 
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output is produced by a small number of the total financial holdings 
in the industry. The industry lias, under the present territory franchis
ing system, become increasingly concentrated ever since World War I I . 
I would be glad to answer any questions in writing or submit views 
as to perhaps why that is true. But the fact is, the system this legisla
tion seeks to preserve has not prevented the elimination of most of the 
small businesses from this industry. Indeed, Beverage Industry, a 
trade magazine which is highly knowledgable about the workings of 
this industry says "Further concentration in this industry is 
inevitable." 

Furthermore, we talk about giving antitrust exemptions not only to 
the small businesses in the industry but to the entire industry. If we 
are going to do that, we had better look at who is going to get the anti
trust exemptions. The largest bottlers in the country are PepsiCo., 
Inc. and Coca-Cola Co., the parent companies that manufacture 
syrup as well as operate territory franchises. They would get antitrust 
exemptions under this bill. 

Some of the large independent bottlers are huge corporations, in
cluding Coke of New York, and Coke of Los Angeles and several 
other bottlers in this industry. They are tremendous corporations; 
bids on Coke of Los Angeles have been made which indicate that its 
holding are worth many, many millions of dollars. Indeed, Coke of 
Los Angeles itself in a period of only 11 months last year spent $80 
million to acquire other bottlers in order to enlarge the size of its 
empire. 

Furthermore, we have a number of very, very large number of con
glomerate firms holding franchises from the syrup manufacturers 
operating this industry. These include the Liggett Group, better 
known as "Liggett & Myers", General Tire, Illinois Central Indus
tries, IC, Division of I T T , Beatrice Foods Corp., Warner Communica
tions, and Twentieth Century-Fox. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Did 3'ou for some reason skip Norton Simon 
and General 

Mr. SILBERGELD. Norton Simon, and there are others and they are 
in mv complete statement. 

Senator METZENBAUM. General Cinema? These are all franchise 
holders ? 

Mr. SILBERGELD. That's right, Mr. Chairman. I take that back, Nor
ton Simon, I believe, is both a syrup manufacturer and a bottler. 

Senator METZENBAUM. Warner Communications is a franchise 
holder? 

Mr. SILBERGELD. Yes. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Twentieth Century-Fox is a franchise 

holder? 
Mr. SILBERGELD. Exactly, Mr. Chairman. 
Senator METZENBAUM. Those are hardly small business. 
Mr. SILBERGELD. Exactly, Mr. Chairman, and that is why Con

sumers Union and Consumer Federation of America are extremely 
concerned about special antitrust treatment for this practice by firms 
of that size and that nature—above and beyond our general concern, 
giving any special antitrust treatment where competition should be the 
rule. 

1)8-025 0 - 8 0 - 1 5 
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Senator METZENBATJM. Do you have any thoughts as to how we 
could draft this legislation so that those franchises which are held by 
economic giants would be subjected to competition, while we talk about 
protecting the so-called "Mom and Pop" bottling operations ? 

Mr. SILBERGELD. I don't, Mr. Chairman, for the same reasons that 
the Justice Department had none to offer and that is we recommend 
strongly against any bill for two reasons: 

One: We don't think proponents have met the tremendous burden 
of justifying any antitrust exemption, even if there are some argu
ments on each side which sponsors of the bill and the chairman 
can debate. All that shows is that there is a debate and not that the 
tremendous burden, which the ABA, the American Bar Association— 
long interested in antitrust matters—and the National Commission on 
Antitrust Law and Procedures say must be carried by any for special 
enforcement of antitrust legislation: 

Two: And because as we said before, this is the wrong time for the 
Congress to step into this kind of thing. The court of appeals is not 
yet finished and there is still a possibility of appeal to the Supreme 
Court. 

Senator METZENBATJM. Mr. Silbergeld, I hear exactly what you are 
saying and I understand your opposition. The Chair is also aware of 
the fact that Senator Thurmond has pointed out that substantially 
more than majority Members of the Senate are indicating their sup
port. Be that as it may, that doesn't mean that this subcommittee 
intends to give up its prerogatives with respect to the legislation, nor 
with respect to the right to amend it. 

I think that there is a distinction between a small local operation 
and a company owned by some of the giants whose names you just 
mentioned. Therefore, without compromising your position and being 
opposed to the legislation generally, I would be, the subcommittee 
would appreciate your views as to any amendments that might be 
considered which would distinguish between certain categories of the 
bottling industry. 

Mr. SILBERGELD. Mr. Chairman, I will be glad to submit new criteria 
for, when I return to correct the transcript from this morning's 
hearing. 

Senator METZENBATJM. D O you have anything further, Mr. 
Silbergeld? 

Mr. SILBERGELD. NO, thank you Mr. Chairman. 
Senator METZENBATJM. I think I have a couple of questions. Specif

ically, how are consumers hurt by the territory restrictions in the soft 
drink industry ? 

Mr. SILBERGELD. Territorial restrictions restrain intrabrand com
petition which, in light of the conditions in the entire industry—which 
includes both the bottlers and the syrup manufacturers—should serve 
to enhance competition. Indeed, according to the figures presented by 
Dr. Comanor this morning, the high level of concentration at the 
manufacturers' level of course results in higher prices to consumers. 
The Federal Trade Commission, indeed, in 1972 at the first hearings 
before this subcommittee on legislation on this subject estimated the 
cost, I believe, conservatively, at one-quarter million dollars. And cer
tainly, inflation since that time has run that figure far higher. 
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Senator METZENBATJM. HOW do you respond to the bottlers' argu
ment that the elimination of territorial restrictions will mean the dis
appearance of returnable bottles ? 

Mr. SILBERGELD. To be quite frank, I have seen Mr. Koons' more 
lengthy presentation including the substantial printed booklet and I 
don't find that the argument is convincingly made. Second, I would 
like to clear up one point that was raised previously and that is the 
committee should know that one of the reasons for the popularity of 
the returnable bottles is lower price. As I understand from Mr. Koons' 
slide show, one of the reasons for the lower price is that the nonreturn-
able containers are subsidizing promotional costs of the returnable 
bottles. That explains one of the reasons why consumers buy it but 
they don't want to return the bottles. Pa r t of the cost of promoting the 
returnable bottles is carried in the higher cost of the nonreturnables. 
Consumers may prefer returnable bottles but there are two questions: 

(1} At what price? 
(2) Would they prefer it at the price that it would have to be 

marketed at the full cost of marketing as well as the production ? 
If we are to protect the returnable bottles, there are more effective 

ways to do it then to hand out a far broader than necessary antitrust 
exemption. One of those ways is to consider a direct ban on nonreturn
ables, through mandatory cost legislation. 

Senator METZENBATJM. Senator Cochran ? 
Senator COCHRAN-. I t sounds awfully inconsistent with your state

ment on how you stand where you say you would need to study that to 
see whether it would result in the elimination of the type of bottles. 
Here you are talking about subsidizing returnable bottles by this and 
I am not sure this is realistic. There has been a study made by the 
Office of Technology Assessment to which you refer in your statement. 

Mr. SILBERGELD. Senator, I think. 
Senator COCHRAN. YOU quote from it and it comes to the conclusion 

that "if upheld by the courts and not amended by the Congress, the 
recent F T C decision which outlaws territorial franchise restrictions 
for trademarked soft drinks in nonreturnable containers could lead to 
rapid concentration in that industry. The outcome would be an indus
try with only a few firms having a few large plants as well as the rapid 
disappearance of the refillable bottle for soft drinks. 

If we have any questions, we will submit them in writing, Mr. 
Chairman, in the interests of time. 

Mr. SILBERGELD. I will be glad to respond to them. 
Senator COCHRAN. I express my appreciation to Mr. Silbergeld for 

being here and contributing to the hearing. 
Senator METZENBATJM. There may lie other members of the subcom

mittee, like Senator Bayh and Senator Thurmond, who mav desire to 
submit questions to you as well as to the other witnesses. That is the 
usual practice of the committee, and I am sure you will be glad to 
cooperate in that respect. 

Mr. SILBERGELD. I will be glad to cooperate. 
Senator METZENBATJM. Thank you very much, Mr. Silbergeld. Your 

entire statement will be included in the record. 
That concludes the hearing in connection with this particular 

matter. 
[Whereupon, at 12:23 p.m.. the hearing was adjourned.] 
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[Questions submitted by Senators Bayh and Metzenbaum with re
sponses and Mr. Silbergeld's prepared statement follow:] 

CONSUMEBS UNION, 
Washington, D.C., October IS, 1979. 

Hon. B I R C H B A Y H , 
U.S. Senate, 
Washington, D.C. 

DEAR SENATOR B A Y H : This let ter provides answers , for inclusion in the hear
ing record, to questions posed to me in your let ter of October 3. As you have 
indicated, I regret tha t the brief t ime available for questions when I testified 
on September 26 before the Subcommittee on Anti t rust , Monopoly & Business 
Rights on the subject of terr i tor ial franchising practices in the soft drink 
industry did not permit us to explore a t t ha t t ime the questions which you 
raise. This let ter will provide you with my full views on these subjects. 

1. If bottler territories icere eliminated, toould there be a further reduction in 
the number of bottlers? There will be a fur ther reduction from the present 
number of bottlers whether or not the terr i tor ies a re eliminated. This has been 
the t rend in the industry since the end of World W a r I I , when there were more 
than three times the number of bottlers which now operate. The Coca-Cola Co., 
before the issue became sensitive as a result of proposed legislation, maintained 
a "Bottlers Consolidation" division to assist i ts franchised bottlers in ar ranging 
acquisitions and mergers. I t planned to reduce the number of franchised Coca-
Cola dealers substantially, from several hundred to an eventual target of about 
90 franchises which would service the entire nation. Beverage World s tates tha t 
continuation of this trend toward acquisition and merger in the industry is 
"inevitable." The more impor tan t question for consumers is not whether, e.g., 
1200 instead of 990, bottlers eventually will supply the nation with soft dr inks, 
but whether the prices for the industry 's products will be set competitively. I n 
our view, elimination of the res t ra in ts would help to improve substantially 
inadequate price competition in the soft drink bottling industry. 

2. / / bottler territories were eliminated, toould the market position of bottlers 
owned by large companies increase or decrease. The answer to this question 
depends upon information which does not, to my knowledge, exist. The bottlers 
which would be eliminated from the industry in the face of open in t rabrand 
competition would be the least efficient ones. I know of no study which compares 
the efficiency of bottlers owned by small companies with those owned by large 
ones. To consumers, the more important questions a re whether bottlers realize 
economies of scale which reduce production costs and whether these products 
a re competitively priced. I believe tha t this can best be achieved by open intra
brand competition in the industry. Indeed, one highly plausible explanation for 
the very substant ia l increase in concentration of the industry since 1946 through 
acquisition and merger is t ha t the exclusive terr i tory franchise system otherwise 
would have prevented realization of economies of scale made possible by im
proved t ransporta t ion and bottling equipment. 

3. / / bottler territories were eliminated, which group would probably experi
ence an enhanced market position—independent bottlers or bottlers owned by 
large companies? Please refer to my response to the first question. I know of 
no da ta comparing efficiency by size of the bottlers ' parent financial interest . 
The group which would realize enhanced marke t position on a nat ional basis 
would be defined primari ly by degree of efficiency, r a the r than by size of owner
ship. However, the relevant marke t is not now nat ional and is not likely to 
become nat ional if terri tories a re eliminated. I t is presently defined with respect 
to in t r ab rand sales by terr i tories and wi th respect to interbrand sales by the 
overlapping terr i tories of bottlers of competing brands. The markets obviously 
would be redefined if terr i tories were eliminated, as the present contractual 
definitions are artificially. However, i t is unlikely tha t markets would become 
nat ional if terr i tor ies were eliminated, due to diseconomies in distr ibutional 
costs. Markets, ra ther , would likely become regional. But it is difficult to deter
mine how consumers could be worse off under changed inter- or in t rabrand 
marke t concentration projected as resul t ing from terr i tory elimination, what
ever redefinitions of markets occur. T h a t is because a t present the product is 
produced by an industry which is insufficiently competitive a t the interbrand 
level, according to the FTC, and 100 percent concentrated on a market-by-market 
(i.e., bottler te r r i tory) basis a t the in t rabrand level. 
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4. Provide any data which refutes the finding of the FTC administrative laic 
judge that over SO percent of bottlers of Coca-Cola have less than 100 employees. 
1 know of no da ta which would refute this finding. However, the finding is not 
dispositive of the far broader issues raised by the proposed legislation. Fur ther , 
most of the industry 's output is produced by a small number of large firms in 
the industry, as indicated in my prepared testimony. And the small firms have 
been and continue to be faced wi th the long-term prospect of acquisitions and 
mergers which have increasingly concentrated the industry since World W a r I I . 
Indeed, Beverage Industry s tates t h a t continuation of this trend is inevitable. 
Thus, retention of the terr i tor ia l system would not preserve the number of small 
businesses presently active in the industry. Bu t it would continue to have adverse 
effects on the prices which consumers pay for the industry 's products. 

5. Provide any data xchich refutes the finding of the FTC administrative law 
judge that in 197Jt there were 343 bottlers of Coca-Cola which sold less than 
2 million cases of soft drinks a year. I know of no da ta which would refute this 
finding. However, for the reasons stated in response to both these questions, 
this fact is not dispositive of the broad issues involved. Fur ther , this question 
and the previous one implicitly assume tha t smaller bottlers are less efficient 
than bottlers owned by larger firms. I know of no evidence to support this 
assumption. Fur ther , if it is nonetheless assumed for the purpose of discussion 
to be correct, then the remedy of preserving terr i tor ies becomes one of protecting 
inefficiency. This policy is a sure prescription for inflation in our economy. A 
free enterprise market system assumes tha t competition creates the efficiency 
necessary to restrain prices a t the level sufficient to assure a sufficient supply 
of goods and services. To legislate away this basic operating assumption of the 
market system serves neither consumer nor business well. 

If I can provide further information or views with regard to the subject 
mat te r of the hearings, please do not hesi tate to let me know. 

Sincerely, 
MARK SILBERGELD, Director. 

CONSUMERS U N I O N , 
Washington, D.C., October 12,1919. 

H O N . HOWARD M. METZENBATJM, 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Antitrust, Monopoly and Business Rights, 
Committee on the Judiciary, 
U.S. Senate, 
Washington, D.C. 

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN : This is in response to your request during the Septem
ber 26 hearings on S. 598 for my recommendation as to how the provisions of 
t ha t bill might be amended to make the bill more acceptable, should t he Sub
committee decide to approve some measure on the subject of soft drink terri
tories. I would like to re i tera te t h a t Consumers Union is opposed to the enact
ment of any bill modifying the Federal Trade Commission's action on this 
subject, and especially unti l judicial review of FTC's action has been completed. 

However, recognizing tha t the Subcommittee mny nonethe'ess decide to take 
action and that , as stated in the testimony of Professor Eleanor Fox during 
the hearings on the 26th, the present approach of the bill is par t icular ly egre
gious, I would like to suggest some al ternat ives to the approach presently 
embodied in S. 598. 

I t would lie advisable to limit any action the Subcommittee may t ake to the 
claims made on behalf of the bill by i t s proponents. The two reasons which have 
been advanced for passage of the bill a re (1) tha t it is necessary to preserve 
small firms' continued part icipation in the soft drink industry and (2) i t is 
necessary to preserve the re turnable soft dr ink package. 

As pointed out in my prepared testimony presented on September 26, while 
there are small firms in the soft drink industry, they do not characterize the 
industry and there is no hard evidence t h a t they are inefficient or could not 
continue to compete effectively if terr i tor ies were eliminated. Nonetheless, if the 
Subcommittee disagrees with the evidence supporting this view, i t should limit 
any action taken to "preserve small businesses" in the soft drink industry to 
jus t t ha t purpose. It. should not g r an t a blanket protection of existing ter r i tor ia l 
restrictions to all firms in the industry, including the syrup manufacturers , giant 
independent bottling interests and large conglomerates, as would S. 598. 

For this reason, a small business approach to amendment of S. 598 should 
assure that only terri tories served by small businesses as of the effective da t e 
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of the Act are permitted to be subject to exclusively agreements, and then only 
for so long as the franchise holder continues to meet an appropriate definition 
of small business. Or, the Subcommitee might adopt a conjunctive dollar volume/ 
single line of business definition. 

In no event should the definition of small business adopted under the proposed 
legislation permit a firm to qualify for exemption if it has more than 100 em
ployees. In D. 8855, Coca-Cola Co., the FTC Administrative Law Judge found 
that over eighty percent of Coca-Cola bottlers employ 100 or fewer employees. 
These firms would qualify for an exemption under the proposed Act. But there 
would be no point to amended S. 598 if the remaining approximately twenty 
percent also were to qualify for exemption ; seventeen percent of the industry 
products sixty-flve percent of the industry's product. Presumably, it is this high 
volume production segment of the industry which small bottlers and the sponsors 
of S. 598 argue they wish to prevent, from taking over the small, lower-volume 
firms in the industry. 

Further, it should be clear that the firm which must qualify as a "small busi
ness" is not merely the bottling firm but the firm which includes the bottling firm 
and all other financial holdings of related firms. For example, the bottling sub
sidiary of a $2 billion dollar conglomerate corporation should not be permitted 
to qualify as a small business for purposes of the proposed legislation merely 
because the conglomerate has acquired and operates a bottler which employs 95 
workers. This would be in accordance with principles utilized in determining 
eligibility under Small Business Administration loan programs. 

As I stated in my testimony on September 26, the case has not been made 
that legislation modifying the FTC's action is necessary to preserve the return
able soft drink bottle. Indeed, the FTC itself considered arguments regarding 
the need for exclusive territories to preserve the use of returnables and, deciding 
that these arguments have merit, ordered that territorial restrictions for sale 
of soft drinks in returnable containers are reasonable under a rule of reason 
test. Thus, the FTC action preserves territorial agreements in order to protect 
the returnable container. No case has been made that this action is insufficient 
for its purposes. 

However, should the committee nontheless decide to take some action on the 
grounds of a'ssuring the continued use of returnable soft drink containers, an 
amendment to S. 598 should assure that syrup manufacturers and bottlers who 
receive protection for their actions in entering into exclusive territory agree
ments are required to distribute an appropriate minimum percentage of their 
finished product in returnable containers. Unlike H.R. 3573 and similar bills,-
this approach would assure that the bill effectuates its ostensible purpose, rather 
merely then serving as a respectable cover for granting special antitrust treat
ment to the industry. 

As I have stated, we strongly urge that consumers who pay for soft drinks 
are best served by no bill at all to modify the FTC's orders involving soft drink 
industry exclusive territory franchising practices. Nonethe'ess, should the SubJ 

committee determine to take some action on this subject, the approaches I have 
indicated would be less egregious than that of S. 598. 

I hope that these views meet your request for recommendations and will be 
of assistance to you if the Subcommittee does act to recommend some legislation 
on this subject. If I can be of further assistance to you or your staff, please do 
not hesitate to call on me. 

Sincerely, 
MARK SILBERGELD, Director. 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARK SILBERGELD 

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, Consumers Union* greatly 
appreciates your invitation to testify on S. 598, a bill which would grant a 

1 Consumers Union is a nonprofit membership organization chartered in 103(5 under 
the laws of the Sta te of New York to orovidQ Information, education, and counsel about 
consumer poods and services and the mnnngempnt of the family income. Consumers Union's 
income is derived solely from the sale of Con/turner Report*, i ts other publications and 
films. Expenses of occasional public service efforts may be met. In nar t . bv nonrestrlcHve. 
noncommercial g ran t s and fees. In addition to reports on Consumers Union's own nrodnct 
testing. Connumer Renortn. with over 2 million circulation, regularly carries ar t 'c les on 
health, product sa fetv. marketplace economics and legislative, iudlclal and regulatory 
actions which affect consumer welfare. Consumers Union's publications carry no advertis
ing and receive no commercial support. 
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special exemption from the antitrust laws to producers and distributors in the 
soft drink industry. Consumers Union strongly opposes this Bill. 

This legislation would protect the exclusive territory franchising practices of 
the soft drink industry from application of the antitrust laws, designed to pro
tect and foster competition, despite the fact that the Federal Trade Commission 
has examined this territorial allocation system under a "rule of reason" test 
and finds no economic justification for the practice—except with respect to 
returnable bottles. The Bill's basic assumption is that competition is an economic 
disease. We believe, to the contrary, that competition is the tonic that keeps 
the economy healthy. 

Not only would this legislation prevent an infusion of competition into the 
soft drink industry; it also could start a flood of demands for equal treatment 
by other industries which do or could utilize, as a marketing tool, this form of 
agreement not to compete. These include the automobile industry, the bicycle 
industry, the mattress industry, the independent grocers, and others which either 
have lost cases related to similar marketing arrangements, or which at present 
utilize similar arrangements. 

When this legislation was first proposed, the monopoly overcharge attributed 
to the effects of the exclusive territory system in the soft drink industry was 
estimated by the Federal Trade Commission to be approximately one quarter 
billion dollars annually. The high level of inflation in the ensuing seven years 
justifies a very hefty increase in the level of those estimates. But—we can be 
certain—the costs of this legislation eventually will go far beyond those in
volving the soft drink industry. For, once these exemptions have been granted, 
it will be difficult, if not impossible, to say "no" to those other industries which 
will be in a position to demand the equal right to stand under that umbrella which 
provides a shield against full and effective competition. 

This proposed legislation would overturn a decision of the Federal Trade 
Commission which is now under judicial review before the U.S. Court of Appeals 
for the District of Columbia Circuit. The FTC and Court of Appeals reviews— 
as will be the Supreme Court review, if judicial review reaches that level—are 
based on an extensive hearings record. The industry now asks the Congress 
based on highly selective arguments called from the record and on assertions not 
even contained in the record to reverse the FTC decision. These will not be sub
ject to the same rigorous, adversarial examination afforded by the FTC's ad
ministrative process. In fact, the legislation now before you would shortcut the 
Congressionally-established process for determining such complex questions of 
economic fact and law. This, in itself, is reason not to act on this legislation, 
at least until the judicial review process has been completed. 

It is fair to state that the soft drink exemption legislation would never have 
reached this point but for a massive, extended lobbying campaign directed at 
virtually every Member who has served in the Congress since 1972. This cam
paign has been relatively successful primarily because of the geographical dis
tribution of the soft drink industry, which has at least one, and in many cases 
several, bottling entities doing business in every Congressional district. Had the 
industry involved consisted of a few producers located in a few districts, it seems 
safe to assert, the legislation would not have come this far on its own merits. 
A look at the merits of the arguments underlying this campaign is appropriate— 
and revealing. 

The industry's approach to the Congress is cloaked in the guise of an industry 
consisting substantially of small, family-operated businesses which could not 
survive under conditions of competition. The argument advanced is that only 
preservation of the exclusive territory franchise system will preserve the small 
businesses in this industry. Quite aside from long-standing public policy which 
assumes competition to be a healthy and necessary condition, rather than a fatal 
disease, this representation is simply inaccurate. 

The soft drink industry is no longer characterized by small businesses. The 
number of small businesses has declined drastically since the end of World 
War II. These have given way to large, conglomerate firms and to very large 
bottling interests with substantial multiple-plant, multiple-territory, multi-state 
franchise holdings. 

In 1950, there were more than 6,000 soft drink plants in operation. By 1960, 
there were less than 4,600. Presently, the number barely exceeds 2,000. Indeed, 
as recently as June 1977, Beverage Industry, a trade 'publication knowledgeable 
about the soft drink trade, stated that the trend is irreversible. The National 
Soft Drink Association reports that from 1970-77, 890 bottling and canning 
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plants went out of production. And over 70 soft drink firms were acquired by 
other companies during the period 1970-77, according to the American Institute 
of Food Distribution. 

Until the controversy over this legislation in the early 1970s made the fact 
notorious, the Coca Cola Company maintained a "Bottler Consolidations" unit, 
designed to assist mergers and acquisitions among bottlers, pursuant to a plan 
to reduce the number of its franchisees from several hundred to less than one 
hundred. Four and one-half percent of all bottling plants produced almost thirty 
percent of industry output and seventeen percent of the plants produced about 
sixty-five 'percent of output, as of 1973. 

Thus, whatever effect may be predicted as a result of the FTC's ruling, one 
thing is clear. The soft drink industry under the territorial franchising system 
is increasingly concentrated and decreasingly small business. Preservation of the 
system FTC has found unlawful will not prevent this trend. 

The corporations which would receive antitrust exemption under the proposed 
legislation include the nation's two largest soft drink bottlers—the Coca-Cola 
Company and PepsiCo, Inc., which reserve for themselves some of the nation's 
choice geographical markets in which to bottle and wholesale soft drinks. There 
is a very good argument that the p rimary effect of the exclusive territory agree
ments is to protect Pepsi and Coke from competition at the bottling level of soft 
drink production. 

Other so-called "small businesses" engaged is soft drink bottling under fran
chises from one or more of the nation's eight largest soft drink syrup pro
ducers^—or from themselves as one of those eight—which would benefit from 
protection under S. 598 include: 

The Liggett Group (Liggett & Myers) (Pepsi Cola), General Tire and Rubber 
Co. (Pepsi Cola), IC (formerly Illinois Central Industries) (Pepsi Cola), Can-
trell & Cochrane (Division of ITT) (Cott), Norton Simon, Inc. (owner and 
bottler of Canada Dry), General Cinema Corp. (Pepsi Cola, Seven-Up, Dr. 
Pepper), Southdown, Inc. (Royal Crown), Beatrice Foods (Royal Crown Cola), 
Warner Communications (Coca Cola), and Twentieth Century Fox (Coca 
Cola). 

Even companies which are engaged primarily in bottling can be very large. 
Two firms, Associated Coca-Cola Bottling Co. and Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of N.Y. 
have cartelized the bottling of Coca-Cola across huge portions of the populous 
state of New York. A very few companies control the territories for the bottling 
and sale of Coca-Cola. Pepsi-Cola, or each of these brands, in market areas of 
heavy population density or heavy tourist trade, including Southern California, 
the vacation and retirement areas of Florida and Nevada, and the northeast 
corridor from New York to Boston. 

The size and power which an independent bottling company can attain under 
the exclusive territory franchise system—which supposedly protects small 
bottlers—is best ilustrated by the 1977-78 acquisition efforts of the Coca Cola 
Bottling Co. of New York. This giant firm spent $85 million over eleven months 
to acquire bottling companies in Maine, Kentucky, Kansas, Nebraska and Colo
rado. Other large interests merged during this period, as another giant, Coca Cola 
Bottling Co. of Los Angeles purchased more than 98.3 percent of Coca-Cola Mid-
America. 

In view7 of these trends, it seems clear that the only way—if, indeed, there 
remains a way—for a small bottler to survive eventual extinction is to overcome 
the diseconomies of small scale operation by increasing its volume of business. 
And, with a leveling off of population growth, this is precisely what territorial 
restrictions prevent. Thus, small businesses' chance for survival can only be 
hurt, not helped, by these restrictions. 

One segment of the small business community which has been little heard 
from on this issue is the small businesses which retail soft drinks and cannot 
find price-competitive sources for the popular brands of soft drinks they sell. 
These small businesses, as well as the consumers they serve, are entitled to 
competition among their suppliers. But the exclusive territory franchise system, 
by eliminating intrabrand competition, denies them that right in great part. 

The American Bar Association as well as antitrust specialists long have held 
to the principle that those who seek special antitrust treatment bear a very 
heavy burden of proof. What justification—other than the spurious small busi
ness plea—can be made for the grant of some form of antitrust exemption, as this 
legislation proposes? The evidence relating to this industry, to the contrary, 
seems to call for just the antitrust enforcement action which the FTC has taken, 
rather than for legislatively-mandated antitrust forbearance. 
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A primary economic justification offered is that there is sufficient inter-brand 
competition to assure competitive pricing of soft drinks. However, the FTC has 
ruled that this is not the case. Little wonder. 1978 data shows that the brands 
franchised by the two largest syrup manufacturers—the Coca Cola Co. and 
PepsiCo, Inc.—hold 59.6 percent of the national market. And the brands fran
chised by the four largest syrup manufacturers hold 73.1 percent of the national 
market. 

The relevant markets, of course, are the local or regional markets, for most of 
which concentration figures are not readily available. But to the extent that the 
national market figures overstate concentration in some markets they must 
understate them in others. And the national figures meet and surpass standard 
industrial analysis criteria for shared oligopoly. 

The other primary justification which has been advanced is that the terri
torial system is necessary to survival of the returnable bottle. But the FTC order 
permits exclusive territories to be maintained for this submarket because it 
finds that the hearing record provides reasonable justification for this claim. 
One bill which has been introduced, H.R. 3573, claims to provide for protection 
of the returnable bottle as an energy efficient and ecologically sound package 
for soft drinks. Both the bill's "findings" section and its "declaration of policy" 
section propound at length on these subjects. However, the operative section of 
the bill, while providing strong standards for preservation of exclusive fran
chise territories, makes no mention of the returnable bottle. This form of soft 
drink package could disappear from the market and the protective standards of 
that bill would remain. Should, a similar bill be introduced into the Senate, we 
would urge the subcommittee to look very closely at this curious feature. 

It is theoretically possible that some optimal mix of returnables in the totality 
of soft drink consumer packages—perhaps containing more returnables than 
the present mix—would yield a lower weighted average retail price for soft 
drinks than would mere prohibition of exclusive territory franchising. This pos
sibility is based on the claimed lower production costs for returnables. However, 
to evaluate this claim thoroughly would require an independent, thorough eco
nomic inquiry into a number of relevant factors. These include, among other 
considerations, the recovery rate for returnables, the effect of returnables on 
backhauling by soft drink delivery vehicles, the shifting of some marketing 
costs of returnables into the price of non-returnables, as well as the cost of pro
ducing returnables and non-returnables. 

Additionally, in order to consider a public policy ensuring an optimal mix 
of returnables, it would be necessary to compare such alternatives as a ban 
on non-returnables, a requirement for a mlninram percentage of returnables in 
each bottlers' mix and a federal deposit law.2 Without consideration of these 
factors, any action related to the use of returnable soft drink containers can 
address only the bottling industry's special interests, not the consumer's interest 
in an optimal balancing of competitive prices, energy conservation and the 
ecology of solid waste control. And, at that, the Industry still would carry the 
very heavy burden of justifying an exception to the antitrust laws. 

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, we oppose S. 598. I t is not the small business 
protection measure that the soft drink industry claims it to be. Indeed, it can
not be so, because the industry is now characterized primarily by large—and 
some giant—corporations. 

Further, enactment of this legislation at this time would interfere with the 
established process of judicial review of agency decisions before that process 
is completed. This would signal that every FTC antitrust action not to the 
liking of the industry involved is fair game for political reversal. To give such 
a signal would threaten FTC enforcement of the antitrust laws and their re
straining effect on inflation. And, because the American consumer is the ulti
mate beneficiary of these laws, it would add to the already heavy burden of 
high prices and inflation now borne by consumers. The antitrust laws are key to 
assuring the lowest prices consistent with a fair return on investment. We urge 
the subcommittee not to undercut their purpose through recommendation of 
S. 598. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

* See Materials and Energy From Municipal Waste—Beverage Container Deposit Legis
lation, Office of Technology Assessment. July 1979. 
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APPENDIX 

A R U L E OF REASON DECISION MODEL AFTEB SYLVANIA 

(By Eugene P. Zelek, Jr.*, Louis W. Stern**, and Thomas W. Dunfee***) 

Wri t ing for the Court twenty years ago, Just ice Black characterized economic 
inquiry in an t i t rus t cases as "often wholly fruitless," while s tat ing t h a t rules 
of per se illegality not only avoid most of this "incredibly complicated and pro
longed" analysis, but also provide more certainty to those concerned.1 Later , 
Just ice Marshall expressed the Court 's reluctance to "ramble through the wilds 
of economic theory" in United States v. Topco Associates, Inc.,2 noting tha t 
"courts are of limited uti l i ty in examining difficult economic problems." 3 In 
laying down a per se rule,4 the majori ty s tated t h a t the judiciary 's "inability to 
weigh destruction of competition in one sector of the economy against promotion 
of competition in another sector" is a key factor in the formulation of such rules.5 

Overall, the Court felt tha t it was "ill-equipped and ill-situated for such decision
making." ° 

Ironically, the Supreme Court 's re tu rn to a rule of reason s tandard for cases 
involving vertical r e s t r a in t s 7 in Continental T.V., Inc., v. GTE Sylvania, Inc.8 

requires precisely the sort of economic investigation- and balancing shuned by 
Topco only five years earlier." Yet, as several commentators have pointed out, no 
analyt ic s t ructure exists to accomplish this task, leaving lower courts with litt le 

*B.S., University of Illinois, 1974 ; M.M., J.D., Northwestern University, 1978; Member, 
Illinois Bar. 

••A. Montgomery Ward Professor and Chairman of the Marketing Department, J. L. 
Kellogg Graduate School of Management, Northwestern University; A.B., Harvard College, 
1957 ; M.B.A., University of Pennsylvania, 1959 ; Ph. D., Northwestern University, 1962. 

•••Professor and Chairman of the Department of Legal Studies and the Public Manage
ment Unit, the Wharton School, University of Pennsylvania; A.B.. Marshall University. 
1963 ; J.D., LL.M., New York University, 1966, 1969 ; Member, West Virginia Bar. 1 Northern Pac. Ry. v. United States, 356 U.S. 1, 5 (1958). Justice Black also articulated 
the classic justification for per se rules : "[T]here are certain agreements or practices which 
because of their pernicious effect on competition and lack of any redeeming virtue are con
clusively presumed to be unreasonable and therefore illegal without Inquiry as to the precise 
harm they have caused or the business excuse for their use." Id. 

3 405 U.S. 596, 609 n. 10 (1972). 3 Id. at 609. 
* See notes 91—96 and accompanying text infra. 
• 405 U.S. at 609-10. But see United States v. Arnold, Schwinn d Co., 388 U.'S. 365, 381-

82 (1967) where such analysis was done with regard to restrictions in consignment and 
agency agreements. 

" 405 U.S. at 611. In his dissent, Chief Justice Burger noted the seeming inconsistency 
Implicit In the Court's handling of Topco and another antitrust case decided the same day 
where the lower court was commended for Its approach to a problem Involving "predictions 
nnd assumptions concerning future economic and business events." Id. at 622 n. 10 (Burger, 
C. J., dissenting) (citing Ford Motor Co. v. United States, 405 U.S. 562, 578 (1972)). 7 Vertical restrictions are those Imposed by agreement among firms or Individuals at suc
cessive stages of distribution, such as those between a manufacturer and a distributor or 
dealer. In contrast, horizontal restrictions usually Involve competitors or those economic 
entities at the same level in the distribution chain. United States v. Arnold, Schwinn A Co., 
388 U.S. at 378-79; United States v. Sealy, Inc., 388 U.S. 350. 352-54 (1967). Although it 
Is often Important from an antitrust point of view to distinguish these types, such cate
gorization Is not always an easy matter. See notes 91-96 and accompanying text Infra. 

<> 433 U.S. 36. 59 (1977). 
• See Id. at 57 n. 27. Shortly after deciding Sylvania, the Court used the economic com

plexity rationale in an entirely different context to deny indirect purchasers the right to sue 
under the antitrust laws. For a criticism of this approach, see Dunfee. "Privity in Anti
trust." Illinois Brick Co. v. Illinois, 16 Am. Bus. L.J. 107. 112-115 (1978). 

(223) 
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guidance in the matter.10 This article will attempt to provide such a framework 
in the form of a rule of reason decision model applicable to the antitrust analysis 
of vertical restraints and focusing on territorial and customer restrictions in 
particular. In addition, application of the model will be demonstrated in the con
text of the Federal Trade Commission's decision in Coca-Cola Co.,a currently 
before the District of Columbia Circuit on appeal. However, before these steps 
can be accomplished, some preliminary points on vertical restraints and the law 
in the area must be set out. 

VEBTICAI. RESTRAINTS ON COMPETITION 

The long-term viability of the firm hinges on the ability of its distribution 
system to compete effectively with the systems of rival firms." The dominant 
firm in the distribution channel—usually the supplier—seeks to influence the 
channel to the greatest extent possible13 so that it presents a united front 
against competitive brands consistent with the supplier's goals. For example, 
the supplier would much rather have its distributors compete with those of other 
brands than to slug it out among themselves." In addition, the supplier wishes 
to retain control over the channel by assuring that no distributor or group of 
distributors becomes too powerful.15 At the same time, it desires to foster good 
relations with its distributors by insuring them adequate profits in return for 
adhering to its policies regarding such elements as promotional effort and custo
mer service. 

The supplier may use its power to impose restrictions on its distributors in 
order to coordinate the channel and maximize the chances for attaining its own 
goals." These restraints may lead to more effective interbrand competition, but 

10 ABA Antitrust Section, Vertical Restrictions Limiting Intrabrand Competition 54 
(Monograph No. 2, 1977) [hereinafter cited as ABA Monograph] ; Pltofsky, "The Sylvania 
Case : Antitrust Analysis of Non-Prile Vertical Restrictions," 78 Column. L. Rev. 1, 34 
(1978) ; Posner, "The Rule of Reason and the Economic Approach: Reflections on the 
Sylvania Decision," 45 U. Chi. L. Rev. 1, 13-16 (1977) ; [hereinafter cited as The Supreme 
Court]. See Kestenoaum v. Falstaff Brewing Corp., 575 F. 2d 564, 570 (5th Cir. 1978). 

U91 F.T.C. 517 (1978), appeal docketed. No. 78-1364 (D.C. Cir. 1978). PepsiCo, 
Inc., 91 F.T.C. 680 (1978), appeal docketed, No. 78-1544, 78-1545 (D.C. Cir. 1978). 
was issued the same day as Coca-Cola and in both opinions, the FTC found the companies' 
territorial restrictions to be unlawful under a rule of reason test. See notes 179—249 and 
accompanying text infra. 12 L. Stern & A. El-Ansary, Marketing Channels 6 (1977). Each distribution system is 
composed of at least one marketing channel which is defined as the "set of interdependent 
Institutions and agencies involved with the task of moving anything of value from its point 
of conception, extraction, or production to points of consumption." Id. at 4. Thus, a 
hypothetical manufacturer's distribution system could be comprised of several channels 
involving the movement of goods from the manufacturer (1) directly to end-users, (2) 
through wholesalers to end-users, and (3) through wholesalers and retailers to end-users. 
Of course, many more channels and channel configurations are possible, often operating 
concurrently within the same distribution system. 

To simplify discussion, the term supplier will refer to the firm on the selling side of the 
market, while distributor will refer to the reseller-buyer. See generally Preston, "Restrictive 
Distribution Arrangements : Economic Analysis and Public Policy Standards," 30 Law & 
Contemp. Prob. 506. 507 n.4 (1968). 15 A supplier could achieve complete control over its distributors through vertical inte
gration, but this alternative is not always feasible because of significant integration dis
economies : 

First, distribution is a relatively low-profit activity ; if a supplier can obtain the 
desired degree of control without assuming full investment responsibility, he may be 
able to employ his capital more profitably elsewhere. Second, distribution is typically 
a multiproduct activity, with the product mix of distributors substantially different 
from that of any one supplier ; vertical integration under these circumstances Involves 
a substantial broadening of a supplier's product responsibility as well as his func
tional role. Finally, the local managerial problems and personal service content of dis
tribution discourage suppliers from Integrating forward when other alternatives are 
available. 

Preston, supra note 12, at 512 (footnotes omitted). Under these circumstances, the 
supplier will choose to deal with independent distributors. 

"Stern, Agodo. & Firat, "Territorial Restrictions in Distribution: A Case Analysis." 
40 J. Marketing 69, 69 (April 1976). 1[ Id. at 70. 

18 Channel power is "the ability of one channel member to get another channel member 
to do what the latter would not otherwise have done." L. Stern & A. El-Ansary, supra note 
12, at 286 (footnote omitted). This power may be based on rewards, coercion, expertness. 
identification, and legitimacy. Id. at 288-91 (citing, French & Raven, "The Bases of Social 
Power," in Studies in Social Power 150-67 (D. Cartwrlght ed. 1959)). Note that distribu
tors may exercise their power and negotiate certain restrictions as a quid pro quo to the 
supplier's demands. In some cases, this can lead to an antitrust violation. See, e.g.. United 
States v. General Motors Corp., 384 U.S. 127 (1966). 
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they usually involve a lessening of intrabrand competition.17 From an antitrust 
perspective, this result may be somewhat troublesome, since the law, unlike the 
supplier, is interested in protecting competition among all brands, including the 
supplier's own." 

Vertical restrictions can be broken into four general classifications that vary 
in their form and can vary in their anticompetitive impact. The first two of 
these—vertical price fixing " and product restrictions " are outside the scope 
of this article. The last two types involving restraints on customers21 and ter
ritories,22 are sufficiently analogous to be examined together.23 

Territorial restrictions range from absolute confinement of distributor sales 
intended to completely foreclose intrabrand competition 21 to the "lesser" terri
torial restrictions designed to inhibit such competition.25 These lesser restric
tions include areas of primary responsibiltiy,26 profit pass-over arrangements,27 

17 Competition among suppliers or dis t r ibutors of different brands is referred to as inter-
brand competition, while t ha t among sellers of the same brand is Intrabrand competition. 
ABA Monograph, supra note 10. a t 3 n.4 ; L. Stern & A. El-Ansary, supra note 12, a t 326, 
318. See Continental T.V., Inc. v. GTE Sylvania, Inc., 433 U.S. 36, 52 n. 19 (1977). 

« See Continental T.V., Inc. v. GTE Sylvania, Inc. 433 U.S. a t 51-59 ; United States v. 
Arnold Schicinn <f Co., 388 U.S. a t 382 ; Cernuto, Inc. v. United Cabinet Corp., 1979-1 T rade 
Cas. V62.509 a t 76,965 n . l l (3d Clr. 1979) ; Martin B. Glauser Dodge Co. v. Chrysler Corp.. 
570 F.2d 72, 82 (3rd Clr. 1977), c e r t denied, 98 S.Ct. 2253 (1978) ; Sandura Co. v. FTC, 
339 K.2d 847, 858 (6th Cir. 1964). 

13 Also known as resale price maintenance, this vertical res t ra in t limits dis t r ibutors in 
their pricing flexibility and. therefore, may severely Impinge on this pr imary aspect of 
competition. I t is generally considered per se illegal under 8 1 of the Sherman Act, 15 
U.S.C. § 1 (1976). TSee notes 97-106 and accompanying text infra. 

20 Several res t ra in ts can be listed under this heading, including tying and exclusive deal
ing. Broadly speaking, tying by the supplier is the practice of conditioning the sale of a 
good or service to a distr ibutor on Its purchase of another good or service. Exclusive 
dealing consists of prohibit ing a distr ibutor from selling the goods or services of competing 
suppliers as a condition of doing business with a par t icular supplier. These res t ra in ts may 
impair competition among dis t r ibutors and suppliers by foreclosing access to the market . 
See Preston, supra note 12, a t 507-08. Tor a discussion of the applicable legal s tandards , 
see Tampa Elec. Co. v. Nashville Coal Co., 365 U.S. 320 (1961) (exclusive dealing) : 
Northern Pac. Ry. v. United States, 356 U.S. 1 (1958) (tving) : Times-Picayune Publishing 
Co. v. United States, 345 U.S. 594 (1953) ( tying) ; Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 337 
U.S. 293 (1949) (exclusive dealing). 

21 Customer restr ict ions prohibit distr ibutors from selling to specific customers or classes 
of customers regardless of the location of the potential customers. Note. "Restricted Chan
nels of Distribution Under the 'Sherman Act." 75 Harv. L. Rev. 795, 796 (1962) [herein
after cited as "Restricted Channe ls" ] . For example, in White Motor Co. v. United States. 
372 U.S. 253, 257 (1963). a t ruck manufacturer reserved national accounts, fleet accounts, 
and government business for itself. 

231 Terr i torial restrictions ei ther prevent or discourage sales by a distr ibutor outside a 
par t icular geographic area. See notes 23-29 infra. See also "Restricted Channels," supra 
note 21. a t 796. 

23 When terr i tor ial restr ict ions require confinement of the sales of each dis tr ibutor to a 
par t icular area, the dis tr ibutors are prevented from competing with each other for the 
same customers, much like the effect of customer l imitat ions. Thus, intrabrand competition 
is eliminated and each dis t r ibutor has a "monopoly" in the supplier's product. Comanor. 
"Vertical Terri torial and Customer Restr ict ions : White Motor and I t s Aftermath," 81 Harv . 
h. Rev. 1419, 1422 (1968). 

51 Such confinement involves a promise by the dis t r ibutor t h a t i t will not sell outside 
i ts assigned terr i tory. Often combined wi th s><ch a promise is a pledge by the supplier not 
to sell to anyone else in t ha t terr i tory. See "Restricted Channels," suora note 21 . a t 796. 
This l a t t e r practice is known as the grant ing of an exclusive franchise or exclusive dis
t r ibutorship. I t i s vir tual ly per se legal due to judicial recognition of t h e seller's r igh t to 
choose the buvers with which i t will deal In the absence of monopolistic purpose or anti
competitive effect. See United States v. Colgate & Co.. 250 U.S. 300. 307 (1919) : United 
States v. Arnold. Schicinn & Co.. 38 U.S. a t 376 : Oreck Corn. v. Whirlpool Corp.. 570 F.2d 
126. 131 n.6. 133 (2d Cir.) (en banc) , c e r t denied. 47 U.S.U.W. 3302 (Oct. 30. 1979) : 
Packard Motor Car Co. v. Webster Motor Car Co.. 243 F.2rt 418. 420 ( D C . Cir. 1957). cert, 
denied. 355 U.S. 822 (1957) : Louis. "Vertical Distribution Res t ra in ts Under Schwlnn 
and Svlvnnia : An Argument for the Continuing Use of a Par t i a l Per Re Approach." 75 
Mich. L. Rev. 275. 286 (1976). 

Absolute confinement counled with an exclusive distr ibutorship creates a ter r i tory which 
is exclusive or closed or wha t PItofsky calls a i r t ight . Pltofskv. sunra note 10. a t 4 n. 10. 
But see ABA Monograph, supra note 10. a t 4 n. 9. where assigned terr i tor ies alone are 
referred to as exclusive. There is no real difference In these definitions as long as the 
supplier assigning the ter r i tory sells to no other distr ibutor in tha t area as a mat te r 
of course. 

23 Se° generally Pollock. "Alternat ive Distribution Methods After Schwinn." 63 Nw. U.T,. 
Rev. 595 (1068). 

M An aren of nrlmnrv resnonslhilitv renu'res the dis tr ibutor to use i ts best efforts to 
maintain effective distribution of the s'irtnller's troops 1n the terr i tory sneeificnllv epslVned 
to it. Fa i lure to meet ner formance targets mnv result in termination, but t ha t dis t r ibutor 
is free to sell onts 'de i t s a rea and other d is t r ibutors may sell in Its terr i tory ABA Mono
graph, supra note 10. a t 3 n. 6. 

K These arrangements reonire •" dis t r ibutor thnt sells outside its terr i tory to compensate 
the dis t r ibutor In the terr i tory in "-hlch the customer Is located. S"ch compensation is 
ostensibly to reimburse the second dis t r ibutor for i t s efforts to s t imulate demand in Its 
ferritorv an«i for the cost of providing services nnon which the first dis tr ibutor would 
otherwise capitalize. Id. a t 4 n. 7. See notes 164—71 and accompanying text infra. 
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and location clauses.28 Theoretically, they are less restr ict ive than terr i tor ia l 
confinement, but the Supreme Court in Sylvania h a s cast some doubt on th is 
generalization.10 

Although vertical restr ict ions in various forms have been widely used for many 
years , they have only relatively recently become a ta rge t of direct an t i t rus t 
attack.30 I t wasn ' t unt i l 1963 in White Motor Co. v. United States3l t ha t the Su
preme Court faced the issue of the legality of ter r i tor ia l and customer res t ra in ts 
absent price fixing.33 There, despite the Government 's urging, the Court refused to 
lay down a per se rule, noting t h a t i t knew "too li t t le of the ac tual impact" of 
these restr ict ions on the evidence before it.33 Instead, the Court ordered a t r ia l 
on the merits,34 but the issue was not resolved a s the case was ult imately settled 
by consent decree.36 

In 1967, th is issue surfaced again in United States v. Arnold, Schicinn & Co." 
and this t ime the court formulated a s tandard. The defendant bicycle manufac
tu re r pr imari ly utilized three channels of distribution : m (1) sales to distr ibutors 
t h a t resold to franchised retailers, (2) consignment or agency arrangements with 
dis t r ibutors tha t sold to retai lers , and (3) direct shipment to retai lers under the 
consignment-like "Schwinn Plan." M Through an apparent combination of terri
tor ia l confinement and exclusivity, each dis t r ibutor was given a closed terr i tory 
in which i t could only sell to franchised accounts.38 Each authorized dealer was 

28 A location clause specifies the physical site of the distributor's place of business. ABA 
Monograph, supra note 10, at 3 n. 5. In effect, the distributor may sell to any customer 
walking through Its door. 29 See notes 50-52 and accompanying text infra. In addition, it should be noted that 
lesser restraints can be combined with other restrictions to produce a greater overall 
anticompetitive effect. For example, exclusive distributorships can be protected by loca
tion clauses which may effectively confine a distributor to its own territory. As indicated 
in note 24 supra; the resulting exclusive territory or closed territory can also be achieved 
by using absolute territorial confinement in place of the location clauses. See Sandura 
Co. v. FTC, 339 F.2d at 856 ; Louis, supra note 24, at 288 n. 73. See also Louis, "Vertical 
Distribution Restraints After Sylvania : A Postscript and Comment," 76 Mich. L. Rev. 265, 
275-77 (1977). 

30 During the first 60 years of the Sherman Act, the Government did not challenge verti
cal restraints, while private suits sustained their validity except In the presence of price 
fixing or supplier monopoly. See Pollock, "Franchising. Customer Restrictions and Build
ing a Better Mousetrap," 46 Chi. B. Rec. 378, 381 (1965). In 1944, the Supreme Court 
held that vertical restrictions were unlawful per se if they were an essential part of an 
overall price-fixing arrangement. United States v. Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 321 U.S. 
709, 720-23 (1944). Four years later, the Justice Department stated Its view that 
restrictions totally barring intrabrand competition were themselves per se violations. As 
a result, a number of consent decrees were obtained. ABA Monograph, supra note 10. at 7 
and nn. 16-17. 

31 372 U.S. 253 (1963). 32 The district court had granted the Government's motion for summary judgment on a 
theory of per se illegality with respect to the defendant's territorial and customer restric
tions and resale price maintenance. On appeal, the lower court's action on the price-fixing 
issue was not challenged, and the defendant argued that the price agreements were merely 
"adjunct" to the other restraints. Id. at 257. Thus, the Court only had the issue of terri
torial and customer restrictions before it. 

" Id . at 261. M Id. at 264. according to the Court: 
A vertical territorial limitation may or may not have [the] purpose or effect [of 

stifling competition!. We do not know enough of the economic and business stuff out 
of which these arrangements emerge to be certain. Thev may be too dangerous to sanc
tion or thev may be . . . within the "rule of reason." We need to know more than we 
do about the actual impact of these arrangements on competition to decide whether 
thev . . . should be classified as per se violations of the Sherman Act. 

Id at 263 fcitations omitted). „^ 
^United States v. White Motor Co., 1964 Trade Cas. U 71.195 (N.D. Ohio 1964). The 

company aereed to abandon its territorial and customer restraints. 
After White Motor, two appellate courts upheld such restrictions under a rule of reason 

analvsis. Sandura Co. v. FTC, 339 F.2d 847 (6th Cir. 1964) : Snap-On Tools Corp- v. FTC. 
321 F.2d 825 (7th Clr. 1963). , . „ . , . ™ 

38 388 U.S. 365 (1967). This ease hns received extensive treatment in the literature. * or 
more detailed analysis than Is possible here, see the sources listed in Sylvania, 433 U.S. 
at 48 n. 13. nnd in ABA Monograph, supra note 10. at 9 n. 24. 

" I d . at 370. Schwinn also sold its bicycles thronch hardware lobhers and B.F. Noodricn 
stores, and these sales most resembled those to Schwinn distributors. B.F. Goodrich was 
originally a defendant In the case, but it negotiated a consent decree with the Government 
before the case came to trial. Id. at 367 n. 1. ... 

ssThe Schwinn plan involved direct shipment hv the manufacturer to the retailer witn 
Schwinn invoicing the dealers, providing credit, and paying n commission to the distributor 
writing the order. Id. at 370. 30 Id. at 371. 
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required to purchase only from or through the distributor in its area, and it 
could only sell to the public, and not to unfranchised retailers." In addition, each 
dealer was subject to a location clause. 

Writing for the majority, Justice Fortas drew a distinction between sales 
made by consignment, where the supplier retains ownership, and those where the 
supplier parts with it based on the "ancient rule against restraints on aliena
tion." " Applying a rule of reason analysis to the former, the Court found 
Schwinn's customer and territorial restrictions lawful." However, with respect 
to the latter, the majority held : 

"Once the manufacturers has parted with title and risk, he has parted with 
dominion over the product, and his effort thereafter to restrict territory or per
sons to whom the product may be transferred—whether by explicit agreement or 
by silent confirmation or understanding with his vendee—is a per se violation 
of § 1 of the Sherman Act." " 

Thus, a per se rule was established, but the diverse interpretations present in 
the cases following Schicinn reflect the extent of judicial dissatisfaction with 
such a rule and the creative means of circumventing it." 

The law remained unsettled for ten years until the Supreme Court brought it 
full circle in Continental T.V., Inc., v. GTE Sylvania, Inc." by announcing a 
"return to the rule of reason that governed vertical restrictions prior to 
Schwinn." ™ Calling Schicinn "an abrupt and largely unexplained departure from 
White Motor," " Justice Powell's opinion expressly overruled the Schwinn per se 
rule.48 At issue in the case was the legality of a location clause used by a tele
vision set manufacturer and imposed on its retail franchises." Such clauses had 
come under judicial scrutiny both before and after Schwinn and had been found 
lawful under a rule of reason standard.™ In addition, lesser territorial restric-

«Id. at 370-71. 11 Id. at 378-80. This aspect of the opinion has been heavily criticized as being wholly 
Irrelevant to the concerns of the antitrust laws. See, e.g., Baker, "Vertical Restraints In 
Times of Change: From White to Schwinn to Where?" 44 Antitrust I* J. 537, 537-38 
(1975) ; Pollock, "The Schwinn Per Se Rule: The Case for Reconsideration," 44 Antitrust 
L.J. 557, 561-71 (1975). For additional citations, see ABA Monograph, supra note 10, at 
10 n. 25. 

" Id. at 386"-82. According to Justice Fortas : 
Where the manufacturer retains title, dominion and risk with respect to the product 

and the position and function of the dealer In question, are in fact, indistinguishable 
from those of an agent or salesman of the manufacturer, it Is only If the impact of the 
confinement Is "unreasonably" restrictive of competition that a violation of I 1 results 
from such confinement, unencumbered by culpable price fixing. 

Id. at 380 (citation omitted). 
«Id . at 382. Earlier in Its decision, the Court stated: "tinder the Sherman Act, it is 

unreasonable without more for a manufacturer to seek to restrict and confine areas or 
persons with whom an article may be traded after the manufacturer has parted with 
dominion over it." Id. at 279 (citations omitted). 

" The Schwinn rule was applied as the Court stated it in a number of cases, but many 
courts "struggled to distinguish or limit Schicinn in ways that are a tribute to judicial 
Ingenuity." Robinson, "Recent Antitrust Developments: 1974," 75 Colum. L>. Rev. 243, 
272 (1975). For an extensive review of Schwinn's progeny, see ABA Monograph, supra 
note 10, at 10-20. At least one commentator predicted the confusion in this area after 
Schwinn. Pogue. "Vertical Restrictions on Price. Territory and Customers—The Certainty 
of Uncertainty." 29 Ohio St. L.J. 272, 289 (1868). 

"433 U.S. 36 (1977). A growing body of legal literature provides a more detailed 
analvsls of this case than is necessary for the purposes of this article. E.g., Maher. "On 
the Path from White to Schwinn to Sylvania to . . . ?," 82 Dick L,. Rev. 433 (1978) : 
Pollock. "Antitrust, the Supreme Court, nnd the Spirit of '76." 72 N.W. U.L. Rev. 631. 
A32-40 (1977) : Note. "Sylvania nnd Vertical Restraints on Distribution." 19 B.C.L. Rev. 
751 (1978) ; Note. "Vertical Restrictions and the Distribution Process : A Practical Review 
of Economics and the Rule of Reason after Sylvania." 38 L.a. L. Rev. 1022 (1978) ; 1977 
Wis. I>. Rev. 1240 (1977). 

« 433 U.S. at 59. 
" Id. at 47. 
« Id . at 58. 
"There were no other restraints present, including exclusive distributorships. Id. nt 38. 
°° Before Schwinn. Fo'n Hall Corp. v . General Motors Corp., 124 F.2d 822. 823-24 (2d 

CAT. 1042V cert, denied. 317 U.S. 695 (1943) upheld the reasonableness of location clauses. 
After Schwinn, several courts specifically distinguished this restraint from the customer 
and territorial restrictions in Schwinn and continued to approve It under n rule of reason 
analysis. E.g.. Salco Can> v. General Motors Corp.. 517 F.2d 567. 575-76 (10th Cir. 19751 : 
Sheldon Pontiac v. General Motors Corp., 418 F. 'Snpp. 1024. 1036 (D.N..T. 1976). aft"d 
without oninion. 566 F.2d 1170 (3d Cir. 1977) : Kaiser v. General Motors Corp.. 396 
F. Snpn. 33. 39-41 (E.D. Pa..1075V an"d without opinion. 530 F.2d 964 (3d Cir. 1976V In 
Sulvania. the Conrt. noted that it had "never given plenary consideration to the question 
of the proner antitrust nnalvsis of lorntion restrictions." 433 U.S. at 42 n. 11. Cf United 
States v. r.enrml Matitt* Corp. 3S4 U.S. 127. 139-40 (19661 (eonrt refusal to consider 
their validity). 
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tions, including location clauses, had been allowed as alternatives to prohibited 
territorial and customer restraints.51 

However, by equating location clauses with the restraints in Schwinn," the 
Sylvania Court not only dispelled the presumption of their less restrictive effect,™ 
but also brought other vertical restraints, except price maintenance," into issue. 
This permitted the court to hold that all nonprice vertical restraints are subject 
to the rule of reason,65 and indicated judicial endorsement of all such "reason
able" restraints." Finally, the majority left the door open to utilization of a per 
se rale in unspecified circumstances.57 

T H E RULE OF REASON 

On its face, the Sherman Act outlaws "every contract, combination . . ., or 
conspiracy in retraint of trade. . . ." M Realizing that literal application would 
effectively prohibit all contracts, the Supreme Court in Standard Oil Co. v. 
United States'"" held then only "unreasonable" restraints were illegal.60 Several 
years later, Justice Brandeis in Chicago Board of Trade v. United States "• char
acterized the rule of reason in language that has since become the judicial 
standard: 

"The true test of legality is whether the restraint imposed is such as merely 
regulates and perhaps thereby promotes competition or whether it is such as may 
suppress or even destroy competition. To determine that question the court must 
ordinarily consider the facts peculiar to the business to which the restraint is 
applied; its condition before and after the restraint was imposed; the nature of 
the restraint and its effect, actual or probable. The history of the restraint, the 
evil believed to exist, the reason for adopting the particular remedy, the purpose 
or end sought to be attained, are all relevant facts. This is not because a good 
intention will save an otherwise objectionable regulation or the reverse; but 
because knowledge of the intent may help the court to interpret facts and to 
predict consequences." "* 

n Although Schwinn was forced to give up Its terr i tor ia l customer restrictions, the dis
t r ic t court approved location clauses and areas of pr imary responsibility. United States v. 
Arnold, Schwinn d Co., 291 F . Supp. 564, 565-66 (N.D. 111. 1968). Accord, United States v. 
Topco Assocs., Inc., 1973-1 Trade Cas. H74.391 (N.D. 111.), modified, 1973-1 Trade Cas. 
^74,485 (N.D. I l l ) , aff'd mem., 401 U.S. 801 (1973). 

M According the opinion : 
In intent and competitive Impact, the retail-customer restriction in Schwinn Is 

indistinguishable from the location restriction In the present case. In both cases the 
restrictions limited the freedom of the retailer to dispose of the purchased products 
as he desired. The fact t ha t one restriction was addressed to terr i tory and the other 
to customers is irrelevant to functional an t i t rus t analysis and, Indeed, to the lan
guage and broad thrus t of the opinion In Schwinn. 

433 U.S. a t 46 (footnote omit ted) . Pitofsky argues t ha t with this language, the Court 
"pumped up Schwinn to its broadest possible reading, thereby producing an easy t a rge t to 
puncture and deflate." Pitofsky, supra note 10, a t 8. 

13 Consistent with its re turn to the rule of reason, the Court has Indicated tha t it will 
look to market realit ies ra ther than to theoretical differences in determining market impact. 
See id. a t 46-47. 

64 The majority noted t h a t : "As in Schwinn, we are concerned here only wi th nonprice 
vertical restrict ions. The per se illegality of price restr ict ions has been established firmly 
for many years and involves significantly different questions of analysis and policy." Id a t 
51 n. 18. But see Eastern Scientific Co. v. Wild Heerbrugg Instruments, Inc., 572 F.2d 
883, 885-86 (1st Cir. 1978), where the court held t ha t the rule of reason applies when 
price maintenance Is used to enforce terr i tor ia l restr ict ions. See notes 97-106 and accom
panying text infra. 

55 A number of lower courts have applied this pr 'neiole. See. eg.. U & B Equip. Co. v. 
International Harvester Co., 577 F.2d 239, 246 (5th Clr. 1978) ; General Beverage Sales 
Co. V. East-Side Winery, 1978-1 Trade Cas. U 61.815 a t 73. 397-98 f7th Cir. 1978) : Adolph 
Coors Co. v. A & S Wholesalers, Inc., 561 F.2d 807, 813-14 (10th Cir. 1977) ; Newberry v. 
Washington Post Co. 438 F. Supp. 471 474 (D.D.C. 1977). 

M See 433 U.S. a t 57-58. Hopefully, this determination will end the debate concerning 
the abst ract economic validity of vertical res t ra in ts and properly focus a t tent ion on their 
effect In the market a t issue. Compare Comanor, supra note 23. a t 1423-27, 1436-37 (con
demning vertical restrictions) with Preston, supra note 12. a t 520, 522 (praising them) . 

" T h e Court stated : " [ W ] e do not foreclose the possibility t h a t par t icular applications 
of vertical restr ict ions might justify per se prohibition under Northern Pac R. Co." 433 
U.S. at 58. See note 1 supra. 

M 1 5 U.S.C. 5 1 (1976). 
58 221 U.S. 1 (1911). See United States v. Trans-Missouri Freight Ass'n. 16fi U.S. 290 

(1897). 
M 221 U.S. a t 59-63. 
1 2 4 6 U.S. 231 (1918). 
M Id. a t 238. 
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At best, this formulation provides only general guidance, and i t i s dependent 
on subsequent application for development and meaning."3 

However, relatively few courts have applied the rule of reason in section 1 
Sherman Act cases," and fewer have considered vertical res t ra in ts under this 
s tandard. Those post-White Motor cases tha t have utilized the rule follow the 
gist of Chicago Board of Trade, but do so without systematically identifying 
relevant economic cri teria and integrat ing them into any sort of analyt ic 
structure.*3 Even Sylvania, in re turning to the rule of reason, ignored th is 
problem." 

Given the Court 's t radi t ional emphasis on gradual change, the absence of such 
a framework is understandable in l ight of the relatively short judicial history of 
vertical restr ict ions and the t runcated development of the rule of reason due to 
Schicinn. In addition, this area is a par t icu lar troublesome one in an t i t rus t law, 
as there has been li t t le historical consensus among economists as to the theo
retical value of such restrictions.67 Moreover, i t is difficult to judge a res t ra in t 
which may have manifestly anticompetit ive results a t one level and strongly 
procompetitive effects a t another level in the same application. This problem is 
only compounded by the presence of several res t ra in ts in a package. Not unex-
pectantly, the courts are hes i tan t to build a framework without knowing how 
the pieces fit or where they should go. I t i s tempting to focus on one level of 
competition and apply a per se approach to it."8 

In requiring a rule of reason in Sylvania, the Supreme Court is in the same 
place i t was 15 years ago after White Motor, only now the court has determined 
tha t it knows enough about vertical restr ict ions to evaluate them under a rea
sonableness s tandard. As i t s tands, such a rule has been criticized a s forcing 
courts to "muddle through""9 analyses and as one t h a t necessarily involves "a 
substantial volume of protracted li t igation tha t will consume s u b s t a n t i a l . . . re
sources and tha t frequently cannot yield resul ts tha t a re 'accurate, ' 'consistent, ' 
or 'predictable. ' " ™ Perhaps, these sentiments indicate frustrat ion with a rule tha t 
lacks both s t ructure and development In the following section, a model will be 
constructed tha t can be used by courts and an t i t rus t counsel in applying the rule 
of reason after Sylvania. Hopefully, the presence of th is framework will make 
the task somewhat easier. 

" ABAMonograph, supra note 10, at 53-54. M Posner, supra note 10, at 14. M As the ABA's Antitrust Law Section has noted : 
[T]hose few cases which have considered vertical distribution restraints under a 

rule of reason have frequently quoted Mr. Justice Brandeis' classic expression of rule 
of reason, recounted general economic facts of the industry, reviewed the purposes of 
the restraint, and made conclusions about the relative effects of the restriction on 
dampening lntrabrand competition while promoting interbrand competition. These cases 
typically do not consider in depth such questions as relevant market, market power, 
product differentiation, ease of entry, or structural or behavioral indicators of com
petition or its absence. Nor do they contain a detailed consideration of the effect of the 
restraint on price, production levels, product quality, service competition, etc. 

ABA Monograph, supra note 10, at 54. 
Although the ABA publication fails to cite any cases in support of this statement, it does 

cite one opinion as an exception to it. In American Motor Inns, Inc. v. Holiday Inns, Inc., 
521 F. 2d 1230 (3d Or. 1975), the court employed economic analysis as part of its applica
tion of the rule of reason to an exclusive dealing arrangement considered under the 
Sherman Act. 

After White Motor and before Sylvania, there were only two principal rule of reason 
decisions involving customer and territorial restrictions, Sandura Co. v. FTC, 339 F.2d 847 
(6th Cir. 1964) and Snap-On Tools Corp. v. FTC, 321 F.2d 825 (7th Or. 1963). Despite 
the fact that each court goes somewhat farther than the monograph's description, neither 
case sets out an analytical framework. 

™ See note 10 supra. 
" For examples of the divergence in economic thought, see the authorities cited in ABA 

Monograph, supra note 10. at 5. 37-42 and in Note, "Territorial and Customer Restrictions: 
A Trend Townrd a Broader Rule of Reason." 40 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 123. 146 (1971) [here
inafter cited as territorial and customer restrictions]. 58 One commentator has argued that the Court in Bchwinn opted for a per se rule in part 
because of its difficulties in reconciling the beneficial and detrimental effects of vertical 
restrictions. McLaren. "Marketing Limitations on Independent Distributors and Dealers— 
Prices. Territories. Customers and Handling of Competitive Products," 13 Antitrust Bull. 
161. 168-69 (1968). See also GTE Sylvania, Inc. v. Continental T.V.. Inc., 537 F. 2d 980 
1030 (9th Cir. 1976) fenbanc) (Duniway, J., dissenting). afTd. 433 U.S. 36 (1977). 

" Louis, sonra note 24. at 278. 70Id. at 277-78 (footnotes omitted). See Pitofsky. supra note 10, at 2 : Posner. supra 
note 10, at 16-17. 

18-025 0 - 8 0 - 1 6 
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BULE OP REASON DECISION MODEL 

Since complex and esoteric models often a re an ana thema to those charged 
with "real life" decision making, i t is appropria te a t the outset to question 
whether the courts or other decision makers a r e capable of making the judgments 
required to apply the proposed model.71 There is, however, a sound basis for be
lieving t h a t such a model can be practically employed. Firs t , most of the cri ter ia 
incorporated in i t have long been satisfactorily utilized in previous an t i t rus t 
cases ; the courts simply have never delineated a comprehensive framework tha t 
connects the pieces. Second, such cri teria a r e stated in generalized legal terms 
tha t will continue to provide the judiciary with considerable flexibility in this 
area. Finally, in most s i tuat ions likely to arise, t he necessary information should 
be readily ascertainable. 

Step 1: Identification 
The first step sets the stage for the adjudicative analysis that will follow. The 

distribution practices in question are examined with the purpose of identifying 
the parties involved and their relationships to each other, as well as the restraints 
used and how they have operated. Tracing the evolution of distribution restric
tions in the industry is also important, as the manner in which such practices 
have been established and enforced is often of legal significance. Thus, informa
tion is needed regarding how the restraints came to be implemented in addition 
to how they currently function. 

This identification procedure can be relatively straightforward in the presence 
of written agreements or well-documented interaction; it is more complicated 
when the nature of the arrangements must be inferred from conduct. Restrictions 
may be established through contract or through Golgate-typen unilateral an
nouncements. They may involve vertical/horizontal overlaps as in the case of 
a joint branding and buying association " o r a group of small manufacturers 
jointly setting manufacturing specifications under a common branding program." 
The restrictions may include specific price-setting, maximum or minimum price-
limiting, exclusive geographic territories, location clauses, consignment authority, 
profit pass-over arrangements, and so on. 

Where the distribution system under scrutiny is complex, and particularly when 
it involves multiple channels, the relevant market should be identified early so 
that subsequent analysis may be limited to appropriate areas.75 Although this 
concept has never been fully articulated in territorial restraints cases under the 
rule of reason, it was utilized in several pre-Sylvania decisions, including 
Schwinn, ™ and it has been specified in a number of rule of reason opinions after 
SylvaniaJ7 In contrast, relevant market definition is well-developed in other 
antitrust contexts, especially monopolization cases under section 2 of the Sherman 
Act." 

71 This Introductory paragraph Is largely taken from an earlier attempt to construct a 
Judicial decision model based on potential entry conceDts In conglomerate mergers. Dunfee & 
Stern, "Potential Competition Theory as an Anti-Merger Tool Under Section 7 of the 
Clayton Act: A Decision Model," 69 Nw. U.L. Eev. 821, 854 (1975). 73 See note 24 supra. 

" United States & Topco Assocs., Inc., 405 U.S. 596 (1972). 
« United States v. Sealv, Inc., 388 U.S. 350 (1967). 71 In the absence of such complexity. It may be sufficient at this point to define the 

"relevant market" In terms of the restraints facing certflln distributors. The formal deter
mination of relevant market may then be postponed until step 4 of the model if preceding 
steps do not terminate the Inquiry. 

"388 U.S. at 381-82 ; Sandura Co. v. FTC, 339 F.2d at 880-83; Snap-On Tools Corp. V. 
FTC, 321 F. 2d at 833. 

•n Oouph v. Rossmoor Corn., 1978-2 Trade Cas. \ 62.202 at 75,354 (9th Clr. 1978). cert, 
denied. 47 U.S.L.W.. 3437 (Feb. 26. 1979) : Lee Klinger Volkswagen, Inc. v. Chrysler Corp., 
1978-2 Trade Cas. ^62.150 at 75.077 (7th Clr. 1978). cert, denied. 47 U.S.L.W. 3391 
(Dec. 4. 1978) ; Columbia Metal Culvert Co. v. Kaiser Alum. & Chem. Corp.; 579 F. 2d 20, 
26-27 (3d Clr. 1978), cert, denied, 47 U.S.L.W. 3225 (Oct. 2. 1978) ; Northwest Power 
Prods., Inc. v. Omark Indus., Inc.. 576 F. 2d 83. 85 (5th Clr. 1978) : Martin B. Olauser 
Dodqe Co. V. Chrysler Corp., 570 F.2d 72. 81 (3d Clr. 1977). cert, denied, 98 S.Ct. 2258 
(1978) 

" l . l 'u .S .C. 12 (1976). See. e.g.. United States v. Orinnell Corp., 384 U.S. 562. 571-77 
(1966). In Columbia Metal Culvert, the court recognized the difference between the uses 
of the revelant market concent In § 2 and J 1 Sherman Act cases : 

The 5 2 market definition looks to the existence of comnetltors as evidence of 
countervailing power which would preclude monopolization. I 1. In contrast is con
cerned w*th patterns of competition as a means of judging whether a restraint of 
trade Is unreasonable. Thus, rival products mleht provide sufficient comnetitlon to 
foreclose a finding of monopolization, vet the degree of Insularity of the Initial nrortuct 
misrht ollow a flndlne of illegal restraint of trade in regard to restrictions lmnosed 
within that initial market. For Instance, stifling intra-brand competition m»y violate 
I 1 while "monopoly" over a ; given brand would clearly not run afoul for II 2. 

579 F. 2d nt 27 n. 11. 
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The first aspect of the relevant marke t issue is the product marke t which iden
tifies competitors on the basis of the "reasonable interchangeabili ty of their 
products for the purposes for which they are produced a s price, use and qualit ies 
considered."' ~° Ideally, such products can be found in the basis of cross-elastici
ties of demand or "the responsiveness of the sales of one product to price changes 
of the other." 80 Although there a r e significant theoretical and methodological 
controversies surrounding their application.81 the cr i ter ia developed by the courts 
for determining.relevant product markets in monopolization and other an t i t rus t 
cases m are, for the most part , suitable in this context and should be used. 

The second par t of the investigation concerns the geographic market , defined 
as " the area of effective competition" or the "area in which the seller operates, 
and to which the purchaser can practicably turn for supplies." M This definition 
makes i t possible to exclude firms tha t may pass the product market test, but sell 
in geographic areas tha t do not overlap to any appreciable extent. In the end, 
determining the relevant marke t along these dimensions will yield a reasonably 
good unders tanding of wha t the competition is on both the intraband and inter-
brand levels.8* 

Step 2: Per se tests for horizontal conspiracies and vertical price fixing 

Existence of a horizontal combination or conspiracy 
If the facts reveal a de facto or de ju re scheme among competitors to divide 

markets,83 fix prices,80 or cut off competitors,87 a horizontal combination or con
spiracy is present t h a t i s per se violative of the Sherman Act. The crucial ele
ment in each of these is the fact of firms or individuals on the same distribution 
level agreeing on a common course of action.88 Thus , the per se rule applies when 
several dis t r ibutors combine to ini t ia te and police the supplier 's boycott of other 
distributors,8* but the rule of reason is used to judge the si tuation when a lone 
dis tr ibutor asks for and receives an exclusive franchise a t the expense of the 
other distr ibutors in town." 

As the Sylvania court recognized, i t is not a lways a simple mat ter to differ
ent ia te between horizontal and vertical a r rangements . " Perhaps this line draw
ing is most difficult in "mixed" cases where the terr i tor ia l res t ra in ts a r e ver
tically imposed, but the dis tr ibutors own and control the supplier. Under these 
circumstances, the courts have uniformly focused on the control ingredient to 
find a horizontal agreement," a principle apparent ly left undisturbed by Syl-

™ United States v. E. I. duPont De Nemours ft Co., 351 U.S. 377, 404 (1956). The Schwinn 
Court clearly adopts this standard: "[T]here is no showing that [other bicycles] are not 
in all respects reasonably interchangeable as articles of competitive commerce with the 
Schwinn product." 388 U.S. at 381 (italic supplied). 80 United States v. E. I. duPont de Nemours ft Co., 351 U.S. at 400. Note that Orinnell 
has subsequently made the duPont language equally applicable to services. 384 U.S. at 572-
73. 

« 2 P. Areeda & D. Turner, Antitrust Law 346-88, 406-31 (1978) : Day, Massy, & Shocker, 
"The Public Policy Context of the Relevant Market Question," in Marketing and the Pub
lic Interest 51-67 (J. Cady ed. 1978). 83 Exclusive dealing cases under 5 3 of the Clayton Act. 15 U.S.C. I 14 (1976), and 
merger cases under S 7 of the act. id. | 18. also provide guidance in this area. See, e.g.. 
Brown Shoe Co. v. United States. 370 U.S. 294. 325 (1962) (merger) : Tampa Electric Co. v. 
Nashville Coal Co., 365 U.S at 327 (exclusive dealing). 10 Tampa Elec. Co. v. Nashville Coal Co., 365 U.S. at 327. For an implicit application of a 
similar definition in a monopolization case, see Orinnell, 384 U.S. at 575-76. 84 For the remainder of this discussion, it will be assumed that both the product market 
and the geographic market have been identified. Thus, the other economic criteria set out 
are impliclty explored in the context of the relevant market. 83 United States v. Topco Assocs., Inc., 405 U.S. at 608 n. 9 : Timken Roller Bearing Co. v. 
United States, 341 U.S. 593, 598 (1951) ; Addyston Pipe & Steel Co. v. United States, 175 
U S 211 240—41 (1899) 

<* United States v. Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.. 310 U.S. 150. 223-26 & n. 59 (1940) ; United 
States v. Trenton Potteries Co., 273 U.S. 392, 397-98 (1927). 

"United States v. General Motors Corp., 384 U.S. at 146; Klor's Inc. v. Broadway-Bale 
Stores, Inc., 359 U.S. 207. 212 (1959). 

*» In contrast, the essense of a vertical restraint is the primary role played by the sup
plier. See United States v. Arnold. Schwinn ft Co., 388 U.S. at 378 CTW]e are dealing here 
with a vertical restraint embodvlng the unilateral program of a single manufacturer.") ; 
Newberry v. Washington Post Co., 438 F. Supp. 471. 474 n. 5 (D.D.C. 1977) ('Notwith
standing the dealers' willing participation. . .-. the scheme was initiated and orchestrated 
by the Post, and thus was vertical in effect as well as appearance."). See also White Motor 
Go. v. United States, 372 U.S. at 267 (Brennan, J., concurring) ; Sandura v. F.T.C., 339 F. 
2d at 858. 

<a United States v. General Motors Corp., 384 U.S. 127 (1966). 
"Packard Motor Car Co. v. Webster Motor Co., 243 F.2d 418 (D.C. Cir.). cert, denied, 

355 U.S. 822 (1957). 
W4.33TI.S. a t 5 8 n . 28. 
— United States v. Tooco Assocs., Inc., 405 U.S. at 599-600: United States v. Sealy, Inc., 

388 U.S. at 352-353 ; United States v. Serta Assocs., Inc., 296 F/Supp. 1121. 1127-28 (N.D. 
HI.), nffd per curiam. 393 U.S. 534 (1969). 
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vania.'a However, i t has been asserted t h a t under the Sylvania analysis, con
sideration of the source of the res t ra in t should be subordinated to an exami
nation of i t s effect,"* and, a t the very least , a rule of reason should now apply 
to certain mixed cases." Until this contention can be tested, the per se rule must 
still be used, largely on the belief t ha t horizontal ar rangements in any form are 
unavoidably destructive of competition.08 

The presence of price fixing 
With few exceptions, vertical price maintenance has been per se unlawful under 

•the Sherman Act since 1911." Because of i ts presumed ruinous effect on com
petition,88 the very presence of price fixing has been sufficient to infect any ac
companying ter r i tor ia l restr ict ions and turn them into per se violations." This 
is t rue whether the price fixing was an integral pa r t of the whole distribution sys
tem l or the terr i tor ia l res t ra ints were merely ancillary to the price scheme.2 

The Supreme Court in Sylvania did nothing to change the law in this area, 
noting tha t i ts concern was with non-price vertical restrictions." In a footnote, 
the court endorsed the view t h a t the intrinsic harm in price maintenance is 
greater than t h a t in terr i tor ia l restrictions, since both interbrand and intra-
brand injury a re inherent in the former, while only in t rabrand competition is 
potentially damaged by the latter.4 

However, i t now appears tha t the scope of a price-fixing-based per se rule must 
be redefined. In Eastern Scientific Co. v. Wild Heerhrugg Instruments, Inc.,0 the 
F i r s t Circuit held t h a t the use of resale price maintenance to enforce ter r i tor ia l 
restrictions should be tested under the rule of reason. In Heerhrugg, a distr ibutor 
was limited to Rhode Is land and could price a t any level with tha t State. If the 
dealer wanted to sell outside its terr i tory, i t had to sell a t or above list price. 
The distr ict court instructed the jury on a per se theory, but the appellate court 
reversed, holding tha t the case should be tr ied on a rule of reason s tandard as a 
result of Sylvania. I t reasoned tha t the maximum effect of such a restriction 

M 433 U.S. at 57 n. 27, 58 n. 28. M See Posner. supra note 10, at 18-20. For a criticism of the Sylvania court's distinction 
between vertical and horizontal restraints, see Pitchford Scientific Instruments Corp. v. 
Pepi. Inc., 435 F. Supp. 685, 687 (W.D. Pa. 1977). 

"Slater argues that "[t]o avoid the anomalous result of per se Illegality along with 
pri-competltlve effect" the rule of reason approach In Sylvania should be used in mixed 
cases like Topco where there Is no price fixing. Address by Professor Paul E. Slater. Verti
cal Territorial Restraints: Schwinn Reconsidered (Oct. 12. 1977) reprinted In 2 The Six
teenth Annual Corporate Counsel Institute 1-19 at 1-12 (Northwestern University School 
of Law, 1977) (mlmeo). See Handler, "Changing Trends In Antitrust Doctrines : An Un
precedented Supreme Court Term—1977," 77 Colum. L. Rev. 979, 987 (1977) ; Posner. 
supra note 10, at 9-10 ; VVelsberg. Continental TV v. GTE Sylvania: "Implications for Hori
zontal as Well as Vertical Restraints on Distributors," 33 Bus. Law. 757 (1978). See also 
Topco Assocs., Inc., 405 U.S. at • (Burger, C. J., dissenting) ; United States v. 
Sealy. Inc., 388 U.S. at 362 (Harlan. J., dissenting) ; United States v. Topco Assocs., Inc., 
319 Supp. 1031. 1038-43 (N.D. 111. 1970), rev'd. 405 U.S. 596 (1972) ; "Territorial and 
Customer Restrictions," supra note 67, at 149-50. See generally Louis, supra note 24, at 
281. 

•• See Restricted Channels, supra note 21, at 800. 
"Dr . Miles Medical Co. V. John D. Parke & Sons 224 U.S. 373, 408 (1011). The State 

statutory exceptions to this rule, known as fair trade laws, lost their federal authorization 
as a result of the Consumer Goods Pricing Act of 1975, Public Law No. 94-145, 88 2-3, 89 
Stat. 801 (amending 15 U.S.C. $8 1, 45(a) (1970)). Court-created exceptions based on 
consignment sales, as In United States v. General Elec. Co., 272 U.S. 476 (1926), and on 
unilateral refusals to deal, as in United'States v. Colgate <t Go., 250 U.S. 300 (1926), have 
been substantially eroded. See Albrecht v. Herald Co., 390 U.S. 145 (1968) (refusals to 
deal) ; Simpson v. Union Oil Co., 377 U.S. 13 (1964) (consignments) ; United States v. 
Parke, Davis & Co., 362iU.S. 29 (1960) (refusals to deal). 88 See, e.g.. United States v. Socony-Vacuum Oil Co., 310 U.S. 150, 224-26 & n. 59 (1940). 

» United States v. Arnold, Schwinn d Co., 388 U.S. at 375-76. This statement is entirely 
consistent with White Motor, as the court there considered only territorial and customer 
restraints. See note 32 supra. The key concept here Is the notion of accompaniment. The 
presence of vertical price fixing with regard to one distributor, but not others, contaminates 
only the territorial and customer restraints of that distributor. See Newberry v. Washington 
Post Co., 438 F. Sup.. 471 (D.D.C. 1977) 

Several cases Involving horizontally imposed territorial restrictions and price fixing have 
held that such restrictions are per se unlawful ns nnrt of an "aegrecratlon of trade re
straints." United States v. Sealy. Inc.. 388 U.S. at 356-57 : Timken Roller Bearing Co. v. 
United States. 341 U.S. at 598 : United States v. Serta Assocs.. 296 F. Supp. at 1128. 

^-United States v. Bausch « Lomb Optical Co.. 321 U.S. at 720. 
' White Motor Co. v. United States, 372 U.S. at 260 : Copper Liquor. Inc. v. Adolph Coors 

Co. 506 F.2d 934, 938 (5th Clr. 1975) : Pitchford Scientific Instruments Corp. v. Pepi, Inc., 
435 F. Suop. at 689. 3 433 U.S. at 51 n.18. 

•Id. 
"572 F.2d 883 (1st Clr. 1978). 
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would be to limit sales to the set territories, a result that Sylvania explicitly 
holds should be tested under a rule of reason standard. 

The idea that contractually imposed "partial" resale price maintenance is 
not per se illegal may be shocking to antitrust traditionalists. But in fact, such 
a program may not have a significant negative effect on intrabrand competition. 
More information is needed to judge the situation. It is important to deter
mine whether such partial price maintenance is part of a comprehensive system 
of vertical price fixing enforced by coercion and wrongful termination. Alterna
tively, it may be that restrictive territories based on price restraints make 
distributors more effective at the interbrand level. These questions could be 
effectively dealt with at the fact-finding stage under a rule of reason standard. 
However, this entire issue, may well be moot in that, after Sylvania, a supplier 
may contractually enforce territorial confinement and need not resort to the 
circuitous enforcement system used in Heerbrugg. 

Pending further clarification, it can be assumed that the traditional per se 
rule regarding vertical price setting stands subject to future limiting interpreta
tions.8 Thus, the existing per se standard would be applied to determine whether 
there is a contractual or coercive arrangement compelling independent distribu
tors to price at a specified level or within an established range.7 

Step 3: Negative impact on intrabrand competition 
In the absence of horizontal conspiracy or illegal price fixing, the next step 

is to determine whether the restraints in question impact negatively on intra
brand competition. Such an effect is present when any restriction significantly 
inhibits or impedes a distributor carrying a particular brand from attempting 
to win away customers seeking that brand from another distributor carrying it. 
If the restraint imposed can be shown to have no negative impact whatsoever 
on intrabrand competition, then there is no need to proceed with the anaysis." 

Step 4-' Importance of intraband competition 
Where there has been a negative intrabrand effect, the court should next focus 

its attention on whether, from the point of view preserving competition in the 
relevant market, it is necessary to have substantial intrabrand rivalry. In order 
to make this determination one must assess whether the relevant market contains 
a sufficient amount of interbrand competition. If it does not, then the only form 
of rivalry left for the courts to protect is that of the intrabrand variety, and any 
significant restraints impeding it should be ruled illegal. 

A structural analysis is used to evaluate the strength of interbrand competi
tion in the relevant market." It begins by examining (1) the level of concentra-

' There Is a considerable difference of opinion as to how much the Court 's analysis in 
Sylvania undermines the per se Illegality of vertical price fixing despite Its language to the 
contrary. Dismissing the Court 's pr ice/nonprice dist inctions and relying on Its economic 
emphasis, Posner asserts his customary view tha t resale price maintenance should be sub
jected to the rule of reason, claiming tha t Dr. Miles and Albreclit are now "endangered 
precedents." Posner, supra note 10, a t 7—13. Pitofsky agrees t ha t the theoretical Justifica
t ions In Albrecht for a per se rule in maximum resale price fixing si tuat ions have been 
Jeopardized, but he contends t ha t the disparate effect of minimum resale price maintenance 
still w a r r a n t s per se t reatment . Pitofsky, supra note 10. 14—] 7 n.50. 32-33. 

Notwiths tanding Heerbrugg, there Is some evidence to indicate tha t the courts still view 
arrangements involving price with suspicion, especially wherp more t radi t ional price fixing 
may be involved. In Cernuto, Inc. v. United Cabinet Corp., 1070-1 Trade Cas H 62..509 (3d 
Clr. 1979), the court held t ha t the termination of the plaintiff dis tr ibutor a t the behest 
of another distr ibutor could make out a per violation where such action was motivated 
by the plaintiff's discount selling. 

At the same time, the Supreme Court has examined s i tuat ions with price overtones more 
carefully and has apnlied the rule reason r a the r than Immediatelv resorting to a per se 
label as In the past. Compare United States v. Soconu-Vacuum Oil Co., 310 U.S. a t 224-26 
n.59 with Broadcast Music. Inc. v. Columbia Broadcasting System., Inc., 1979—1 Trade 

Cas. tf 62.558 (April 17. 197fi> (blanket l i c ens ing and National So&y of Professional 
Knifrs. v. United States. 435 U.S. 679 (19781 (biddine restr ic t ions) . 

7 See. e.g.. Simpson v. Union Oil Co., 377 U.S. 13 (1964) : United States v. Parke, Daris & 
Co.. 362 U.S. 29 (1960) : Cernuto Inc. v. United Cabinet Corn.. 1970-1 Trade Cas. U 62.509 
(3d Clr. 1979) : Sahn v. V-l Oil Co.. 402 F.2d 60 (10th Clr. 1968). 

8 Theoretically, every vertical res t ra in t may have some neeative Impact on in t rabrand 
comnetltlon. However, there is no need to burden the courts with those de minim's restric
t ions t h a t do not have a material ly adverse effect on in t rabrand comnetltion in the context 
in which they operate. For example, under certain circumstances, the renuirement t h a t a 
dis t r ibutor devote Its best efforts to a sneclflc area may have li t t le anticompetit ive effect on 
the Intrahrnnd level. See generally Pitotskn, sunra note 10. a t 4—5. 

• If determination of the relevant market has been postponed as discussed In note 75 
supra. It should be completed a t th is point before proceeding. See notes 76-84 nnd accom
panying text supra. 
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tion, (2) the extent of product differentiation, and (3) the height of entry bar
riers in the market. Once this is completed, the next step is to evaluate the market, 
power of the defendant. All of these four factors, viewed holistically, will provide 
a relatively clear picture—even in the absence of bright-line rules—as to whether 
the relevant market contains a sufficient amount of interbrand competition. 

Industry concentration 
Courts often look at the number and size distribution of firms in an industry 

as a measure of its competitive vitality.10 In general, economic theory suggests 
that an inverse relationship exists between the degree of industry concentration 
and the vigor of interbrand competition, other things, such as the degree of 
product differentiation and the height of entry barriers, being equal.11 Thus, as an 
industry tends toward oligopoly, u the corresponding level of interbrand competi
tion diminishes until it disappears altogether when monopoly is reached." 

This idea is particularly significant in the context of vertical restraints. As the 
level of interbrand competition falls, the significance of interbrand competition 
increases as a means of preserving industry competition. In turn, there is a direct 
relationship between the extent of concentration and the overall importance of 
intrabrand competition." 

Product differentiation 
The second important element that must be considered is the extent and sig

nificance of product differentiation within the relevant market. Chamberlin, the 
first economist to explore the subject of product differentiation fully, observed 
that : 

"A general class of product is differentiated if any significant basis exists for 
distinguishing the goods of one seller from those of another. Such a basis may be 
real or fancied, so long as it is of any importance whatever to buyers and leads 
to a preference for one variety of the product over another. Where such differ
entiation exists, even though it be slight, buyers will be paired with sellers, not 
by chance and a t random but according to their preferences." M 

Thus, the degree of product differentiation refers to or measures the extent to 
which "buyers differentiate, distinguish, or have specific preferences among the 
competing outputs of the various sellers established in an industry."1 ' 

A well-differentiated product or brand will make a seller's demand curve much 
lefs elastic, i.e., a supplier's product which is perceived to be distinct from com
peting brands may have its price raised without losing a substantial amount of 
business.17 In fact, a high degree of product differentiation in a market will 
usually lead to, or be associated with, high seller concentration.13 Following this 
reasoning, the higher the level of product differentiation in a market, the less 
prevalent will be the incidence of intense interbrand competition, especially 
price competition. 

Entry harriers 
An analysis of entry barriers provides information about the degree of diffi

culty facing a potential newcomer to a market." In effect, barriers to entry are 
the advantages established sellers have over potential rivals. Among the most 

10 See e.g.. American Inns, Inc. v. Holiday Inns, Inc., 521 F.2d at 1247-48: Sandura Co. 
v. FTC, 339 F.2d at 852. 

1 1 F . Scherer. Industrial Market Structure and Economic Performance 50 ( 1 9 7 0 ) : 
Demsetz, "Industry Structure. Mnrket Rivalry and Public Policy," 16 .T.L. & Econ. . 

• (April 1973) ; Esposlto & Esposlto. "Foreign Competition and Domestic Industry 
Profitability," 53 Rev. Econ. & Stat. 343 (Nov. J 971). 

l a For a definition of oligopoly, see note 129 infra. 
" F. 'Scherer. supra note 110, at 1 0 : Baying; "Concentration Ratios and the Degree of 

Monopoly Power." 11 Int'l Econ. Rev. 139 (Feb. 1970). 
" S e e Martin B. Olauner Dodae Co. v. Chnmler Corp., 570 F. 2d at 84. Preston areues 

that Intrabrand restrictions may also become more useful In concentrated industries when 
they foster greater market coverage, thereby Injecting product alternatives Into limited 
product markets. Preston, supra note 12. at 522. See G. Stigler, The Organization of In
dustry 303 (1968) ; O. Williamson. Markets and Heirarchles : Analysis and Antitrust Impli
cations 116 (1975). 

™E. Chamberlin. The Theory of Monopolistic Competition 56 (7th ed. 1958). 
18 .T. Bain. Industrial Organization 223 (2d ed. 1968). 
" F . Scherer. sunra note 110. at 3 4 1 : Brozen. "Fntrv Barriers: Advertls'ng nnd 

Product Differentiation." in Industrial Concentration : The New Learning. 117 (H Gold-
BChmld, H. Mann & J. Weston eds. (1974) (hereinafter cited as Industrial Concentration) : 
PltofsW, snnra note 10. nt 37 

u .T. Bain, supra note 115. at 249. 
" T/. Stern & .T. Grabner. .Tr.. Competition in the Marketplace 24 (1970). 
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common entry barr iers a re scalar economies, absolute cost barr iers , and prod
uct differentiation bar r i e r s . " Technically, barr iers permit established sellers 
to obtain prices a t least somewhat above a "pure" competitive level without 
a t t rac t ing new rivals. The higher the barr iers to entry, the more insulated a re 
in-market firms from external th rea t s . Therefore, one would expect the in
tensity of interbrand competition to be higher when entry barr iers a r e low (so 
as to discourage potential r ivals) and lower when bar r ie rs a r e high (because 
the threa t of entry is minimal.) 

In general, if concentration, product differentiation, and entry barr iers in the 
relevant market a re all high, then the extent of interbrand competition is likely 
to be low, indicating that there will be strong potential benefits from preserving 
in t raband competition. Even under such a scenario, however, i t is possible tha t 
vertical res t ra in ts could be procompetitive, depending on the marke t power of the 
firm imposing the res t ra ints . 

The amount of the market power " a firm possesses is chiefly dependent on Its 
market j h a r e or the extent to which its product is differentiated, or both of these 
factors . - The larger the share of the market , the greater the necessity for intra
band competition to maintain effect price competition.23 The larger the share of 
the market , the greater the necessity for in t raband competition to mainta in effect 
price competit ion." If a supplier 's market power is low, then establishing re
s t ra in ts may enhance its ability to compete against the brands of other firms 
and thereby foster wha t lit t le interbrand competition may exist in the market . 
If i ts market power is high, and it is one of the Arms comprising the ologopolistic 
core of the market , then the res t ra in ts a re likely assisting It to re ta in or improve 
its already strong position. Regardless of industry concentration, the greater 
a firm's market power, the better it can insulate itself from interbrand competi
tion. As might be expected, th is effect necessarily causes in t raband competition 
to p 'ay an increasingly larger role in assuring marketplace rivalry. Although 
sometimes used interchangeably in economic literature,26 marke t power and 
monopoly power can be very different in the eyes of the law. One fortunate dif
ference is t ha t gauging the degree of the former is not nearly so complicated as 
determining the latter.20 

Courts have frequently mentioned a n d applied marke t dominance a s a criterion 
for judging the reasonableness of te r r i tor ia l restraints,3 7 but no bright-line stand
a rd has ever been established t o indicate how big a share must be before the 
restrictions a t issue become unreasonable.28 The reluctance of the judiciary to 
promulgate such a rule is due in pa r t to a need to preserve flexibility, but i t also 
indicates tha t the significance of marke t share must be evaluated in l ight of many 
other considerations.12 Fo r example, a 10 percent share may be enormously signifi
cant in a severely fragmented industry but may indicate litt le marke t power in an 
industry wi th three firms holding the other 90 percent. 

»Id . at 25-29. 21 This term Is broadly defined as power over price. F. Scherer, supra note 110, at 10. M Continental T.V., Inc. v. GTE Sylvania, Inc., 433 U.S. at 64 (White, J., concurring) 
(citing F. Scherer, supra note 110, at 10-11). Justice White uses these Indicators to con
clude that Sylvania "is distinguishable from Schictnn because there Is less potential for 
restraint of lntrabrand competition and more potential for stimulating interbrand competi
tion." 433 U.S. at 59 (White, J., concurring). See also Snap-On Tools Corp. v. FTC, 321 
F 2d at 833 

a Mann, "Advertising. Concentration and Profitability : The State of Knowledge and 
Directions for Public Policy." in Industrial Concentration, suDra note 116, at 141; Weiss, 
"The Concentration-Profits Relationship and Antitrust" In Industrial Concentration, sapra 
note 116, at 193. 

"See. e.g., Adolph Coors Co., 83 F.T.C. 32, 195-96 (1973), afiTd, 497 F.2d 1178 (10th 
Cir. 1974), cert, denied, 419 U.S. 1105 (1975) ; Pitofsky, supra note 10, at 35. 

85 F. Scherer, supra note 110. at 10. 
•'Li. Sullivan, Handbook of the I^aw of Antitrust 192 (1977). Monopoly power In the 

relevant market Is one of two elements that mnst be shown to succeed In a monopolization 
case. The other Is willful acouisltlon or maintenance of that power. United States v. Grin-
nell Corp., 384 U.S. at 570-71. Monopoly power is defined as "the power to control prices 
or exclude competition." United States v. E. I. duPont de Nemours £ Co., 351 U.S. at 391 
(footnote omitted). 

* E.g.. United States v. Topco Assocs., Inc., 405 U.S. at 622-23 (Burger, C. J., dissent
ing) ; United States v. Arnold, Schwinn & Co., 388 U.S. at 374-75, 381; United States v. 
Sealv. Inc.. 388 U.S. at 361 and n. 2 (Harlan, J., dissenting) : American Inns. Inc. v. Holi-
divi Inns, Inc., 521 F. 2d at 1247-48; Netoberry v. Washington Post Co., 438 F. Supp. at 
474-75. 

13 ABA MonoeraDh. supra note 10. at 63-64 (footnote omitted). 
" For examole. in a post-Sylvania case. Newberry v. Washington Post Co., 438 F. Supp. 

471 (D.P.C. 1977). the defendant newspaper had a de facto monopoly In Its relevant 
market. However, territorial and customer restrict'ons developed by a conrse of conduct 
were upheld on the grounds that the Post's dominant status was lawfully attained and the 
restraints were necessary to properly distribute the paper. Id. at 474—77. 
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Taken together, if the four market structure variables indicate that the industry 
in which the restraint is imbedded can be typified as a tight-knit oligopoly,30 and 
if the firm imposing the restraint is a member of the oligopolistic core, then the 
court should declare the restraint per se illegala in the absence of any of the 
special considerations discussed below.22 Such a determination is entirely con
sistent with Sylvania'8 ground rules for the imposition of a per se rule."3 In the 
situation described, vertical restrictions "have or are likely to have a 'pernicious 
effect on competition' or . . . 'lack . . . any redeeming virtue' " M because interbrand 
competition is very weak. Under such circumstances, intrabrand rivalry is neces
sary to have any degree of competition in the relevant market.*5 Far from being 
based on "formalistic line drawing," this approach is grounded on "demonstrable 
economic effect." w 

<*> An oligopolistic industry Is denned as one In which there are a few large sellers, each 
of which supples enough of the total market output to influence market price with output 
adjustments at its command and will thus anticipate reactions by Its rivals to Its output 
and price adjustments. A tight-knit oligopoly is a structural condition where the four-firm 
concentration ratio is over 50 (four firms account for more than 50 percent of Industry 
sales), product differentiation is substantial, entry barriers are high, and evidence exists of 
consciously parallel action in the marketing behavior of the firms comprising the core of 
the Industry. J. Bain, supra note 113, at 28-29, 137-40; W. Shepard, The Economics of 
Industrial Organization 63 (1979) ; L. Stern & J. Grabner, Jr., supra, note 118, at 40-46. 

» Threshold factual issues must often be proven In order to activate a per se rule. For 
instance, although tying agreements are generally considered per se illegal, the Sherman 
Act requires proof that the seller has economic power over the tying product and does a not 
Insubstantial amount of its business in the tied product before the per se rule Is available. 
See, e.g., Fortner Enterprises, Inc. v. United States Steel Corp., 394 U.S. 495. 499 (1969) ; 
Northern Pac. By. v. United States, 365 U.S. at . Similarly, group boycotts are also 
viewed as per se violations, but proof of anticompetitive intent !s relevant which always 
leads to an examination of the marketplace before the rule can be applied. See. e.g., E. A. 
McQuade Tours. Inc. v. Consolidated Air Tour Manual Comnu, 467 P. 2d 178 (5th Clr. 
1972) ; Joseph E. Seagram <t Sons., Inc. V. Hawaiian Ote A Liquors, LVd., 416 F. 2d 71 (9th 
Cir. 1969). 

Referring to this approach as the "qualified per se rule," Slater notes that, wh'.le un
announced, it has been applied for some time In one form or another as an intermediate 
alternative to both the rule of reason and the per se rule : 

Many courts have never compartmentalized their antitrust decisions nearly as much 
as the two pronged doctrine would seem to require. Their analysis has often been in
complete under a full rule of reason, but too extensive for a strict per se rule. . . . The 
lack of formal recognition has probably prevented this approach from obtaining its full 
significance. The greatest Importance of GTE Sylvania may turn out to be that it was 
a step toward that recognition. 

Slater, supra note 85. at 1-13. (citing United States Steel Corp. v. Fortner Enterprises, 
Inc., 429 U.S. 610 (1977) ; United States v. Philadelphia Nat'l Bank, 374 U.S. 321 (1963) ; 
Fashion Originators Guild of America, Inc. v. FTC, 312 U.'S. 457 (1941) ; Jfoore v. Jas. H. 
Matthews d Co., 550 F.2d 1207 (9th Cir. 1977)). 

a Exceptions to per se rules have been utilized for sometime. Several tying cases have 
found that product quality considerations Justify the use of what might otherwise be an 
illegal restraint. See e.g.. Dehydrating Process Co. v. A.O. Smith Corp., 292 F.2d 653 (1st 
Clr.), cert, denied, 368 U.S. 931 (1961) ; United States v. Jerrold Electronics Corp., 187 
F.Supp. 545 (E.D. Pa. 1960), aff'd per curiam, 365 U.S. 567 (1961). In a post-Sylvania 
case, a Tenth Circuit panel reversed the lower court and held that the supplier's terri
torial and customer restrictions must be judged under the rule of reason, taking Into ac
count its quality preservation claims. Adolph Coors Co. v. AdS Wholesalers, Inc., 561 F.2d 
807, 813-14 (10th Clr. 1977). 

33 Notwithstanding the Court's apparent Intent to retain some vestige of a per se rule, 
see note 57 supra. 

[i]t is conceivable that Sylvania will eventually be Interpreted to have moved the 
law back to White Motor—an agnostic position as to whether a per se rule would 
apply to any or all nonprlce vertical restrictions. If so, the [preceding] arguments . . . 
might prove persuasive In supporting limited per se applications. However, even If 
Sylvania makes it virtually impossible to impose per se rules aeainst nonprlce vertical 
restrictions for the Immediate future, the [preceding] discussion should at least Indi
cate those [situations] where vertical restrictions are least defensive and should be 
least likely to survive under a rule of reason. 

Pltofsky, supra note 10, at 28. See generally Handler, supra note 95, at 982-83; Posner 
supra note 10, at 13. 

"433 U.S. at 58 (quoting Northern Pac. Ry. v. United States, 356 U.S. at 5). See United 
States v. White Motor Co., 372 U.S. at ; Lamn Liquors, Inc. v. Adolph Coors Co., 563 
F.2d 425. 432 (10th Clr. 1977) ; Sandura Co. v. FTC, 339 F.2d at 80S. 35 Pltofsky argues that a per se rule should be applied to : the "vertical" case where there 
Is airtight or substantlallly airtight territorial or customer confinement: (2) the "pr"ce" 
case where restrictions help maintain minimum prices: and (3) the "horizontal" eases 
where either a supnlier retains an exclusive area or category of customers and prevents 
dealers from compet'ng with It on the lntrnbrnnd level or a snnpller imposes restrictions 
at the behest of r'eaier cartels. Pltofsky. supra note 10. at 28-33. The nronosed model 
provides more flexibility than this approach, but is not necessarily incompatible with it. 

=" 433 U.S. at 59. At the same time, the Court noted that : 
Inler se rules . . . require the court to make broad eenerallzarinns about the social 

utility of particular commercial practices. . . . Cases that do not fit the generalization 
may ariRe. but a ner se rule reflects the judgment that such cases fire not sufficiently 
common or important to justify the time and expense necessary to Identify them. 

433 U.S. at 50 n. 16. See Pltofsky. supra note 10. at 12-13. 
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If in t rabrand competition Is essential to the preservation of competition gen
erally and i t has been significantly impaired, the court must still examine several 
exceptional factors before declaring the res t ra in ts illegal. However, where there 
is a substant ial amount of interbrand competition in the market and /o r the sup-
lier has limited marke t power, the cour t should next go to step 5 of the model. 

Special considerations 
There a r e certain special circumstances in which vertical res t ra in ts should be 

permissible, even when interbrand competition is very weak. These occur when 
the firm inst i tut ing the res t ra in ts is a new en t ran t to the market or a failing 
company.37 Such res t r a in t s may also be sanctioned when there a re important con
cerns with product safety and quali ty or with broad societal issues. The reason
ing for each of these exceptions follows. 

New entrants.—It would be highly unusual to find tha t a new de novo en t ran t 
to a market typified by differentiated oligopoly had been able to secure member
ship in the core of t h a t industry in the short-term. If th i s happens, i t is likely 
tha t the newcomer has created considerable turbulence in the market and tha t 
this turbulence will produce the effect generally found in si tuations where inter
brand competitions is vigorous. If the newcomer's entry has been made possible by 
the res t ra in ts i t has imposed (resale restrictions) or the rewards it has granted 
(exclusive te r r i tor ies) , then the positive benefit of i t s ent ry will doubtless out
weigh the restrictive na tu re of i ts distr ibution policies, a t least unti l the market 
settles down into an equilibrium state . 

I t i s easy to overestimate the ease of en t ry into a market . S t a r t u p capital 
costs can often be appraised, but successful new entry also requires competent 
management and access to reseller outlets. A firm with capital and a strong 
product may nevertheless find itself facing a well-established distribution chan
nel in which few existing dis t r ibutors a re willing to consider addit ional or 
a l ternat ive lines. One way in which to induce a dis tr ibutor to carry the new line 
is to promise exclusive rights for a certain period of time. Tha t way the dis
t r ibutor is assured t h a t if i t is successful in establishing the line in its area, i t 
will reap the benefits of i t s efforts. Such a n incentive may be necessary for the 
new en t ran t to have any chance of success. Vertical restrictions used by new 
en t ran t s into established markets can be assumed to have procompetitive effects 
a t the interbrand level, irrespective of the marke t share achieved by the en t ran t 
in the short-term. By the same token, it should be noted tha t the new en t ran t 
exception is temporary in nature , i.e., when the circumstances change, th is just i
fication evaporates. The same is t rue for the next consideration. 

Failing companies.-—Even within a t ight-knit differentiated oligopoly, the fail
u re of a firm decreases the number of sellers in a market and thereby may decrease 
the already low level of interbrand competition. A firm may have significant 
market power and still be in danger of going out of business, e.g., Lockheed, W. T. 
Grant . In order to maintain itself, the failing company may resort to changes 
in i ts distribution and marke t s t ruc ture in hopes of turning the si tuation around, 
and therefore, i t may implement res t ra ints . While failing firms with significant 
market power a re unlikely defendants in an t i t rus t cases centering on vertical 
restrictions, a failing firm justification should be recognized whenever applicable 
to the factual s i tuat ion before the court. 

Product safety and quality.—In 1970, the Third Circuit in Tripoli Co. v. Wella 
Corp.38 held tha t a supplier's interest in protecting the public from injury and 
itself from liability was a "lawful purpose" which justified the use of customer 
restrictions.3" The Sylvania Court seemed to endorse this approach by citing 
Tripoli with approval and s ta t ing tha t " [m]arke t ing efficiency is not the only 

17 Beginning with White Motor, courts and commentators have argued that short-term 
Intrabrand competition can be sacrificed In the name of long-term Interbrand competition 
where the supplier Is falling or where It Is a new entrant In the product or geographic 
market. See. e.g.. United States v. Topco Assocs., Inc.. 405 U.S. at 613 (Bureer. C. J., dis
senting) ; United States v. Arnold, Bchwinn <t Co, 388 U.S. at 374-75. 379-80: United 
States v. White Motor Co., 372 U.S. at 262-63: Louis, supra note 24, at 293: Pltofsky. 
supra note 10, at 29 n. 85. 35. However, no decision has ever upheld such a defense. ABA 
Monograph, supra note 10. nt 16. The Sylvania majority may have Indicated that the 
Issue Is not worthy of separate or special consideration. 433 U.S. at 58 n. 29. but Justice 
White's concurrence extended the principle to Include a "faltering" firm, like Sylvania. 
which was "a . . . manufacturer with a 'precarious' position In a generic product market 
dominated by another firm." Id. at 65. 

*425 F.2d 932 (3d Clr.). cert, denied. 400 U.S. 831 (1970). 
*> Id. at 939. The court applied the rule of reason rather than the Schwinn per se 

doctrine to find that a hair preparat'on supplier's restriction on resales to licensed 
professionals was ancillary to Its overall purpose. 
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legitimate reason for a manufacturer's desire to exercise control over the manner 
in which his products are sold and serviced.40 Where a product has significant 
potential for physical harm if improperly distributed, public policy mandates 
that suppliers be allowed to restrict its sales in a manner decreasing the chance 
of user injury." It should be clear, however, that the product does have significant 
potential for harm and that the restraint clearly reduces it. 

Certain products require special handling in order to preserve their quality. 
For example, nonpasteurized beer must be refrigerated, house plants need par
ticular lighting, and the shipment of farm machinery necessitates controlled 
interconnecting. One way such special treatment can be assured is to place 
customer, or, rarely, territorial restrictions on distributors. In at least one case 
under the Schwinn doctrine, this justification was disregarded, but after Syl-
vania, it has become a proper factor as courts recognize that damaged products 
are not in the consumer's best interest." 

As with product safety, the need for the protection of product quality must 
be clearly established. The product involved should be subject to some significant 
change if not properly cared for, and the restriction imposed must clearly reduce 
the chances of this change." Alternatively, some suppliers might seek to justify 
a restraint on the basis that they are trying to maintain uniform quality 
throughout the country. Such an argument is most likely to be raised in fran
chising the sale of a retail product, particularly fast food. Since the Lanham 
Act requires that the trademark owner or franchisor exercise control over the 
quality of the licensed product," a vertical restriction may be justified if it is 
necessary for this reason. 

Broad societal issues.—The viability of social justification and social impact as 
factors in litigation testing the antitrust validity of vertical restrictions is prob
lematic. At one level, consideration of purposes and effects outside of competition 
could swing the rule of reason balance one way or another, all other things being 
equal. At a different, more troubling, level, such consideration could validate an 
otherwise anticompetitive restraint or condemn an otherwise procompetitlve 
arrangement. The controversy centers on what one is willing to accept as the 
underlying goals of the antitrust laws and their role in adjudication. 

While it is clear that competition is a primary objective of the 'antitrust laws," 
some maintain that social and political goals are also relevant." There is some 
support for the social view in at least two Sherman Act cases, Chicago Board of 
Trade and Appalachian Coals." However, more modern cases have moved away 
from this position and toward the competition-based focus embodied in Standard 
Oil Co., the original rule of reason case." As Sullivan has written: "Courts are 
loath to accept a ministerial discretion to decide when a trade has purchased the 
right to restrict competition by proffering social gains." " 

° 433 U.S. a t 55 n. 23. In a post-Sylvania decision, the Court appeared to qualify Its 
approval while citing Tripoli: 

Courts have . . . upheld market ing res t ra in ts related to the safety of a product, 
provided that they have no anti-competitive effect and that they are reasonably 
ancillary to the seller's main purpose of protecting the public from harm or itself 
from product liability. 

National Soc'y of Professional Eng'rs v. United States, 435 U.S. a t 096 n. 22 (Italic 
supplied) (defendant had argued t h a t safety considerations were the purpose of Its com
peti t ive bidding proscript ion). 

41 See generally Pitofsky, supra note 10, a t 23-25. 
" C o m p a r e Adolph Coors Co. v. FTC, 497 F.2d 1178. 1186-87 (10th Cir. 1974), cert, 

denied. 419 U.S. 1105 (1975) with Adolph Coors Co. v. AdS Wholesalers, Inc., 561 F.2d 
807. 813-14 (10th € i r . 1977). 

" S e e generally Dehydrating Process Co. v. A. O. Smith Corp., 292 F.2d 653 (1st Cir.) , 
cert, denied. 368 U.S. 0.31 (1961) : United States v. Jerrold Electronics Corp., 187 F. Supp. 
545 (K.n. Pa. 1960). offd per curiam. 365 U.S. 567 (1961). See inote 140 supra. 

" 1 5 U.S.C. §§ 1055. 1127 (1976). See. e.g., Siegel v. Chicken Delight, Inc.. 448 F.2d 43 
(>9th Cir. 1971 : Dawn Donut Co. v. Hart's Food Stores, Inc., 267 F.2d 358 (2d Cir. 1959). 

43 In Northern Pac. Ry. v. United States, the Court s tated : 
The :Sherman Act was designed to be a comprehensive char ter of economic liberty 

aimed a t preserving free and unfettered competition as the rule of trade. I t rests on 
the prem'se t ha t the unrestrained interaction of competitive forces will yield the best 
allocation of our economic resources, the lowest prices, the highest quality and the 
greates t material progress, while a t the same time providing an environment condu
cive to the preservation of our democratic political and social Inst i tut ions. 

356 U.S. a t 4. See Posner, supra note 10. a t 13-16. 
"See ABA Monoirraph. supra note 10. a t 27-29 and the sources c'ted therein. As pointed 

out by Pitofsky, these contrast ing viewpoints are manifested in 'Sylvania by tension be
tween the majority opinion and Just ice White 's concurrence. Pitofsky, supra note 10. a t 
3 n . 7. 

" Anttalnchinn Coals, Inc. v. United States, 288 U.S. 344 (1933). See I-. Sullivan, suprn 
note 125. a t 171-87. 

» L. Sullivan, supra note 125, a t 186-87. 
40 Id. a t 186. 
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Nonetheless, social benefits unrelated to competition and arising from re
straints may be significant, especially in the context of the time in which they 
arise. Ecological and energy-saving concerns, for example, may well outweigh 
the competitive aspects of a case, even when a tight-knit differentiated oligo
poly is present and when the firm instituting the restraints has substantial mar
ket power. The door must be left open to the court to balance social forces against 
economic ones in highly special circumstances. 

If the oligopolistic supplier cannot avail itself of any of the preceding spe
cial considerations, the restraints imposed by it are unlawful and inquiry with 
regard to them ends at this point. On the other hand, if such a supplier has been 
able to rind refunge in one or more of them, the court must move on to the next 
step. 
Step 5: Assessing the effects on interbrand competition 

If, in the preceding portion of the model, it has been demonstrated that in-
trabrand competition is unnecessary to preserve market competition or special 
considerations preclude a finding of per se illegality, the court must now de
termine what the impact of the restraints has been and is likely to be on inter-
brand competition in the relevant market.10 As the Sylvania court recognized, 
interbrand rivalry is "the primary concern of antitrust law." " The presence 
of a reasonably competitive market, as determined in step 4 through the struc
tural analysis suggested there, is at least a start toward justification of the re
strictions. Thus, all of the indices examined fn step 4 with regard to the relavant 
market—concentration, product differentiation, entry barriers, and market 
power—are meaningful here. 

Several additional factors may be considered which typically arise as the 
asserted purpose for imposing vertical restraints. While reliance on purported 
business justifications is often misleading,52 examination of purpose can be rele
vant under the rule of reason and may be helpful in properly evaluating the 
restrictions.13 Particularly useful is a standard for evaluating the necessary scope 
of the restraint as measured against the factors discussed below. Assuming that 
a justification appears applicable to the circumstances under scrutiny, the test 
is simply whether the restraints used are reasonably necessary to make use of it." 

M An examination of the effect of the restrictions under scrutiny is central to every rule 
of reason application. See, e.g., United States v. Arnold Schwinn d Co., 388 U.S. at 373-74, 
380 ; Chicago Bd. of Trade v. United States, 246 U.S. at 238 ; American. Motor Inns, Inc. 
v. Holidays Inns, Inc., 521 F. 2d at 1247. Its primary role makes a great deal of sense from 
the perspective of the alms of antitrust law. As Sullivan has noted : "There is an Implacable 
logic in condemning conduct on the basis of ill effects. . . . It Is, in the end, effects— 
Impacts upon the competitive process—which are of social consequence." L. Sullivan, supra 
note 125, at 104. 

On purely economic grounds, it could be argued that the fact that a restraint has no 
adverse effect on interbrand competition is insufficient to avoid an antitrust violation. 
Regardless how liberal one's views might be relative to vertical restrictions, they still 
represent a blatant private regulation of trade. Therefore, their existence should be shown 
to have had some positive benefits for interbrand competition ; otherwise, there is no 
justification for their existence. 51433 U.S. at 52 n. 10. Of course, intrabrand competition is still important. See the 
sources cited In note 18 supra. 62 One commentator has noted: "The primary problem with evidence of purpose—to put 
the matter bluntly—Is that in modern antitrust cases, such evidence will often reflect what 
counsel advise businessmen their purpose should have been." Pltofsky, supra note 10, at 
35. See also Louis, supra note 24, at 280. M As Justice Brandeis stated in Chicago Board of Trade, "[K]nowledge of the Intent 
may help the court to Interpret facts and to predict consequences." 246 U.S. at 238. See 
White Motor Co. v. United 'States, 372 U.S. at 250-64; Kestenbaum v. Falstaff Brewing 
Corp., 575 F.2d at 573 ; Martin B. Olauser Dodge Co. v. Chrysler Corp., 570 F.2d at 82-83. 

Without anticompetitive effect, unlawful intent will not establish a rule of reason 
violation. See. e.g., HdB Equipt. Co. v. International Harvester Co., 577 F.2d at 246 ; North
west Power Prods., Inc. v. Omarlc Indus., Inc., 576 F.2d at 00. At the same time, while 
essentially self-serving conduct may produce procompetitlve outcomes, economic self-interest 
without this result is not enough to permit restraint of trade. See. e.g.. United States v. 
Arnold Schirinn <£ Co., 388 U.S. at 375 ; Hecht v. Pro-Football, Inc., 570 F.2d 982. 096 
(D.C. Cir. 1977). 

" See United States v. Arnold. Schwinn <t Co., 38S U.S. at 380-81: American Motor Inns. 
Inc. v. Holiday Inns, Inc., 521 F.2d at 1248-49 : Munters Corp. v. Burgess Indus., Inc., 450 
F. Supp. 1195. 1209-11 (S.D.N.Y. 1978) ; Newberry v. Washington Post Co., 438 F. Supp. 
at 475 ; Pltofsky. supra note 10. at 36-37 ; Posner, supra note 10, at 11-12. 

Several courts and commentators have argued that a least restrictive alternative test 
should anply. see. e.g.. Copper Liquor, Inc. v. Adolph Coors Co., 506 F. 2d at 947 ; Sandura 
Co. v. FTC, 339 F. 2d lit 756 : ABA Monograph, supra, note 10. at 58 n. 229. 59 n. 233 but 
the better view Is that the existence of less restrictive alternatives Is relevant but not deter
minative. Se". e.g.. White Motor Co. v. United States, 372 U.S. at 271 (Brennan, J con
curring) : American Motor Inns, Inc. v. Holiday Inns, Inc., 521 F. 2d at 1248-50 • Snan-on 
Tools Corp. v. FTC. 321 F. 2d at 832. ' v 
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The presence of restrictions t h a t go beyond the supplier 's need invites suspicion 
t h a t the real purpose of imposing the res t ra in ts is anticompetitive.™ 

Restraint universality 
If all the suppliers in an industry impose similar res t ra in ts on a s tandard basis, 

manipulated so as to limit competition a t other levels of distribution. On the 
other hand, if a firm is seeking access to a marke t and if exclusive terr i tor ies or 
other inducements a re typically granted to dis tr ibutors , then it may be necessary 
for the entering firm to set up such terr i tor ies in order to a t t rac t resellers' 
attention.60 

Market coverage 
In many industries, there i s significant competition for quality distr ibutors. 

The firm having the better group of dis t r ibutors is likely to be more profitable. 
The handling of certain products or services may require a substant ial init ial 
investment on the pa r t of the distr ibutor, so prospective dis tr ibutors a r e likely 
to weigh t h a t s tar t -up cost against the prospective re turn. The future, of course, 
can only be estimated, but t ha t future may seem more cer ta in if the prospective 
distr ibutors know they will have contractual protection with regard to certain 
types of in t rabrand competition. I n such contexts, imposition of vertical re
s t ra in ts may increase the in terbrand competition effectiveness of the supplier's 
distr ibution system. 

Court widely recognize tha t ter r i tor ia l res t ra in t s may be useful or even 
crucial in helping a supplier obtain a marke t presence" ' or maintain one.08 Such 
restr ict ions can serve as a quid pro quo to distr ibutors willing to t ake the risk 
associated with new products or those with a declining market share.10 Some 
commentators argue that, ter r i tor ia l inducements are unnecessary and tha t 
na tu ra l market forces ought to be allowed to channel resources into those op
portunit ies which represent the best investment.*0 Although this contention may 
have some meri t in certain cases,61 i t ignores the fact t h a t many markets a re not 
perfectly competitive. Suppliers and the i r dis t r ibutors may face such realities 
as concentration coupled with en t ry barr iers , or differentiation and entrenched 
brand loyalty. 

One step beyond the objective of securing marke t presence is the related goal 
of increasing it. Preston has asserted tha t total marke t coverage can be expanded 
by dividing the more profitable "cream" accounts amone distr ibutors and protect
ing such divisions with terr i tor ia l restraints.0 2 In this way, dis t r ibutors will 
endeavor to sell the less profitable accounts which otherwise would be neglected 
dur ing the in t rabrand batt le over the better buvers. Those advocating the free 
marke t approach t ake issue with this rationale.00 but a t least one vost-Sylvamia 
decision has expressly found market penetrat ion to be a lawful purpose." 

Stimulating supportive activity 
The Sylvania Court acknowledged tha t vertical res t ra in ts may enhance inter

brand competition when they are used "to induce retai lers to engage in promo-

ra-See White Motor Co. v. United States, 372 U.S. at 270 n. 9 (Brennan. J., concurring). M In the latter case, the Intrabrand restraint raises the cost of market entry and therefore 
heightens entry barriers generally. See generally Louis, supra note 29, at 272 ; Posner, 
supra note 10, at 17-18. 67 Continental T.V., Inc., v. GTE Sylvania, Inc., 433 U.S. at 55; White Motor Co. v. 
Unit'ed States, 372 U.S. at 263; id. at 269 (Brennan, J., concurring) ; United States v. 
Topco Assocs., Inc., 319 F. Supp. at 1043. See ABA Monograph, supra note 10, at 68-69: 
Louis, supra note 24, at 296-99 : Preston, supra note 12, at n i l . 

» White Motor Co. v. United States, 372 at 263 : Sandura Co. v. FTC, 339 F.2d at • : 
Snap-On Tools Corp. v. FTC, 321 F.2d at 832 ; Netcberry v. Washington Post Co., 438 F. 
Supp. at 475. M See Louis, supra note 24, at 297-99. According to the author, this point is supported by 
the virtual per se legality of exclusive franchises. Id. at 286-87. See note 24 sunra. 

«°Comanor, supra note 23, at 1429; Pitofsky supra, note 10, at 18-19: "Hearings on 
S. 2548 Before the Subcomm. on Antitrust and Monopoly of the Senate Judlc'ary Comm.," 
89th Cong.. 2d Sess. 1088 (1966) ('Statement of Donald F. Turner) (hereinafter cited as 
1966 Hearings). 

"i For example, this approach could be applied to suppliers with market power. In this 
situation, the presence of exceptionally high profits would naturally attract economic 
resources. m Preston, supra note 12, at 511-19. See ABA monograph, supra note 10, at 40. 67-88 : 
Louis, supra note 24, at 296. 

« Comanor. supra note 23, at 1431-32 ; Pitofsky, supra note 10, at 18-19. 1966 Hearings, 
supra note 159. at 1088. 

« yewlerry v. Washington Post Co., 438 F. Supp. at 475. 
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t ional activities or to provide service and repair facilities." M The majority also 
noted tha t all dis t r ibutors could benefit if such supportive activity were under
taken by each of them, but market imperfections like the free rider effect can block 
independent adoption.06 For example, one dis tr ibutor may provide advertising 
and showrooms only to discover t h a t the consumer, after taking advantage of 
these services, makes i t s purchase a t a nearby distr ibutor which forgoes such 
services and offers the product a t a lower price." Eventually, all dis t r ibutors 
may lower their service levels, despite the fact t ha t the supplier considers such 
amenities necessary from an in terbrand perspective." 

Critics of this a rgument agree t h a t dis t r ibutor promotion and services can be 
procompetitive, but they question the across the board imposition of vertical re
s t ra in ts to accomplish this . At the extreme, Comanor maintains tha t this justifi
cation is merely an excuse to amass marke t power through the differentiative 
activities encouraged by excessive dis tr ibutor markups.™ The solution, according 
to Comanor and others,70 is to let the marke t determine which services should be 
offered, r a the r than packaging products and services together. Other commenta
tors t ake a more conservative view, recognizing tha t not all industr ies or products 
a re prone to free riders.71 In addition, free r iders may be eliminated in a less 
restr ict ive fashion by offering such services a t separate cost or by manufac turer 
subsidization of supportive activity.72 

Additional factors 
Many other relevant considerations can be identified, especially for unique 

products or services or channels of distributions. The discussion in this art icle 
is not intended to be all inclusive. Instead, major factors have been indicated, and 
by considering them, cour ts a re likely to be led to the others. I t is impor tant to 
•realize tha t there a r e countless ways to marke t and distribute the wide variety 
of goods and services available to American consumers. Competition is not a 
homogeneous commodity. The na tu re of competitive interaction will vary accord
ing to market context, and any accurate assessment of competitive impacts must 
take this into consideration. 

At th is point, an assessment of competitive effects on both the in t rabrand a n d 
in te rbrand levels h a s been made.73 According to Sylvania, the next s t ep i s to 
balance these effects7 ' to determine whether the res t ra in ts a t issue are "unrea
sonably restrictive of competition," m i.e., whether "the effect upon competition in 
t he marketplace is substantial ly adverse." ™ Thus, a f te r considering a l l of t he 
factors outlined above, if i t cannot be shown t h a t the res t ra in t is presently having 
or is likely to have a subs tant ia l positive effect on in terbrand competition, i t 
should be judged illegal. 

"=433 U.S. at 54-55. See United States v. irnolil, Schwinn <£ Co., 388 U.S. at 383-84 
(Stewart, J., concurring and dissenting) ; White Motor Co. v. United States, 372 U.S. at 
269 (Brennan, J., concurring) ; Snap-On Tools Corp. v. FTC, F.2d at 832 ; ABA monograph, 
supra note 10, at 40. 68 ; Louis, supra note 24, at 296: Preston, supra note 12. at 511-12. w 433 U.S. at 55. See also the sources cited In note 158 supra. 

*7 These are essentially the facts of National Auto Brokers v. General Motors Corp., 572 
F. 2d 953 (2d Clr. 1978) where a broker and Its franchisees sued GJI and some of its 
franchised dealers alleging a conspiracy to boycott the 'broker system. See United States v. 
General Motors Corp., 384 U.S. 127 (1966) (boycott of discounters). See also Blackxcelder 
Furniture Co. v.. Selig Mfg. Co., 550 F.2d 189 (4th Clr. 1977) (prior to termination. North 
Carolina furniture distributor sold to mall-order customers in Washington, D.C as much 
as 30 percent below manufacturer's suggested prices). 

" Louis, supra note 24 at 300. w Comanor, supra note 23, at 1429-30. 
™ Id. at 1432-33 ; 1966 Hearngs. supra note 159. at 10SS. 71 Pitofsky, supra note 10. at 21-22 ; The Supreme Court, supra note 10. at 236. 
"Besides making this point. Pitofsky raises the fundamental issue of whether the addi

tional profits facilitated by vertical restrictions will be used to provide the level of services 
desired by the supplier. Pitofsky, supra note 10. at 21-23. In Posner's view, distributors 
will furnish such services rather than pocket additional profits out of fear that they will 
be replaced by those which will comply with the supplier's wishes. Posner, supra note 10, 
at 4. 

"Other factors Include: (1) avoidance of duplication. (2) market segmentation, (3) 
distributor economies of scale, and (4) protection of exclusive distributorships. Sec 
Pitofsky. supra note 10. at 25-26. 71 See 433 U.S. at 57 n. 27. See also United States v. Arnold, Schwinn A Co., 388 U.S. at 
374. 382 : White Motor Co. v. United States, 372 U.S. at 266 n. 3 (Brennan, J. concurring) : 
Martin B. Qlauser Dodge Co. v. Chrysler Corp., 570 F.2d at 82 ; Elfrrmn Motors. Inc. v. 
Chrysler Corp., 1977-2 Trade Cas. 161.650 at 72. 683 (E.D. Pa. 1977) ; United States v. 
Topco Assocs., Inc., 319 F. SUDD, at 1043. 75 United States v. Arnold, Schirtnn d Co., 388 U.S. at 380. 

" Id . at 375. See Kestenbaum v. Falstaff Brewing Corp., 575 F.2d at 572- Hecht v. 
Pro-Football, Inc., 570 F.2d at 995-96. 
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However, just as in step 4, there may be special circumstances in which such 
vertical restraints are permissible, even without a positive effect on intprlirand 
rivalry. These special off-setting factors are identical to those which would have 
been raised in step 4, if it has been found that intrabrand competition was neces
sary to preserve competition in the relevant market.77 They include questions 
about whether the defendant is a new entrant or a failing company and whether 
there are important issues of product safety and quality. In addition, the area of 
broad societal concerns may involve consideration of the preservation of small 
business firms,78 as well as national crisis situations, such as energy or inflation. 
The special factors can even extend to the development of new technology, as 
it may be necessary for a firm with a new product or service in a technologically 
sophisticated industry to tightly control its distribution channels so as to insure 
that it receives necessary technical feedback.™ 

If none of the special off-setting factors is compelling, then the judgment of 
illegality should be upheld. 

APPLICATION OF THE BT7LE OF SEASON DECISION MODEL 

An appropriate test of the proposed model is provided by the Federal Trade 
Commission's complaint and subsequent decisions regarding the territorial re
strictions currently imposed on independently owned, licensed bottlers of soft 
drinks sold under Coca-Cola and.PepsiCo trademarks.60 On April 28, 1978, the FTC 
ruled that such restrictions are unreasonable and anticompetitive.81 Since the case 
is on appeal, and ibecause of the obvious need for additional clarification of mat
ters pertaining to distribution channels and vertical restraints, the likelihood is 
high that it will eventually come before the Supreme Court. The following discus
sion presents 'a topical example of how the proposed general model could be 
applied by the court in specific commercial situations where customer and/or 
territorial restrictions are being challenged. 

In the discussion below, reference is made only to The Coca-Cola Company's 
distribution system, as differences in the distribution systems of Coca-Cola and 
PepsiCo are not significant enough to warrant separate examination of each here. 
This narrow focus is supported by PepsiCo's agreement that the decision in its 
case before the FTC could be based upon the completed trial record of the Coca-
Cola matter." 

" See notes 136-48 and accompanying text supra. 
18 One of the most common social benefits asserted is the preservation of small business 

through franchising and its a t t endan t vertical res t ra ints . See, e.g., Continental T.V., Inc., v. 
GTE 'Sylvania, Inc., 433 U.S a t 57 n. 26 ; United States v. Arnold, Schurinn d Co., 388 U.S. 
a t 386—87 (Stewart , J., concurring and dissenting) : ABA monograph, supra note 10, a t 7 0 -
71. Adherents to th is point of view paint the world without franchising as one dominated 
by large corporate empires t ha t have wiped out small business through vertical Integration 
and economic muscle. See Keck, the Schwinn cane, 23 Bus. Law. 669 (1968) : Pollock, 
supra note 25, a t 608-10. However, th is argument misses the point tha t integrat ion is not 
always sound business policy. See Comanor, supra note 23. a t 1 4 3 5 - 3 6 ; Preston, supra 
note 12, a t 512. Moreover, economic Darwinism can often be checked by less restrictive 
means through the merger laws. Even If franchising is accepted as the last stronghold of 
free enterprise, It must be understood tha t it may carry with it the social cost of building 
In economic Inefficiency. Indeed, it Is possible that , after the Sylvania court 's reliance on 
economic rat ionale, " the aesthetic delights of smallness and the yearning to resurrect a 
nation of s turdy Jeffersonlan yeomen will not be permit ted to decide an t i t rus t cases." 
Posner, supra note 10. a t 13. 

A second frequently cited social benefit Is the preservation of economic liberty and 
opportunity, sometimes called the r ight to contract or business autonomy. See Continental 
T.V.. Inc. r. GTE Sylvania, Inc., 433 U.S. a t 66-69 (White. J., concurring) ; United States 
v. Topco Assocs., Inc., 405 U.S. a t 610-11 ; ABA Monograph, supra note 10, a t 29-31 . 
However, the shlney at t ract iveness of th is pla t i tude may be tarnished by the reali ty of 
bargaining power distr ibution In many franchise relationships. Moreover, the concept of 
tota l economic self-determination is ant i thet ical to the rule of reason. Handler, supra note 
95, a t 988. See Kestenbattm r . Falstaff Brewing Corp., 575 F.2d a t 572 ("While the anti
t r u s t law has given more than a mere nod to the importance of business autonomy, respect 
for Independence cannot justify finding a violation when no adverse impact on competition 
is shown.") 

75 This type of extraeompetlt ive justification was expressly recognized In the context of 
servicing tie-ins in United States v. Jerrold Electronics Corp., 187 F. Supp. 545 (E.D. Pa. 
1960), aff d per curiam, 365 U.S. 567 (1961). 

*> Coca-Cola Co., 91 F.T.C. 517 (1978), appeal docketed. No. 78-1364 (D.C. Cir. 
1978) Thereinafter cited as Coca-Cola} ; PepsiCo, Inc.. 91 F.T.C. 680 (1078). appeal 
docketed. No. 78-1544. 78-1345 (D.O. Cir. 1978). (Hereinafter cited as PepsiCo.) 

« Coca-Cola, 91 F.T.C. a t 674 : PepsiCo, 91 F.T.C. a t 696-97. 
ra PepsiCo. 91 F.T.O. a t 092. 
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Step 1: Identification 
Coca-Cola is a diversified corporation with sales in excess of $1 billion.83 In 

its Coca-Cola USA Division, the corporation manufactures and sells the soft 
drink syrups and concentrates used in the processing of finished flavored car
bonated soft drinks sold under a number of trade names8* licensed by Coca-
Cola to approximately 700 bottlers operating slightly more than 800 bottling 
plants. Its syrup sales to these bottlers exceed $250 million. Not only does the 
corporation sell syrup to independent bottlers, but it also operates 27 bottling 
plants itself. All bottlers, whether independent or wholly owned by Coca-Cola, 
have been assigned exclusive territories.81 

Historical context of territorial restrictions 80 

The bottling of flavored soft drinks began in the United States in the later 
half of the nineteenth century. Prior to that time, syrup had been used almost 
exclusively as a base for soft drinks served for immediate consumption at soda 
fountains. During this period, a growing number of extract or syrup manu
facturers, including the Coca-Cola Company, entered the industry and began 
to develop and introduce many new proprietary flavors. Numerous companies 
f ranchised the right to bottle their common law trademarked products. 

In 1899. The Coca-Cola Company granted an exclusive trademark license to 
J. B. Whitehead and B. F. Thomas to produce and sell bottled Coca-Cola in most 
States. Ancillary to the trademark licensing agreement, Coca-Cola specified an 
exclusive geographic territory in which only Whitehead and Thomas could vend 
bottled soft drinks under the Coca-Cola trademark. Because of the size of the 
territory, the company created by Whitehead and Thomas in turn franchised 
hundreds of independent local bottlers to produce and sell bottled Coca-Cola in 
exclusive geographic territories within that part of the country covered by the 
Whitehead and Thomas license. Other proprietary syrup companies soon followed 
Coca-Cola in franchising independent bottlers to produce and sell their trade-
marked soft drinks in exclusive geographic territories. 

At this time, syrup companies were, for the most part, owned by entrepreneurs 
with limited capital and therefore were largely small operations.87 Establishing 
territorial restrictions which prohibited intrabrand competition encouraged 
greater initial development of marketing and distribution efforts during this early 
phase of the industry's life, because exclusive licensees knew that their licensors 
and other licensees could not obtain a free ride on their efforts. In addition, the 
restrictions facilitated the licensor's maintenance of quality control, permitted 
better production planning by enabling greater accuracy in forecasting syrup 
demand within territories, reduced the selling cost of the product by avoiding 
duplication of territorial sales effort, and encouraged the bottler to develop the 
potential of its territory to the fullest. During these early years, most business-
people "probably considered soft drink bottling little more than a newfangled 
invention with a questionable future." K Therefore, viewed in its historical con
text, the territorial exclusively awarded to Whitehead and Thomas, and subse
quently awarded to others, was no doubt important in attracting the manufac
turing and distribution capital necessary to develop a new business and to expand 
the sale of a new product—finished Coca-Cola in bottles—into new markets. 

Since its inception, the system of exclusive territorial licenses has been con
sistently employed in the manufacture and distribution of bottled soft drinks.8" 
There are currently more than 50 syrup companies, and 36 of them operate 
nationwide. These firms market more than 150 different soft drink brands through 
7,500 written agreements with 2,300 bottlers.00 In sum, Coca-Cola, along with 

M Coca-Cola, 91 F.T.C. a t 527. 607. 
81 Such names a r e : Coca-Cola or Coke. TAB, Sprite. Fresca. Fan ta . Simba, Santiba. and 

Mr. P1BB. Coca-Cola, 91 F.T.C. a t 527. 
85 See note 24 supra. 
88 Th is history Is found in Exclusive Territorial Allocation Legislation: Hearings on 8. 

301,0, '8. 3166, 8. 3133, 8. 3HS and S. 3587 Before the Subcomm. on Antitrust and 
Monopoly of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 92nd Cong., 2d Sess. 1. fl05 (1972) ( P a r t 
2 : Appendix) [hereinafter cited as 1972 Hearinga]. 

8T Coca-Cola, 91 F.T.C. a t 532 : 1972 Hearings, supra, note 185. a t 606. 
68 Coca-Cola, 91 F.T.C. a t 612 n. 12. 
80 Id. a t 532. 
•o Coca-Cola, 91 F.T.C. a t 5 3 2 : 1972 Hearings, supra note 185. a t 588. 606. 
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other syrup manufacturers, have contractually imposed and enforced territorial 
restrictions for nearly eight decades. The interactions between The Coca-Cola 
Company and its bottlers relative to these restrictions are well-documented and 
not disputed.81 

Relevant market 
Coca-Cola and its allied products compete with local-, regional-, and national-

brand carbonated beverages; private label soft drinks; and, to some extent, pow
dered mixes and noncarbonated drinks.01 This broad market can be considered 
the global market for Coca-Cola based on subjective and objective estimates of 
the cross-elasticities of demand between Coca-Cola's products and the other 
products listed.03 However, it is also likely that, within this global market, there 
exists a relevant submarket comprised only of carbonated flavored beverages. 
The marketing managers of the various soft drink companies (e.g., Coca-Cola, 
PepsiCo, Royal Crown, 7-Up) direct the bulk of their energies and attentions to 
serving this submarket." Thus, the suppliers to this submarket are the primary 
actors in the competitive arena relative to marketing decisions.10 

The geographic markets for these products are circumscribed artificially. 
Local markets,06 not national markets, are the loci of competition in soft drink 
bottling because territorial restrictions confine bottlers to competing in local 
markets." I t is now known exactly how widely shipments might be made if 
territorial restrictions were lifted.09 When initially set, the territorial boundaries 
reflected the likely potential market out-reach of bottlers, given existing pro
duction, marketing, and transportation technologies." However, with present 
day technologies, it is not impossible to consider almost all bottlers of soft 
drinks as potential competition, irrespective of location, especially if nonre-
turnable containers are being shipped. 

Within the relevant product submarket as defined above, a major question 
is whether to include post-mix syrup sold by independent wholesalers for use 
primarily at soda fountains and in cup vending machines.1 It could be argued 
that the entire bottling industry exists because of its ability to service the de
mand for soft-drinks in take-home packages. If one accepts this argument, the 
likely conclusion is that, in the sale of soft drinks in bottles or cans for home 
consumption which the bottler alone is uniquely equipped to serve, intrabrand 
competition from postmix wholesalers is virtually nonexistent. Furthermore, 
bottlers seldom make attempts to sell fountain syrup to the on-premise con
sumption market3 because of the extent of price competition in that market. 

« Coca-Cola, 91 F.T.C. at 540-43, 607-09. M Id. at 619 n. 21, 634-35, 643. 03 Id. at 619 n. 21. 
«Id . 05 This submarket determination Is essentially the same as that adopted In Borden. Inc., 

89 F.T.C. 207 (1977) (Interlocutory order) (RenLemon case and Kellogg Co., 91 F.T.C. 
704 (1978) (Interlocutory order) (Cereal case). It Is. however, not quite as restrictive as 
In these cases. If It were, the relevant submarkets might be sugar-free and regular car
bonated beverages. M Local markets are generally considered to be major metropolitan areas or. at most, 
entire States. 

»' 1972 Hearings, supra note 185. at 223. 09 This point is illustrated hy the fact that Shasta, a company wh'ch sells only on a ware
house delivery basis, ships its products several hundred miles. "Shasta's Difficult Sales 
Goal." Bus. Week. Pec. o. 1977, at 125. See 1972 hearings, supra note 185. at 589. 09 Coca-Cola. 91 F.T.C. at 623. 1 The administrative law judge found that "Coca-Cola sold bv licensed bottlers 1n bottles, 
cans and premlx containers Is subject to vigorous intrabrand competition from postmix 
Coca-Cola sold by Independent wholesalers," id. at 563, but the Commission rejected his 
conclusion. Id. at 020. It noted that Coca-Cola and Its bottlers view the whoKsa'ine of 
postmix syruo as distinct from the soft drink bottlln-r business and said that such d'stlnc-
tlon is a valid one. Id. Although the Commission recognized thnt some soft drink retailers 
may choose "either finished packaged soft drinks • * * or postm'x svrup which thev e-n 
mix with carbonated water." id., it found that "the intrabrand competition which mnv exist 
between svrun jobbers and bottlers Is confined to n limited, rather well-denned class of 
customers who cater to the cold drink market." Id. at 621. 

In discussing the competition between the syrun jobbers and the bottlers, neither the 
administrative law judge nor the Commission confronted dlrectlv the question of whether 
postmix syrup belonged in the relevant product market. Postmix svmp was included in 
the comnlaint s definition of soft drink products. <d. at 518. and the Commission noted that 

the trial below explored the Implications of these restraints In an exceedingly bro-"' 
framework which encompassed interbrand competition within the total context of the soft 
drink Industry." Id. at 619 n. 21. 

j I n F i u ( I e d i n t h l s m n I *e t are restaurants, fast-food retailers, cafeterias, sports stadiums, 
and other types of outlets which serve soft drinks In cups, bottles, or cans for Immediate 
consumption. 
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While it is probably correct to view the premix and postmix markets as 
separate competitive arenas given the present situation, the separation is an 
artificial one. Because postmix wholesalers do not have protected territories, 
they are subjected to both interbrand and intrabrand competition. Bottlers, on 
the other hand, have complete protection from intrabrand competition. It is, 
therefore, not surprising that they have chosen to devote little attention to the 
postmix market. If territorial restrictions were removed, it is likely that, in the 
ensuing scramble for business brought about by the intrusion of competitors into 
previously protected territories, bottlers would find the postmix market seg
ment increasingly attractive. 

Given this argument, the appropriate relevant market is the sale of carbo
nated flavored beverages, including postmix sales by wholesalers, because there 
is presently some competitive overlap between firms involved in marketing post-
mix and premix soft drink items and because considerably more overlap would 
likely result from the removal of territorial restrictions. Within this market, a 
relevant submarket is the sale of Coca-Cola products by licensed bottlers in cans, 
bottles, and other premix containers. This submarket can be segregated on the 
basis of its size and the commonality of distribution methods employed within 
it. Although the FTC chose to focus solely on this submarket, this is probably 
too narrow a view. However, it has also been adopted here, because data re
garding the competitive significance of postmix wholesalers are not in the public 
record or otherwise readily available. Such data could, of course, be obtained 
by an investigator buttressed with subpoena power. 

Step 2: Per se tests for horizontal conspiracies and vertical price fixing 
Existence of a horizontal combination of conspiracy 

Coca-Cola's ownership of 27 bottling plants," indicates that the company is 
engaged in dual distribution—it is vertically integrated, on the one hand, and 
employs independent bottlers, on the other. While dual distribution is not a com
mercial curiosity or in any way unique, the issue raised in this case is whether 
Coca-Cola, in its role as a bottler, has somehow combined with other bottlers to 
divide markets through the use of territorial restrictions and exclusive distribu
torships which prohibit intrabrand competition. 

In its opinion, She FTC explicitly recognized the seriousness of this issue. I t dis
tinguished the Coca-Cola situation from Topco's with the following reasoning: 

"The Coca-Cola Company's forward integration by acquisition into the bottling 
industry did not alter in a substantive way either the nature of the restraints or 
the implementation [of] policies employed by the Coca-Oola Company with respect 
to established bottling territorial relationships. These restraints were in place 
nationwide for several years prior to Coca-Cola's entry into bottling. When it 
acquired a bottler, the Coca-Cola Company itself became subject to the same terri
torial limitations it has previously imposed upon the acquired bottler. * » * 
While it is true that respondents may a t times resolve border disputes involving 
bottlers, unlike Topco, it has not been established on this record that the independ
ent bottlers exercise control over any respondent or the way in which a respondent 
implements the territorial aspects of its trademark licensing programs."4 

It would, however, be somewhat naive to believe that the intrusion of a major 
corporation with franchisor status onto the plane of distribution occupied by less 
powerful concerns with franchisee status would not have some phychological, if 
not actual operating, effect on the latter. The fact that Coca-Cola was joining an 
already existing system rather than creating one upon entry makes it no less a 
participant in the market division. 

The question of the existence of a horizontal combination is. therefore, debatable 
•rather than as the Federal Trade Commission has indicated, excusable. If there 
is sufficient evidence of a horizontal combination, the conflict with the FTC's 
position may force the Court to consider, for the first time in recent history, the 
possible "reasonableness" of such a combination. Thus, rather than adopt a per se 
standard, the court might ask whether the combination is truly "pernicious" and 
"without redeeming virtue" if the purpose of the combination is to establish 
exclusive territories with the aim of promoting more effective interbrand compe
tition.5 Such an inquiry may also prompt the court to investigate whether there is 

* Ooca-Cola, 91 P.T.C. a t 527, 607. 
* Id. a t A12-13. 
• This issue should have been deal t with more explicitly In Topco. and after •Sylvania 

the court may be forced to reexamine Its holding in t h a t case. See notes 91 -96 and 
accompanying text supra. 

18-025 0 - 8 0 - 1 7 
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any difference in ultimate market effects between vertically and horizontally 
imposed and policed territorial restraints. The results of a horizontal division of 
markets may be indistinguishable from those gained under a vertically imposed 
division. 

The presence of price fixing 
There is no evidence that resale price maintenance has been practiced by 

Coca-Cola in its dealings with its bottling network." Apparently, the company has 
not used its power as a franchisor to set prices at the wholesale level, i.e., between 
the bottlers and their customers (grocery stores, restaurants, etc.). There is no 
justification, therefore, under the proposed decision model, for a per se ruling on 
this issue. From a managerial perspective, however, it should be noted that the 
need for any form of price maintenance is usually found when protection against 
intrabrand price competition is desired by either the dealers or by the manufac
turer seeking to maintain an "orderly" distribution system at the wholesale or 
retail level. Because intrabrand competition is eliminated via territorial restric
tions, resale price maintenance would be a superfluous policy.7 

Step 3: Negative impact on intraoand competition 
Because there exists no intrabrand competition within the territories assigned 

to its bottlers by the Coca-Cola Company, the impact of the restriction on intra
brand competition is clearly above the threshold required for proceeding with 
application of the model. 
Step 4 •" The importance of intrabrand competition 

The structural dimensions of particular importance in antitrust situations in
volving vertical restraints are basically those which would be important in any 
antitrust action in which restraint of trade is alleged. As indicated above, infor
mation with respect to the extent of economic concentration, the degree of prod
uct differentation, and the height of entry barriers is necessary in order to 
assess whether the relevant market contains a sufficient amount of interbrand 
competition such that the existence of intrabrand competition is relatively unim
portant to the preservation of commercial rivalry in the market. 

Industry concentration 
Within the relevant product submarket, the level of concentration is quite high. 

The top four syrup manufacturing firms competing for the flavored carbonated 
soft drink market account for about 70 percent of the nationwide sales.8 While 
this figure varies by market area, the significance of it is that the industry can 
be characterized as oligopolistic in nature, and therefore, one would expect a high 
degree of mutually recognized interdependence in the setting of nonprice strate
gies and in pricing." 

The level of concentration is also high among bottlers within relevant geo
graphic markets. According to the Bureau of the Census, the four largest bottlers 
in nine large metropolitan areas had, on the average, 68 percent of the market 
in 1964.10 Although the number of brands available to the consumer in local 
markets is generally large,11 concentration among bottlers is high because of 
"piggybacking," a practice which involves the production and sale by a bottler 
of soft drink brands trademarked by two or more syrup companies. Piggybacking 
is used extensively in the soft dring industry u—so extensively, in fact, that 
despite the proliferation of brands, a small number of bottlers usually account 
for over 50 percent of any metropolitan market. 

The potential consequences of this market structure are profound. First, one 
would expect to find territorial restrictions applied industry-wide, given the 
oligogolistic nature of the industry, and indeed, this is the case." This means 

« Coca-Cola, 91 F.T.C. a t 582, 615-16. 
' If the purpose of price maintenance Is to "assure" tha t dealers earn a reasonable 

profit so t ha t they can provide reasonable services in the face of severe interbrand competi
tion, then price maintenance may be desired by manufacturers , even in the absence of 
in t rabrand competition. 

8 1972 hearings, supra note 185. a t 223-24. 
9 See Stern & Morgenroth, "Concentration, Mutually Recognized Interdependence, and 

the Allocation of Marketing Resources." 41 J. Bus. U. € h i . 56 (1968) (nonprice aspects) : 
Washburn. "Price Leadership," 63 Va. L. Rev. 691 (1978) (pricing) . 

10 1972 Hearings, supra note 185, a t 223-24. 
11 Coca-Cola, 91 F.T.C. a t 548-49. 628. 
" Id. a t 636 n. 38. 
13 Id. a t 640. 
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that, in any given territory occupied by a Coca-Cola bottler, it is unlikely that 
there will be more than two Pepsi Cola bottlers striving for business, depending of 
course on how the territories are drawn, and if there are two, they will not be 
competing against one another but will be competing in different areas within the 
Coca-Cola bottler's territory. Because concentration among bottlers is high, the 
industry-wide territorial restriction policy limits the extent of interbrand compe
tition by limiting the total number of competitors in any given market area. Ad
mittedly, competition may be intense with only a few sellers in the market, but 
the smaller the number of sellers, the more likely that the competition will be of 
a nonprice nature. Evidence indicates that prices in the industry are uniform 
among the major brands within particuar territories.14 

Second, the share of the market held by Coca-Cola bottlers, as indicated by 
their frequent number one position in their territories and by the concentration 
ratios reported above, is such that intrabrand rivalry, if it existed would likely 
be procompetitive. Given its strong position in the market, what happens to Coca-
Cola affects the entire sphere of competition in the flavored carbonated soft drink 
market. 

Product differentiation 
The major syrup companies have devoted a large amount of money and energy 

in differentiating their brands from those marketed by smaller syrup companies 
and their affiliated bottlers.15 While prices within the oligopolistic core of the 
industry tend to be similar or identical due to the extent of mutually recognized 
interdependence which exists among the brands promoted by the major syrup 
producers, they are higher than those of the lesser-known brands because of the 
extent of differentiation which has been achieved. Moreover, the prices set for 
Coca-Cola and its closest competitors are higher than they would be in the absence 
of territorial restrictions. Key management personnel of The Coca-Cola Company 
and representatives of various bottling companies have predicted reductions in 
wholesale prices of the restrictions are lifted.18 Lower prices for Coca-Cola would, 
in turn, exert enormous downward pressure on the price of other flavored car
bonated beverages. 

On the basis of these predictions, it is possible to conclude that the product 
differentiation achieved by Coca-Cola and the other major syrup companies 
for the end products made with their ingredients, combined with the existing 
territorial restrictions, have resulted in a pricing situation indicative of a sig
nificant amount of market power on the part of these companies and their 
franchised bottlers. As noted above, the greater the degree of product differen
tiation, the greater the importance of intrabrand competition in preserving 
vigorous commercial rivalry in an industry. 

Entry harriers 
The existing territorial restrictions, are in themselves, barriers to the entry 

of new bottlers of current brands. For syrup manufacturers, entry is also 
blockaded but not as severely. To enter a market, a new entrant must either 
convince an existing bottler to "piggyback" its brand, or the entrant must 
establish a bottling network of its own to produce and distribute its product." 
In the former case, potential competition is limited by existing management 
policies. For example, bottlers often produce and distribute only one brand of 
any given flavor. If a bottler is already marketing an orange-flavored soft drink, 
for instance, it will not accept directly competitive brands into its line. In the 
latter case, the absolute costs associated with purchasing high-speed bottling 
equipment alone are often prohibitive,18 not to mention all of the other costs 
required to establish a bottling network. Therefore, significant efforts must be 
put forth to attract entrepreneurs and/or venture capital, and these efforts are 
likely to be time-consuming, expensive, and risky.18 

M Id. a t 640-41. However, monopoly profits do not appear to exist, ns prices a re relatively 
low. Also, there are numerous price promotions in the industry. 

11 Id. a t 643-44. See Abrams & Koten. "Soda Showdown. Soft Drink Companies Prime 
Their Weapons in Market-Share Bat t le ," Wall St. J., April 26. 1979. a t 1, col. G. 

M Coca-Cola, 91 F.T.C. a t 642^43. 
17 Id. a t 636-39. 
18 1972 hearings, supra note 185. a t 198. 
10 In this respect, i t will be Instructive to follow the success (or lack of i t ) of a new soft 

drink brand as i t seeks bottlers. Abrams. "Pepsi, Coke, Veterans" Launch Kine-Cola Plan 
Soda Pop War ," Wall. St. J., Sept. 14, 1978, a t 16. col. 2. 
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Even in the presence of these barriers, it has been shown that achieving dis
tribution through existing bottlers is not uncommon.20 However, the extent of 
advertising and other marketing efforts required to establish a brand in a terri
tory is likely to be high, given the present mode of competition in the industry." 
Clearly, Coca-Cola's success has established a model for potential new entrants 
which is difficult to emulate without a vast outpouring of promotional expendi
tures.23 Even without the territorial restrictions, it would be difficult to enter 
the carbonated soft drink industry, quite apart from the difficulty involved in 
securing production and then adequate distribution in retail stores, restaurants, 
and vending machines. Thus, extensive product differentiation not only affects 
the wholesale or retail price level, but also the height of the entry barriers in 
the industry. 

Market power 
It would be difficult for anyone familiar with the soft drink industry or soft 

drinks generally to argue that the Coca-Cola Company and its individual bottlers 
do not have substantial market power. Simply on the basis of brand recognition 
alone, the success of Coca-Cola is nearly unparalleled. Nationally, Coca-Cola 
has achieved over a 20 percent share of total domestic food store sales of flavored 
carbonated soft drinks.13 While market shares vary from region to region, it is 
clear that, despite some softness in its market share in recent history due to 
aggressive promotional efforts by Pepsi Cola, Coca-Cola is the leading member 
in an industry which, on the basis of the structural analysis outlined above, can 
be typified as a tight-knit oligopoly. 

Even though numerous fringe firms exist within the industry, it is possible 
to conclude from the preceding discussion that intrabrand competition would 
be beneficial, from a social welfare perspective, to the preservation and fostering 
of commercial rivalry among the major brands of soft drinks, given the re
stricted nature of interbrand competition. Aside from the questions raised about 
a horizontal combination, the restrictions on intrabrand competition which the 
Coca-Cola Company has imposed are clearly not producing countervailing bene
fits for interbrand competition. 

The structure of the market is such that bottlers should be free to sell wherever 
they please in order to promote more vigorous price competition on the whole
sale level among the major brands and thereby enhance an efficient and equit
able allocation of resources throughout the industry and on the retail level." 
Thus, in the absence of applicable special considerations, the current terri
torial restrictions employed by Coca-Cola are per se illegal. 

Special considerations 
The Coca-Cola Company is neither a new entrant nor a failing company. 

While one of its independent bottlers may fail from time to time, the Coca-Cola 
Company has not hesitated to acquire it in the pastM and could be expected to 
play a like role in the future without restoring to territorial restrictions as a 
means for propping up a financially distressed bottler in its network. Therefore, 
only the remaining two special considerations will be addressed here—product 
safety and quality and broad societal issues. 

Product safety and quality.—While there are no apparent questions concem-
ing4product safety, there are issues of product quality in the Coca-Cola situa
tion. 0However, the major concern here is whether territorial restrictions are 
reasonably necessary to assure quality. Presumably, the restrictions induce 
bottlers to manufacture a high-quality product and ensure that it is subsequently 
stored and merchandised in a way which prevents the buildup of stale inven
tory at retail outlets. While it may indeed be the case that the restrictions pro
vide an incentive to bottlers to perform these necessary functions in soft drink 
production and distribution, there is little doubt that qualitv can be assured 

^?ST 5?amP les ot piggybacking with limited capital Investment, see Coca-Cola, 91 FTC 
at 569. However, this analysis ignores the promotion costs necessary to establish the 
various brands mentioned In each market. 
. ^ .? e e H,rn,?r-/.'3,h° Econo™1™ of Territorial Restrictions in the Soft Drink Industry," 22 Antitrust Bull. 145, 147^18 (1977). 
n.?3 It.1f, surprislne that ne'ther the administrative law judge nor the Commission addressed 
this critical issue directly. Therefore, there is no evidence presented as to the exact amount 
<« expenditures rennired to introduce a new brand into a metropolitan area. M Coca-Cola, 91 F.T.C. at 571. 

» For concurrence, see I/arner, supra note 219. at 145-̂ 16 28 Coca-Cola, 91 F.T.C. at 528. 
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through much less anticompetitive means. The FTC opinion provides an ex
cellent set of arguments in this respect, so they have l>een paraphrased below, 
with a few elaborations where needed.20 

First, the Coca-Cola Company has instituted an elaborate and excellent in
spection and sampling program relative to bottlers' manuflaieturing opera
tions. The presence of intrabrand competition within a territory would have 
little, if any, effect on this program. Second, stock rotation at the retail level is 
also important for quality control purposes. Both of these functions assure that 
consumers will be receiving uniformly high-quality products consistent with the 
image of the Coca-Cola trademark. A store-door delivery system by bottlers 
l>ennits the maintenance of appropriae stock rotation policies, because the 
driver-salespeople go into the stores periodically to check on the stock. 

Under a system where territorial restrictions were eliminated, there would un* 
doubtedly be more shipments of Coca-Cola made directly to grocery chain ware
houses by bottlers located outside existing territories. The chains would then take 
the responsibility for delivering the product to individual stores. Driver-sales
people would play a limited role, and therefore, stock rotation might be less con
sistent relative to past behavior, given the number of items in the average super
market which must be attended to by retailer-employed clerks. 

There is no question that maintenance of quality control at the retail level is 
critical and that territorial restrictions aid in achieving it. However, quality con
trol can be accomplished through a less restrictive alternative. The Coca-Cola 
Company could increase its sampling program in retail outlets, and each bottler 
could place an identification mark of its product so that it can be traced. Also, 
bottlers could employ a container dating system which consumers and retailers 
could decipher with ease, thus permitting them to monitor and detect product 
age.17 Finally, there is nothing to prevent the Coca-Cola Company from insisting 
that, as part of its franchise arrangement, bottlers must assume the responsibility 
for the quality of their products all the way through to the ultimate consumer, 
irrespective of the delivery system employed. 

It is likely that the increased inspection and coding required will raise.costs and 
that these costs will be reflected in the price of Coca-Cola and its allied products. 
However, the increase in competition when territorial restrictions are eliminated 
•will serve to keep prices in line. The net effect to consumers and to the industry 
in general will be beneficial. 

Broad societal issues.—In the Coca-Cola, situation, three broad macro issues are 
of some importance, aside from the micro issues referred to above. The potential 
effect of eliminating territorial restrictions should be examined with respect to 
(1) retail prices, (2) small bottlers, and (3) the ecosystem.28 

(1) Potential Effect on Retail Prices. There appears to be general agreement 
among supporters and opponents of territorial restrictions that the abolition of 
such restraints would Wad to reductions in retail prices paid for soft drinks. 
There is, however, disagreement as to the amount, extent, and duration of such 
price reductions. 

The staff of the FTC has estimated that If territorial restrictions were elim
inated, the average price of soft drinks would fall by as much as 5 percent, saving 
consumers $250 million per year.29 Comanor, an opponent of the restrictions, has 
quoted two separate amounts—$100 million and $1.5 billion—as potential con
sumer savings that might result from their ellmination.,<) The lower figure was 
suggested by Preston.11 a proponent of the restraints, while the latter was devel
oped by government officials opposing the restraints. 

Although supporters of restrictions appear to concede potential price reduc
tions, their admission is not without reservations. In fact. Preston questions 
whether the potential price reductions at the wholesale level would automatically 
be passed along to consumers." At the same time, the president of the National 
Soft Drink Association contends that any price reductions to the consumer 
would be short-lived.*3 Indeed, he has suggested that if exclusive territorial 

M Id. a t 631-34. 
27 Id. at 632 ii. 35. 
*?The discussion of the potential effect on retail prices and small bottlers of the removal 

of territorial restrictions has been drawn from Stern. Agodo * Flrat. supra note 14. at 
72-74. 

a 1972 hearings, supra dote 185, at 224. 
M I d . at 453. 
a Id. at 3fl6, 453. 
» I d . at 396. 
33 Id. at 18. 
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arrangements did fall, pressures would be generated that would tend to increase 
the costs of soft drinks to the consumer at an accelerated rate." 

By and large, the issue of potential effect on prices presents a notably vulner
able point in the defense of territorial restraints. I t is also a key issue over which 
there is some measure of agreement in the opinions of both supporters and 
opponents of territorial restrictions, in spite of the qualifying reservations of 
the former. The arguments that wholesale price reductions might not be passed 
along to consumers and that price reductions would be short-lived are, while 
plausible, not strongly convincing. In an industry as highly competitive as food 
retailing, it is difficult to imagine a wholesale price decline of 4 percent or 5 per
cent not being passed along to consumers, either in whole or in part. 

The notion that consumer price reductions would be short-lived is partly 
predicated on the assumption that the larger bottlers would drive the smaller 
bottlers out of business in the long run through price competition. Once this 
market "shakeout" occurred, the larger bottlers would supposedly be left in 
monopoly positions, allowing them to charge monopoly prices. However, a market 
shakeout is already occuring in the soft drink industry via mergers, consolida
tions, and the like, and it will simply be accentuated if territorial restrictions 
are removed. It is too simplistic to argue that the shakeout is and will be the 
result of price competition alone. Instead a series of market forces are at the 
base of the changing conditions in the soft drink industry, including the growth 
of chain grocers, the increased use of nonreturnable containers and private 
labels, the restructuring of consumer markets, and the growth in industry sales." 
During a prolonged period of market readjustment, the prime beneficiaries of the 
price competition that is induced will be ultimate consumers, who should receive 
lower prices as a result. 

Two major sources of downward pressure on the retail prices are noteworthy. 
First, intrabrand and interbrand price differentials of up to 30 percent have 
been found to exist between contiguous territories." These differentials reflect, 
in part, the fact that some territories are simply not large enough to offer op
erating economies of scale to bottlers attempting to serve them. Such scale 
economies will be achievable as territories are expanded once territorial restric
tions are lifted. They will be a potent force in lowering costs at the wholesale 
level and thereby lowering consumer prices. Second, because the elimination of 
restrictions will enable retail grocery chains to deal with distant, price-competi
tive bottlers shipping one-way containers on a large-lot. warehouse-delivery 
basis, the lowered distribution cost should lead to reduced consumer prices. 

(2) Potential Effect on Small Bottlers: It has been suggested that if terri
torial restraints were removed, some of the largest bottlers would grow at the 
expense of small bottlers, which would lead to an increase in concentration in 
bottling on both a nationwide and a regional basis. It has further been suggested 
that the number of different bottlers in any specific local market area would 
probably decline, decreasing the number of brands available in those areas and 
lessening interbrand competition." 

On the other hand, it has already been observed that there is currently a 
high level of market concentration in the soft drink industry at both local and 
national levels. At the bottling level, this is. in part, attributable to piggy
backing. Elimination of territorial restrictions would probably brine about a 
reductions in the number of bottling firms but would also, in the period of mar
ket adjustment, generate more competition among the surviving firms thnn now 
exists. In the absence of restrictions, chain grocers and other retailers would 
he free to make their soft drink purchases from whichever bottlers nfferpd tb«> 
lowest prices and most attractive services. This factor would almost certainlv 
lead to the elimination of price differentials among contiguous territories and 
to lower consumer prices. 

In addition, the small bottler faces a rather untenable position in the o r i 
ent svstem. Given the changes in its market, in the products available (nne'.--
age sizes, brands, etc.) to better serve it and in increased labor and transpor-
tation costs, among other factors, the small bottler is faced with a major inve=t-

34 Id, at 19. 
™ See Stern. A<rodo & Firat. sunra note 14. at 71. 
f* J972 Henringa. supra note 185, at 224. 31 Id. nt 395. 
38 See learner, supra note 219. at 153-54. 
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ment problem. As pointed out by the president of Coca-Cola Bottling of Los 
Angeles during Senate hearings on exclusive territorial allocation legislation: 

"[N]ewer and faster canning and bottling lines are required in order to reduce 
production costs and to offset labor rates which * * * are among the highest in 
the nation. Equipment becomes obsolete more rapidly with changes in container 
sizes and packaging innovations. A high speed soft drink can line today costs 
between $750,000 and $1 million depending on the size and support equipment. 
To justify this investment requires an annual volume of 4 to 5 million cases. I t 
is obvious that these installations become possible only for the large volume 
entities * * * a situation not envisioned in the early years of the industry when 
franchise boundary lines were established." ** 

Thus, if the small bottler is to serve its market area in a satisfactory manner, 
it will have to undertake some costly plant modernization. This process will re
sult in increases in the rate output of its bottling operation that can only be 
absorbed by increasing the size of its territory. It is obvious, therefore, why 
there have been numerous mergers among bottlers in continguous territories. 
The small bottler can either merge with another bottler and thereby become a 
"large" bottling operation, join a cooperative, or, without new investment and 
larger territories, it can slowly, but surely, fade from the market as its ability 
to serve its market becomes weakened and its labor and transportation costs 
increase. While it would be preferable to give the small bottler which can update 
its equipment and pursue competitive markets a fighting chance, the territorial 
restrictions do not provide it. Under this system, the small bottler must allocate 
resources inefficiently, and, as a result, it is faced with redundancy, eventual 
bankruptcy, or disappearance a sa separate independent entity through merger. 

There is no doubt that abolishing the existing system of restrictions will serve 
to accelerate the rate of decline in the number of bottlers, especially small 
bottlers. However, those bottlers that are eliminated will be those that natural 
market forces have determined to be allocating scarce resources inefficiently. 
The existing system does not appear to support or encourage the very conditions 
or qualities that make for an efficient and growing operation. Thus, it does not 
really protect or aid the small, inefficient bottler, even if that were socially de
sirable. Instead, it limits the competitiveness and opportunities for growth of 
the efficient bottler, irrespective of size. 

(3) Potential Effect on the Ecosystem. One of the major consequences attend
ing the removal of 'territorial restrictions will be the shipment of soft drinks in 
non-returnable containers across previously defined territorial boundaries to 
the warehouses of grocery wholesalers and retail chains. While soft drinks 
packaged in nonreturnable or nonreflllable containers already account for 45 
percent of the sales of Coca-Cola in bottles and cans on a volume basis,40 this 
percentage would be expected to grow as bottlers begin to compete for one 
another's customers. In other words, once territorial restrictions were eliminated, 
market outreach would be expanded. As outreach expands, it would become in
creasingly difficult for bottlers to serve distant customers on a store-delivery 
basis, which is the common form of distribution when "returnables" or "reflll-
ablps" are used. 

Aside from the retail price considerations addressed earlier, there are im
portant ecological considerations which should be confronted. For example, a 
nonreflllahle bottle is not designed to withstand the punishment of reuse. In its 
opinion, the FTC noted: 

"Made of thinner glass than the reflllables, products liability considerations 
dictate that it be used only as a one-way, one-fill container * * *. While some 
jurisdictions have enacted litter laws which require the consumer to pay a 
deposit, which is refundable upon the return of the nonreflllable bottles and 
cans, the containers reclaimed are not returned to the bottler for reuse. Instead, 
the nonreflllable bottlers recovered from post-consumer waste streams are proc
essed or recycled into crushed glass or cullet for glassmaking processes." a 

Thus, there are two environmental concerns noted here. One is the problem of 
litter, especially in those cases where jurisdictions have not passed so-called 
"bottle bills" which require deposits on nonreflllable soft drink and other 
beverage containers. The other is the problem of material waste associated with 
the inability to reuse the containers, except through an expensive recycling 
process. 

38 1972 hearines. supra note 185, at 198. 
*° Coca-Cola, 91 P.T.C. at 645 n. 48. 
"Id. at 647 n. 51. 
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At the same time, consideration must be given to energy and other resources 
(e.g., water) consumed in the returnable and nonreturnable systems. For ex
ample, returnable containers are heavier and are transported in small trucks 
within limited geographic regions for the purpose of servicing individual outlets 
directly. The lighter weight nonreturnables are transported for longer distances 
in larger vehicles. Therefore, the petroleum consumption associated with the 
former system will undoubtedly be higher than with the latter, even when 
accounting for deliveries from the wholesale or chain warehouses to local food 
stores once the soft drinks are shipped to the warehouses by the bottlers. The 
tradeoffs are significant, and only a full-scale impact analysis could foretell the 
net ecological damage or benefits accruing from the elimination of territorial 
restrictions, under the assumption that elimination of the restrictions will en
courage greater usage of nonreturnable containers. Such an analysis is beyond 
the scope of this article. However, it will be assumed that this special factor is 
unavailable. 

Given the history of intrabrand restraints in the soft drink industry, it is clear 
that they played an important role in fostering interbrand competition when 
the industry was in its infancy. But since it is also clear that the extent of inter
brand competition—as measured by the traditionally applied market structure 
variables—is limited, it would be a rather futile exercise to attempt to show 
the procompetitive effect of the intrabrand restraints. After examining and 
rejecting the special considerations, analysis should end, and the court should 
declare the restrictions illegal. Nevertheless, in the interest of illustrating the 
proposed model fully, the next part will be applied. 

Step 5: Assessing the effects on interbrand. competition 
The extent to which restraints foster interbrand competition is only rele

vant when intrabrand competition is unnecessary to the preservation of effective 
commercial rivalry in the marketplace or when intrabrand competition is es
sential but a special consideration saves restrictions from the per se rule. Beside* 
the structural measures investigated in the previous step, it is appropriate at 
this point to consider the universality of the restraint within the industry as 
well as the issue of whether market coverage and the provision of supportive 
activities might be enhanced by the existence of the territorial restriction*. 

Restraint universality 
Within the soft drink industry, every major producer of soft drink syrup 

which employs a bottler network for the manufacture and distribution of its 
brand (s) has adopted the policy of establishing exclusive territories. The uni
versality of this policy is predictable, due to the structure and, in particular, 
the economic concentration of the industry. As shown earlier, the widespread 
use of such restraints has a depressing effect on interbrand competition because 
they generally serve to limit the number of bottlers competing for customers 
in any one territory. 

Market coverage 
Relative to inducing a market presence, it has been argued that because the 

soft drink industry is capital intensive, territorial restrictions preventing in
trabrand competition create a climate conducive to capital investment." Indeed, 
it is possible that territorial restrictions have been an effective instrument in 
encouraging the development of the deepest distribution and the highest level of 
product availability possible, because they have assured potential investors 
monopolies with respect to the marketing of individual brands. In this way. ex
clusive territories were an incentive used to lure and motivate franchises' The 
consequence of taking away the right to provide this stimulus could result in 
a diminishing of the attractiveness of bottling with a concomitant disinvest
ment and/or merger period, leading to a lower level of market penetration a 

While this argument is relevant to some extent for an emerging industry or 
distribution system, it has little support in the case of an established, ongoing 
situation, such as Coca-Cola's, where profits are positive. Territorial restric
tions on competition are not needed to induce capital investment in the Coca-
Cola bottling system, because real investment in such activities will continue 
whenever the prospective rate of return exceeds the cost of additional capital." 

« I O T S 4 - " 2 8 ? 2 7 : 1 0 7 2 "marines, supra note 18.1. at 36-37. 
„ J2 7 2 henrines, supra note 185. at 3B-39. 

Id. at 44fl. See also Stern, Agodo & Firat. supra note 14. at 74 
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So long as the return from bottling operations is sufficiently high, entrepreneurs 
recognize that profits can be earned by the Investment of funds obtained either 
from internal sources or from the capital markets. 

Moreover, as demand expands in some markets, and contracts in others, tne 
return on investment varies accordingly. When increased consumer demand calls 
for further investment in bottling facilities, the normal functioning of the 
market creates temporarily higher markups and increased bottler profits. These 
increased profits, rather than restrictions on Intraband competition, serve as a 
signal for new investment. Eliminating Coca-Cola's territorial restrictions is 
not likely to affect significantly the level of investment In Coca-Cola bottling 
operations. 

Alternatively, one could effectively argue that territorial restrictions might be 
needed if they were the only means by which a new syrup manufacturer could 
secure entry into the industry. After all, it is likely that the territorial protection 
given to bottlers in the early years impelled market presence and penetration. 
However, as the FTC eloquently observed In its opinion: 

"While capital investment considerations . . . may justify a territorial restric
tion imposed by a new entrant or a falling or faltering firm, we do not, in apply
ing section 5 ordinarily distinguish between capital-intensive and less capital-
intensive businesses by applyng different antitrust standards to them, granting 
the former license to restrain trade because It promotes capital investment while 
mandating, in the case of the latter, that competition should be preserved." " 

Relative to market coverage, territorial restrictions historically have provided 
Incentives for bottlers to secure every conceivable location for soft drink sales. 
According to this argument, If an In-market bottler were not protected from 
intrabrand competition, its major accounts would be In jeopardy due to aggres
sive marketing practices of bottlers located outside its territory." Without the 
major accounts, an in-market bottler would not be able to serve some of its 
smaller and unprofitable or marginally profitable accounts. Instead, the bottler 
would have to seek major account business elsewhere or else give away Its profits 
to retain existing, but threatened, large accounts. Even now, it is maintained 
that bottlers serve many vending machine accounts, small outlets, and "special 
events" which they claim are unprofitable." Presumably, they do this in order 
to obtain "paid sampling" of their products. The increase In product awareness 
through sampling supposedly makes the larger accounts profitable." 

Indeed, it is a rather curious argument that the Interests of bottlers are some
how furthered if all possible outlets, regardless of their profitability, are some
how permitted to receive deliveries of Coca-Cola. Perhaps the syrup manufac
turers might desire such coverage because of the increased sales of syrup this 
policy might generate, but it would seem to be an unwise approach for bottlers 
to pursue over the long run. If the bottlers choose to serve such accounts because 
of the promotional advantages obtained," then perhaps they can write off the 
losses sustained as an expense. The justification for using territorial restrictions 
for either market presence or market coverage has very little support in the 
Coca-Cola situation, or for that matter in many other situations, unless a new 
entrant or a failing company were involved. 

Stimulating supportive activity 
By prohibiting intrabrand competition, Coca-Cola hopes that all of its bottlers 

will provide the promotional and delivery services necessary to stimulate con
sumer demand, on the one hand, and adequately control the distribution process 
to and through retail outlets, on the other. The territorial restrictions are In
centives or rewards; they are induce the "appropriate" behavior from bottlers. 
Their uniform application is designed to avoid the free-rider problem. If all 

u Coca-Cola, 91 F.T.C. at 626. 
" See Preston, snnra note 12. at 512-19. 
<•'• Coca-Cola, 91 F.T.C. at 627-28. See Posner. supra note 10. at 6. 
« Coca-Cola, 91 F.T.C. at 628. 
"Typically, a petroleum company will establish many more retail outlets than are 

necessary to adenuately service a siren market. Bes'des providing extra stations for con
sumers convenience, outlet proliferation carries with It the promotional advantages of keep
ing the company s name before the public. The cost of this anproach Is written off as 
promotional expense even when franchises are Involved, as the company supports Its 
'J£a £ r l ^ t n si*™ Programs and the like. The same type of promotional strategy Is used by 
the bakers of white brend as route salespeople generally nut many more loaves on the super
market shelves than will be purchased before they return. The objective is to maintain as 
miny facings as possible, even though a large number of loaves may have to be taken back 
and disposed of at a loss. 
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distributors were not properly motivated to provide the necessary promotion 
and delivery services, then some of the distributors would want to take a free 
ride the efforts of those which do by selling at lower prices In the territories cul
tivated and stimulated by the service-minded bottlers. In other words, some of 
the bottlers would let others provide the supportive activities desired by Coca-
Cola and supposedly needed by the market. Like parasites, they would simply 
erode the market once the market has been made by the others. 

The free-rider problem is undoubtedly significant for all manufacturers seek
ing to 'construct an effective and efficient distribution system. However, there 
are several critical considerations which must be addressed in assessing this 
justification for using territorial restrictions. First, if the services provided are 
important to some retail customers and household consumers but not to others, 
then certain bottlers will want to provide them to certain market segments 
while other bottlers will want to serve segments which do not desire them. The 
latter will charge lower prices commensurate with the fact that they are offering 
reduced services. 

In fact, this may eventually be the case with regard to warehouse delivery of 
soft drinks and store-door delivery, if territorial restrictions are disallowed. That 
is, certain Coca-Cola bottlers will offer to ship large lots over long distances to 
retailers' warehouses at reduced prices. The retailers will then be responsible 
for store delivery and maintenance of shelf space."0 Other bottlers will continue 
to offer in-store services and direct-to-the-store delivery to those retailers who do 
not wish to assume the distribution functions associated with marketing soft 
drinks effectively. 

This segmentation outcome is already feasible. Bottlers can provide both ware
house delivery of Coca-Cola in certain types of packages, such as cans, and store-
door delivery of bottles. As pointed out by the FTC opinion : 

"[T]here appears to be a significant market among high-volume retailers for 
various delivery options. As a consequence, the competitive opportunities for 
small bottlers in open markets include not only the business which might evolve 
from central warehousing, but also the store-door trade to chain store outlets both 
within and outside their present territorial borders. 

"[Furthermore,] many small bottlers would, absent territorial restrictions, 
have access to huge metropolitan markets in which thousands of soft drink re
tailers not serviced by central warehouses for other food items presently obtain 
Coca-Cola and allied products on a store-door delivered basis. * * * [S]tore-door 
delivery of nonreflllable containers in these metropolitan areas still holds sub
stantial opportunities for growth and market expansion by small bottlers."61 

The problem with advertising, as opposed to delivery systems, is that advertis
ing is a public good. That is, once a product is advertised to consumers, demand 
is likely to be stimulated globally for the product; it will not, in the case of 
Coca-Cola, be particularized to a specific bottler. Therefore, any bottler permitted 
to do so could capitalize on the expenditure of another. Given this free-rider po
tential, it is to be expected that if territorial restrictions were eliminated, many 
bottlers would become less and less interested in providing promotional services 
and that the Coca-Cola Company would have to absorb more of the promotional 
function in local market areas. This may even have ramifications for sign pro
grams, polnt-of-purchase displays, local contests, and the like. There is little 
doubt that competition among bottlers would evolve rapidly into a more price-
oriented rivalry than previously. Given the already high awareness level for 
Coca-Cola products, it is possible that this result will be more beneficial than 
detrimental. Whether increased promotional efforts on the part of bottlers are 
really as essential as they once were is questionable. 

Additional factors 
If it were shown. In step 4 of this model that Intrabrand competition is un

necessary because interbrand competition is reasonably vigorous or because the 
market power of the defendant is slight, then the broad societal issues outlined 
in this part would now be considered. However, as has been observed, there is 
no need to undertake step 5 or to examine additional factors as part of it in the 
situation currently under scrutiny because intrabrand competition was found to 
be critical, and none of the special considerations are relevant. 

M King-Kola Is planning to adopt a warehouse delivery system. See Abrams, supra note 
217, at 16. col. 2. Shasta already delivers on this basis only. See note 197 supra. 111 Coca-Cola, 91 F.T.C. at 660-61. 
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Overall, it is difficult to find a great deal of justification for the continued use 
of territorial restrictions by the Coca-Cola Company. Even If the restrictions 
were not viewed as being illegal based on the first four steps, and were judged 
solely on the basis of the Information generated in step 5, it is apparent that the 
prevention of intrabrand competition in the marketing of Coca-Cola and its 
allied products is unwarranted. 

CONCLUSION 

The Sylvania decision requires that a rule of reason standard be applied- in 
the judicial evaluation of vertically imposed restraints. The primary focus of 
such a standard is an evaluation of both the intrabrand and interbrand competi
tive impacts of the challenged restrictions. Yet, at this point, there is no accepted 
analytical framework for the courts to follow in judging these restraints. I t may 
be reasonably erpected that an extended trial-and-error period will pass while 
many of the specifics of the rule are worked out, a process which fails to provide 
much practical guidance until it is virtually complete. 

This article presents a rule of reason framework grounded on antitrust prece
dents and economic principles which is designed to assist the judiciary and 
antitrust counsel In assessing vertical restraints in the particular context in 
which they are found. The steps in the model are as follows: 

1. Identification and description of the restrictions at issue, including a defini
tion of the relevant market. 

2. Application of the per se rule if there Is evidence of horizontal conspiracy 
or price fixing. 

3. Determination of substantial negative impact on intrabrand competition. 
(If none, analysis ends.) 

4. Assessment of intrabrand competition in the relevant market, 
(a) Consideration of industry characteristics— 
(i) concentration, (II) product differentiation, and (iii) entry barriers. 
(6) Determination of market power. 
(c) If restraints are imposed by a core member of an oligopolistic industry, 

they are per se illegal unless saved by Special Considerations below. If not, 
proceed to Step 5. 

(d) Special considerations— 
(1) new entrant, (ii) failing company, (iii) product safety and quality, and 

(iv) broad societal concerns. 
5. Assessment of effects on Interbrand competition and final evaluation, 
(a) Consideration of factors in light of reasonably necessary standard— 
(1) restraint universality, (ii) market coverage, (Hi) stimulation of suppor

tive activity, and (iv) additional factors, including those of step 4(d) . 
(6) Final balance. 
The last part of the article applies the proposed decision model to the facts of 

the FTC's Coca-Cola decision. Based on record and material from other public 
sources, the territorial restrictions imposed by Coca-Cola violate the standard 
proposed here based on Bylvaitia. 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION, 
OFFICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL, 

Washington, D.C., February 12,1979. 
Hon. THAD COCHRAN, 
U.S. Senate, 
Washington, D.C. 

DEAR SENATOR COCHRAN : I understand that some of your constituents have 
expressed interest in the Commission's recent decisions involving territorial 
restrictions imposed by certain soft drink bottlers. Those decisions, involving 
Coca Cola Company and PepsiCo, Inc., currently are on appeal in the U.S. 
Circuit Court for the District of Columbia. The orders will not become final 
until after the court renders its decisions on those appeals. 

Knclosed Is a fact sheet, prepared by the FTC staff, that outlines the Com
mission's recent decisions and provides some background to our involvement 
in this area. I hope this information will assist you and vour staff in respond-
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ing to questions and concerns that your constituents have raised. Should you 
have further questions on these issues, please feel free to contact me (523-SbZO) 
or Kevin Cronin (523-3779), of my staff. 

Cordially, m _ _ 
WILLIAM J. BAER, 

Acting Assistant General Counsel 
for Legislation and Congressional Relations. 

Enclosure. 
FACTSHEET 

FTC DECISIONS CONCERNING TEBBITOBIAL RESTRAINTS ON BOTTLERS OF COKE AND 
PEPSI 

In April, 1978, the Federal Trade Commission issued final orders and opinions 
in two companion cases, the Coca-Cola Company, Docket No. 8855, and PepsiCo, 
Inc., Docket No. 8856. In the opinions, the Commission held that for the most 
part the territorial restraints imposed by Coke and Pepsi on their bottlers 
were anticompetitive and in violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commis
sion Act. The Commission's decisions, which are not final until they are re
viewed, are now before the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. Until 
the judicial review process is completed the Commission's orders have no effect. 

Background—the soft drink companies and their bottlers 
The Coca-Cola Company (Coke) and PepsiCo, Inc. (Pepsi) market most of 

their soft drink products by selling soft drink syrups and concentrates (syrup) 
to independent bottlers. The bottlers usually add carbonated water to the syrup 
and package the soft drinks for delivery and sale at the wholesale level. 

The relationship between Coke or Pepsi and most of their individual bottlers 
is a contractual one. Under the terms of the contracts, Coke's bottlers receive 
a license to sell Coca-Cola (and Coke's other soft drinks, e.g., Tab) ; Pepsi's 
bottlers receive a license to sell Pepsi (and Pepsi's other soft drinks, e.g., Teem). 
Also under the terms of the contract, the soft drink companies and their bottlers 
agree to territorial restraints. In other words, the bottlers agree not to operate 
their business outside specified boundaries. These exclusive territorial restraints 
prompted the Commission to issue complaints. 

The problem with territorial restraints 
Territorial restraints have economic consequences akin to those of resale 

price maintenance. In the case of resale price maintenance, manufacturers or 
producers are able to fix the prices at which their products are sold. The result 
is that consumers usually end up paying higher prices for the finished product. 
The same is true with territorial restraints. 

When producers and distributors agree among themselves that only one dis
tributor will operate in a given geographic area, the agreement effectively eli
minates competition among distributors of the product. Producers and dis
tributors are free to charge retailers higher prices so long as consumers differ
entiate the product from others. In other words, because of lack of competition 
among distributors, producers can charge higher prices, and in the end, con
sumers pay more. 
Commission proceedings 

An administrative law judge (ALT) first heard the complaint against Coke 
and ruled that an inquiry into the reasonableness of the territorial restraints 
was required. During the inquiry, an extensive record was compiled consisting 
of some 4,000 pages of testimony and more than 4.000 pages of exhibits. Mean
while, because of the similarity of issues, the parties in the proceeding against 
Pepsi agreed to let the determination of the reasonableness of Pepsi's terri
torial restraints rest on the record in the Coke proceeding along with some 
additional testimony. At trial, representatives of local bottlers were allowed to 
intervene as parties with full rights to present evidence and arguments and to 
cross-examine witnesses. 

In October, 1975, the ALJ issued simultaneous decisions concluding that 
n , u £ n£H P e p s i v I o l a t e d t h e l a w °y imposing territorial restraints on 
their bottlers. This initial decision was vacated by the Commission which heard 
oral arguments on two separate occasions and then issued its own rulings on 
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April 7 1978 The Commission decision came on a 2-1 vote with Commissioner 
Clanton dissenting. Chairman Pertschuk nad Commissioner Pitofsky did not 
participate. 
The Commission's opinion 

(a) The Commission found that Coke and Pepsi and the parties who joined 
them did not justify the territorial restraints on bottlers in the case of soft 
drinks packaged in nonreflllable containers such as cans and non-returnable 
bottles (nonretumables). The Commission concluded that these territorial re
straints were unlawfully anticompetitive chiefly for the following reasons: 

The territorial restraints prevented the bottlers of Coke from competing 
among themselves; likewise, they prevented the bottlers of Pepsi from compet
ing among themselves (intrabrand competition); 

The territorial restraints prevented the bottlers from expanding beyond their 
agreed-upon territories thus eliminating potential competition; 

The territorial restraints indirectly lessened competition in delivery services 
of the soft drinks; and 

The territorial restraints deprived consumers of the benefits of open intra
brand competition. 

(b) The Commission also found that Coke and Pepsi did justify the territorial 
restraints on bottlers in the case of soft drinks packaged in reflllable, returnable 
bottles (returnables). The Commission concluded that territorial restraints in 
the case of returnables were not in violation of the law because the restraints 
are necessary for the bottlers to identify their own bottles for return to the 
bottling facilities in order to be refilled. 

What happens next 
The Commission's rulings are final agency decisions in these adversary liti

gation matters but the orders are not final until reviewed and sustained on 
appeal. The Commission's decisions have been appealed by Coke, Pepsi, the 
bottlers and bottlers' associations. They are now pending in a consolidated pro
ceeding before the United States Court of Appeals for the District of 
Columbia. 

T H E WHITE HOUSE, 
Washington, D.O., December 10,1919. 

Hon. HOWARD METZENBATJM, 
U.S. Senate, 
Washington, D.C. 

DEAR SENATOR METZENBAUM : I understand that the Senate Judiciary Com
mittee will soon consider S. 598, the Soft Drink Interbrand Competition Act, 
which was approved recently by your Antitrust Subcommittee. 

I know that you have expressed concern about the legislation. While I have 
not had an opportunity to study it thoroughly, I am familiar with its intent, and 
I, too, am concerned about its probable effects, if enacted. 

S. 598 would create a broad antitrust exemption for the territorial restrictions 
that characterize the soft drink industry. I believe restrictions of this kind tend 
to be anticompetitive, particularly when applied by the dominant firms in an in
dustry as concentrated as this one, and tend to raise prices. 

Whether there are offsetting considerations in the soft drink industry is a 
question I have not yet had an opportunity to examine; and I do not mean to 
prejudge the evidence before you. But I view the dangers as particularly serious 
in view of the very high rates of inflation we are experiencing in our country 
today, and the recent increases that have occurred in the prices for soft drinks 
specifically—a concern I expressed last week in a meeting I convened with rep
resentatives of this industry. For the past 13 months, cola prices, as measured 
by the OPI, increased 11.2 percent; in the last 2 months, the rate of increase has 
accelerated to 3 percent. Increases for other carbonated drinks have been less 
dramatic, but substantial nevertheless. 

These increases alone are reason for concern. In view of the very real possibil
ity that S. 598 would make matters worse, I urge you and your colleagues to 
proceed very cautiously as you consider this proposed legislation. 

Sincerely, 
AXFBED E. KAHN, 

Advisor to the President on Inflation. 
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Mr. ALFBED E. K A H N , 
Advisor to the President on Inflation, 
The White House, 
Washington, D.O. 

DEAB MB. K A H N : Thank you for your December 10 le t ter concerning S. 598, 
the Soft Drink In te rbrand Competition Act. As you know, I share your concern 
tha t providing a s ta tutory exemption from the an t i t rus t laws for the terr i tor ia l 
restrictions of the soft dr ink industry may well be anticompetit ive and result in 
excessive prices for soft drinks. I was part icular ly interested to learn tha t you 
recently met with representatives of the soft dr ink industry to discuss the recent 
inflationary increases in soft dr ink prices. 

The Committee on the Judiciary voted to report S. 598 to the Senate on De
cember 18, 1979. I read your let ter to the members a t t h a t t ime and I plan to 
express our joint concerns to my colleagues again when the bill receives con
sideration on the Senate floor. 

Very sincerely yours, 
HOWABD M. METZENBATJM, 

Chairman, Subcommittee on Antitrust, Monopoly and Business Rights. 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION-, 
OFFICE OF T H E GENERAL COUNSEL, 

Washington, B.C., January Z, 1980. 
Hon. HOWARD METZENBATJM, 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Antitrust, Monopoly and Business Rights, 
Committee on the Judiciary, 
U.S. Senate, 
Washington, D.O. 

DEAB M B . CHAIRMAN : This le t ter Is in response to several questions raised by 
Senator Cochran in hearings on S. 598, the Soft Drink In terbrand Competition 
Act, before the Subcommittee on Anti trust , Monopoly and Business Rights. 

Senator Cochran's questions were in connection with a le t ter and fact sheet 
(see enclosed) I sent out on February 12,1979, in response to numerous requests 
for information about the Coke and Pepsi cases (dockets 8855 and 8856). 

Pr ior to the February date our office received an unprecedented number of 
requests for information about the two Commission cases. Because of th is un
precedented congressional interest , I decided to send an explanation of the cases 
to each and every Congressman and Senator. 

The fact sheet was specifically geared to answer the questions asked of us. 
I t sets forth a brief history of Commission involvement with the issue of terr i
torial res t ra ints , summarizes the Commission's opinion and indicates the 
s ta tus of the Commission's rulings. Neither the let ter nor the fact sheet ad
dresses legislation nor were they intended to do so. r. 

My responses to Senator Cochran's questions a re at tached. 
If you have further questions pertaining to this mat ter , please do not hesi ta te 

to contact me. 
Sincerely, 

W I L L I A M J. BAEB, 
Assistant General Counsel for Legislation and Congressional Liaison. 

Enclosure. 

Question. I s i t a common practice for the Commission to a t tempt to influence 
votes of Congress on legislative issues? 

Answer. No. 
Question. Were Government funds used in sending out th is mater ia l? 
Answer. Yes. 
Question. Did all members receive the le t te r? If not, why not? 
Answer. Yes ; all members received the mater ia l . 
Question. Who authorizd the mail ing of the le t te r? 
Answer. I authorized the mailing. 
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Question. How many times in the past 5 years have similar letters gone out? 
Answer. Routinely, the Commission provides members of committees with over

sight responsibilities with explanatory information concerning significant FTC 
actions. In this case, because an unusually large number of offices requested ex
planatory information, I thought it appropriate to provide every congressional 
office with information to assist In their responses to constituent inquiries. 

Question. Was the mailing requested by any Member of Congress? 
Answer. The mailing was in response to the numerous Congressional requests 

this office received for information about the Coke and Pepsi cases. A cover letter 
explained that the fact sheet was being sent to assist staff "in responding to 
questions and concerns that your constituents have raised." 

Question. Why was there no reference to the legislation which had been in
troduced at the time? 

Answer. The purpose of sending a fact sheet was not to address legislation but 
to answer questions that a large number of congressional offices had raised con
cerning the Commission's decisions involving territorial restraints In the soft 
drink bottling industry. The Commission does not comment on proposed legisla
tion unless requested to do so. 

o 




